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Abstrak

Keseimbangan antara keterpisahan dan kebersamaan telah menjadi perhatian utama
dalam bidang ilmu bagi perbezaan kendiri dan penukaran agama. Namun begitu,
kajian yang menggabungkan kedua-dua bidang ilmu ini masih belum dikaji. Kajian
ini meneroka saling pengaruh antara dua bidang ilmu tersebut di kalangan mualaf
Cina Muslim Malaysia yang terpinggir. Data kajian diperolehi melalui temubual
secara mendalam. Pengkaji telah menjalankan 19 temubual bersama lima orang
peserta dari wilayah utara Malaysia. Kriteria pemilihan peserta ialah mualaf Cina
Muslim yang berumur 25 tahun ke atas dengan sekurang-kurangnya 10 tahun
pengalaman penukaran agama. Kajian ini menggunakan Model Braun dan Clarke
sebagai panduan dalam proses analisis data. Kod awalan and tema dibina dengan
menggunakan bantuan perisian komputer. Pengkaji telah menyusun, memperhalusi
dan menamakan semula tema tersebut secara manual untuk membentuk 14 tema dan
63 sub-tema dalam menjawab persoalan kajian.Kajian ini telah membahagikan proses
penukaran agama kepada lima peringkat, iaitu peringkat (1) tarikan awal, (2)
penyerapan, (3) adaptasi, (4) assimilasi dan (5) integrasi. Ia menunjukkan bahawa
mualaf mempunyai tahap perbezaan kendiri yang berbeza mungkin menunjukkan pola
corak tingkah laku, pemikiran dan emosi yang berbeza. Bagi konstruk perbezaan
kendiri di kalangan mualaf Cina Muslim, sesetengah tingkah laku dan tindak balas
mungkin mempunyai intepretasi yang berbeza dalam konteks kolektivistik, budaya
dan interpersonal. Pengkaji membina Model Pengalaman Hidup Luar Kebiasaan
(ULEM) berasaskan Teori Bowen. Proses penukaran agama mendedahkan mualaf
kepada pengalaman hidup luar kebiasaan. Ia mengubah mualaf ke dalam golongan
minoriti, mengubah mereka daripada norma asal dan menghubungkan mereka dengan
norma baru. Kesukaran dan cabaran pengalaman hidup luar kebiasaan memudahkan
proses pembelajaran dan usaha yang berstruktur sebagai pemangkin dalam proses
perkembangan perbezaan kendiri alam dewasa. Kajian ini telah menambahkan model
penukaran agama, model pembangunan perbezaan kendiri zaman dewasa, dan
hubungan manusia-Tuhan dalam bidang ilmu. Pengkaji juga memberi cadangan
kepada pihak kaunselor dan penyelidikan akan datang.

Kata Kunci: Perbezaan kendiri, Proses penukaran agama, Mualaf Cina Muslim
Malaysia, Kualitatif, kepelbagaian budaya.
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Abstract

The balance between separateness and togetherness has become the primary concern
to the knowledge area of self-differentiation and religious conversion. However, these
two areas have not yet merged to study. The study explores the inter-influences
between the two areas among the marginalized Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.
Research data were obtained through in-depth interviews. The researcher has
conducted 19 interviews with five participants from the Northern region of Malaysia.
The participants' selection criteria are Chinese Muslim converts who are above 25
years old with at least ten years of religious conversion experience. This study uses
the Braun and Clarke Model as guidance in the data analysis process. Initial codes and
themes were developed using the assistance of computer software. The researcher
reorganized, refined and renamed the themes manually to form14 themes and 63 sub-
themes in answering the research questions. This study has divided the religious
conversion process into five stages, which are the (1) initial attraction, (2) absorption,
(3) adaptation, (4) assimilation and (5) integration. It shows that converts with
different levels of self-differentiation might have different patterns of behaviours,
thinking and emotions. In terms of the self-differentiation constructs among Chinese
Muslims, some behaviours and responses might have different interpretations in the
collectivistic, cultural and interpersonal context. The researcher develops the Unusual
Life Experience Model (ULEM) based on Bowen Theory. The religious conversion
process exposes converts to unusual life experience. It shifts the converts to the
minority group, deviate them from compatriot norm, and associates them with new
norms. The hardships and challenges in the unusual life experience facilitate the
learning process and structural efforts to catalyse adulthood self-differentiation
development. This study has added the religious conversion model, adulthood self-
differentiation development process model, and human-God relationship into the body
of knowledge. The researcher also provides suggestions to counsellors and future
studies.

Keywords: Self-differentiation, Religious conversion process, Malaysian Chinese
Muslim converts, Qualitative, Multi-cultural
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Introduction

This chapter will discuss the overall concept of self-differentiation in the context of

the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. The main issue that will be addressed in this

chapter will be the unique Islamic conversion experience of the Malaysian Chinese

Muslim converts. This chapter will also explain the problem statement, research

questions, research objectives, the rationale of the study, the theoretical framework

and research scope.

1.1 Research background

Self-differentiation refers to the ability to emotionally and physically separating from

a family of origin (Bridge, 2019; Charles, 2001). It consists of intrapsychic and

interpersonal aspects (Bitter, 2009; Bowen, 1978; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004).

Intrapsychic self-differentiation refers to the ability to separate the feeling system and

the thinking system. Interpersonal self-differentiation developed through experiencing

intimacy with others but still function as an autonomous individual.

Bowen uses the self-differentiation concept to explain the interaction and functional

among human relationships. According to Bartle-Haring & Gregory (2003) and

Chung & Gale (2006), self-differentiation allows individuals to have a sense of self

but still connect with others. Based on the above definition, self-differentiation is the

balance between the sense of intimacy and individuality or separateness. High self-
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differentiated individuals might feel intimacy with others (Goldenberg & Goldenberg,

2004). They perceived love, maintain the self-sense and minimise the influence of

evoking atmosphere (Bitter, 2009; Bowen, 1978; Charles, 2001). They are capable of

maintaining objectivity and healthier spontaneous behaviours.

Self-differentiation is essential to individuals’ intrapersonal and interpersonal

relationships, but the self-differentiation level is developed and fixed in early life. The

patterns of individuals’ spontaneous behaviours, interactions and expectations with

others are fixed before adulthood. However, unusual life experience and structural

effort might develop adulthood self-differentiation (Kerr & Bowen, 1988; Willimson,

1991). This study chooses the religious conversion process as the setting of unusual

life experience to explore adulthood self-differentiation development.

The central theme of religious conversion is “change” (Bockian, Glenwick, &

Bernstein, 2005; Hester, 1998; Paloutzian, Richardson, & Rambo, 1999; Vokes, 2007).

It provides the changing environment and atmosphere to converts (Iyadurai, 2010;

Masayuki, 1991; Paloutzian et al., 1999). It might change problematic behaviours,

such as drug and sex addiction (Paloutzian et al., 1999). They might give up the old

living habits and adopt a new living habit, or abandon old fundamental values and

replace them with new values (Buxant, Saroglou, & Scheuer, 2009). The changing

process, such as giving up, surrender, adoption and replacement involved a series of

the learning process and structural effort

The religious conversion process might bring enormous challenges to converts

(Bockian et al., 2005; Hester, 1998). In the religious aspect, it involves religious
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practices (Iyadurai, 2010), rituals (Bai, Ye, Zhu, Zhao, & Zhang, 2012), and God

relationship (Buxant et al., 2009). In the interpersonal dimension, they have

assimilation, acculturation (Woods, 2012), and social recognition (Yang, 1998)

challenges. In the psychological aspects, they have self-esteem, self-image (Gooren,

2002; Zinnbauer & Pargament, 2010) emotional (Ng & Shek, 2001) values and beliefs

(Cohen, Gruber, & Keltner, 2010) challenges. All the above challenges might

facilitate converts to a series of the learning process and structural effort.

Bowen (1978) claims that the self-differentiation concept is universally applicable

even it was developed in the Western individualistic culture. However, Sumari, Jalal

& Idris (2008) also claim that the application of counselling theories should consider

multi-cultural aspects. This study chooses Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts as the

study subjects. It intends to apply the self-differentiation concept to the Asian

collectivistic community. In the collectivistic culture, any choice, living habit,

decision or act is not merely an individuals’ preference. It might create an

interpersonal and intrapsychic issue.

In the Chinese collectivistic context, conversion to Islam is a betrayal behaviour (Lam,

2005). They might receive massive rejection (Ahmad Yousif, 2004) because they

might be treated as non-Chinese (Jacobsen, 2005), Masuk Melayu or become Malays

(Ali Muhamud, 2007; Ma, 2005). Some might treat the Chinese converts as self-

degraded or down-graded (Ali Muhamud, 2007; Ma, 2005). They are also considered

as contradicting with modern values (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009; Yip, 2008)

and opportunists (Ma, 2005). Even both Chinese and Islam share similar cultures

(Abd. Hamid, Md. Yusuff, Othman, & Balwi, 2013); the focal point might not be the
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same. Ancestor worship, mourning observances, correct Chinese rituals and eating

habits are the belonging markers to the Chinese descent group (Oded, 2015).

Embracing Islam might dilute or eliminate those makers.

Besides the compatriot community, they also have to face interpersonal adjustment

challenges in the mainstream Malay Muslim community. The challenges might

include assimilation (Tan, 1991), self-identity (Hew, 2004; Ma, 2005), rejection (Lam,

2005) and suspicious motives (Ma, 2005) such as marriage (Sebastian &

Parameswaran, 2007), not being Islamic enough and not Malay enough (Ali

Muhamud, 2007; Ma, 2005). These phenomena happen because Muslim is

synonymous with being Malay in Malaysia (Ma, 2005). Islam has shaped the Malays'

identity, life and worldview (Yaacob, 2011). People misunderstood that Islam belongs

to the Malays (Abd. Hamid et al., 2013)

Religious conversion is considered as a social threat to the mainstream community

(Ozyurek, 2018). Take Chinese Muslim converts as an example; they are in the grey

area between the Chinese compatriot community and the Muslim religious

community (Chen, 2010; Hew, 2004; Jacobsen, 2005; ). They are religious minorities

in the mainstream compatriot Chinese community; cultural and ethnic minorities in

the mainstream Malay Muslim community. As Chinese Muslim converts, they

preserve their living habits as Chinese. As Muslim Chinese, they adopt Islamic

teachings in their living habits. However, they are no longer purely belonged to either

community. They partially belong to both communities. They become “neither” and

“link” between both communities.
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The researcher assumes that self-differentiation is crucial for the Malaysian Chinese

Muslim converts in dealing with those challenges. In the interpersonal aspect, they

might need to differentiate but connect from both the compatriot and religious

community. In the intrapsychic aspect, they might learn to separate their emotional

system and thinking system. With intrapsychic and interpersonal self-differentiated,

they might be comfy to go through their conversion process.

In the self-differentiation context, religious conversion is an unusual life experience to

the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. It might involve a series of dilemmas,

difficulties, hardships and challenges. The process places the Chinese converts to the

middle of the Chinese culture and Islamic teachings, between the compatriot

community and the Muslim community. They are in the process of giving up some of

their beliefs, values, living habits or even close relationship. Meanwhile, it is also a

process of adapting, absorbing, adopting new beliefs, values, living habits and

interpersonal relationships.

The researcher assumes that the religious conversion process facilitates structural

effort and learning process in developing the adulthood self-differentiation. It exposes

converts to assimilation, adaptation, integration and adjustment processes. They learn

to balance their individuality and intimacy, religious teachings and compatriot

practices to achieve the interpersonal and intrapersonal comfiest. The process of

discovering, learning, effort taking and adjusting a healthy way to deal with the

religious conversion process is the adulthood self-differentiation development process.
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Besides adulthood self-differentiation development, another central concept in Bowen

theory is multi-cultural and universality. In this study, the researcher assumes that

self-differentiation is capable of explaining the religious conversion process. Self-

differentiation is also expected to be manifested along the religious conversion

process among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

1.2 Problem statements

Most of the counselling theories that originate in the United States are claimed to be

universally applicable (Sumari et al., 2008) even they mostly used the Western

samples to develop the theories (Sumari, Baharudin, Md Khalid, Ibrahim, & Ahmed

Tharbe, 2019; Sumari et al., 2018). This phenomenon also happens to the self-

differentiation constructs (Bowen, 1978). Research on self-differentiation constructs

had been done on different populations to prove its universality. For example, it had

been done to the low urban family (Skowron, 2005); Soviet Jewish Refugees in the

United States (Roytburd & Friedlander, 2008), fibromyalgia syndrome patients

(Murray, Murray, & Daniels, 2007), ethnic minority students in the United States

(Skowron, 2004), and young adult women in Taiwan (Yang, 1999). The above studies

support the universality claim of the self-differentiation constructs in applying to

diverse populations. However, it has never been applied to the collectivist Malaysian

Chinese or even the minority Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

Cross-disciplinary self-differentiation studies have been carried out to prove its

universal application. For examples, it has been tested to the discipline of children

development (Chung & Gale, 2006; Peleg, 2005; Skowron, 2005; Skowron & Dendy,

2004), marital satisfaction (Gubbins, Perosa, & Bartle-Haring, 2010; Skowron, 2000;
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Skowron & Friedlander, 1998), religion (Majerus, 2010; Meteyard, Andersen, &

Marx, 2011), religious practice (Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009; Kimball, & Knudson-

Martin, 2002), psychological wellness (Jankowski & Sandage, 2011; Sandage &

Jankowski, 2010; Skowron, Stanley, & Shapiro, 2009) and coping strategy (Liu, 2004;

Murdock & Gore, 2004; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998). However, very few studies

have been done on the discipline of religion. Neither had done on the religious

conversion process nor specifically Islamic conversion process.

According to Kerr & Bowen (1988), the self-differentiation level will change if an

individual is exposed to unusual life experiences and structural effort. Roytburd &

Friedlander (2008) found out the longer time the Jewish Refugees stay in the United

States; the more self-differentiated, American acculturated, independent and

individuality they are. Griffin & Apostal (1993) proved that the self-differentiation

level could change through relationship enhancement training. Issenmann (2008)

suggested that studying abroad could significantly influence the self-differentiation

level. Davis (2011) also mentioned that self-differentiation development in adulthood

could be achieved by monitoring family roles and family emotional processes.

However, no study has been done on the impact of the religious conversion to

adulthood self-differentiation development even the experience has proven fulfilling

unusual life experience and structural effort characteristic.

The Chinese are tolerant in religion because different religious elements have diffused

into their daily life (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). In the cultural context,

Chinese culture even had a historical connection with Islam culture (Ma, 2017). Both

cultures share the fundamental belief system (Noor, 2009; Tan & Ibrahim, 2017).
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However, as a religion of life, conversion to Islam is not merely changing the converts’

ritual activities or spiritual beliefs. It might change the converts’ life entirely (Chuah,

2004; Frankel, 2008; Liao, 2003; Shaharuddin, Usman, & Marlon, 2016), such as

ancestor worships, interpersonal relationships, eating habits and human god

relationship which have been recognised as the belonging markers to the Chinese

descendants (Oded, 2015).

The Islamic conversion is a complicated, unique and unusual experience to the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. Cultural Distance Concepts proposed by

Hofstede (1980) could further explain the hardships and difficulties of the converts.

The Chinese appeared to be high collectivism, high power distance (Powoh, 2017)

and high uncertainty avoidance (Shi & Wang, 2011). They firmly hold to the family

ties, clannish, kinship and ancestors worship (Husin Wan Norhasniah Wan & Ong,

2012). They request the family members and descendants to hold the same belief,

values and traditions (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010). Any attempt of changing their

descendant identity might treat as threatening. It is more difficult for the Chinese to

adapt to the host society with greater cultural distance (Pan & Wong, 2011; Spencer-

Oatey, Dauber, Jing, & Lifei, 2017). With the high collectivism, power distance and

uncertainty avoidance characteristics, the Chinese might not easy to accept any

change of living habits and ethnic identity. They are conservative and reluctant to

change.

The Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts are always treated as traitors in the

mainstream compatriot community (Lam, 2005); they are considered as not pure

Muslims (Jacobsen, 2005). The Chinese might assume the Chinese Muslims have
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become Malays (Ma, 2005) and their conversion is contradicted with modern values

(Jensen, 2008; Yip, 2008). They might be boycotted (Ali Muhamud, 2007), and

rejected (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). Their religious conversion motives

might also be questioned (Ma, 2005). Even studies have proved that religious

conversion is an extraordinary human experience, but this profoundly complex

(Ozyurek, 2018) hostilities (Iyadurai, 2010), loneliness and isolation (Jensen, 2008;

Larson, 1996) human experience has not yet proven to influence individuals’ self-

differentiation level.

Spiritual life might change after religious conversion by building a relationship with

God (Anis Ahmad, 2009; Maruna, Wilson, & Curran, 2006; Mehmedoglu & Kim,

2002). Religious conversion might radically change a person's identity, beliefs, ideas,

values, personality (Ali Kose, 1996; Buxant et al., 2009), self-esteem and self-

confidence (Zinnbauer & Pargament, 2010), and self-image (Gooren, 2002).

Religious conversion positively changes people’s understanding of life and well-being

comprehensively and fundamentally (Cohen et al., 2010; Paloutzian et al., 1999). It

might also startup the behaviour changes, such as drug and sex addiction (Paloutzian

et al., 1999), personal behaviours (Lee, 2008), prosocial behaviours (Shariff &

Norenzayan, 2007), caring behaviours (Wan Kamal Mujani, Abdul Qayyum Abdul

Razak, Allawati Kasri, Mohd Irman Mohd Abd Nasir, & Noor Inayah Ya’akub, 2012),

interpersonal skill (Iyadurai, 2010). The above studies had shown religious conversion

might bring sweeping changes to individuals. However, no study has been done on

the impact on adulthood self-differentiation development.
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There are so many religious conversions models had been established, such as

Rambo’s Religious Conversion Process, Lofland and Skonovd Religious Conversion

Motives. However, most of the arguments have been found and developed to focus on

Christianity, Judaism but ignore Islamic conversion (Rambo, 2010). The established

models might not be relevant to explain minority conversion (Gooren, 2005). As a

unique human experience (Lee, 2008), a specific model is needed to explain the

religious conversion phenomena to a particular group of people. The researcher found

out that, very few religious conversion models or studies that developed explicitly to

explain the phenomena in the context of Asian and Islam; mainly the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts minority.

Studies have shown that people with different levels of self-differentiation will have

different patterns of religious behaviours. They are different in terms of religious

prayer practice (Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009), spiritual questing (Meteyard et al.,

2011), the flexibility of religious practices (Kimball & Knudson-Martin, 2002),

religious stability (Sandage & Jankowski, 2010), religious satisfaction (Rang & Lee,

2000) and religious needs (Majerus, 2010). However, the researcher found out lack of

studies on the self-differentiation manifestation in the religious conversion process.

This research intends to combine the self-differentiation constructs and religious

conversion process to explain psychosocial among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim

converts. Most of the religious conversion studies are from the Western Christian and

individualistic perspectives. However, very rare has been done on the Islamic

conversion process from the collectivism, interpersonal and marginalised context,

mainly the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. There are so many studies that have
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shown that people who have different self-differentiation levels will have different

coping styles, anxiety levels, marital satisfaction levels and interpersonal interaction

patterns. However, very few studies have been done on the manifestation of self-

differentiation in the religious conversion process. Studies also proved that converts

would involve many aspects of change in their religious conversion process. It might

change their values, beliefs, social network, sexual behaviours, and destination of life.

Unfortunately, no study was ever done on the change of self-differentiation level.

1.3 Rationale of the study

By using self-differentiation frameworks, counsellors might have extra tools to help

converts along their religious conversion process. The framework might help

counsellors to identify their clients’ conversion issues, such as the process,

manifestation, and adulthood self-differentiation development.

By understanding adulthood self-differentiation development, counsellors could

formulate modules to enhance their capabilities in dealing with converts’ low self-

differentiated behaviours. This effort is meaningful because most converts are facing

self-differentiation issues. Findings had shown that intrapersonal and interpersonal

relationships had become their primary challenges to coverts, especially the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts (Ali Muhamud, 2007; Hew, 2004; Ma, 2005).

The validation of adulthood self-differentiation development followed by religious

conversion is vital because it is related to the family counselling constructs in the

adaptation perspective. According to Skowron (2000), Skowron & Friedlander (1998),

family counselling has been widening used and significantly contributes to the field of
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psychotherapy. However, the theories and constructs do not have much attention from

researchers and waiting for validation.

Future self-differentiation studies should include aspects of individualism and

collectivism (Chung & Gale, 2006). The roles of individualism in “modern

collectivistic” culture need further investigation (Chung & Gale, 2009). This study

selects the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts as the sample of study because they

are the typical “modern collectivistic” group. They inherit collectivistic values from

their compatriot and religion. They learn individualistic values from the West through

education and mass media (Lam, 1997). Furthermore, they differ from the typical

Malay Muslim community in terms of ethnicity (Jacobsen, 2005)

Tu et al. (2008) have suggested further exploring the moderation of self-

differentiation because previous research is concentrated on multigenerational and

individual factors. This study intends to investigate the role of the religious

conversion process in adulthood self-differentiation development.

Iyadurai (2010) and Rambo (2010) did suggest a deeper understanding of religious

conversion experience because the experience might be different in the multicultural

context (Kahera, 2002). This study gives a deeper understanding of the religious

conversion experience in the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. It

also explores the religious conversion process from the perspective of intrapersonal

and interpersonal.
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Religious conversion might bring some implications to counselling practice. For

example, converts might put God in the centre of their life (Mahoney & Pargament,

2004). However, very few studies have included the religious context in the

psychotherapy framework (Capps, Ransohoff, & Rambo, 1976). This study

investigates the inter-impact of self-differentiation and religious conversion

framework that led to the contribution of counselling practice.

Even though self-differentiation concepts are claimed to be universally applicable

(Bowen, 1978), the field of psychology is still dominated by the West but ignored

Asians (Ho, 1991). Differentiation or autonomy, and relatedness or connectivity are

essential in both collectivistic and individualistic cultures. The preference and

necessary extent of differentiation and relatedness are different in specific customs

and norms (Chung & Gale, 2006). The Western praises highly on individuality and

independence. Asian culture expects cohesion, interdependency and family harmony

(Tu et al., 2008). Therefore the self-differentiation constructs need to be tested in the

cross-cultural aspect (Chung & Gale, 2006), especially to the Asian minority

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. They inherit Asian Chinese cultures, such as

interdependence and family harmony (Chen & You, 2001; Sheh, 2001; Shek, 2010;

Yeh & Yang, 1997). They also differ from traditional Chinese culture in terms of

Islamic practices and Muslim identity (Chen, 2010; Tan, 1983).

This study thoroughly explores the self-differentiation frameworks and Islamic

conversion phenomena in the multi-cultural, theoretical and methodology contexts. In

the multi-cultural aspect, Chinese Muslim converts are the minority of the minority

(Chen, 2010; Hew, 2004; Jacobsen, 2005). This study explores the Asian modern
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collectivistic community from the perspective of the self-differentiation framework,

which highly emphasises individualism (Chung & Gale, 2009). In the theoretical

validation aspect, it examines the impact of Islamic conversion toward adulthood self-

differentiation development. It also extends the self-differentiation constructs to the

application of religious conversion in the collectivistic culture. In the methodology

context, most of the family functioning studies (Sumari et al., 2018), including self-

differentiation (Tu et al., 2008) are quantitative studies. This study provides a

qualitative perspective to understand the frameworks.

1.4 Research questions

1. What is the process of Islamic religious conversion among the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts?

2. How is self-differentiation manifested into the religious conversion process of

the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts?

3. What are the special characteristics of the manifestation of self-differentiation

in the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts?

4. How does the experience of religious conversion influence the development of

self-differentiation among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts?

1.5 Research objectives

1. To explain the religious conversion process of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim

converts.

2. To explore how self-differentiation is manifested in the religious conversion

process of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts
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3. To explore the special characteristics of the self-differentiation manifestation

in the religious conversion process in the context of Malaysian Chinese

Muslim converts.

4. To explore the development of self-differentiation among the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts during the religious conversion process.

1.6 Theoretical framework

The main theoretical framework in this study is self-differentiation, which was

founded by Murray Bowen (1913). Skowron & Friedlander (1998) and Skowron &

Schmitt (2003) further developed self-differentiation into four constructs (a)

emotional cutoff, (b) emotional reactivity, (c) fusion with others and (d) I-position to

evaluate an individual self-differentiation . Emotional reactivity and I-position are

grouped into intrapsychic aspects; emotional cutoff and fusion with others are

grouped into interpersonal aspects (Işik & Bulduk, 2015). In this study, the constructs

have become the basic guide to the researcher to identify the participants’ self-

differentiation status, to evaluate the process of self-differentiation development and

to monitor the manifestation of self-differentiation.

Emotional cutoff assesses individuals' sense of threat and fear of intimacy, extreme

vulnerability to others, and behavioural defences against the threats or fear (Bartle-

Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003). Less self-

differentiated individuals might manage their excessive intimacy anxiety by

interpersonal distancing. It might involve ignorance, denial and distance toward the

significant relationship. They tend to distance themselves emotionally and physically
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from significant others when the relationship is overwhelmed or overburdened. They

might treat intimacy as a threat (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998).

Emotional reactivity assesses individuals’ automatic response to emotional flooding,

stimuli environment or hypersensitivity environment (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003;

Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli, 2003). Low self-

differentiated individuals tend to be more emotionally reactive because they have

difficulty remaining calm and thinking clearly under stressful events. Their emotional

system and thinking system are fused. They are hard to maintain the sense of a solid

self in such stressful environments. They tend to behave and make decisions

according to their feeling system instead of their thinking system (Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998).

Fusion with Others assesses individuals’ over-involvement with others, over-

identification of themselves with parents, over-reliance on others in decision making

and over-holding others’ beliefs. They overtake others’ values, expectations, beliefs,

emotions without self-screen (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy,

2004; Skowron et al., 2003; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003). Less self-differentiated

individuals tend to fuse with others and fear abandonment in a relationship. They seek

acceptance and approval from others in every aspect of their life. Both real and

imaginary separateness are considered overwhelmed to them (Skowron & Friedlander,

1998)

I-position assesses individuals' sense of self, adheres to their own convictions, beliefs

and opinions even under pressure (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron &
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Dendy, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003). Higher self-differentiated individuals tend to be

more I-position. They are capable of experiencing intimacy with others but remaining

independent and autonomous. They make choices and decisions based on their values

and belief by continuing thoughtful under pressure. They maintain themselves to have

a close but not fused relationship with others (Chambers, 2009; Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998)

Rambo Religious Conversion Model (Bowen, 2009; Kahn & Greene, 2004) is another

primary theoretical framework. The researcher uses the framework as a reference to

understand the religious conversion process. The researcher also refers to Unifying

Experiential Psychotherapy and Bowen theory in understanding adulthood self-

differentiation development. Vancea’s Model and Mitrafon’s Model in Unifying

Experiential Psychotherapy are widely used across this study to give a better

understanding of adulthood self-differentiation development.

The collectivism framework which was widely used by Hofstede (1930) in multi-

cultural studies also an important framework in this study. The framework emphasises

family loyalty, sense of belonging, harmonious relationship, “we” consciousness and

“group” feeling (Gorodnichemko & Roland, 2011; Hofstede, 2011). This study refers

to collectivism as the interpersonal framework because the Chinese lives in the most

collectivistic environment (Oyserman, Coon, & Kemmelmeier, 2002)

There are four main theoretical frameworks in this study, which are self-

differentiation, religious conversion process, adulthood self-differentiation
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development and interpersonal. Table 1.1 shows a summary of the theoretical

frameworks in this study.

Table 1.1

Summary of the theoretical frameworks

Self-differentiation Religious
Conversion
Process

Adulthood Self-
differentiation
Development

Interpersonal

1.Emotional cutoff
2.Emotional
reactivity

3.Fusion with others
4.I-position

1. Rambo
Religious
Conversion
Process Model

1. Bowen Theory
2. Vancea’s Model
3. Mitrafon’s

Model

1. Collectivism

1.7 The researcher's background

The researcher is a Malaysian Chinese who had grown up in a traditional Chinese

family. The family practices traditional Chinese religion and celebrates various

traditional festivals, such as Chinese New Year and Mid-Autumn Festival. However,

the researcher is an atheist. He doesn’t believe in any religion and God.

The researcher grew up in a Malay Muslim village. He played around with his Malay

Muslim friends in his childhood. He was sent to a mosque kindergarten to receive his

early childhood education and national secondary school. Most of his schoolmates

were Malay Muslims.

With the upbringing and education experience, the researcher has an excellent

relationship with the Malay Muslims. Of course, The Malays Muslim friends share
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their religion with the researcher. From there, the researcher gains some Islamic

pieces of knowledge.

In the process of sharing, it came out a group of people so-called Chinese Muslim

converts who are from the same ethnic group but are religiously different from the

researcher. They shared the religion with the researcher and invited him to Islam.

They shared their hardships and difficulties experience of their conversion, but they

firmly adhered to their religious choice. Some of them were even evicted from family

and dismissed by the mainstream religious and ethnic group. Their persistency in the

conversion process impresses the researcher.

From the interaction experience with the Chinese Muslim converts, the researcher

decided to understand further their conversion experience. With the psychology and

counsellor background, the researcher chooses to explore their conversion experience

from the perspective of self-differentiation.

To be fair to the participants, avoid bias and prevent misjudgment, the researcher tried

his best to remain value-free status in the study. He participated in the usrah

organized by Hidayah Centre Pulau Pinang for two years. The researcher also

attended the Muslim convert’s camp organized by the Penang State Government.

Besides, the researcher also participated in Chinese Muslim activities, such as

wedding banquets and Hussian Yee Islamic talks. The purposes were to deeply

experience and understand the converts’ living habits.
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1.8 Research scope

This study only looks into the Malaysian Chinese who are converting from other

religions into Islam. Malaysian Chinese who are converting to other religions besides

Islam is not in the scope of this study.

This study only studies the experience of religious conversion among the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts, regardless of their original religion. They may have been

Christian, Catholic, Buddhist or atheist. This study does not consider gender. This

study will not discuss the self-differentiation and religious issues from the perspective

of gender.

The scopes of this study are religious conversion after adulthood with rich religious

conversion experiences. Therefore, this study only recruits participants who were

converted at above 18 years old with at least ten years of religious conversion

experience.

This study only looks into Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts who have stable self-

differentiation. Therefore, this study only selects participants who are 25 years old

and above.

1.9 Chapter summary

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts is a very special group of people. They are

different from the traditional Chinese in terms of religion but similar in terms of

ethnicity. They are identical to the Malays in terms of religion but ethnically different.

Thus, Chinese Muslim converts are neither and linked to both communities. They
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perceive pressure and rejection from both communities. They have extraordinary

religious conversion experience of neither belonging to their religious community nor

compatriot community. Therefore, it is very meaningful to look into their issue from

the perspective of the Western self-differentiation constructs and religious conversion

model that claimed to be universally and cross-cultural applicable.

1.10 Thesis summary

Chapter One mainly illustrates the researcher's background, problem statements,

research questions, research objectives and theoretical frameworks. Chapter Two

consists of literature reviews in the context of Bowen theory, religious conversion,

self-differentiation, the Chinese and Muslim pieces of literature. The researcher

explains the research methodology in Chapter Three and the participants’ background

in Chapter Four. In Chapter Five, the researcher suggests a religious conversion

process model in the context of self-differentiation and Malaysian Chinese Muslim

converts. Chapter Six illustrates the manifestation of the self-differentiation level

along the religious conversion process. In Chapter Seven, the researcher discusses the

special experiences of self-differentiation in the Chinese and Muslim collectivism

context. Chapter Eight illustrates the conversion process as a catalyst to adulthood

self-differentiation development, in the context of unusual life experience. In this

chapter, the researcher will propose the Unusual Experience Model to explain

adulthood self-differentiation development. In chapter nine, the researcher further

discusses adulthood self-differentiation development based on the significant

challenges in the religious conversion process. In chapter ten, the researcher

concludes the findings and provides suggestions for future study.
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CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.0 Introduction

There are three main aspects of this study: (1) self-differentiation, (2) religious

conversion, (3) the Chinese and Muslim This chapter will go through eight

interlocking theoretical concepts in Bowen’s systemic family theory. The researcher

will review theories, previous research and findings to have an overview of self-

differentiation and religious conversion process phenomena. This chapter will also

review the literature of Chinese culture and Islam aspects which are relevant to both

self-differentiation and religious conversion topics.

2.1 Bowen’s systemic family theory

Systemic family therapy defines individuals’ interaction and function in the context of

significant relationships (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Individuals are not

isolated and independently functioning because they are interrelated and inter-socially

influenced (Huang, Hsieh, & Jou, 2004; Skowron, 2004). They are products of the

groups and also influence others in the groups. Individuals’ behaviours, emotions,

expectations, values, beliefs, faith, interpersonal and interpersonal activities are the

result of inter influenced by others

Family of origin affects the development of family members. It impacts the

functionalities of the family members in the long run (Goldenberg & Goldenberg,

2004), such as responses to stress, perceives stress and sense of intimacy.
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Psychological symptoms inherit from parents to offspring, from one generation to

another generation.

Bowen’s systemic family theory consists of eight interlocking theoretical concepts

(Rasheed, Rasheed, & Marley, 2011; Regina, 2000) that comprehensively explain the

inheritance process and inter-influence among family members as a whole family

functioning system. The concepts explain the nuclear family, extended family and

cross generations emotional process (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). The eight

interlocking concepts are (1) self-differentiation, (2) triangles, (3) nuclear family

emotional system, (4) family projection process, (5) emotional cutoff, (6)

multigenerational transmission process, (7) sibling position and (8) societal regression

Self-Differentiation: The ability of individuals to separate themselves emotionally

and physically from their family of origin to achieve emotional maturity and

independence without losing the ability to connect with others (Bridge, 2019; Charles,

2001). Self-differentiation consists of intrapsychic and interpersonal aspects (Bitter,

2009; Bowen, 1978; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Individuals develop their

intrapsychic self-differentiation by separating their feeling and thinking systems in

responding to a particular instant. Interpersonal self-differentiation develops through

experiencing intimacy with others while still functioning as an autonomous individual.

It works to separate individuals’ emotional systems from others.

Triangles: Triangles refer to invitations to a third vulnerable person into an anxious

dyad system (Farmer & Geller, 2005; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004; Klever, 2008).

Triangulation is significantly identified in a stressful atmosphere (Brown, 1999). In
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the triangulation, the third person might temporally dilute and re-stabilise the anxious

dyad system (Charles, 2001). However, it might not be capable of addressing or

solving the conflict and problem. It avoids direct communication and taking

responsibility in a relationship (Bitter, 2009; Sparrow, 2008).

Bowen never suggests triangles as dysfunctional and problematic acts, but it spreads

the origin stress to the unrelated third person. It is only treated as problematic if

individuals intend to ignore or abandon the origin of stress (Brown, 1999). Instead of

resolving their stress and challenges, the third person shifts the focal point. For

example, in a marital conflict relationship, it might be a healthy coping of inviting

parents to act as middlemen so that the spouses could have a healthy discussion. It

becomes problematic if the parents’ alley with their daughter, and the husband starts

to criticise his parents in law. They shift their focal point to the newcomers.

If the anxiety level has increased to a higher level; Individuals might need more

outsiders to stabilise their emotional system to form interlocked triangles (Brown,

1999; Chambers, 2009; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). One third person is not

enough to dilute the anxious dyad system. The intense anxious emotional system

needs more “third person” to deal with chronic anxiety. It might involve a large group

of persons; spread across family members and non-family members.

Nuclear Family Emotional System: Relationship validates Partners’ self-

differentiation level. Individuals only choose and are attracted to individuals who are

at a similar level of self-differentiation (Bitter, 2009; Bowen, 1978; Brown, 1999;

Farmer & Geller, 2005). If the mutual attraction process happens among low self-
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differentiated individuals, they might create a non-differentiated, dysfunctional, fused

and unstable nuclear family emotional system.

The dysfunctional family emotional system created by low self-differentiated spouses

likely influences the emotional and physical development of their children

(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). The children might triangulate into the

unbalanced system, triggering children’s dysfunctional emotions and behaviours.

Children's behaviours might gradually impair and sometimes might cause a long-life

poor functioning.

Family Projection Process: Children might trap into a dysfunctional family

emotional system. Parents transmit their low self-differentiation to their children who

are the least emotional separated from the parents (Brown, 1999; Goldenberg &

Goldenberg, 2004; Klever, 2008). The children might emotionally fuse with their

parents.

Triangulation plays an essential role in the family projection process. The lower the

parents are self-differentiated, the more children might get into the triangles and

victimise (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004; Klever, 2008). Once the children are

trapped in the dysfunctional family system, they might react anxiously to the parents’

dysfunctional relationship.

The low self-differentiation level might transmit to the most susceptible child. Usually,

parents might unconsciously select the eldest and youngest children as the most

potential infantile children (Shih, Wu, & Lin, 2010). The eldest might unintentionally
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take over the parents’ responsibility. Parents might unconsciously pamper the

youngest. It is the willingness and readiness of the infantile child to absorb the parents’

low self-differentiation and transmission behaviours

Emotional Cutoff: Emotional cutoff is the manifestation of fear of losing or

protecting one’s self to another person. Physical distancing or emotional withdrawal is

significant emotional cutoff acts to deny and ignore significant relationships (Brown,

1999; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). If individuals are too much involved in the

family emotional system and victimised, they might struggle to escape or distance

themselves from the family emotional system.

Emotional cut off is a strong indication of low self-differentiation (Bitter, 2009). It

does not help in problem-solving. Sometimes it might worsen the problem by making

the problem more complicated and unsolvable. The emotional cutoff is a process of

reflects a problem, solves a problem and creates a problem (Kerr, 1988). people

might reveal a relationship problem and solve it with emotional distancing. The

behaviour of distancing might create other problems such as loneliness and alienation.

It might intensify a fusion relationship to compensate for the cutoff relationship.

Growing away and breaking away is an entirely different concept in emotional cutoff

(Brown, 1999, p. 97). Growing away is a high self-differentiation indication. They

move out from the family to be more independent. They connect but differentiate

themselves from their family's emotional system, such as moving out of the family

after getting a new job in another city. Breaking away is an indication of low self-

differentiation. They take immediate action to cut off, break off, distance, ignore and
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deny but still emotional ties with the family emotional system, such as moving out

from the family after quarrelling with parents.

An emotional cutoff is not always presented in dramatic ways (Brown, 1999), such as

quarrels, or running away. It can happen in a ‘harmony’ and ‘calm’ situation. Even

the physical bodies are very close to each other, but no emotional interaction is

between them. For example, family members maintain silence and ignore in front of

others’ anger. This situation usually happens in a family with a hierarchy system and

restrictions. It often occurs in Asian culture, whereby expression of negative emotions,

self-feelings, views or stands are prohibited.

Multigenerational Transmission Process: Nuclear family emotional system is a

multigenerational concept. The poor functioning family emotional system is inherited

from past generations (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Besides copying from

parents, individuals might pass similar patterns and behaviours to the next generation.

The inheritance might continue from one generation to another generation.

Marriage initiates the multigenerational process (Bitter, 2009; Goldenberg &

Goldenberg, 2004). The process started with the selection of a spouse with a similar

self-differentiation level. When two low self-differentiated persons form a family, at

least one of their children might be projected and developed to be even lower self-

differentiated. The lower self-differentiated child might find a similar lower self-

differentiated spouse and project their low differentiation to the next generations. This

repeating process progressively drops the self-differentiation level by generation.
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The impact of the transmission might be different for each child because they receive

a varying degree of triangulation, projection or attention (Brown, 1999). The child

who receives more triangulation and projection might inherit more dysfunctional

symptoms. Besides, a particular value will only project to a specific child or gender.

For example, the eldest child is projected to be more responsible and leadership. The

male children are expected to be strong and sturdy.

Although self-differentiation is a multigeneration concept; personal awareness and

self-improvement might terminate the inheritance of poor functioning in a family

emotional system. Unusual life experience and structural effort could end the

transmission process (Kerr & Bowen, 1988).

Sibling Position: Individuals might bring their roles and behaviours patterns in their

origin family to form new families. Birth order might predict specific functions and

roles in a family (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). For example, an eldest child who

marriages a youngest might take over all the responsibility and decision making.

Marriage between two eldest children might compete in taking responsibility and

decision-making. Marriage between two youngest children, both might feel

overburdened with responsibility and decision making (Kerr, 1988). The eldest bring

their responsible and decision-making, but the youngest bring their dependent

characters into their new family.

Bowen suggested that traits, roles, patterns and responsibilities according to sibling

position are not universality applicable (Brown, 1999). Parents’ projection and

triangulation mostly influence children's roles. For example, if the parents treat a
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middle child as the eldest by giving more responsibility and power, the middle child

might take over the eldest child, and acts as the eldest.

Societal Regression: Society is a big family. Bowen extends his family emotional

dynamic theory in explaining a broader social dynamic. Dysfunctional phenomena

that happen in a family might also be observed in a large society (Becvar & Becvar,

2009). Dysfunctional emotions and behaviours such as triangulation, fusion, and

emotional cutoff might duplicate by individuals to handle anxiety in society.

Undifferentiated problem-solving patterns might come out with more complex and

unsolvable problems in the broader societal context.

According to Goldenberg & Goldenberg (2004), two opposing societal forces bring

individuals toward undifferentiated and individuality. Chronic anxieties such as

population growth, depletion of natural resources, racial and political issues push

individuals toward fusion and undifferentiated to obtain a sense of security. However,

over-involvement and fusion might push individuals toward individuality to prevent

over absorb anxieties, values, expectations and emotions. The force of Individuality

and fusion balance up each other.

2.2 Religious conversion

Conversion originated from Hebrew, Greek and Latin. It brings the meaning of turn,

to turn and turn again (Paloutzian et al., 1999, p. 1051). In the religious context, the

term is referred to the changing of one belief system to another (Jindra, 2008), or

spiritual disposition that may involve public affiliation (Smith & Stewart, 2011). It

has the purpose of correcting and aligning what was wrong before the conversion
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(Vokes, 2007). Converts might treat their previous religious practices or thoughts are

wrong, and the conversion brings them to the right path.

Religious conversion is related to religious missionary work. Vokes (2007) quotes

Coleman’s statement ‘continuous conversion’ to describe converts’ life. Manglos

(2010) describes religious conversion as “rebirth” and converting to a new moral

living habit. Therefore, they might continuously recall and relive their conversion

stories to empower themselves in the new religion. They preach their words to the

world by sharing their religious thoughts. However, Granqvist & Kirkpatrick (2004)

relate sudden conversion to insecure attachment and vice versa.

Religious conversion is not a single process. It is a complex and dynamic process of

turning one religion into another (Inaba, 2004; Jensen, 2006; Lee, 2008; Ozyurek,

2018; Rambo, 2010). The process involves many factors like people, events,

ideologies, expectations, experiences and institutions that are interactive and

cumulative from time to time. Modernisation and advancement bring people toward

rational thought and action toward religious, ethical, emotional and intellectual

questions (Woods, 2012; Yang, 1998). Traditional beliefs such as animism worship

might replace by world religions such as Christianity, Islam or Buddhism.

Rambo has identified five types of religious conversion (Kahn & Greene, 2004). (a)

Apostasy, a person transforms from traditional religion into no religion, such as born

Muslims to atheists. (b) Intensification, a person intensifies his existing religious

tradition, such as a nominal Muslim transform into a devoted Muslim. (c) Affiliation,

a person moves from no religion to a religion, such as from agnostic to Muslim. (d)
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Institutional transition, a person moves from one religion to another religion, but still

within a major religious tradition, such as from Methodist to Orthodox within

Christianity. (e) Tradition transition, a person moves from one religious tradition to

another, such as from Christian to Muslim.

Islam started with a convert Muslim (Zaid et al., 2011). Islamic conversion consists of

oral conversion and practical conversion (Jensen, 2006). Oral conversion is the

declaration of the Shahada, which attests to the oneness of God and Prophet

Muhammad as His messenger. Practical conversion is referred to conversion

behaviours and acts such as performing prayer (salat) publicly and pilgrimage (haji).

The practical conversion is parallel with oral conversion because both affirm the

oneness of God (Shahada). However, the practical conversion is controversial and not

accepted by some Islamic scholars (Khalfaoui, 2011). In Malaysia, Islamic conversion

is related to the declaration of Shahada and registering Muslim identity to the

authorities.

2.2.1 Theory context

Two main religious conversion models will be reviewed in this study. Rambo’s

Religious Conversion Model explains the process of a person from connecting with a

religion to becoming a committed religious believer. Lofland and Skonovd’s

Conversion Motives Model explores how individuals are attracted to religion.
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2.2.1.1 Rambo’s model of religious conversion process

Rambo’s model divides the religious conversion process into seven stages. Those

stages are (a) context, (b) crisis, (c) quest, (d) encounter, (e) interaction, (f)

commitment and (g) consequences (Bowen, 2009; Kahn & Greene, 2004).

Individuals' religious conversion experience may include some but not necessarily all

phases in Rambo’s model (Smith & Stewart, 2011) because religious conversion

experience is a very personal and unique experience ( Lee, 2008). The intensity and

duration of the phases are also varied and depend on individuals’ experience.

The context stage occurs with supports that facilitate religious conversion behaviours.

It could be divided into macro and micro contexts (Bowen, 2009; Farley, 2011). The

example of macro context might be political, technologies and economic situation;

while micro context might be family, friends and peers. The context facilitates

religious conversion by providing supportive, inclusive and comfortable environments

(Kahn & Greene, 2004).

Crisis plays the role of a catalyst for change (Smith & Stewart, 2011). Under a

significant and prolonged crisis, individuals might reject their existing self and replace

it with an entirely new self (Vokes, 2007). However, many researchers relate the crisis

and conflict to the passive conversion (Kahn & Greene, 2004), mostly unsolved,

unhappy, traumatic and conflicted childhood (Ullman, 1982). They perceived more

stress, personal inadequacy and limitation (Zinnbauer & Pargament, 2010). Religion

offers an excellent solution to the problem (Clement, 2003). It also plays the role of

attachment to the believers (Reiner, 2010). The believers perceived response from
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God on their separation and loss (Counted, 2016) and stay comfortable in a secure

human-God relationship (Njus, Okerstrom, & Stuart, 2012). Besides, the human god

relationship also compensates for the insecure parental attachment of the believers

(Reinert, Edwards, & Hendrix, 2009).

The third stage is the quest stage. At this stage, potential converts will always seek

meaning and purpose (Bowen, 2009). Spiritual poverty facilitates converts to look for

a new experience, a new way, new meaning, or new coping in religions. The old

belief system seems inadequate and unsatisfied. They replace the old unfit faith with

new adequate religion (Kahn & Greene, 2004). Therefore, they always convert with

their religious judgement, such as the God concept (Jindra, 2008). For example,

Christians who convert to Islam may disagree with the concept of God as a human

being, Trinity, origin sin, and the discrepancies between old and New Testaments.

An encounter between potential converts and religious advocates might create

chemical interactions in learning a new religion (Bowen, 2009). Missionary is

strategic derives pointed against other religions (Bhardwaj, 2011) and works toward

religious conversion (Smith & Stewart, 2011). The advocates might bring in new

opportunities, thinking systems and living techniques to the potential converts (Kahn

& Greene, 2004). For example, if a religious doubtful Christian encounters a Muslim

missionary, it might provide him with new possibilities and thinking system.

In the interaction stage, potential converts might interact with new belief systems

(Smith & Stewart, 2011). They might get more religious involvement, or the

advocates might work harder in persuading. The critical elements are controlling
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communication and enhancing a social environment that enables potential converts to

experience the new religion without disturbance. The vital components are: (a)

relationship, a strong emotional relationship is created between potential converts

with the religious group. (b) Ritual, potential convert’s cognitive understanding might

emerge and amplified by repetition of physical actions. (c) Rhetoric, a new language,

metaphors used by potential converts for the transformation purpose. (d) Roles, the

potential converts might align his role to meet the group’s expectations (Bowen, 2009;

Kahn & Greene, 2004).

The potential converts might affiliate with the new religion in the commitment stage.

The converts might publicly announce their religious choice (Smith & Stewart, 2011).

Symbolic enactments such as rituals are essential in reminding the convert of their

new religious identity because the commitment is very fragile. They enhance the

engagement by testimony and narrative witness (Kahn & Greene, 2004).

The final stage is the consequences stage. Converts may take years to assimilate into a

new religion because the adaptive process is a long journey. Long-term consequences

such as the relationship with God, understanding of life or nature may change after

the commitment stage. In the process of assimilation and adaptation, the religious

conversion experience may get contamination, reduction or more substantial and

decisive (Kahn & Greene, 2004).

The religious conversion process is a personal experience. Converts might have their

religious conversion experience, which is not comparable with others. However, the
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framework is still: a) interact with a new religion, b) adapt to the new religion and c)

reach a stable stage. They might be more sincere, adequate sincere or quit the religion.

2.2.1.2 Lofland and Skonovd’s model of religious conversion motives

Lofland & Skonovd (1981) have proposed six religious conversion motives to explain

religious conversion behaviours. According to Mehmedoglu & Kim (2002), the model

is cross psychological and sociological concerns. It has comprehensively drafted out

religious conversion motives from different perspectives. It consists of (a) intellectual,

(b) mystical, (c) experimental, (d) affectional, (e) revivalist, and (f) coercive.

According to Lofland & Skonovd (1981), intellectual motive refers to conversion

through seeking or investigating alternative faith, spiritual or religious knowledge.

Widespread doubts bring converts to a religion. They search for the meaning of life

and the creation of the universe (Jensen, 2008). The process might involve some tools,

such as books, television programs, articles, lectures and Islamic websites (Shavit &

Wiesenbach, 2009). Converts use none social contact media to gain religious

information or knowledge (Mahoney & Pargament, 2004).

Lofland & Skonovd (1981) describe mystical motive as converting through high

subjective intensity and trauma. Lakhdar, Vinsonneau, Apter, & Mullet (2007) further

describe this motive as an indescribable and unexplainable personal experience. The

experiences are unique, marvelous, subjective and inexplicable. Converts go through

some unique experiences that bring a sudden and traumatic burst of insight.
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Lofland & Skonovd (1981) explain experimental motive as the readiness to

participate in religious activities without judgment. Inaba (2004) describe this motive

as explorations of the religious option by trial and error. Mahoney & Pargament (2004)

describe it as “show me” the theology, ritual, and practice that fit me. They try and

practice one religion to another religion actively to find out the most suitable religion.

The affectional motive refers to conversion through an interpersonal link with others

(Jensen, 2008; Lofland & Skonovd, 1981) or personal attachment (Lakhdar et al.,

2007). Pastoral care is rather the main contributor leading to religious conversion

(Zehnder, 2011). Converts are attracted to a religion because of the social support and

practical blessing (Chao, 2006). Human is sentimental and affectionate being (Inaba,

2004). The sense of closeness and significance from others play a vital role in

decision-making, such as being loved, nurtured, and affirmed in a religious group.

The revivalist motive is defined as manipulations of ecstatic arousal in groups

(Lofland & Skonovd, 1981) to induce new behaviours and beliefs (Inaba, 2004).

Human behaviours and decisions might be irrational, manipulated, influenced and

motivated by arousal elements. This motive involved a lot of exciting experiences,

such as powerful emotional music and preaching to arouse converts’ motivation.

Coercive conversion motive refers to conversion through intense coercive pressure

(Inaba, 2004) that might involve “brainwashing”, “programming”, and “mind control”

(Mehmedoglu & Kim, 2002). Individuals’ compulsion and confession of guilt or

acceptance of a religious system are the key elements. It also involved conforming to

God’s love and promise, such as admission to paradise (Lakhdar et al., 2007),
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submission, surrender and confession of love (Jensen, 2008). “God opened my heart”

or “God cleaned my sin” are generally used to describe the process.

They are many motives that contribute to religious conversion. No matter what is the

reason, it still comes back to the fundamental human needs, such as love, doubt about

life and interpersonal relationship. All the motives of religious conversion are to fulfil

converts’ spiritual and psychological needs.

2.2.2 Change context

Conversion to a new religion might involve a few aspects of life change. According to

Bockian, Glenwick, & Bernstein (2005), Hester (1998), Iyadurai (2010), Paloutzian et

al. (1999) and Vokes (2007) converts will experience all dimensions of life changes.

The changes may include psychological, cognitive, attitude, behaviour, physical,

social and economic (Ozyurek, 2018). The religion could play the role of a unique

motivator, source of significance, mortality and health, coping and source of distress

(Pargament, Magyar‐Russell, & Murray-Swank, 2005). All the above individuals’

changes could form a catalyst to social change and social development, such as

poverty and illiteracy (Turner, 1979).

Religious conversion might motivate the change of problematic behaviours, such as

drug or sex addiction. Religion provides the changing environment and atmosphere

(Paloutzian et al., 1999) that facilitate behavioural changes (Lee, 2008) because

religious experiences might encourage anticipation and desirability (Spilka, Ladd,

McIntosh, & Milmoe, 1996). It acts as the “second chance” for the wrongdoers as a
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shame management and coping strategy by providing them with a new identity as

God’s agents (Maruna et al., 2006).

Spiritual change refers to perspective changes that related to God and the afterlife

(Iyadurai, 2010). God is a reliable attachment figure, and the believers might feel the

promise of heaven (Buxant et al., 2009). It is more significant to Muslims because

their worldview is based on the Ultimacy, Oneness, Uniqueness and Transcendence of

the Creator (Anis Ahmad, 2009). Conversion to Islam facilitates connection and

closeness to God (Shavit & Wiesenbach, 2009). Converts might feel God’s

unconditional love, understanding, acceptances closeness, guidance and tremendous

satisfaction in the human-God relationship.

Psychologically, converts might self-perceived increasing well-being, self-image

(Gooren, 2002), self-esteem, self-identity, self-confidence (Zinnbauer & Pargament,

2010) peace, happiness and joy (Iyadurai, 2010). Finding has shown that gospel drug

rehabilitation might reduce patients’ depression and hopelessness symptoms (Ng &

Shek, 2001). Religious conversion also relates to self-actualisation in Maslow’s

theory. It is a spiritual transformation in the meaning system, purpose of life, value,

goal and self-definition (Buxant et al., 2009). However, findings also showed that

converts might experience anxiety in close relationships and a higher risk of mental

health (Malinakova, Tavel, Meier, van Dijk, & Reijneveld, 2020)

Converts may experience cognitive changes, such as clarifying the purpose of life

(Iyadurai, 2010). They were motivated by the need of searching for a solution to the

meaning system (Buxant et al., 2009). They may experience the understanding of self,
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the world and the sense of purpose (Cohen et al., 2010). Finding has shown a

significant positive relationship between salat prayer and cognitive functioning

among Muslims (Bai, Ye, Zhu, Zhao, & Zhang, 2012)

Some of the converts also experience social changes. Believing in God would

increase prosocial behaviours. It reduces selfishness and increases the awareness of

the supernatural watcher (Shariff & Norenzayan, 2007). They purposely improve

interpersonal skills to cultivate and maintain good interpersonal relationships to show

the glory of God (Iyadurai, 2010). Some of them even involved in welfare and

community services to share the joy of believing (Wan Kamal Mujani et al., 2012).

Religious conversion also relates to secular concern because it affects the operation of

communities and organisations, such as the distribution of community resources,

provision of aid, social re-organisation (Woods, 2012), and identity development

(Yang, 1998). Muslim converts might experience social re-organisation, such as they

need to go to the mosque, learn to live as a Muslim, need to treat other Muslims as

brothers and sisters. Once a Malaysian converted to Islam, his life and learning

process will guide by the Islamic religion and law (Lemiere, 2007).

Some studies questioned the changes in religious conversion because it is not

guaranteed and permanent. Sense of Life Purpose among converts increase drastically

for the first week after conversion but drop to non-significant within one month and

rise again to a moderately high level over time (Paloutzian et al., 1999). Studies also

suggest that religious commitment is highly sustained by the interaction with other
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believers (Barker & Currie, 1985), and folklore plays the role of further affiliation and

commitment (Singer, 1980).

Religious conversion might bring some changes to the converts. From the

interpersonal perspective, it might involve the relationship with God, family members,

peers and friends. From the intrapsychic standpoint, it might transform converts’

thinking systems and emotional systems, such as self-definition, self-concept, and

spontaneous behaviours.

2.2.3 Factor of change

Iyadurai (2010) identified the main factor of change in religious conversion is reading

God's words and prayer. In Islam, prayer and reading the Quran is the most effective

way to obtain God’s support. From the Quran, converts gained the correct path and

method. By praying, converts might feel that they can access God anytime and

anywhere. It means to the believers if they sense that God is communicating and

listening to them; their prayer is answered (Masayuki, 1991).

Iyadurai (2010) also mentions there are many learning processes after a religious

conversion. Converts who are facing crunch and crisis tend to find answers in the new

religion. They also test the workability of their findings. Once a Malaysian converts to

Islam, they might need to go through various formal and informal learning (Mohd

Azmi Mat Sah & Maimunah Ismail, 2003). Muslims should ensure their fellow

Muslims follow Islamic teachings and do not return to their old beliefs (Zaid et al.,

2011). The above cycle of questing, finding, and testing initiate personal change.
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The act and decision of embracing a new religion are already considered as change

(Lee, 2008; Ozyurek, 2018) because religion is a positive feature in human lives

(Richardson, 1995; Richardson, 1995). Individuals are in the changing process if they

choose and act with a series of more effective, responsible and realistic behaviours

(Parrott, 2003). Based on reality therapy, individuals’ actions will determine

individuals’ feelings and thinking (Amir Awang, 1987). Effective acts, such as

embracing a new might also initiate personal change.

The most significant changes are the altruistic attitude and religious awakening

(Masayuki, 1991). Converts might share their religious and conversion experiences

with others and invite others to their faith. Attitude and religious changes might bring

self-wellness and interpersonal improvement. In Malaysia, brothers and sisters in

Islam might bless, adopt and provide assistance to the new converts.

Therapeutic relationships such as calm, blessing, support, security and acceptance

might switch on the mechanism of change (Harpaz-Rotem & Blatt, 2009). Believing

in God provides a sense of supernatural security that is different from human

acceptance (Beck, 2006; Reinert et al., 2009; Robu, 2006). Converts experience

empathic understanding, unconditional positive regards and acceptance from God.

They treat God as a secure base and safe heaven (Counted, 2016). The positive feeling

reconstructs self-actualisation and self-valuing (Parrott, 2003). They will move

forward in an encouraging and supportive environment (Mohammed Sharif Mustaffa,

Roslee Ahmad, & Jamaludin Ramli, 2007)
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Several factors contribute to the changes after a religious conversion. We can divide

the factors into religious aspects and secularly factors. Religious aspects are God's

words, rituals and religious practices. Secular factors are the blessing from brothers

and sisters of religion, the process of learning and assimilation.

2.3 The Chinese Muslim pieces of literature

The Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts are the participants of this study. In this

section, the researcher will provide an overview literature of the Chinese and Muslims.

2.3.1 Basic Chinese culture

Familyism is the primary social and economic orientation among the Chinese (Sheh,

2001; Yeh & Yang, 1997). It plays the role of maintaining family harmony, unity,

heritance and prosperity (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010). The Chinese treat family

as the basic unit of society and central of all relationships. They are inter-reliable,

inter-responsible and inter-adherence. They grow up to function interdependently in

the context of emotional, economic and societal. Cohesiveness plays the primary role

of family functioning in collectivistic culture (Sumari et al., 2019).

The close Chinese relationship is reflected in the famous Chinese idiom 血浓于水

(blood is thicker than water) (Shek, 2010). The Chinese call their children as their

flesh and blood (骨肉 ), brotherhood relationship as hand and feet (手足 ) (Hwang,

1997). A family member has the responsibility for providing constant assistance and

support for each other (Hwang, 1997). Sacrificing for family members is the norm in

Chinese culture. Their emotions are fused and not developed to separate from family.
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Independent, individuality or differentiation will not be ones’ ultimate goal (Chen &

You, 2001). Therefore, it is normal if three generations stay under a roof in a Chinese

family. They share the same beliefs, values, and traditions. They have an eternal sense

of belonging toward their family, both current life and afterlife.

Role, hierarchy and rules are essential concepts in the Chinese family system (Chen &

You, 2001; Yang, 1971; Yeh & Yang, 1997) and Asian collectivistic culture (Sumari

et al., 2019). It plays the role of maintaining the stability of the family system.

Chinese are rose, educated and accommodated in rigid rules and autocratic family

structure. The superior dominant the inferior; the inferior obeys the superior. Stability

is more crucial than the sense of independence and individuality. They condemn

separation and individualism. Therefore, they are conservative, reluctant to change

and accept new ideas.

Family goodwill will imply an individual’s self-image (Sheh, 2001). Therefore,

endurance in giving up an individuals’ personal goal is necessary for the family's

benefit (Hwang, 1997). The Chinese relate the family reputation to themselves. They

merge themselves into their family for a solid feeling and emotion. They are united to

protect the family, sustain family needs, hardworking and frugal to accumulate

prosperities. They protect family members for a better life, flourish and security.

Chinese practises inequality power and status in their family system (Chen & You,

2001). They give more priority, status and authority to the elder. The younger might

need to obey the elder. Besides, they also give priority to male descendants. The

father-son relationship is the most precious (Yeh & Yang, 1997). A husband is more
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superior in a family, and the wife is subordinate (Hwang, 1997). The harmonies value

and gender fixed role encourage women to sacrifice in maintaining the family and

marital system (Chen & You, 2001).

The parental relationship is more important than the marital relationship (Chen & You,

2001). The Chinese respect the elders and value filial piety. Parents have the

responsibility to nurture, protect and love their linages for a brighter future. Children

must respect and obedience to their parents (Chen & You, 2001). They owned eternal

debt to parents for giving life and rising, as mentioned by famous idiom父母恩情似

海深 (debt toward parents is as deep as the ocean) (Shek, 2010). Children are

expected to work hard to return their parents' sacrifices (Hwang, 1997).

According to Chen & You (2001), Chinese marriage does not mean leaving the family

origin to form a new family. It brings the wife into the existing dyad mother-child

relationship to build a new triangles mother-child–in-law relationship. Any anxiety or

stress between mother and daughter in law will triangulate to the son or husband. He

will be invited to dilute the stress relationship. Problematic behaviours, anxiety and

stress are passed freely in the Chinese family through triangulation.

Chinese has an extreme sense of community. They obsess about social order and

harmony (Anis Ahmad, 2009) to sense being belonged and security. The Chinese tend

to accommodate and tolerate social structure (Yang, 1971; Yeh & Yang, 1997). They

praise mutuality and likeness. Individuality, independence and competitiveness are

not encouraged. They concern others’ needs and fulfil the societal requirement

(Hwang, 1997; Lam, 1997; Shek, 2010). They extend themselves as a part of a group
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larger self. The group welfare overtakes their individuals’ self (Chia, Cheng, &

Chuang, 1998). Their social self (Hwang, 1997, p. 21) is flexible to include others.

Yang (1971) and Sheh (2001) asserts that the Chinese family structure becomes a

unique model for organisations outside the family. They copy authoritarian family

structure into big scale societal, such as school and enterprise. They manage

organisations with highly centralised power, collectivistic, and strong family

management. The leader plays a role as a big parent, and subordinates are family

members. Subordinates become downplaying, collectivistic, tolerant, respect seniority

and proper conduct of behaviour. They usually do not have a formal organisation

chart. Family hierarchy implies individuals’ roles and positions in the organisation.

They put the relationship into priority rather than performance.

Paternalism, nepotism and ‘familyism’ are characteristic of the Chinese organisation

(Sheh, 2001). They bring the ‘whole family’ to the organisation by recruiting their

family members and relatives. They also pass their business empire to their children.

They seldom discharge their subordinates as long as no big mistake doing. They have

their reliable networking, such as customer and supplier networking in their operation

that rarely changed.

The Chinese are inter-dependence and collectivistic in terms of family and society.

They extend their complicated collectivistic interpersonal relationship to the external

societal scale, such as school and corporate.
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2.3.2 Basic Islamic principles

The basic principle in Islam is the relationship between humans and the Creator,

which is known as Aqidah (faith). It referred to the belief in the Oneness of Almighty

God or the Tauheed. The word “Islam” is an Arabic word that brings the meaning of

“submission” and “surrender” to the truth of God’s will and guidance. The Shariah

(law) consists of rules and regulations that manifest to the believers’ daily actions and

practices. Akhlaq is the moral behaviours in the transformation of Aqidah and Shariah

into Muslim personalities (Salleh, 2015)

There are two primary kinds of literature in Islam. The Quran means God’s final

message to humankind revealed to the Prophet Muhammad (PBUH). It is the literal

word of God in teaching human beings all aspects of life and ethic to worship Him.

The teachings of the Quran are universal scripture. It is the eternal book and the

divine message of God (Abdullah & Asghar, 2017). Besides the Quran, Muslims also

preserved Prophet Muhammad’s teachings and saying as “hadith” literature. He was

the man chosen by God (Salleh, 2015)

Surah 112 Al-Ikhlas describes the fundamental essence of Islam belief as Allah the

Creator of the Universe. It proclaims the Oneness of Allah “SAY: “He is the One

Allah” (Quran 112.1). He is eternal in the context of time and space; He is not

dependent on anything, but all others are dependent on Him. “Allah, the eternal the

Uncaused Cause of All Being” (Quran 112:2). He is not generated by procreation and

the originator of the universe. “He begets not, and neither is He begotten” (Quran

112:3). He is beyond comparison. He is unique; nothing could define and describe
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him. “and there is nothing that could be compared with Him” (Quran 112:4)

(Abdullah & Asghar, 2017; Farhat, Afridi, Afridi, & Malik, 2019)

Besides Quran, hadith, and relationship with God, all Muslims are obliged to practice

the “Five Pillars” (Jamil Zino, 2000; Schumm & Kohler, 2006) to be a Muslim and

submit to God (Salleh, 2015) which are

1. The Shahada (testimony) to testify none has the right to be worshipped except

God. Muhammad is the Messenger of God

2. Salah (prayer) to offer the compulsory congregational prayer correctly and

punctually. Muslims pray five times throughout the day.

3. Zakat (obligatory charity) is an obligation for those who received their wealth

from God. It requires an annual contribution of 2.5% of individuals’ wealth.

4. Observe Sawn (the fast of Ramadhan) is referring to the Muslims abstaining

from the start of dawn until sunset from food, drink and everything else during

the month of Ramadhan.

5. Hajj is for whoever is able to do so in conducting the greater pilgrimage to the

House of God in Mekkah

Besides the pillars of Islam, pillars on Faith (Imam) are intrinsic to a Muslims’ life.

Without believing in the six pillars, one cannot be called a Muslim (Islamic

Information Centre, 2013; Jamil Zino, 2000), There are

1. To believe in the Oneness of God. Allah. Believe in His deserving to be

worshipped, supplicated and His right to legislate.
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2. To believe in Angels that are created from the light of obeying. They are

servants of God.

3. To believe in the Books and Revelations. They believe in the Holy Books

revealed to Prophets. The Quran which Muslims believe is the last,

complete and unchanged revelation. It also includes the Torah, the Gospel

of Jesus, the Psalms of David.

4. To believe in the Prophets. They are required to believe in all the prophets

sent by Almighty God. The first was Adam; the last was Muhammad

(peace be upon them)

5. To believe in the Day of Judgement. The day when the good will separate

from bad; the good will be rewarded, and the sin will be punished.

6. To believe in Fate. Muslims believe all things are meant to happen.

Whichever occurs of good and evil is by Devine decree.

Pillars of Islam and pillars on Imam complement each other. Pillars on Imam stresses

what Muslims should believe. Pillars of Islam guides Muslims on what they should do.

2.3.3 Islam in China

Islam spread into China by mercenaries along the silk road 1300 years ago (Bukhtiar,

2013; Jones-Leaning & Pratt, 2012). Nowadays, China metropolitans along the silk

road, such as Guangzhou, Quanzhou, Beijing, Hangzhou, Yangzhou, Xian still

preserved the ancient mosque (Ding, 2016). However, China Muslims remain as a

minority and marginal ethnic group with little influence in the country. They practice

Islam as a comprehensive way of life which is different from the Chinese majority

(Chuah, 2004; Frankel, 2008).
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The making of the Chinese Muslims today was highly related to the Mongol

Westward Expeditions. The massive military immigration brought a large-scale

Muslim from Central Asia to China (Wan, 2017). Islam in China reached its Apex in

the Yuan dynasty (1271-1368) and early Ming dynasty (Fathil, 2019). The navigator

Zheng He (1371-1435) with his seven exploratory voyages has brought fame to

Chinese-Muslim. Later the Uyghur people added to the Chinese-Muslim population.

It turned the Inner and Central Asians into members of the Chinese-Muslim. They are

commonly called as Hui people (Bukhtiar, 2013).

China has ten Muslim minorities, with a total population of 23 million (Frankel, 2008).

They are the descendant-Muslims from the Middle East and Central Asia (Dillon,

2000). They consist of 1.4% of China's population and becomes the second-largest of

China's fifty-five minorities (Gladney, 1987). Their main ethnicities are the Hui (9.6

million), the Uyghurs (8.4 million), the Kazakhs (1.2 million) and the Dongxiang

(half million). City of Gansu, Ningxia and Xinjiang in Northwest China are their main

settlements. There are about 34 thousand places for Islamic worship and 45 thousand

Imams conducting religious duties in the country (Bukhtiar, 2013).

Islam is one of the five official religions recognised by the China government.

However, this religion is under close supervision by the authorities to prevent any

unchecked religious allegiances that challenge the Communist monopoly power

(Bukhtiar, 2013). Central Asian Muslims, such as Xinjiang’s Uyghurs who are distant

from China’s Centre are labelled as cultural alien and religious extremism. The

Sinicized Muslims who live in proximity to the non-Muslim neighbourhoods are seen

as religiously moderate (Friedrichs, 2017).
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Under one pan-Chinese identity policy and an atheist state of China's government, it

is not an easy task for the China Muslims to maintain their ethnic and religious

identities. During the Cultural Revolution, mosques were closed or destroyed. Imams

were imprisoned (Dillon, 2000). There was also a prohibition of using Arabic script

and expectation of Muslims from rearing pigs and eating pork. It was an era of

eradicating religious belief (Jones-Leaning & Pratt, 2012). However, after the Reform

and Opening period, the Chinese Muslims gradually earned back their status. For

example, in addition to their Chinese names, they openly use their Arabic names

(Dillon, 2000). Constitutionally the people have the right of religious belief, but the

government policy remains opposed to religion (Jones-Leaning & Pratt, 2012)

The Chinese government forbids religious elements in public education. However, in

the context of the diverse Muslim population, reassertions of belief and identity are

vital to local development. Therefore, mosques play crucial roles. They mixed the

secular educational contents to provide religious instruction to the public. Nowadays,

mosque-based schools are allowed except in Xinjiang to strict control over the

separatist movement. The state control mosques' activities. They are restricted from

attending religious or mosques events until they are 18 years old (Jaschok & Chan,

2009)

“Islamist” has become synonymous with the radical Muslim and holy war discourses,

especially after the 911 event. The calls from the separatist for Xinjiang to secede

from China to independence has happened throughout the centuries. They are reported

collaborating with the Taliban and al Qaeda to establish a United Islamic nation. The

government restricted religious freedom among Muslims. Accessing Islamic
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knowledge and practices had been diminished. Several mosques and religious schools

were closed. Control toward the Islamic religion has increased (Jones-Leaning & Pratt,

2012; Mahmut, 2019).

Islam in China has a long history. It played a vital role in the history of China. As a

minority group, the China Muslims struggle of maintaining their identity and practise

their religion. Frankel (2008) asserts they are facing tremendous pressure to assimilate

into mainstream society because of their religion and cultural identity.

2.3.4 The Malaysian Chinese

The Chinese landed in Malaya in the fourth century with the purposes of trading

(Shaharuddin et al., 2016) and religious learning (Lee, 2009). The first phase of mass

migration was before 1850 due to trading activities. The second phase was between

1870-1920. It was due to the labour requirement by the colonial government. The

third phase was between 1920-1960. They migrated and assimilated into Malaya new

territories (Husin Wan Norhasniah Wan & Ong, 2012). The Chinese population

swelled drastically in the mid-1930s because the British encouraged unrestricted

large-scale immigration to exploit tin mines and new lands (Noor, 2009; Yaacob,

2011)

In the first decade of Malaysia's independence, the Chinese mostly participated in the

economic arena. The situation changed after the riot on 13 May 1969 (Chin &

Tanasaldy, 2019). The Malays felt that the Chinese were economically better than

them, and the Chinese were unsatisfied with the Malay political dominance (Noor,

2009). After the riot, the Malaysian government implemented the New Economy
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Policy to rectify the economic and educational imbalance between races. However,

the policy worsened the Chinese-Malay relationship (Chin, 2009)

After independence, Malaysia has transformed from a plural society under

colonialism to a multi-ethnic society (Embong, 2002). Today, about 25% of the

Malaysian population is Chinese (Abd. Hamid et al., 2013). They could divide into a

few dialect groups, which are Hokkien, Hakka, Cantonese, Teochew, Hainanese,

Hockchiu, Kwongsi and Henghua (Tan, 2000). Under Malaysia’s vernacular

education system, most of them have learnt some Mandarin, Malay and English;

besides the capability of speaking one or more Chinese dialects based on their dialect

groups and residential areas (Hung, 2013).

80-90 per cent of the Malaysian Chinese are the Chinese religion followers which

impact all aspect of their culture and living habits (Tan, 1983). Confucianism, Taoism,

Buddhism, ancestor worship and Chinese folk religion have interacted, shaped and

transformed each other to form a unique Chinese religion characteristic (Ma, 2017;

Tan, 2003; Yaacob, 2011). The Chinese inherit their culture that is highly associated

with this traditional religion from one generation to another generation. One of the

most significant religious characteristics practised by Chinese Religion followers is

worshipping deities and ancestors. They also worship natural spirits. They pray Tian

Gong (天公), Chang Er (嫦娥) and celebrate Chap Gor Mei (元宵節) (Lee, 2004).

The Malaysian Chinese has adapted into the Malaysian multiethnic community. They

form their unique characteristics which are different from mainland China. The

Confucian value system that brings along with them facilitates their rapid adaptability
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into a foreign land. (Sheh, 2001). They were tough even under harsh and alien

conditions. Such as they follow five primary human relationships rose up by

Confucius as shown in Table 2.1

Table 2.1

Five human relationships by Confucius

Basic Human Relations Principles

Sovereign and subject
(Or master and follower)

Loyalty and duty

Father and Son Love and Obedience

Husband and wife Obligation and submission

Elder and younger brothers Seniority and modelling subject

Friend and friend Trust.

(Fan, 2000, p. 6)

The Malaysian Chinese is a very special ethnic. They migrated from mainland China

with various historical backgrounds. They adapt to the Malaysian community to stay

side by side with other ethnicities. They inherit the Chinese culture and absorb the

local culture to form their unique culture and characteristic which is different from the

other Chinese ethnicities in the world

2.3.5 The Malaysian Chinese Muslims

Beginning of the first century, Hinduism and Buddhism were well established in the

Malay Peninsula. In the fourteenth century, Islam became a new strong religious force,

followed by the rise of Malacca (Yaacob, 2011). However, the Chinese Muslims had
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interacted with Malaya before the Malacca dynasty. Pu Zongmin was the first Chinese

Muslim who migrated to the Malay Islands, Brunei in the Song dynasty. The Chinese

Muslim mass migrated to the Malaya Peninsula in the late Yuan and early Ming

dynasties because of the political factor. In the British colonial period, they migrated

to Malaya in groups, such as the Kuok family in Penang and the Ding family in

Malacca and Ipoh (Ma, 2017).

According to Ma (2005), Chinese Muslims who migrated to Malaya could divide into

two destinies. The first group married non-Muslims. They were not converted and

lived in the non-Muslim community. Finally, they left their Islamic practices. It has

happened to the Kuok family in Penang. Another group of them married Malay

Muslims and lived in the Malay Muslim community. They gradually lost their

Chinese lineage and characteristics in the assimilation process, such as the Yunnan

family in Terengganu.

Nowadays, most of Malaysian Chinese Muslims are converts. Very few of them are

born Muslim. Scholars estimate that only about 1% of the Chinese population in

Malaysia are Muslims. The population is about 60,000 to 100,000 (Ma, 2017; Wan

Kamal Mujani et al., 2012), but the official statistic record is only 42,048 (Department

of Statistics, 2011). The discrepancy is because the actual number is tough to obtain

(Mohd Azmi Mat Sah & Maimunah Ismail, 2003). After all, some of them have

hidden their Muslim identities to prevent trouble (Liao, 2003).

The Chinese Muslim conversion motives are often suspicious with evil non-religious

purposes, such as opportunities and benefits of Bumiputera status, business
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opportunities, polygamy, special financial subsidies, and escape from previous

marriage responsibilities (Ma, 2005). Based on Islamic welfare organisations, most of

them converted because of marriage reason (Sebastian & Parameswaran, 2007). JAWI

reported 40%, and PERKIM states 80% of converts under their supervision were

converted because of marriage reason. Some of them might not have any knowledge

about Islamic teachings before their conversion (Hew, 2005). Their sincerity, motives

and practices of Islam are always suspected and questioned. They are treated as

second-class Muslims or pseudo-Muslims in their religious community, and second-

class Chinese in their compatriot community as opportunists. However, a statistic also

shows that more and more Chinese converted to Islam because of peer influence and

attracted to the Islamic teachings (Liao, 2003)

Religious conversion is a highly sensitive issue in Asian society, where Buddhism,

Taoism, Islam, Hinduism, Christianity and other traditional religion exist side by side

(Gooren, 2006). Studies also have shown that religious conversion might create public

anxiety (Ozyurek, 2018). Islamic conversion is a complex and significant issue in

Malaysia. It involves every aspect of the individuals’ life, including economic,

political, social and psychological. It would also change the interpersonal relationship

between Muslims and non-Muslims (Shaharuddin et al., 2016)

Lam (2005) defines Chinese who converted to Islam are always treated as a betrayal

to their ethnic traditions and ancestry because Islam is synonym with the Malays (Abd.

Hamid et al., 2013; Shaharuddin et al., 2016). Even the Chinese Muslim converts

work hard to prove they are not becoming Malays; Islamic living habits, such the

name, dressing and social networks changes have constructed their Muslims’ identity.
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Their Chinese characteristics are always not fulfilling the expectation of the Chinese

community. They are treated as “not Chinese”, boycotted (Ali Muhamud, 2007) and

become a marginal minority group (Bo, 2003). Converts are humiliated by the

majority (LaMothe, 2011). They are treated as ethno-apostasy rather than religious

apostasy (Phillips & Kelner, 2006). They are treated as the abandonment of self-

proclaimed to the community. Therefore, the Malaysian Chinese Muslim will fully

assimilate into the Malay community after a few generations (Tan, 1991).

The non-Muslims are more conscious of their ethnic identity, followed by Islamic

revivalism in Malaysia (Ahmad Yousif, 2004). They start aware of preserving their

own culture and religion. The Chinese began to practice their old customs and culture

to emphasise their uniqueness. Religious events which are not important have become

relevant and popular. Chinese Muslim converts who have a different religion and

living habits become somewhat marginal in their compatriot community and become

‘the others’.

The cultural clash between the Chinese and Malays can be traced to a century ago

(Husin Wan Norhasniah Wan, 2012). The majority of Chinese espouse Chinese

values and culture (Ying, Coombs, & Lee, 1999). Chinese traditional religion plays a

vital cultural role, and conversion to Islam is always treated as abandoning and

thinning the Chinese culture. They are not allowed to practice cultural customs, which

are contradicting Islam teachings. Their priority might move to the Islamic teachings

from the Chinese cultural practices.
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According to Hew (2004), Islamic conversion provides the Chinese converts with

two identities, as a Chinese Muslim and Muslim Chinese. They present themselves as

Chinese Muslims to the compatriot Chinese community and as Muslim Chinese in

front of their religious community. Unfortunately, to the Chinese community, they

have changed their living habits, such as Islamic name, which is more ‘Malay’. In

front of the Malay Muslim community, they are Chinese. They are different ethnic

categories in front of both the compatriot and religious communities (Jacobsen, 2005).

People treat converts as the wrong kind of Muslims and bizarre human beings (Jensen,

2008, p.401). They are always considered to be “others” in front of both the

compatriot and religious communities.

Chinese Muslims have become an extraordinary ethnic group. They are double

minorities, low profile and indistinct identity ethnic group in the grey area between

religion, culture and ethnic (Chen, 2010). They are the minority among the Malays

who are Muslims, and the Chinese who are non-Muslims. In Malaysia, it is a general

notion that Muslim is synonymous with being Malay (Ma, 2005). Islam shapes the

Malay identity, life and worldview (Yaacob, 2011). People might mistreat Islam as

belonging to the Malays (Abd. Hamid et al., 2013). Defining Chinese Muslim identity

is difficult because they are different from the Chinese community that followed

“Chinese Religious”, and they are separated from the Malay community in living

habits.

According to Ma (2005) and Ali Muhamud (2007), both the Chinese community and

Malay Muslim community define Islamic conversion as masuk Melayu, or “become

Malay”. They are expected not to take part in the compatriot culture, activities or
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customs. Both communities unconsciously claim all Muslims should live in the same

culture, and the standard Muslim culture is wrongly defined as equal to Malay

Muslim culture. According to Lam (2005), it is regrettable that Chinese Muslim

converts who learn, accept and practice Islam teachings are not enough to be accepted

by the mainstream Malay Muslim community. They are treated as “saudara baru” or

new Muslim brothers unless they have fully internalised the Malay Muslim culture in

their living habits.

The Chinese community has resistance to accept both Islam religion and Chinese

Muslim converts because they are very proud of their culture (Mohd Ridhuan Tee

Abdullah, 2009). Chinese community fight hard to preserve their culture. Any effort

of decreasing their cultural identity might not be welcomed. To them, conversion to

Islam is equal to adopt Malay Muslim culture and abandon compatriot culture, such as

giving up polytheism, ancestor praying, and mythos of the natural spirit.

According to Ma (2005) and Ali Muhamud (2007), from the Chinese perspective, a

person who has converted to Islam is “degraded”. People have a common negative

perception of Islam, such as fighting, poverty, lazy, dirty, aggressive, killing (Mohd

Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009), restrictions, anti-secular, anti-modernisation, five-time

prayer, fasting, no pork eating, polygamy, and circumcision (Jacobsen, 2005). People

also wrongly associate the Malay destructive behaviours with Islam (Abd. Hamid et

al., 2013). Islam is also misunderstood as contradicting modern values, such as

democracy, individualism, equality, secularism and liberalism. Islam is associated

with backward, primitive, and oppressive ( Jensen, 2008; Yip, 2008). Religious

individuals are alliance and weird in the eyes of secularism (Ali Kose, 1996).
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Yip (2008) describes “Islamophobia” as hating, fearing and spreading negative

impressions against Islam or Muslims. It influences the public reluctance to accept

Islam and Muslims. Jensen (2008) claims that the uneasy relationship between Islam,

irrational terrorism and extremist become more significant after the 11 September

2011 event. “Islamophobia” has visibly seen among the Malaysian Chinese on their

stand toward Islamic country, Islamic law, grabbing death body, the prohibition in

gambling and illegitimate child issues.

The Chinese and Muslims share the same humanistic values. Three main

characteristics in Islam humanism: (1) The human being as God’s steward to fulfil

God’s noble task, (2) God guides humans to achieve life perfection by integrating

with the society, (3) humans achieve self-actualization through God's teaching.

Confucianism which is practised by the Chinese echoes Islam teaching through the

interdependence of human beings, the relationship between tian (nature/heaven) and

ren (people), and dao the manifestation of knowledge, value and practices (Tan &

Ibrahim, 2017).

According to Noor (2009), both the Chinese and Malay Muslims shared similar

cultural belief systems. The Malay hold to the value of budi (kindness and good deed);

the Chinese have the concept of ren (goodness and humanity). Both concepts imply a

cooperative and harmonious relationship with nature. However, both cultures still

have differences. Muslims only worships God, but the Chinese worship ancestors;

pork is prohibited in Islam, but it is the traditional Chinese diet (Abd. Hamid et al.,

2013).
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According to Yeh & Yang (1997), ancestor worship and large family practice are

highly related to family heritance and lineage needing. Ancestor worship is

considered as ‘family religion’ to trace back family members to many generations. An

individual is the heritance and lineage of the Chinese family. Procreation and lineage

are essential and precious. Continuing and sustaining family lineage are the

responsibilities of every family member. The Chinese request every descendant and

family member to have the same characteristic, expectations, values and religion.

Ancestor worship, Chinese surname, mourning observances and correct Chinese

rituals are among the crucial markers that the Chinese express their belonging to their

descent group (Oded, 2015). The Malaysian Chinese firmly hold on the family ties,

clannish, kinship and filial piety (Husin Wan Norhasniah Wan & Ong, 2012).

Conversion to Islam has deviated them from those practices and norms. It is the main

reason Chinese Muslim Converts are hard to be accepted in their compatriot

community. However, conversion to other religions such as Buddhism will not

significantly change the above markers. It is also the main reason, conversion to other

religions will be treated moderately in the Chinese community compared with Islamic

conversion.

Most of the Chinese do not have a clear religious identity. They are flexible in

practicing different religious rituals according to their need of the moment, but they

do not come to understand the teachings of the religion. Their religious stand is

different from the Islam concept. Islam is not only the religion of ritual but the

religion of life which influences every life aspect of the believers (Liao, 2003).
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Muslims are requested to understand the Islamic teachings and apply the teachings in

their daily life.

Compared to Islam, The Chinese are more comfortable accepting Christianity; even

both are monotheistic religions. Chinese Christians are not monolithic. They accept

and reinterpret traditional Chinese practices as not religious rituals. The practices are

treated as traditions and symbols of peoplehood that could be accepted and practised.

They do not deny Chinese cultures and identities. Moreover, the new Christian

identity provides them with new business, leisure and welfare networks which are

higher status compared with the conventional Chinese (Lee, 2009).

The Chinese Muslims is an exceptional community. Their ethnicity is Chinese, but

their living habits are slightly different from the compatriot Chinese community. They

modify their traditional living habits to align with their religious teachings. Their

religion is Islam, but their living is still slightly different from mainstream Malay

Muslims. They copy and modify their living habits from Malay Muslims. They

assimilate into the mainstream religious community and maintain their traditional

living habits to preserve their ethnic identity.

2.4 Self-differentiation level

Bowen divides self-differentiation into four levels by using the self-differentiation

scale as per Figure 2.1. The self-differentiation scale is developed to understand the

self-differentiation concept, but not measure individuals’ self-differentiation level

(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004)
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0 25 50 75 100
Fusion Self-differentiation

Figure 2.1. Self-differentiation scale

(Bowen, 1978; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004; Kerr & Bowen, 1988)

The self-differentiation scale is to differentiate between (a) fusion and differentiation,

(b) emotion and intellect. Individuals who are at the low level (0-25), their emotions

are fused with others. Their feeling system dominates their thinking system. Those

who are at 25-50, are still influenced by their emotions and interpersonal relationship.

Their behaviours and acts tend to get others’ approval. Those who are at 50-75 have

fully developed their thinking system and intellectual system. Felling no longer

becomes dominance while perceiving stress. They have senses of self to react

according to different situations. 75-100 is rarely achievable. Individuals who fall into

this level are capable of differentiating their feeling system and thinking system. They

make decisions based on previous experiences but not emotions. They are recognized

as so-called high self-differentiated individuals (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004).

They act rather than react (Rang & Lee, 2000). However, no matter how highly a

person is self-differentiated, undifferentiation behaviours still manifest in their daily

life (Fraser, McKay, & Pease, 2010)

2.4.1 High self-differentiated vs low self-differentiated

The self-differentiation theory does not encourage individuals to act without emotion

or feeling. This framework emphasises the balance but not extreme between the

intellectual system and feeling system (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Instead of
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scarifying spontaneous behaviours and promoting rational actions, the primary

objective of self-differentiation is to achieve balance. Individuals learn to avoid being

directed by emotions that they are not aware of.

High self-differentiated individuals might separate their emotional system from others

but remain connected. It referred to the balance between individuality and

togetherness (Regina, 2000), intimacy and autonomy (Skowron, Wester, & Azen,

2004). High self-differentiated individuals sense both intimacy and individuality

relationships (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron, 2005; Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998).

According to Bitter (2009) and Goldenberg & Goldenberg (2004), high self-

differentiated individuals could balance their thinking system and feeling system.

Their feeling system might not influence their decision-making and action-taking.

They are capable of thinking, planning, acting and being responsible for their values.

However, for low self-differentiated individuals, both systems are fused. Their feeling

system dominates, drives and takes over their thinking system. They act and respond

according to their feeling rather than their thoughts, values and perceptions.

Papero (1990) suggest that high self-differentiated individuals tend to be more

rational. They have a broader perspective and objectivity to deal with complexity.

They always have an awareness of their behaviours and emotions. They act based on

their viewpoint and fact. Low self-differentiated individuals tend to be irrational.

They are relatively narrow-angle and rigid to deal with complexity. For example, high

self-differentiated individuals think according to “cause and effect” which are more
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complex; low self-differentiated individuals think according to “yes or no” or “black

or white” which are much simple.

According to Bartle-Haring & Gregory (2003), Davis (2011) and Regina (2000), self-

differentiation could divide into base self-differentiation and functional self-

differentiation. Base self-differentiation is fixed under all conditions. However,

functional self-differentiation fluctuates based on environmental circumstances.

Under normal circumstances, individuals’ functional self-differentiation level is

higher than the base self-differentiation level. However, under stress conditions, the

functional self-differentiation might come back to the base level. Therefore,

individuals are more self-differentiated in a stressless atmosphere.

Bartle-Haring & Gregory (2003) conceptualized self-differentiation as boundaries.

High self-differentiated individuals are capable of maintaining boundaries with others

and are less influenced by others’ emotional systems. They always have various

choices to react to evoked events. They respond based on their beliefs and stand.

However, Low self-differentiated individuals might have difficulty in sustaining their

boundaries and are always influenced by others’ emotional systems.

Different levels of self-differentiation might bring different patterns of behaviours,

emotions, expectations, values, beliefs and faith. We will further discuss the impact of

self-differentiation in several contexts, such as family and religion.
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2.4.1.1 Family context

Findings have shown that parents’ self-differentiation might influence their children's

competence level. According to Skowron (2005), mothers’ self-differentiation might

predict children's verbal, math and socialisation competence because the children

learn from high self-differentiated parents to regulate their emotions under stressful

events. Their learning mod and activity are less affected by the stressful atmosphere

(Skowron et al., 2004). They also have a lower risk of child mistreatment (Skowron,

Kozlowski, & Pincus, 2010), anxiety and psychological symptoms (Chung & Gale,

2006)

Self-differentiation might affect children's functionalities and their roles in a family.

The parentification phenomenon is negatively correlated with self-differentiation

among high school students in Taiwan (Shih et al., 2010). Low differentiated children

tend to absorb parents’ expectations, act and function. They take over parents’

functional and emotional roles, such as family tasks, taking care of their siblings and

family harmony.

Self-differentiation might influence marital satisfaction. Couples with high self-

differentiation level, tend to perceive more marital satisfaction (Gubbins et al., 2010;

Skowron, 2000; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998) especially those with low emotional

cutoff (Peleg, 2008). Finding also has shown that self-differentiation predicts family

functioning and overall performance among women in marital conflict, which

includes problem-solving, emotional companionship, communication and emotional

involvement (Magami, Abolghasemi, & Niknam, 2017).
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Low self-differentiated individuals tend to have marital distress and marital discord. It

might bring adverse effects to a marriage in the long run, especially emotional cutoff

which complements with fusion (MacKay, 2017). Low self-differentiated spouses

might create a low self-differentiated underfunctional and overfunctional family

relationship (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). Underfunctional of one spouse might

encourage another spouse to be overfunctional to form a non-functional family system.

The overfunctional partner might take over all family responsibilities and overburden.

The underfunctional spouse might pass all the obligations to the overfunctional

partner to be vulnerable physical and emotionally dysfunctional.

Studies have shown that parents' and families' self-differentiation might impact the

children's self-differentiation. It affects childhood life, such as academic performance

and parentification. The impact extends to adulthood, such as marital satisfaction.

2.4.1.2 Religious context

According to Majerus (2007), low self-differentiated individuals tend to obtain

acceptance and recognition by practising religions. They practice religion to obtain

relationships in groups. However, high self-differentiated individuals might enter into

caring units to provide sincerity and honestly cares in the name of God.

A study by Meteyard et al., (2011) has revealed that the religious quest, readiness of

existential questions and openness of religious change is negatively correlated with

low self-differentiation level and high emotional reactivity. The high emotional

reactivity individuals are less tolerant, compassionate and open in the religious issue.
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They are not ready to face existential questioning or tend to make complicated

existential questions. However, high self-differentiation level and I-position provides

opportunities for questing with I-position, acceptance, tolerance and compassion in

religious issues.

Self-differentiation also contributes to religious practices. According to Jankowski &

Vaughn (2009), low self-differentiated individuals manage their anxiety by high

engagement with contemplative prayer. They engaged with God for comfort-seeking

in quietness and tears. They are hard to express their feeling, opinion or stand in their

interpersonal relationship. They keep their distance from humans and beg for God's

mercy. High self-differentiated individuals pray for managing their anxiety, identify

their self-needs and seek God's help. Frederick, Purrington, & Dunbar (2016) found

out that high self-differentiated believers tend to treat God as a companion to go

through their hardships and challenges positively. They tend to have collaborative

religious coping and perceived overall higher wellbeing.

Kimball & Knudson-Martin (2002) suggest that low self-differentiated individuals

might have rigid religious practices, automatically adhere or staunchly reject specific

religions. Sandage & Jankowski (2010) have found out that self-differentiation could

act as a mediator to religious instability because self-differentiated individuals are

more I-position to their religious stand but less perceived influences. However, Goff

(2010) found out that spiritual satisfaction is not significantly correlated with the self-

differentiation level. Rang & Lee (2000) even suggested that the more self-

differentiated, the less an individual will visit the religious institution. The above two

findings are consistent with Kirkpatrick & Shaver (1990) suggestion that God and
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religion play the role of substitute attachment figures and compensatory to avoidance

attachments.

From the above discussion, the researcher concludes that self-differentiation impacts

the followers’ religious practice, such as how they quest existential questions and

perform prayer. Individuals’ self-differentiation level might imply in their religious

practices

2.4.1.3 Psychological wellness context

Many studies have proven that psychological wellness is associated with self-

differentiation. High self-differentiated individuals might have healthier mental

wellness (Skowron, Stanley, & Shapiro, 2009), psychological well-being (Sandage &

Jankowski, 2010) and psychological adjustment (Skowron et al., 2004). They have

healthier coping strategies and self-control to deal with depression and stress. Self-

differentiation plays the role of mediator between perceived unfairness and mental

health symptoms (Jankowski, Hooper, Sandage, & Hannah, 2011).

Reflective coping strategy is associated with high self-differentiated individuals, but

suppressive and reactive coping strategies are related to low self-differentiation

(Murdock & Gore, 2004). Reflective coping is related to objectivity, approach-

oriented, thoughtful and problem-solving. Suppressive coping involves avoidance,

denial and ignorance; reactive coping is categorised as emotional-focused strategies.

Besides, social adaptation is also proven positively correlated with self-differentiation

(Hao, 2020).
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Individuals with higher self-differentiation level tend to be calm under stressful events

because their coping strategies tend to be flexible and adaptable (Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998). Low self-differentiated individuals might have higher anxiety

level (Hoogestraat & Trammel, 2003; Nikbakht, Ahmadi, & DashtiNejad, 2011).

They have lower abilities in problem-solving, accepting differences (Hoogestraat &

Trammel, 2003) and psychological adjustment (Jenkins, Buboltz, Schwartz, &

Johnson, 2005).

Effortful control is positively associated with self-differentiation (Liu, 2004; Skowron

& Dendy, 2004). High self-differentiated individuals tend to be less affected by the

environment (Nadler, Goldberg, & Jaffe, 1982). They are more capable of controlling

undesirable behaviours and actions. They think, plan and act according to personal

principles, even under intense anxiety. They have lower negative emotions, such as

inhibition, lousy intention, scared of loss and decisional forgiveness (Holeman, Dean,

Deshea, & Duba, 2011). However, low self-differentiated individuals are poorly

functional under an intense anxious situation. They behave according to others’

reactions, emotions and expectations.

Self-differentiation moderates the relationship between overall functioning and

depression among American college students (Hooper & Doehler, 2011). It also

moderates between stress, physical and psychological health of Spanish adults

(Rodríguez-González et al., 2019). The result has shown that self-differentiation may

buffer the impact of depression. Under the same stress level, low self-differentiated

individuals perceived higher stress (Murdock & Gore, 2004). Finding also has shown

that emotional reactivity and I-position has served as a mediator between stress and
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nonsuicidal self-injury (Buser, Pertuit, & Muller, 2019). Vulnerable narcissism,

forgiveness and humility indicate a negative association with self-differentiation level

(Sandage, Jankowski, Bissonette, & Paine, 2017). However, the increasing self-

differentiation level would reduce individuals’ anxiety, increase self-efficacy (Niami

& Razai Niaraki, 2013) and acceptance level (Teixeira & Pereira, 2015)

There is a significant negative relationship between fibromyalgia syndromes symptom

severity and stress perceived and self-differentiation level (Murray, Daniels, &

Murray, 2006; Murray et al., 2007). Low self-differentiated patients might experience

and misperceive higher intense symptoms of fibromyalgia syndromes and stress.

Higher posttraumatic stress symptoms, somatic difficulties, and negative perceived

health are negatively related to self-differentiation level among wives of former

prisoners of war. However, fusion with others fully mediated the exposure toward

captivity and the adverse effects (Lahav, Stein, & Solomon, 2016). Besides, early

maladaptive schemas, such as disconnection, rejection, impaired autonomy (Moradi,

Akbari, & Dausti, 2015), the prone of alexithymia symptom (Teixeira & Pereira,

2015), physical ailments and psychological symptoms (Rodríguez-González et al.,

2019) are negatively associated with self-differentiation.

Individuals who are highly emotional reactivity might have a higher trait of

depression, anxiety, somatisation, obsessive and interpersonal sensitivity (Bartle-

Haring & Probst, 2004). Self-differentiation is one of the most critical aspects of

psychological well-being (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998) and is capable of predicting

trait anxiety (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Tu, Xia, & Fang, 2008). All of the above
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findings proved that self-differentiation is crucial to psychological well-being and

capable of moderating psychological symptoms.

2.4.1.4 Interpersonal context

Self-differentiation might impact peer relationships. It is a significant negative

relationship between perceived support and triangulation among adolescents (Buehler,

Franck, & Cook, 2009). High triangulation adolescents always feel not supported,

rejected and disliked and might come out with problematic behaviours. The findings

are supported by Knerr & Bartle-Haring (2010). They suggest that self-differentiation

could predict relationship satisfaction. Skowron, Stanley, & Shapiro (2009) findings

also show that the higher the self-differentiation level, the lower emotional reactivity,

emotional cutoff and fusion but higher I-position in a relationship.

Skowron & Dendy (2004), Demidenko, Tasca, Kennedy, & Bissada (2010) revealed

that high attachment anxiety and attachment avoidance are associated with low self-

differentiation. Emotional reactivity is the most potent predictor of attachment anxiety,

the fear of rejection, desire to fuse with others and individuality misalignment.

Emotional cutoff is the most reliable predictor to attachment avoidance in denying the

need of attachments and compulsive in self-reliance. Low self-differentiated

individuals tend to be uncomfortable with a close and independence relationship.

They are not capable of building an appropriate close and intimacy relationship.

Hainlen, Jankowski, Paine, & Sandage (2016) have a similar finding. They relate the

low level of interpersonal forgiveness, positive emotional and social justice

commitment with low self-differentiation level.
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Wei, Vogel, Ku, & Zakalik (2005) further explain the relationship between self-

differentiation and interpersonal relationships. Individuals with attachment avoidance

might associate with high emotional reactivity to get short term relief and attention

from others. If people have a negative impression and are tired of their over-reaction,

they might switch on the emotional cutoff strategy. They distance themselves from

others to avoid rejection, conflict and disappointment to obtain secure and protected

feelings. However, frequently using those strategies might push others far away from

them and lead them to experience bad moods, anxiety, loneliness and stress.

Skowron & Schmitt (2003) revealed that both emotional cutoff and fusion are

associated with fear of abandonment. Individuals use two different emotional

strategies to cope with fear. However, high self-differentiated individuals tend to

retain objectivity. They stay relatively calm under a close relationship to experience

intimacy with others (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). They choose not to obtain

the sense of security by fusion (Shih et al., 2010) and cope with the relationship

anxiety by both emotional cutoff and emotional reactivity ( Skowron et al., 2003).

Emotional intelligence and empathy are related to self-differentiation (Hill, Hasty, &

Moore, 2011). Besides, self-differentiation also could be described as personal and

social virtue because it invites equality, mutuality and intimacy (Gray, 2004). High

self-differentiated individuals are predicted to be low psychological reactance

(Johnson & Buboltz, 2000). They minimise the influences of others, cooperate with

others, consider others’ interests, accept and respect others’ opinions. They deal with

conflict, rejection, criticism clearly and peacefully (Tu et al., 2008). Therefore, in an

organization, they will show a higher affective and normative commitment. However,
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they offer lower continuance commitment (Sloan, Buckham, & Lee, 2017) because of

their I-position.

Low self-differentiated individuals might have difficulty in the interpersonal

relationship because of their low autonomy, high emotional reactive and unable to

take a clear position (Bitter, 2009). They tend to be emotional fusion and cutoff

(Brown, 1999). They rely on family emotion, values and experience but lack

objectivity and individuality. They immediate react when perceived demand from

others without thinking twice about their responsive behaviours. They invest effort in

ensuring personal emotional comfort either through inflexible fusion or cutoff with

others.

Individuals with different levels of self-differentiation might have different strategies

in building their interpersonal relationships. Fusion, emotional cutoff and emotional

reactivity might push others to distance from the low self-differentiated individuals

and startup their problematic interpersonal relationships, dysfunctional emotions and

behaviours, such as revenge, anger and loneliness. High self-differentiated individuals

tend to be low emotional cutoff, low emotional reactivity, low fusion but high I-

position in managing their interpersonal relationship. They are capable of maintaining

a healthier self-differentiated interpersonal relationship.

2.4.1.5 The Chinese and collectivistic contexts

Bowen and Kerr assert that self-differentiation is universally applicable (Fraser et al.,

2010; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000; Yousefi et al., 2009). Cross-cultural research in
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this area has suggested that self-differentiation constructs are not fully applicable in

some contexts. Asian collectivist culture values family ties, connectivity and

conformity; too psychological independence are not encouraged in their family

interaction (Chung & Gale, 2006). In the collectivistic culture, a close family

relationship is positively associated with psychosocial functioning and negatively

related to psychological distress (Schwartz et al., 2010)

Psychological disorder symptoms are seldom observed among high fusion and high

parentification individuals in the Chinese community (Shih et al., 2010). The

depressed mode is negatively associated with fusion with others among the Asian

population (Chung & Gale, 2006). The Asians take care of their family's emotions,

disputes and worries. They scarify themselves to fulfil their family expectation,

societal morals and standards to obtain family recognition and support. Psychological

interdependence is applicable for adaptive development in the collectivistic cultural

context.

Expression of negative emotion and conflict are not allowed among the Chinese (Yeh

& Yang, 1997). A Chinese who remains calm during a conflict scenario might not be

necessarily the manifestation of high self-differentiation. A study by Tuason &

Friedlander ( 2000) has shown that emotional cutoff was not able to predict

psychological symptoms in Asian families. The findings of Murphy (1999) revealed

no significant relationship between self-differentiation and marital satisfaction among

Asian Americans. The Chinese are brought up with fixed roles, family hierarchy and

high endurance behaviours. Expressing feelings and opinions might disturb family
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harmony. A certain level of emotional distancing is typical and has become an

effective coping strategy to moderate the anxious relationship and direct conflict.

Skowron & Friedlander (1998) suggested fusion with others is not able to predict

anxiety, psychological symptom and marital satisfaction among Latino, Native

America and Asians. Self-differentiation highly values independence and self-

identification which is different from the collectivistic culture that emphasises co-

operation and cohesion of the family. They apply strict unwritten rules and traditions.

Traditional Chinese spouses might not start with the same level of self-differentiation.

Adaptations and accommodations are natural in Chinese marriage. They learn to be

tolerant and flexible for the sake of family harmony (Hwang, 1997; Yeh & Yang,

1997). The finding is consistent with Day, Clair, & Marshall (1997) on the Monte

Carlo samples and Rodríguez-González, Skowron, Cagigal de Gregorio, & Muñoz

San Roque (2016) on the Spanish samples. However, Tuason & Friedlander (2000)

revealed an interesting finding. The self-differentiation level between the Filipino

spouses who marriage for 25 years and above are significantly similar by long period

adjustment because divorce is not a viable option.

Chung & Gale (2006) have found out that European American College students are

more self-differentiated compared with Korean American college students. However,

the magnitude associated between I-position and emotional reactivity, toward self-

esteem and psychological well-being among the European is higher than the Koreans.

Chung & Gale (2009) also suggest that low I-position and high emotional reactivity

might create more psychological symptoms in individualistic communities. Self-
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differentiation would explain psychological well-being to a greater extent in

individualistic communities.

Chung & Gale (2006) found out that, self-differentiation predicts self-esteem and

depressed mode. Emotional cutoff is the most potent predictor of depressed mode

among Korean participants. However, emotional reactivity is the significant predictor

of depressed mode among the American participants. The finding shows the similarity

and differences between both cultures. Taking own position, and precise definition of

self is vital to psychological well-being for both cultures. Still, different aspects of

self-differentiation might play a different extended role in the various cultural context.

Psychological adjustment, social problem-solving skills and ethnic group belonging is

associated with self-differentiation among ethnic minority college students in the

United States (Skowron, 2004). Finding also has shown that self-disclosure is

positively associated with self-differentiation among China college students (Zhu,

2019). High self-differentiated individuals are more self-directed, express self-

thoughts, feelings and are less influenced by others. They are more comfortable in

connecting with family members and significant others. The findings are consistent

with Peleg-Popko's (2002) study on the multicultural claim of self-differentiation. He

found out that self-differentiation is capable of predicting social anxiety and

psychological symptoms among Israeli students.

The findings of Kim, Edwards, Sweeney, & Wetchler (2012) also shown relationship

satisfaction and acculturation positively related to self-differentiation among the

Asian partners in the United States. The finding is consistent with Spencer & Brown's
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(2007) research on lesbian couples. Besides, Yousefi et al. (2009) finding also shows

that the high self-differentiated Iranians enjoy adequate mental health, well-being and

satisfaction.

Study in the Middle East has shown that resilience and hope are associated with self-

differentiation (Sadeghi, Barahmand, & Roshannia, 2020). Research in Beijing

Anding hospital has demonstrated that anxiety disorder is associated with emotional

reactivity; attachment anxiety is negatively correlated with self-differentiation,

significantly emotional reactivity and emotional cutoff (Xue et al., 2016). A study on

South African university students has shown that self-differentiation predicts

academic commitment levels (Human-Vogel & Rabe, 2015).

Self-differentiation constructs have been tested in various communities. Findings have

shown that self-differentiation constructs are applicable in some minority

communities, but some are not, or some are only partially relevant. However, the

irrelevant aspects are still explainable from the cultural or adulthood self-

differentiation development perspective. Findings also have shown that the magnitude

of self-differentiation might be different in the cultural context.

2.4.2 Self-differentiation development factor

Family and societal regression play a primary role in the development of self-

differentiation (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). In this section, the researcher will

discuss the self-differentiation development in the family, gender, religious and

Chinese collectivist contexts.
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2.4.2.1 Family context

Many researchers suggest that family plays an essential role in the development of

self-differentiation. Johnson, Thorngren, & Smith (2001) have revealed that the young

adults from intact families have a lower score in the emotional cutoff and emotional

reactivity, but a higher score in I-position compared with divorced families. The intact

families encourage a sense of togetherness and individuality among children.

Skowron (2005) also has shown that children who grow up in high self-differentiated

families tend to have a positive self-concept. The parents emotionally connect with

their children; support their children's autonomy. Zerach's (2014) study revealed that

adult children of the former war prisoners are reported a higher emotional cutoff

compared with the control group.

Children's self-differentiation level positively correlated with parents’ self-

differentiation (Peleg, 2005). The self-differentiation level might inherit by offspring,

from one generation to another. Ragelienė & Justickis (2016) found out that parents’

self-differentiation mediates the authoritarian and democratic parenting style and

predict children's self-differentiation level. The Chinese children's conduct disabilities

are associated with parents’ self-differentiation level (Du, 2015). Chung & Gale

(2006) support the above findings. A high functioning family might grow a well self-

differentiated individual; simultaneously, the well self-differentiated individual might

create a well-functional family.

According to Kerr & Bowen (1988), low self-differentiated couples might form a

conflicted and distancing family relationship. Low self-differentiated couples are not
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self-differentiated to take disagreement. They cope with an anxious relationship by

distancing strategy to prevent conflict or disappointment, but the distancing strategy

also creates guilty and anxiety. They might take up the responsibility of pleasing their

partners to have a closer relationship. If a dispute occurs again, they might distance

again, followed by guilty and pleasing. As a result, they generate a family system with

a cycle of closeness followed by distancing.

An unstable and anxious nuclear family relationship might create a distancing and

conflictual care unit (Klever, 2008). Low self-differentiated spouses might move

away from their partners to a child to manage their troublesome spouse relationship.

When the child creates a close relationship with one parent, the child also creates a

distancing relationship with another parent. The distanced and fused parent-child

relationship might produce a symptomology unstable family system. The child might

triangulate into spouses’ opposition relationship.

Findings suggest that family dynamics might extend from families to outside social

networks. Research by Peleg (2005) reveals that children’s social anxiety levels are

negatively correlated with parents’ self-differentiation levels. According to Skowron

& Schmitt (2003), individuals who are fused in a significant relationship might also

fuse in interpersonal relationships. The coping strategies taught in a family are

applicable and extended to people outside the family. Individuals who are fused or

anxious in a family relationship might perceive the same emotion outside family

social networks.
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Emotional availability is essential in a marital and family relationship. Skowron &

Schmitt (2003) reveal that individuals with great fusion in their parental relationship

might tend to engage with an emotional cutoff in a significant-close relationship. Both

emotional cutoff and fusion predict dysfunctional marital interaction and destroyer for

marital satisfaction (Skowron, 2000; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998). Finding also

shows that infidelity is negatively associated with low self-differentiation level (Fish,

Pavkov, Wetchler, & Bercik, 2012) as compensation for unsatisfactory family

relationships.

From the above discussion, family self-differentiation might impact children and

couples. The parents will pass their self-differentiation to their children. The children

will bring together their self-differentiation to form their family and continue to

influence their offspring.

2.4.2.2 Gender context

Research by Rodríguez-González et al., (2016) and Yao, Liu, & Zhao (2011) had

shown that males are overall higher self-differentiated compared with females.

Meteyard, Andersen, & Marx (2011) suggest that males are more emotional reactivity

and I-position compared with females. Johnson et al., ( 2001) and Skowron &

Schmitt (2003) show that males are more self-differentiated, but do not have higher

emotional reactivity. Johnson et al., (2001) and Nikbakht et al., (2011) have opposite

findings as males have lower emotional reactivity. Generally, the above findings have

shown that compared with females, males are more self-self-differentiated and I-

position.
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Research conducted by Skowron & Schmitt (2003) revealed that females are more

emotionally reactive and challenging to take I-position in close relationships.

However, Peleg & Yitzhak (2010) found out that both males and females have a

similar level of emotional cutoff and I-position. However, females have higher

emotional reactivity and fusion because of separation anxiety. Skowron & Dendy

(2004) and Skowron & Friedlander (1998) show that under stressful events, females

are difficult to present calm and clear thinking.

According to Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli (2003), females have higher

intergeneration fusion compared with males. They are more fusion (Brown, 1999),

less self-differentiated and less I-position (Meteyard et al., 2011). They are more

emotionally connected with their parents. Parents’ emotional systems, values, beliefs,

and expectations might significantly impact daughters compared with sons.

From the above discussion, females do associate with low self-differentiation levels

and fusion. However, findings show that males also show lower self-differentiation

indications, such as emotional reactivity (Meteyard et al., 2011). Overall, most of the

studies have pointed to females’ low self-differentiation. Bowen’s theory receives

critique on overemphasising the females' contribution toward the low self-

differentiation intergeneration transmission (Brown, 1999). Females are labelled as

“fused” or “undifferentiated”. They are educated to put other wishes as a priority,

especially in a mother-child relationship.
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2.4.2.3 Religious context

Majerus (2007) and Kumari & Pirta (2009) assert that, in Abrahamic religion

concepts, such as Islam and Christianity, human beings are not alone. God is always a

secure base. The spiritual practices emphasise the relationship with God. The word

Islam itself means submission, as “submission to the will of God” (Chiang, 2001).

Therefore, the concept of individuality and togetherness arise in religion. The force of

individuality pushes followers to maintain their own selves. However, the force of

togetherness moves followers toward embodying with God, knowing God and

practising God’s law.

According to Sparrow (2008), the religion which considers God as ontological, such

as Islam, triangulation to God is permanent and necessary. Howe (1998) mentioned

that theologically, self-differentiation capacity is the capability to follow God’s wish,

to share with all human beings a common destiny and to care for the earth on behalf

of God. Bo (2003) even stress that faithful to God is everything to Muslims. God is

related to every aspect of human life because God determines and controls human life.

Humans depend on God in every aspect of life.

2.4.2.4 The Chinese and collectivistic contexts

Self-differentiation development should discuss in the multi-cultural context. Western

Individualistic society highly values equality, independence and negotiation, but the

Asian collectivistic community emphasises structure, conformity and custom. In the

Western culture, a healthy family is indicated by the ability to educate children toward

independence and self-sufficiency. However, in Asian culture children are taught for
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building harmony and interdependent interpersonal relationship (Chung & Gale,

2009).

Self-differentiation constructs were initially developed based on the American

Caucasian middle-class family. The Caucasian families highly value individualism,

independence and self-autonomy. However, in the collectivistic context,

psychological symptoms, personal somatic, filial beliefs, (Yeh, Liu, Huang, & Yang,

2007) and delinquency behaviours (Le & Stockdale, 2005) are negatively associated

with self-autonomy. They work to gain security, stable emotion, connection with

others (Gushue & Constantine, 2003), and a more stable identity (Jenkins et al., 2005).

Therefore, the application of the Western psychological constructs to the Asian

collectivistic community is still highly questioned (Ying et al., 1999)

Family interaction in terms of individualism and collectivism are highly related to the

cultural dimension. Adaptive psychosocial functioning is positively associated with

cultural identity, but psychological symptoms are negatively associated with cultural

identity (Zamboanga, Schwartz, Jarvis, & Van Tyne, 2009). The heritage practices

and collectivist values protect against the health risk behaviours (Schwartz et al.,

2011). This is the reason researchers have raised their question on the relevance of

self-differentiation constructs in collectivistic cultures (Chung & Gale, 2006).

According to Lam (1997), the Western defines autonomous self as separation from

others, but the Chinese self is more complicated, which embody collectivistic context

and Confucian philosophy. The familial organisation and harmonious society are the

significant characteristics of Chinese culture. To maintain family harmony, the
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Chinese tend to fulfil their family wish in public, but pursue individuals’ goals

privately (Hwang, 1997).

Chen & You (2001) point out that the parent-child relationship is more important than

the husband-wife relationship in the Chinese community. Taking care, nurturing and

educating children are more important than marital relationships and marital

satisfaction. Children are the focal point of a family. High expectation toward children

is considered the norm in the Chinese community and not necessary to interpret as a

manifestation of the family projection process. In the Chinese community, parent-

child conflict is highly related to self-autonomous (Yeh et al., 2007) which contradicts

the self-differentiation concept.

The study of O-Yang & Wu ( 2012) has shown that parents’ self-differentiation level

influences children's self-differentiation development and psychological well-being

among Taiwanese. An Israeli study found out that offspring's low self-differentiation

level is associated with fathers’ posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms (Nicolai,

Zerach, & Solomon, 2016). Researchers also suggest that the Chinese low autonomy

and dependency are inherited from the rigid family structures, not necessary families'

low self-differentiation level (Chen & You, 2001). Besides, Tuason & Friedlander

(2000) study shows that the Philippine population failed to support Bowen

multigenerational construct. The finding has shown no significant relationship

between parents and adult children's self-differentiation level. Adult psychological

well-being might influence by other outside factors.
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The sibling position concept is applicable in the Chinese community because they

treat children according to seniority. The eldest son will be given more

responsibilities, power status and nominated to be the family leader (Chen & You,

2001). They take over family responsibilities and become the primary decision-maker.

However, this is only true for males but not females. Gender factors should include in

predicting individuals’ roles and functions in the Chinese culture. According to Shih

et al. (2010), the eldest and middle children in the Chinese family tend to be

parentification. They tend to take over and share young parents’ responsibilities and

roles because the parents are still in the process of learning and adapting to be parents.

From the above discussion, the eight interlocked theoretical concepts were applicable

to explain psychosocial and family interaction among the Chinese with some

modifications. Further research is needed to empirically verify the concepts in the

contexts of Malaysian Chinese because there are very few studies explicitly

conducted on them.

2.4.3 Adulthood Self-differentiation development

Bowen had mentioned that the self-differentiation level will be fixed after adulthood.

However, he also suggested that adulthood self-differentiation development to be

better able to manage life stress (Fraser et al., 2010) might happen through unusual

life experience and structural effort (Kerr, 2003; Kerr & Bowen, 1988)

The self-differentiation level can be upgraded gradually by increasing individuals’

functional self-differentiation level by consciously and continuously monitoring the

family role and family emotional process (Davis, 2011). Once the functional self-
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differentiation level has increased, indirectly it would pull up the base self-

differentiation and the total self-differentiation level.

Regarding structural effort assumption, Griffin & Apostal (1993) have empirically

proved that the psychotherapy and counselling session in enhancing relationships

could increase individuals’ self-differentiation level. The self-differentiation

increment should not merely focus on higher autonomy. Connection and emotional

intimacy with others should take into consideration (Ferreira, Fraenkel, Narciso, &

Novo, 2015) because high self-differentiated individuals are capable of maintaining a

healthy interpersonal relationship with others.

The self-differentiation level was also proven could develop through Unifying

Experiential Psychotherapy. The therapy consists of (a) rebuilding self by allowing

individuals to express their potential, (b) reconnecting self which encourages

individuals of self-achieving or self-fulling, and (c) final stage is maturity or unified

(Vancea, 2013). The therapy was found and developed by Iolanda Mitrofan (Mitrofan,

2012; Mitrofan & Constantin, 2015). Vancea modified and applied the therapy in the

counselling room to increase his clients’ self-differentiation level.

According to Bowen’s theory, unusual life experience might develop individuals’

self-differentiation level. Issenmann (2008) has shown that studying abroad might

significantly influence the self-differentiation level of female students. Roytburd &

Friedlander (2008) also proved that migration, acculturation and assimilation might

facilitate adulthood self-differentiation development among the Soviet Jewish

refugees.
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A study done by Heiden, Jankowski, & Sandage (2009) has shown that triangulation

promotes authentic questing and existential questioning to increase the self-

differentiation level. Unfortunately, the researcher did not find any literature review

relates adulthood self-differentiation development to the religious conversion process.

Based on Bowen's assumption, unusual life experiences, such as migration, sickness,

religious conversion, study abroad, and divorce are expected to facilitate adulthood

self-differentiation development. The researcher presumes unusual life experience

facilitates the learning process and structural effort to catalyse self-differentiation

development. It leads individuals to deal with the problem, cope with the hardships

and adapt to the messes. The process of dealing, coping and adapting might facilitate

the learning process and structural effort.

2.5 Chapter summary

Self-differentiation is a systemic family construct. It was formed and developed to

explain the family interaction process. The self-differentiation level is fixed at the

adolescence stage and will influence individuals’ psychological well-being in the long

term. However, adulthood self-differentiation development could happen through

unusual life experience and structural effort. Religious conversion, especially Islamic

conversion, is an extraordinary human experience. It is proven to contribute to various

changes in human life effectively. However, inter-influence between self-

differentiation development and religious conversion process has not been done. It

needs further study and investigation.
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CHAPTER THREE

METHODOLOGY

3.0 Introduction

This chapter describes the method used in conducting the research. It consists of the

research design, sampling procedures, research site, research procedures, data

collection procedure, interview protocol, data analysis and the trustworthiness issue of

the research.

3.1 Research design

This study is a qualitative in-depth phenomenology study. The researcher focused on

the participants’ experience and transformed their meaningful and relevant experience

into the consciousness of phenomena (Merriam, 2009; Padilla-Díaz, 2015). In this

study, the observed phenomenon is the religious conversion experience. Many

psychologies and phenomenology researchers use the qualitative method because it

has been proven useful for in-depth phenomenology investigation (King & Harrocks,

2010; Mason, 1996)

Transcendental phenomenology has been used in this study. The researcher analyses

the essence perceived by consciousness from individual experiences (Padilla-Díaz,

2015). The researcher collected the participants’ conversion experience data and

described the meaningful and relevant conversion experience in the context of self-

differentiation.
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Most of the Asian family functioning studies are using the quantitative method, such

as inventory and scale (Sumari et al., 2018). This phenomenon also includes self-

differentiation studies (Tu et al., 2008). For example, Chung & Gale's study (2009),

Tuason & Friedlander's study (2000) and Skowron & Friedlander's study (1998). This

qualitative study might provide more information, understanding and another

perspective of self-differentiation.

3.2 Sampling method and participant recruitment

Merriam (2009) suggests the snowball sampling method to recruit participants who

are rare and hard to recruit. The researcher applied this method because the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim convert is the minority group in Malaysian society (Bo, 2003). Some

might hide their identity to prevent trouble (Liao, 2003), such as misunderstanding

(Abd. Hamid et al., 2013; Shaharuddin et al., 2016) and boycott (Ali Muhamud, 2007).

Some potential participants also refused to be interviewed when invited.

The process of snowball sampling process started with the researcher called a convert

NGO office, the Malaysian Chinese Muslim Association (Macma). The researcher

explained his study to the NGO staff and requested the staff to recommend a

participant. After interviewing the first participant, the researcher asked the first

participant to recommend potential participants who are fulfilling the participants’

selection criteria. The first participants introduced the second participant and the third

participant to the researcher. The fourth participant was introduced by the second

participant, while the third participant recommended the fifth participant.
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Besides the snowball sampling method, this study also recruited the participants

through the purposive sampling method. The researcher listed specific criteria met by

the participants during the selection process. It was to ensure the participants had

common experiences regarding the study topic (Padilla-Díaz, 2015). In this study, the

recruited participants should be above 25 years old. This study targeted stable,

matured and developed participants. The Differentiation of Self Inventory-Revised

(DSI-R) supports the 25 years old restriction. It is the indication of reaching

adulthood from the family life cycle perception (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998, 2009).

The selected participants also must have at least ten years of the Islamic conversion

experience to ensure their conversion experiences are thick and rich.

The participants are recruited from the Northern region of Malaysia, mainly Perak,

Kedah and Perlis. The researcher had interviewed five participants, three males and

two females. To explore the richness and thickness of the participants’ life

experiences and better understand participants’ religious conversion process and self-

differentiation experiences, the researcher had repeatedly interviewed the participants.

Data saturation is highly related to the number of interviews and time consumed in the

interview (Hayashi, Abib, & Hoppen, 2019). Therefore, each participant was

interviewed three to five sessions with a total of 19 sessions and 34 hours of interview

sessions across the study. The average interview time was six to seven hours per

participant; each interview was between 90 minutes to 120 minutes. The summary of

the participants’ profile and interview details is as Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1

Summary of the participants' profile and interview details

No Participants Conversion
experience Sex

Age
during

interview

Interview details

Sessions Time
(minutes) Location

1 Khairul
Wong 25 years Male 46

First 60 Islamic
affair

department
office

Second 100
Third 75

2 Nurul Tan 16 years Female 37

First 90
Islamic

NGO office
Second 90
Third 90
Forth 90

3 Azman
Low 20 years Males 46

First 150

Participant’s
Home

Second 105
Third 120
Forth 180
Fifth 135

4 Jamilah
Ang 28 years Female 46

First 70 Participant’s
HomeSecond 150

Third 120

5 Hafiz Lim 25 years Males 56

First 80

Mosque
Second 100
Third 110
Forth 120

Five participants participate in this study. The participant number is based on

Merriam's (2009) and Edwards & Holland's (2013) suggestion. The number of

participants is not fixed but should be adequate to answer research questions. For an

in-depth interview, fewer participants (Bowen, 2005; Boyce & Neale, 2006) or even

one participant is urged to be appropriate (Saunders & Townsend, 2016). The number

of participants was also based on previous similar qualitative research. For example,

three participants in Yang (2000) and four participants in Gandhi (2009)
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3.3 Interview protocol

The researcher used an interview protocol to conduct the interviews. Instead of

carefully going through the predetermined specific questions, the interview protocol

only served as a reminder of the scope to cover in the interviewing process. The

interaction flow, interview process, and constructing questions during the interview

played the primary part of the interview sessions (Edwards & Holland, 2013).

As a junior researcher, the researcher divided the interview protocol into several

sections. Each section consists of a series of semi-structured questions. The questions

served as a guideline and reference to the researcher (Adams, 2015) to ensure the

collected data was within the research objectives and capable of answering the

research questions.

The interview protocol is as per Appendix B. It was developed to understand

participants’ religious conversion experience and self-differentiation deeply. The

religious conversion topics were modified from Lam's study (2005), which had been

tested in the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts community. The self-differentiation

development topics were revised from Gomori's guide manual (1998). It had been

used in various communities to access the family emotional system.

The interview protocol had gone through the expert validation process. It was

validated by
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1. Associate Professor Dr. Fuziah Shaffie from the School of Applied

Psychology, Social Work and Policy, College of Arts and Science, Universiti

Utara Malaysia.

2. Dr. Norazlinda Zakaria. She is a senior lecturer from the School of Applied

Psychology, Social Work and Policy, College of Arts and Science, Universiti

Utara Malaysia.

3. Dr. Daisy Jane C. Orcullo. She is the Program Director of Psychology,

International Medical University Malaysia

The experts agree that the interview protocol is capable of collecting and probing in

the participants' self-differentiation and religious conversion experience.

The interview protocol consists of seven sections. Below are the sections and some

questions that had been asked in the interview sessions.

Section 1: Participant’s Background

 Could you describe your primary /secondary /tertiary education background?

 Could you describe your living community during your childhood/ before

conversion/ after conversion?

Section 2: Self Differentiation Development

 What did your parents/ brothers/ sisters/ expect from you when there is family

conflict?

 Did your parents or family members have any expectations on you? If yes,

does the expectation still influence you? If not, why?
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Section 3: Family and Peer Relationship

 Before your conversion? How was your relationship with your father/ mother/

brothers/ sisters/ closest friends? Does any relationship improvement/ worsen

from childhood to conversion with these 4 groups of people?

 What were their (these 4 groups of people) reactions toward your conversion?

How did you react to their reactions? Why?

Section 4: Ethnicity and Identity

 Do you consider ethnicity significant to you? If yes/no, why?

 How far do you wear/ eat / speak (not wear/ eat/ speak) in Malay/ Chinese

style? Why?

Section 5: Religion before Conversion

 Before conversion, how far did you believe in the existence of God? Why?

 How far do you understand other Chinese religions, such as Buddhism,

Taoism, or Christianity?

Section 6: Conversion

 How in-depth was your Islamic knowledge before converting to Islam?

 When and where did you learn about Islam knowledge before your conversion?

Section 7: Islamic Practice

 To what level do you practice Islam? (Fasting, prayer, zakat, Haji).

 If you are not able to practice Islam because of specific reasons, what will you

feel and react to?

The self-differentiation and religious conversion sections are developed because they

are the main topics of this study. The self-differentiation section is to understand the

participants’ self-differentiation development in the family context. It emphasises
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fusion, triangulation and I-position of family interaction. In comparison, the religious

conversion section is to understand the participants’ religious conversion experience.

It focuses on the participants’ conversion decisions, changes before and after

embracing Islam.

The family relationship, ethnicity and identity sections are developed for religious

conversion. These three issues are the main issues faced by the Chinese Muslim

converts (Chen, 2010; Lam, 2005; Ma, 2005). The interpersonal topics, such as family

relationship, ethnicity and identity, are for the self-differentiation assessment because

the interpersonal issues are also the self-differentiation issues (Goldenberg &

Goldenberg, 2004; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003; Wei et al., 2005).

3.4 Research procedure

In the primary data collection process, the researcher conducted face to face in-depth

interviews. Merriam (2009), and Proctor, Miner, McLean, Devenish, & Bonab (2009)

have recommended the interview method in qualitative data collection. Studies of

Lam (2005) and Barringer (1998) have used this interview method in their research.

During the in-depth interview, the researchers and participants have the flexibilities to

ask and to respond in the interactional exchange of dialogue. The researcher even

could stray from the interview protocol to probe participants' fruitful experience

(Edwards & Holland, 2013), to open up, elaborate and expand what the participants

have said. The participants also could freely express their opinion, thinking and

emotion (Trigueros & Sandoval, 2017). The researcher conducted repeated interview

sessions with the same participants to have a deep understanding of their experience.
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The researcher used the interview protocol, semi-structured and open-ended questions

as guidance in the interview sessions. It enabled the participants to elaborate freely

but still in the scope of the study. During the interviews, the researcher did not strictly

follow the order of the interview protocol (Edwards & Holland, 2013) because the

researcher was the primary data collecting instrument (Dikko, 2016). The interviews

were conducted according to the rhythm and sequence of the interviews (Adams,

2015). The researcher might ask “how” and “why” according to participants’ previous

responses (Merriam, 2009) and be free to change the sequence and wording during the

interview process (Dikko, 2016). The flexibility provided the platform to the

researcher to deeply explore the participants’ experience to enter into new areas and

produce rich data (Trigueros & Sandoval, 2017) in narrating the extraordinary

conversion experience that involved complex emotions and thinking (Iyadurai, 2010;

Jensen, 2008; Ozyurek, 2018).

Before the formal interview, the researcher met the potential participants to conduct

an initial informal interview. It was to ensure their religious conversion experiences

fit with the participant selection criteria, and they were voluntarily participating in this

study. Besides, it also provided a platform for potential participants to express their

concerns and doubts regarding the study

The researcher gave informed consent (as per Appendix A) to participants before the

interviews. The informed consent was written in the Malay Language because some

of the Malaysian Chinese could not read Chinese characters, but all of them

understand the Malay texts. Besides text form, the researcher also gave verbal inform

consent to the participants before each interview. The verbal consent emphasised the
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participants’ voluntary, permission of sound recording and confidentiality (Adams,

2015).

In the interview sessions, the participants used languages that were most convenient，

comfortable to them and understood by the researcher. Mandarin was the primary

language. It is the native language for both the participants and the researcher.

However, the participants also mixed the Mandarin language with Malay, English,

Hokkien, and Cantonese dialects in narrating their life experiences.

All the participants participated in the study on a voluntary basis. No participant was

forced. They were informed that they have the right to withdraw from the study at any

time they wish without having to give any reason. They were also encouraged to

express their concerns for discussion. They could choose not to respond to any

particular questions in the interview sessions. All of the information gained from the

interviews is strictly confidential.

The interviews were conducted in a mosque, prayer room (surau), Islamic NGO

office, Religious affair department office (Pejabat Agama), and sometimes in

participants’ houses. The locations were based on the accessibility to the participants

and suitability for the interview (Edwards & Holland, 2013). The researcher

conducted the interviews in a private and undisturbed environment to ensure the

interviews were smoothly carried on.

To ensure interview data was saturated to answer the research questions, this study

conducted data collection, transcripts writing, and data reviewing simultaneously.
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After each interview, the researcher listened to the sound recording and wrote the

transcript. After the transcript writing, the researcher reviewed the data, recorded his

concerns and clarified them from the participants in the next interview. The researcher

accomplished the data collection process when the data was capable of answering the

research questions, and the sharing information was somehow repeating (Guest,

Bunce, & Johnson, 2006).

The researcher wrote the transcripts according to the participants’ spoken language.

The researcher has translated one of the participants’ transcripts into English for

reference and participants’ validation purposes. The researcher maintained the rest of

the transcripts in their original languages. Only the quotations used in the report are

translated into English.

This study did not disclose any participants’ personal information. The names that

appeared in the report were not the participants’ real names. The researcher gave each

of them a pseudonym for discussion convenience and to protect their privacy.

3.5 Data analysis

This research used Braun and Clarke (2006) model as a guide to analyse the primary

data. It is a thematic analysis method. The data analysis stages consist of (a)

transcription, (b) generating initial codes, (c) searching themes across transcripts, (d)

reviewing themes, (e) naming and refining themes, and (f) producing a report.

At the first stage, the researcher transformed the interview contents into a verbatim

format. There is a total of 19 interview transcripts. The transcripts contents are
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checked to ensure their accuracy with the audio recording. The researcher uploaded

the written transcripts into ATLAS.ti 8.2 software for further analysis.

At the second stage, the researcher used ATLAS.ti 8.2 software to find codes across

the transcripts that represent meaningful phenomena to form initial cording. The

codes are developed by the researcher that is initially capable of representing the

phenomena or the participants. At this stage, the researcher found 244 initial codes

across the transcript. One quotation may consist of a few codes. Table 3.2 shows an

example of the relationship between the quotations and the initial code.

Table 3.2

An example of the relationship between quotations and initial codes

Quotations Initial codes

Three of us sat together. I told my parents, I
said, dad, mum, I have thought about it. I want
to embrace Islam. Do you agree or not… I
said, you want your daughter or not?.... If you
do not want your daughter, I will not come
back, because I want to embrace Islam. My
father said he wants his daughter. Why did I
give up her? I have taken care of her for
sixteen years. If you want your daughter, you
need to accept me to embrace Islam. I directly
told them. My parents thought about it one
night. You go. I better agree you embrace
Islam. I do not want to lose my daughter
(Jamilah Ang)

High self-differentiation
self-acceptance

High self-differentiation
action

High self-differentiation
high I-position

High self-differentiation
low emotional cutoff

Reconstruction two-ways
communication

I still practice Chinese culture, such as the
Chinese New Year. I still celebrate the Chinese
New Year. I celebrate here, the religious office.
At the initial stage, they asked whether I was
something wrong, but right now people have
accepted

Chinese identity

Chinese culture

Reconstruction Integration

Stage Integration
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After coding, it comes to the stage of theming. The researcher grouped the 244 initial

codes into 26 initial themes. Figure 2.1 shows an example of the relationship between

codes and themes, which the researcher took from the software of the “Open Network”

feature. One theme may consist of several codes. The theme “God”, consist of “high

SD God searching”, “Low SD God searching”, “God forgives”,” human-God”,” high

fusion with God” and “low fusion with God”.

Figure 3.1. An example of the relationship between theme and codes

The 244 initial codes were reduced to 138 codes. Some of the initial codes were taken

out because of lacking data support and were not relevant to research questions. For

example, “multigenerational projection”, “sibling position” and “family rules” were

taken out because this study intends to investigate adulthood self-differentiation

development, not the origin family emotional system. Some of the initial codes were

combined, such as “God forgives” and “human-God” were combined to “human-

God”.
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The theme reviewing was divided into two phases. At the first stage, 26 themes were

reduced to 20 themes by using ATLAS.ti 8.2 software. Six themes were removed

because the themes are confusing, sub-themes under the six themes were rearranged

according to the research questions. For example, the researcher removed the theme

“God” and the codes under “God” were moved to the themes “High self-

differentiation “and “Low self-differentiation” because the researcher wanted to

discuss this topic in the context of self-differentiation manifestations. Some of the

themes which are not relevant to research questions are also removed. For example,

the theme “Bowen” was removed because this study would not discuss Bowen theory

specifically.

In the second phase, the themes were reviewed manually. The researcher printed out

the codes according to the 20 themes and re-grouped the themes in detail according to

their characteristics to form a total of 14 themes and 63 sub-themes to answer the

research questions. The themes are (1) initial attraction, (2) absorption, (3) adaptation,

(4) assimilation, (5) Integration, (6) high self-differentiation, (7) low self-

differentiation (8), Chinese self-differentiation, (9) Muslim self-differentiation, (10)

marginalized, (11) deviation, (12) association, (13) self-differentiation increment and

(14) significant challenges.

Overall, there are five themes to answer the first research question which is the

religious conversion process; two themes to answer the second research question,

which is the manifestation of self-differentiation in the religious conversion process;

two themes to answer the third research question, which is the special case of self-
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differentiation among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts; and five themes under

forth research question which is adulthood self-differentiation development.

After reviewing the themes, the researcher refined and renamed the themes coherent

and consistent with the represented phenomena. For example, (a) the theme

“absorption” was renamed from “learn and study”, (c) the theme “adaptation” was

renamed from “try-on”. The full work-out themes, as shown in Appendix C.

The themes and sub-themes had gone through the expert review by

1. Associate Professor Dr. Fuziah Shaffie from the School of Applied

Psychology, Social Work and Policy, College of Arts and Science, Universiti

Utara Malaysia.

2. Dr. Norazlinda Zakaria. She is a senior lecturer from the School of Applied

Psychology, Social Work and Policy, College of Arts and Science, Universiti

Utara Malaysia.

3. Dr. Daisy Jane C. Orcullo. She is the Program Director of Psychology,

International Medical University Malaysia

The experts agree that the listed quotations represent the themes and sub-themes. The

researcher also makes adjustments based on the experts’ advice.

The final stage is producing a research report by using the full work-out themes. The

researcher produced a report telling the complicated story within and across themes.

The report is supported by the collected data in the quotation form.
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3.6 Pilot study

The researcher conducted a pilot study after the proposal defense on Mei 2013. The

purpose of the pilot study was to ensure the interview protocol was capable of

answering the research questions. The researcher amended the interview protocol

according to the feedback in the pilot study. Noor Hashima Abdul Aziz (2007) used

the same procedure to refine her interview protocol in her language anxiety study.

The researcher removed the inappropriate questions, such as

i) Do you consider yourself Malaysian? Has been totally removed.
ii) When do you think that Ethnicity is significant in your life? For example,

elections? Has been partially removed to
 Do you consider ethnicity significant to you? If yes/no, why?

The researcher also adds in some questions to know more about participants'
experiences, such as

i) Do you have any experience that you feel lonely and alienated when you
can’t follow the Chinese community culture/ customs/ ritual/festival? Such
as funeral rite? If yes/no, why? What will you do in such situations?

ii) How do you feel when there is conflict/issue between Islam and the
Chinese community? Such as Ridhuan Tee issue, hudud, an Islamic
country, valentine day, dead body, etc.? How do you respond to those
conflicts?

The researcher split the question to be more specific such as

i) What were the reactions of these 4 groups of people to your decision to
embrace the Islamic religion? (Father/ mother/ brothers and sisters/ close
friends) Could you please explain the reasons for their reactions? Has split
to
 What are their (these 4 groups of people) reactions toward your

decision of the conversion? How do you react to their reaction?
Why?

 Did you have any expectations of how they react to your
conversion/ your current relationship with them? What have you
done toward your expectation? If they are not able to meet your
expectation, how do you respond?
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ii) Did you expect any changes in their behaviour towards you after your
conversion? Were there any changes in their behaviour towards you after
your conversion? If there were, please describe these changes and your
explanation for these changes. Has split to
 Until today did they have any change in behaviour or stand toward

your conversion? If yes/no, why do you think so? What do you
plan to do next?

 Do Islam teachings help you to improve your relationship with
these 4 groups of people? If yes, how? And how effective? Why?
What will you do next?

Based on the pilot study, several main themes were discovered and categorised. The

main themes were the participant’s background, family background, religious

background, religious conversion background, pre-and post-conversion process, self-

differentiation, self-differentiation development, high self-differentiation, and low

self-differentiation.

3.7 Trustworthiness

In the process of transforming the interview contents into the transcription format, the

researcher reviewed the research data, wrote down the doubts and brought it to the

next interview sessions to obtain descriptive and interpretative validation from the

participants. The descriptive validity is to avoid the researcher not embellishing or

distorting from what he has heard and seen. The interpretative validation is to ensure

the researcher correctly interpreted the hidden information (Hayashi et al., 2019).

This study conducted participant validation (Gabarre, Gabarre, & Din, 2016; Hadi &

José Closs, 2016) because the researcher includes participants’ voices in the data

analysis process (Anney, 2014). The researcher provided the written transcripts to the

participants to validate. The researcher also summarised the interview contents and
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data analysis contents orally to the participants to avoid misinterpretation in

interpreting and describing on the researcher’s side. The participants are also invited

to comment on the findings (Noble & Smith, 2015).

This study achieved theoretical validation (Hayashi et al., 2019) and theoretical

triangulation (Fusch, Fusch, & Ness, 2018) through theoretical explanation

throughout the analysis process. The main theoretical frameworks in this study are the

self-differentiation construct, emotional cutoff, emotional reactivity, fusion with

others, I-position, Rambo Religious Conversion Model and collectivism. The

contradictory frameworks across this study, such as self-differentiation and

collectivism, are significant to theoretical triangulation. The theories contradict and

balance up each other.

Besides theoretical triangulation, this study also obtains triangulation from repeating

interviewing the same participants three to five times. The interview contents

triangulate between each other. The researcher revisited the audio recording and

written transcript to check the emerging themes and information (Noble & Smith,

2015). The researcher also observed the participants living habits, such as eating

habits, wearing habits, and family interaction to triangulate interview data.

This study achieved confirmability by the participants’ selection. The researcher only

recruited participants who were fit to answer the research questions to meet the

research objectives (Smith & Noble, 2014). The purposeful participant selection is to

meet the research objective and avoid bias (Sargeant, 2012). The researcher also
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purposely recruited three participants who have reconciled with family and two

participants who are not.

Validation was also done throughout the study (Merriam, 2009), mainly when

conducting the interviews. In the process of validation, the researcher encouraged the

participants to provide suggestions or fine-tune the studies’ findings based on their

perspectives. Arnold (2010), Rajwani Md Zain (2010), Ilivitsky (2011) and Davis

(2008) have used the same validation method in their studies

The instrument, interview technique and process validity were done by a pilot study

(Dikko, 2016; Forero et al., 2018). The researcher conducted a pilot study to ascertain

how well the interview protocol and interview process were in collecting primary data.

The researcher also demonstrated a prototype theme building to ensure the instrument

was capable of answering the research questions.

This study achieved transferability by providing a thick description (Anney, 2014;

Hadi & José Closs, 2016; Noble & Smith, 2015). The researcher includes rich and

extensive methodology details in this thesis. This study has reported the research

design, participants selection, interview protocol building, research procedure, data

analysis, the rationale, scope, gap and background of the study. It enables researchers

to decide how far the findings may replicate, challenge and transfer to different

settings (Morrow, 2005)

The researcher achieved confirmability and objectivity by interviewing the

participants who are not known by the researcher to prevent a dual relationship. All of
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them had referred by third parties to remain neutralities, non-judgmental and non-bias

conditions (Hay-Smith, Brown, Anderson, & Treharne, 2016)

The researcher self-control during the interview process by not showing any tone,

gesture, expression of hurt, shock, and embarrassment during the interview sessions.

The comfortable environment allowed the participants to speak freely in their

perspectives without any restriction (Adams, 2015).

3.8 Chapter summary

This study is a qualitative study. The sampling method is the snowball method, and

primary data was collected through interviews. The interview protocol was modified

from the conversion protocol in Lam's study (2005) and Gomori's guide manual

(1998). Five Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts from the Northern region have

participated in this study. After collecting the data, the researcher analysed and

validated the data according to the qualitative research procedure and principles.
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CHAPTER FOUR

PARTICIPANTS’ BACKGROUND

4.0 Introduction

This chapter explores the participants’ backgrounds. It includes the participants’

background, a summary of participants’ growing up experience, family relationship,

religious and religious conversion experience. The purpose of this chapter is to have a

holistic understanding of the participants' life histories.

4.1 Participant background

Five participants participated in this study. They are Khairul Wong, Nurul Tan,

Azman Low, Jamilah Ang, and Hafiz Lim.

4.1.1 Khairul Wong (participant 1)

Khairul Wong is a married male, 46 years old Chinese Muslim convert with two

children. He converted to Islam about 25 years ago. He was born in a neighbouring

country, grew up in a city of the central region in Malaysia. Khairul Wong is currently

working as a missionary and religious educator in the public sector. He also heavily

participates in Islamic television broadcasting.

4.1.1.1 Family background

Khairul Wong's significant family members are his grandfather, grandmother, mother,

and eldest sister. The grandparents and mother had passed away. The eldest sister and

Khairul Wong right now live in the same city.
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Khairul Wong’s parents were divorced when he was one year old because his father

had an extramarital affair. After the divorce, Khairul Wong and his eldest sister were

sent to live with his mother’s side grandparents in the central region of Malaysia. His

mother continued to work in a neighbouring country and visited her children several

times a year.

Khairul Wong grew up in a very traditional Chinese family. The grandfather was a

very traditional Chinese male. He was silent, strict, command giver, pay attention to

rules, regulations, and hierarchy. For example, he prohibited his family members from

speaking foul languages. The family members were not allowed to take food before

him. He whipped Khairul Wong with branches. He punished his grandchild by

kneeling on a shell in front of the family altar for his misconducted behaviours.

The grandmother was a very traditional Chinese female. She was very inclusive,

loving, command receiver, and loyal to her husband. She played a role in maintaining

family harmony to prevent direct family conflict, such as she gave money to Khairul

Wong without his husband knowing. She also played the role as a middleman to

dilute Khairul Wong's mother-son conflict.

When Khairul Wong was sixteen years old, his mother came back from the

neighbouring country. Khairul Wong moved to live with the mother, but he felt

uncomfortable and always conflicted with her. He always ran away from home to

seek comfort from his grandmother or friends. The mother projected her divorced

husband to Khairul Wong by hating and treating the son poorly. She insisted on
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divorce because she could not compromise with her husband, who had a woman

outside.

Khairul Wong never sees his father because the father never comes back after

divorcing with the mother. Even the mother hated the father; she never talked

anything bad about the father in front of the son. She even always mentioned that the

father was kind, soft, and gentle. She also said that the father never scolds her. As a

result, Khairul Wong has a good impression of the father.

Another significant family member is his eldest sister. Khairul Wong is closed with

the sister because they grew up together. Khairul Wong always mentioned that he

only has one sister. They understand each other. However, they seldom intervene in

each other’s life. They rarely talk about their feelings. According to Khairul Wong,

the sister is a bit alike with the mother and grandfather with authoritarian personality.

Overall, Khairul Wong was grown up in a family that the grandparents took over the

parents’ role. He had an excellent relationship with his grandparent. He also has a

much closer relationship with the eldest sister, who has grown up together with him.

However, the family was a bit dysfunctional because of the mother's projection

4.1.1.2 Community background

Khairul Wong had grown up in a traditional Chinese community. While he was young,

he did not mix around with other races including Malay Muslims. He only makes

friends with other races, especially Malay Muslims after he had converted to Islam.
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Khairul Wong had received his primary and secondary education in national school

(Malay stream) and tertiary education in the Islamic religion. Even though the

majority of the students in the primary and secondary school were Malays, he seldom

mixed around with them. He only mixed with Chinese students.

With the national school and Chinese community background, Khairul Wong can

speak the Malay language and Cantonese dialect fluently. Since he never receives any

formal Chinese education, he is only able to speak a bit of Mandarin.

4.1.1.3 Religious background

Khairul Wong had grown up in a multi-religion environment. His father was a

Christian, and his mother was a Christian convert. However, he was grown by his

grandparents, who were practising Chinese traditional religion. Khairul Wong

followed his grandparents in religious matters. Even though Khairul Wong had a very

complex religious background, he still admitted he was a Christian publicly. He

seldom practised Christianity. He only went to the church a few times a year.

As a Christian in name, the church sent mentors to his house to teach him Christianity.

Under those complex religious backgrounds, Khairul Wong had much doubt about

God, but the mentors had no intention to clarify his doubts.

4.1.1.4 Religious conversion background

Khairul Wong liked to listen to the prayer call (azan) since his childhood. He waited

in front of a television to listen to the prayer call of the television program every day.
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He was able to recite the prayer call at a very young age. He was interested in Islam

through his friends. They took care of him and share Islam with him.

Khairul Wong converted to Islam at about 20 years old. The conversion happened two

years after he got in touch with Islam. He took two years to study Islam to verify that

Islam is the true religion.

Khairul Wong had much struggled with his conversion decision. He knew that Islam

is the true religion that provides calm and security to him. On the other hand, he did

not know how to deal with the family and friends' reactions. Finally, he made the

conversion decision because of God’s words in the Quran, ‘Whoever follows His path;

there will be no sadness and fear.” The words gave confidence and guidance to him.

Khairul Wong kept his conversion from his family and friends. After converting to

Islam, he immediately moved to another town to continue his study. However, there

were some Islamic signals spread out from his living habits. He had to perform fasting,

stop taking pork and liqueur. People around suspected his conversion. When his

friends noticed his conversion, they went to his school to pull him out and bit him.

They could not accept his conversion and requested him to leave Islam.

He came out to his family after finishing his study. It was five years after his Shahada.

The mother gave him two choices. If he chooses Islam, the mother would take back

everything from him. If he decides to leave Islam, he could have everything. He told

his mother, he chose Islam. On the contrary, he promised to take care of the mother

because it is a son's responsibility in Islamic teachings.
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4.1.1.5 Religious conversion process and self-differentiation profile

Table 4.1 is the summary of Khairul Wong’s religious conversion process and self-

differentiation status. The researcher also evaluates Khairul Wong's self-

differentiation status based on his response to the significant events. The researcher

will further discuss the phenomena in Chapter Five to Chapter Nine.

Table 4.1

Khairul Wong's religious conversion process vs self-differentiation status

Stages Explanations Self-Differentiation

Initial
Attraction

1. Attracted to Islam because he has a
problematic relationship with his mother
and triangulated to religion and
friendship.

2. Attracted to the prayer call
3. Attracted to God. Wanted to know more

about God.

Low
Problematic mother-son relationship
triangulated to religion
High
In God's searching process, he has
remained autonomous.

Absorption

1. Learn from friends
2. Studied Islamic classes in school
3. Further study religion until tertiary

education

High
Learn the religion with I-position.
He learned to get knowledge, to
know more about the religion

Adaptation

Stop taking alcohol, smoking, avoid too
close with girls and stop taking pork
gradually

High
Adaptation of Muslim living habits
one by one. Slowly adjust to the
Muslim living habits

Assimilation

1. Could speak a very fluent Malay Muslim
language

2. Willing to eat and wear like a Malay
Muslim

3. Maintain a much close relationship with
Malay Muslims.

4. Married with a female Muslim

High
Assimilate into Malay Muslim
living habits to get more resources
and stay comfortable in the Muslim
community

Integration

1. Connect with family members and peers
2. Attend other religious ceremonies and

worship places without prejudice
3. Go back to his compatriot community
4. Integrate Islam teachings and Chinese

Culture
5. Share his religion with others.

High
Connect with family members,
peers, compatriot customs, and
traditions with no judgmental.
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4.1.2 Nurul Tan (participant 2)

Nurul Tan is a female Chinese Muslim Convert, 37 years old with a child. She

converted to Islam 16 years ago after marrying her Malay Muslim husband. She was

born, grown-up, and took her education in the northern region of Malaysia. She is

currently working as a clerk in an Islamic NGO and guiding new converts.

4.1.2.1 Family background

Nurul Tan's significant family members are her grandmother, parents, and youngest

sister. The parents are paddy field farmers. They have three children, a male and two

females. Nurul Tan is the second child. The parents had no time to look after their

children. They left their children to their grandmother and aunt.

The father is a very traditional Chinese man. He is a serious man and seldom spoke

out his opinion. He doesn’t like a noisy environment because he wants his family to

live in a harmonious atmosphere. The mother is a very traditional Chinese woman by

placing her husband as the family leader. She is a straightforward, hardworking, tough

woman and dedicated herself to the family. When the husband feels angry, she will

calm down the children to give an undisturbed environment to the husband.

The parents worked in a paddy field and came back home late. They were too busy to

look after their children. The grandmother took over the parents’ responsibility as a

caregiver. She has an excellent relationship with Nurul Tan because she is a good

storyteller. She has a lot of stories to share with Nurul Tan. Until today, Nurul Tan

still admits she has a most intimate relationship with her grandmother.
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Another significant family member is the youngest sister, who is eight years younger

than Nurul Tan. From Nurul Tan’s description, she was a silent but persistent girl.

Since Nurul Tan converted to Islam, the sister did not speak to her for more than ten

years because her conversion brought many annoyances and embarrassment to the

sister.

4.1.2.2 Community background

Nurul Tan had grown up in a Malay Muslim community. She had grown up in a

Malay Muslim village. Nurul Tan’s family was the only Chinese household in the

village. She mixed around with the Malay Muslims in her childhood.

Nurul Tan received primary education in a Chinese school and secondary education in

a national school. In the Chinese primary school, most of the students are Chinese.

However, in the national secondary school, the students are from various ethnic

backgrounds.

With the educational and Malay Muslim community background, Nurul Tan could

speak both the Malay language and the Chinese language fluently. Even she could

freely interact with various communities; she prefers to get around with the Malay

Muslims.

4.1.2.3 Religious background

Nurul Tan was grown up in a traditional Chinese family. Her family members

worship ancestors and the traditional Chinese Gods, such as God of Heaven (Ti Gong),
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God of the Earth (De Zhu Gong), and God of the Kitchen (Chao Hun Kong). They

also worship Siamese Buddha because the grandmother has Siamese lineage.

Nurul Tan did not interest in any religion before converting to Islam. Religion was not

necessary for her. When her mother prayed and made worship preparation, she just

stayed aside and observed. She did not much involve. Usually, the parents went to

temples for religious activities alone without bringing the children together.

Before conversion, Nurul Tan did not have any idea about God. She never has any

thoughts about the Creature. Religion to her was not essential. She only followed

people. Such as, she followed her friends to visit the Siamese temple, during Wesak

day (Buddha's Birthday). However, she did not know the meaning and visiting

purpose.

4.1.2.4 Religious conversion background

Nurul Tan converted to Islam at about 21 years old with very little Islamic knowledge.

She only slightly knew what she can do and what cannot do in Islamic teachings. She

neither attends any Islamic class nor practices any Islamic teaching before her

conversion. What she did was only stop taking pork before conversion.

One year after Nurul Tan finished her secondary education and came out to work, she

decided to convert to Islam because she wanted to marry a Malay Muslim man. The

family disagreed with her conversion. The father and the youngest sister have

vehemently opposed her conversion. Finally, she had to leave the family to continue

with her conversion journey.
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According to Nurul Tan, when she converted to Islam, there was nobody were beside

her. Not even one of her relatives, peers, and colleagues. She quit her job and entirely

cut off her pre-conversion relationship. She only gradually came out to reconnect with

her compatriot community five years after her conversion. Until today, 16 years after

her conversion, the reconnect process is still in progress, especially with peer

relationships.

After converting to Islam, she only had her husband's side relatives and friends. She

moved into a Malay Muslim village, cutoff relationship from her family and public

for five years. She purposely hid her Chinese identity by speaking a very fluent Malay

language. Many people only discovered her Chinese identity many years after her

conversion.

Nurul Tan’s religious study began only after her conversion. She started to learn the

Quran by attending classes. She also learned Islam non-formal way by reading and

getting advice from others. She concentrated on Islamic precepts studies. She was

very interested in learning what is halal, haram or makruah in Islam.

4.1.2.5 Religious conversion process and self-differentiation profile

Table 4.2 is the summary of Nurul Tan’s religious conversion process and self-

differentiation status. It explains Nurul Tan’s religious conversion process and

significant events along the religious conversion process. The researcher evaluates

Nurul Tan’s self-differentiation status based on her response to the significant events.

The researcher will further discuss the phenomena in Chapter Five to Chapter Nine.
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Table 4.2

Nurul Tan's religious conversion process vs self-differentiation status

Stages Explanations Self-Differentiation

Initial
Attraction

1. She converted to Islam because of
marriage and her Muslim husband

2. She did not have any religious
knowledge before converting to Islam.

Low
She converted with little religious knowledge.
The purpose of conversion was to get
married. She was a bit fused with her
husband.

Absorption

1. She focused on Islamic precepts
2. She learned by underground and cutoff
relationship.

3. She learned from friends and attended
formal classes.

Low
1. Fusion with precepts to gain inner calm
2. She learned religion by cutoff relationship.
High
Take action and initiative to learn

Adaptation

1. Applied Islamic precepts
2. Stop taking pork
3. Started to wear a Muslim headscarf.
4. Applied prayer and fasting

Low
1. Judges others when others could not

follow precepts.
High
1. She took action to apply the precepts one

by one in her life.

Assimilation

1. Assimilate into the Malay Muslim
community to hide in a closet.

2. Speak a very fluent Malay language
3. Eat and wear like a Malay Muslim and

maintain a much close relationship with
them

4. Stay comfortable, and in harmony with
Malay Muslims with some complaints,
such as children's education and Muslim
attitude.

5. Cutoff relationship with family and
compatriot community

Low
1. The purpose of assimilation is to hide in a

closet and cutoff relationship
2. Judge others based on her religion and

culture
High
1. Gain strength and sense of security for

future reconnection
2. Learn to build a good relationship with the

Malay Muslims.
3. Live as a Malay Muslim with not much

self-conflict.

Integration

1.Willing to attend compatriot ceremonies
that are not religious.

2.Use various reasons for not attending
non-Islamic religious ceremonies, such as
prayer and funerals.

3. Started to speak Chinese bravely in
public.

4. She successfully rebuilt the relationship
with family and the compatriot
community.

5.Hesitate to reconnect with old friends and
relatives. Avoid attending peers’
gatherings and family wedding
ceremonies because of her Muslim
identity.

6.Only able to share religious teachings
with new converts

Low
1.Avoid and ignore traditional ceremonies
which contradicted Islam

2.Avoid family gatherings and peer
gatherings.

3. Still, care whether people accept her
Muslim identity

High
1. She started to attend traditional compatriot
ceremonies.

2. Speak Chinese with compatriot
communities.

3. Share religion with converts
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4.1.3 Azman Low (participant 3)

Azman Low is a married male, 46 years old Chinese Muslim convert. He and his

Malay Muslim wife have two children. He converted to Islam about 20 years ago, and

he is right now earning his livings as a businessman. He was born and grew up in a

majority Chinese city in the northern region of Malaysia. Currently, he lives in a pure

Malay Muslim residential area, which is about 100KM from his hometown.

4.1.3.1 Family background

Azman Low’s significant family members are his parents and the two elder sisters.

His parents adopted him when he was a baby. He was a bit angry with the adoption.

He told the adaption story with a displeased tone.

Azman Low’s father was working in a store. He rented a room to settle down his wife,

the second daughter, and Azman Low. The family sent their eldest daughter to live

with his mother-in-law, which was 100KM from where they lived. The father stayed

alone in the company hostel. He only came back to see his family in the rented room

once a week. Azman Low describes his father as a not knowledgeable and not

ambitious person. His boss did give him an excellent offer to start his own business,

but he rejected the offer.

The mother was a traditional Chinese woman. She was a housewife and looked after

her family, husband, and children. She dedicated herself to the family. Every Sunday,

she would cook exceptional food for the family because the husband would come
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back to see them. Azman Low describes his mother as a no knowledge woman but

willing to take care of him and love him.

Azman Low has two sisters. According to Azman Low, the eldest sister has a

dominant characteristic. She was grown up by her grandmother. The mother would

only bring Azman Low and his second sister to visit the eldest daughter during the

school holidays. Azman Low does not have a close relationship with the eldest sister

because they did not grow up together. Azman Low has a closer relationship with the

second sister because she is gentler and more moderate. The second sister took care of

him since his childhood. She was the one grown up together with him.

4.1.3.2 Community background

Azman Low had grown up in a typical Chinese gangland criminal community. He

seldom mixed with the non-Chinese friend in his childhood because he did not have

any non-Chinese neighbours in his growing experience.

Azman Low had received his primary education in a Chinese school and secondary

education in a national school. In the primary school, most of the students are Chinese.

In the national secondary school, his schoolmates were still majority Chinese. Even

some were non-Chinese students; he seldom mixed around with them, especially the

Malays, because he did not have a good impression of them. He related the negative

social phenomenon to the Malay classmates.

Azman Low could speak a very fluent mandarin in interacting with the researcher. It

is tough to imagine that he had cut off the relationship with the Chinese community
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and seldom use the language for 20 years. Even he lived in the Malay Muslim

community for about 20 years; he still speaks the Malay language with a Chinese

accent. His wife did say that his husband sometimes could not express himself well in

the Malay language.

4.1.3.3 Religious background

Azman Low had grown up in a traditional Chinese religious environment. His family

member worshipped ancestors and various Chinese traditional deities

Azman Low’s family lived in a house together with a few tenants. They shared the

deity statues that belonged to the landlord. They prayed and worshipped the statues.

According to Azman Low, his family was not religious minded. They followed

tradition. Religiously, they never insisted on what they should do and what they

should not do.

Even though Azman Low had a typical Chinese religious background, he disagrees

with the religion, especially its God concept. He also disagrees with the joss sticks

burning practice in the Chinese religious ritual. In the interview, he always mentioned

other religions, such as Christianity, Hinduism, and Buddhism teachings. He went to

Hindu and Buddhist temples to know more about the religion. He read Buddhist

books to understand the religion further.

Before conversion, Christianity was more aligned with Azman Low’s religious

thought. He had a teacher who had done some indirect Christianity missionary to him.

Azman Low went to churches and studied the bible when he was very young. Even
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though he much agreed with Christianity, he was still not satisfied with the religion.

In the interview, he could not answer the reason for not converting to Christianity, or

which parts of Christianity he was not agreed with.

4.1.3.4 Religious conversion background

Azman Low started to get in touch with Islam when he was working overseas. His

colleagues shared Islam with him. At the initial stage, he had no action because they

usually shared the Creation Theory that he had already known from Christianity.

Furthermore, before going overseas, he already had a negative impression of Islam.

He related the Muslims’ destructive behaviours to the Islamic teachings.

Azman Low started to know about Islam when he went to the company library to

have a rest. The library was full of Islamic books. He found much information about

Islam, including the Mandarin version of the Quran. He found out both the Bible and

the Quran had mentioned the same prophets, such as Adam and Jesus. He started to

understand that the prophets are universal. They are not only belonged to the Christian.

From there, Azman Low did his research and reading in the library. One day, he read

Surah Al-Ikhlas in the Quran. The God concept described in the surah is very

compatible with the religious thought that he searched for many years. The

descriptions were connected, aligned, and touch his heart. To him, this is what God

should be. Finally, he converted to the religion of God

He was also impressed by Islamic prayer. He witnessed his housemates conduct the

prayer in their hostel. He found out that Islamic prayer is very simple. The worshipers
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only need to clean up themselves before the prayer. They do not need to prepare

anything. This concept is very aligned with him because he disagrees with the

traditional Chinese religious prayer, which is too complicated, too much preparation

and offerings.

Besides Islamic teachings and prayer, Azman Low was also very impressed with how

the overseas country conducted Islamic Hudud Law. Before converting to Islam, he

witnessed the death penalty and hand cutting punishment. He agrees with Islamic

Hudud Law. To him, it is an effective law to control criminals.

Azman Low learned the core teachings of Islam by himself through reading. It was a

unique and special self-learning conversion experience. He only learned to perform

prayer and fasting with minor monitoring from other Muslims after conversion.

4.1.3.5 Religious conversion process and self-differentiation profile

Table 4.3 is a summary of Azman Low’s religious conversion process and self-

differentiation status. It explains Azman Low’s religious conversion process and

significant events along the religious conversion process. The researcher also

evaluates Azman's Low self-differentiation status based on his response to the

significant events. The researcher will further discuss the phenomena in Chapter Five

to Chapter Nine.
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Table 4.3

Azman Low's religious conversion process vs self-differentiation status

Stages Explanations Self-Differentiation

Initial
Attraction

1. Observed how Muslims performed the prayer.
2. Observed prosecution of Islamic Hudud law
3. Agreed with the God concept in Islam.
4. Reject the father's religious practices because
the father did not take up his responsibility.

High
Attracted to God and Islamic teachings
Low
Projection: attracted to Islam because
rejection to own compatriot and parental
religion

Absorption

1. Self-studied with no reference from others
2. Felt insulted or uncomfortable when others try
to share their religion with him

3. Put effort to go to mosque and religion class
4. Always fear of hell. Worried about following
the wrong doctrine. Moreover, always observe
others whether they are following the correct
doctrine.

High
1. Startup the learning and effort taking

mechanism.
Low
1. He learned the religion by no
connection with others.

2. When others share religions with him,
he felt insulted.

3. Study the religion with fear.

Adaptation

1. Started to pray.
2. Started to eliminate the Chinese living habits
3. Ignore others’ comments,
4. Mentally wholly of judgmental wording.
5. Came out as a Muslim when he was not ready.

High
Started to adapt Islamic living habits by
consulting others
Low
1. Come out with pseudo high self-
differentiation.

2. Come out with a high emotional
cutoff.

3. Give up almost all Chinese customs;
even some are not contradicted
Islamic teachings.

Assimilation

1. Stay in a fully Malay Muslim community to
become a Malay Muslim.

2. He does not have any connection with the
compatriot community.

3. Join Malay Muslim community activities.
4. He mixed around with Malay Muslims in the
mosque.

5. Eat mostly Malay food.
6. Speak quite a good Malay language.
7. He married a Malay Muslim lady.

High
1. Taking action to assimilate into the

Malay Muslim community
2. Have a good relationship with the

Malay Muslims.
Low
1. Cut off relationship with both the
Malay Muslim and compatriot
community.

2. Despise the Malay Muslim
community

Integration

Does not have any connection with family
members, compatriot community and Chinese
customs since converted to Islam

High
1. Share religion with others if the

atmosphere is safe.
2. Remain the ability to connect with

the compatriot community, such as
connect with the researcher.

Low
Cut off with family, peers, and
compatriot customs. Never share his
religion with anybody.

4.1.4 Jamilah Ang (participant 4)

Jamilah Ang is a 46 years old female Chinese Muslim convert. She converted to Islam

about 30 years ago when she was about 18 years old. She had three marriages. Her
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first husband and the baby in the first marriage had passed away. She divorced her

second husband. Her current husband is her third husband

Jamilah Ang is currently working as a shopkeeper in a sundry shop that belonged to

her adoptive father in Islam. In Malaysia, a new convert usually will be adopted by a

Muslim family to provide support and care. Besides working as a shopkeeper, she

sells seafood in front of the sundry shop.

Jamilah Ang is heavily involved in Islamic missionaries. She holds important

positions in Islamic missionary NGOs. She spreads the message of God to the local

people. She conducts religious classes, provides materials and moral support to new

converts.

4.1.4.1 Family background

Jamilah Ang was grown up in a traditional Chinese big family. Besides the parents,

the family has eight daughters and a son. Jamilah Ang is the third daughter.

According to Jamilah Ang, her father is a good and responsible father. Even he has

nine children; he takes care of them well and equally. He sent all of his children to

school for education. He always helped the children to do their homework. He played

an important role to accompany the children's childhood. He respects and supports the

children's decision, such as he respects Jamilah Ang's conversion

The mother is a housewife. She takes care of her children’s education and values

manners, such as she requests her children to address the elders politely. When the

elders spoke, she did not allow the children to disturb their conversation. She requires
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the children to stay in harmony with others and does not let the children quarrel with

others. She wants her children to be united. Until today, if they have a family

gathering, all the children will go back. No matter how far they are.

The eighth sister is a significant family member to Jamilah Ang. Jamilah Ang has an

excellent relationship with her because she studies Islam and respects Jamilah Ang’s

religion. Religion never becomes a barrier to their relationship. She takes care of

Jamilah Ang, such as she gives pocket money to Jamilah Ang every month so that

Jamilah Ang could have a better life. Another significant family member is the

youngest brother. The brother is the only son in the big family and the single male in

his generation. The family pays colossal attention to him. Even he has the right to

inherit the ancestral house; he gives up his right to Jamilah Ang.

4.1.4.2 Community background

Jamilah Ang had grown up in a traditional Chinese community. The majority of her

neighbourhoods were Chinese. However, based on the interview, she did hint that she

had an Indian neighbour and an Indonesian worker. She also hinted that she had an

excellent interaction with her community.

Jamilah Ang had received her education in a Chinese primary school and a private

Chinese secondary school. In her school days, most of her friends are Chinese. From

how she describes her school life, we also get to know that all of her close friends in

her school day were also Chinese. Jamilah Ang also seldom shares how she mixed

around with other races in her childhood and school life.
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Because of the Chinese education and Chinese community background, Jamilah Ang

could speak Mandarin, Cantonese and Hokkien dialects. She learns other languages

such as Malays and Siamese, after converting to Islam because she lives in a Malay

village after embracing Islam. There are also some Malaysian Siamese in the village.

4.1.4.3 Religious background

Jamilah Ang had grown up in a typical Chinese traditional family. Her family

members worship Ti Kong (God of Heaven in Chinese customs) and their ancestors.

Ti Kong is the central God in their ancestral culture. According to Jamilah Ang, her

family members wear red new clothes in Ti Kong’s worship ritual.

Even Jamilah Ang comes from a typical Chinese traditional religion; it does not stop

her from getting to know other religions. She went to Christian churches, Buddha

temples, and also Islamic religion classes to gain religious knowledge.

4.1.4.4 Religious conversion background

Jamilah Ang was attracted to Islam because her Indonesian Muslim worker had

shown her an excellent Muslim character. The worker looked after Jamilah Ang’s

brothers and sisters. She treated them very well, precisely like her children. She was

very kind, polite and humble to everybody. Jamilah Ang also found out that she had a

different living habit. She prayed five times every day.

From there, Jamilah Ang continued her search to find out what is Islam. She was

trying to understand Islam through her mother, even the mother did not have any
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Islamic knowledge. The mother encouraged her to get the information from other

resources. To deepen her understanding of Islam, she attended Islamic classes in her

school. She also asked her Muslim friends and teachers about Islam.

In the process the searching, she also wanted to know more about other religions. She

never forgets to make some comparisons and experience different religions. She went

to Buddhist temples and churches. After getting enough religious information, she

decided to convert to Islam. She told her parents frankly about her religious choice.

She asked for the parents’ acceptance.

Even the parents had agreed with her conversion; she was only 16 years old and could

not convert officially. She found a family in the northern region that was willing to

adopt her. She took her secret Shahada in the village. However, her uncle came to the

Malay village to stop her conversion. To shy away from her uncle, she studied and

lived in an Islamic study centre. When she was 18 years old, she officially converted

and came back to stay in the Malay village until today.

4.1.4.5 Religious conversion process and self-differentiation profile

Table 4.4 is the summary of Jamilah Ang’s religious conversion process and self-

differentiation status. It shows Jamilah Ang’s religious conversion process and

significant events along the religious conversion process. The researcher also

evaluates Jamilah Ang’s self-differentiation status based on her response to significant

events. This study will further discuss the phenomena in Chapter Five to Chapter Nine.
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Table 4.4

Jamilah Ang's religious conversion process vs self-differentiation status

Stages Explanations Self-Differentiation

Initial
Attraction

1. Her Muslim worker was humble and
responsible taking care of Jamilah Ang’s
family very well she was dedicated to
performing prayer and fasting.

2. Discuss religion with her mother

High
1. Attracted to a new religion, at the

same time no rejection of old culture
and religion

2. Directly told her mother she was
attracted to Islam

Absorption

1. Learn from friends and teachers.
2. Studied from the school Islamic classes
3. Went to temples, churches to learn about

other religions
4. Went to an Islamic institute to learn

Islamic knowledge.

High
Learn the religion with I-position.
Compare religion

Adaptation

1. Stop going to the disco and taking drugs
2. Started cover up the aurat
3. Started to practise fasting.
4. Started to practice Islamic halal food.
5. Start to pray

High
Slowly adapting to the Muslim living
habits one by one. With no hurry

Assimilation

1. Stay in a Malay Muslim village
2. Earned a living with by herself
3. Accept an arranged marriage in the name

of religion
4. Live peacefully and harmonies in the

Malay Muslim village
5. Could speak a very fluent Malay

language with a local accent
6. All the while connected with family and

compatriot community

High
1. Assimilate into the Malay Muslim

village with appreciation
2. Has a harmonious relationship with

the Malay Muslim community

Integration

1. Connect with family and compatriot
community since day one

2. Integrate Islamic and Chinese food
culture by operating a Chinese Muslim
restaurant.

3. Attend other religious ceremonies
without prejudice

4. Go back to her compatriot community,
connect with old friends, raise funds for
compatriot school

5. Live peacefully and harmoniously in
both religion and compatriot community.

6. Share her religion and conversion
experience with others

7. Helping other converts

High
1. Connect with family members,

peers, and Chinese customs with no
judgment.

2. Able to share religion moderately
with others.
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4.1.5 Hafiz Lim (participant 5)

Hafiz Lim is a 56 years old male Chinese Muslim convert. He lives in the northern

part of Malaysia and converted to Islam about 25 years ago. Hafiz Lim has two

marriages. His first marriage was happened before his conversion and ended because

of his conversion. He married a Malay Muslim lady after divorcing his first wife. He

has three kids in his first marriage, five kids in his second marriage, and two kids with

a Thai woman without a marriage relationship. His fourth and fifth sisters take care of

his first marriage’s kids. The Huatai (Chinese and Thai) mixed-blood kids were left to

their Thai mother.

Before converting to Islam, Hafiz Lim carried on her father's business. However,

conflicts happened between the brothers and sisters. Hafiz Lim left the family and

stood on his own. He conducted illegal business as a loan shark, but the business did

not last long. He sent his first wife back to her hometown, and he moved to a

neighbouring country alone to run a pub business. After converting to Islam, he came

back to Malaysia to start his new life. Currently, Hafiz Lim is a farmer.

4.1.5.1 Family background

Hafiz Lim had grown up in a traditional Chinese Catholic family. The family had four

sons and seven daughters, and Hafiz Lim is the youngest son. His father was a

businessman, and his mother was a housewife.
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According to Hafiz Lim, his father was one of the wealthiest businessmen in the town.

He was an honest businessman. He always taught his children not to cheat in running

a business. He requested his children to thank postmen after receiving letters from

them. Hafiz Lim admits that if the father was still alive, he did not dare to earn illegal

money. Hafiz Lim’s mother was a silent woman. She seldom rose her voice. Even she

was bullied; she only kept quiet. She had a very kind heart. She rarely disputed with

others, even though she knew she was right. According to Hafiz Lim, his fourth and

fifth sisters have inherited his mother's good character. They had unconditionally

risen Hafiz Lim’s two kids.

Hafiz Lim’s significant family members were his three elder brothers. He had an

excellent relationship with his third brother. He was a perfectionist. However, he

passed away at a very young age in a road accident. He had a conflicted relationship

with his second brother since their childhood until today. However, their relationship

is much improved currently. According to Hafiz Lim, his second brother was too

pampered by his father. He seldom cares for others’ feelings.

Hafiz Lim adored his eldest brother because he was a competent businessman and

took care of Hafiz Lim. He was capable of managing eight supermarkets at a very

young age. Unfortunately, he passed away at a very young age too. The eldest brother

had the same experience with Hafiz Lim. He has driven out of the house because of

family conflict. Sixteen years later, he came back home to a reunion with the family.
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4.1.5.2 Community background

Hafiz Lim had grown up in a very complicated community. He stayed in a small town

surrounded by a few villages. Most of the residents in the small town were Chinese

businessmen. However, people who lived in the villages were Malays and Malaysian

Siamese. Most of the local people were his father's customers. So, he had been mixed

around with the Chinese, Malays, and Malaysian Siamese since he was very young.

Hafiz Lim received his primary education in a Chinese school in his hometown until

standard two. Because of his wrongdoing, his father sent him to another town which

was 100KM away to continue his primary education. When he was in standard five,

he followed his eldest sister to move back to his hometown again.

To fulfil Hafiz Lim's religious obligation and schooling, his father sent him to a

Catholic boarding school in the central region to train him as a missionary or priest.

He did not like the livings in the boarding school. When his third brother passed away;

he took the opportunity to stop his schooling and went back to his hometown again.

When Hafiz Lim studied in the Chinese school, most of the time he spoke Mandarin.

When he studied in another town, he learned to speak the Hokkien dialect. In the

Catholic boarding school, he spoke English, and he also spoke Cantonese as the local

dialect. He speaks the Hakka dialect with his family member. Because of the

complicated community background, Hafiz Lim could speak Mandarin, Hokkien

dialect, Hakka dialect, Cantonese dialect, Malay language, and also Thai language.
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4.1.5.3 Religious background

Hafiz Lim was grown up in a Catholic and traditional Chinese family. He went to the

Catholic Church every Sunday in his childhood. The father sent him to a Catholic

boarding school to train him to become a missionary. With the Catholic background,

the family could not accept Hafiz Lim’s first marriage because it contradicted their

religious teaching. The wife was pregnant before the marriage.

Besides Catholicism, the family was also influenced by traditional Chinese

superstitious thinking. They pampered the second son because they believed that he

brought wealth to the family. One of the reasons, they could not accept Hafiz Lim’s

first wife was because the father passed away two weeks before their marriage. They

relate the father’s death to the wife. The wife brought bad luck to the family.

Besides Catholic and Chinese traditional superstitious background, Hafiz Lim also

has a great Buddhism background. When he was in the neighbouring country, he had

observed the Buddhist monks’ living habits. He admired the monks could live without

much material desire. The longing finally took into action. He became a novice monk.

However, he experienced that the monk’s life is not suitable for him. Eventually, he

left the temple to find his new life.

4.1.5.4 Religious conversion background

Hafiz Lim converted to Islam about 25 years ago when he was 30 years old. He was

attracted to Islam because of his curiosity about Islam and determination to be a good

man. He declared his first Shahada in the neighbouring country. Two years later, he
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declared his second Shahada in Malaysia. In the following years, he registered his

Muslim identity to the Malaysian government.

After leaving the temple, Hafiz Lim stayed with a good friend who is a Muslim. The

friend did not practice Islam. However, Hafiz Lim found out that his friend respected

people who went to mosques and prayed to God. From here, Hafiz Lim wanted to

know the reason why the friend had such conflict and dilemma characteristics. He

began to search for more information about Islam.

In the process of God searching, Hafiz Lim felt God in a temple. One day, he kneeled

in front of a Buddha statue. He asked Buddha to show him the truth; he saw a sunset

behind the statue. He related the sunset to the Creator. From Buddha statues, he

shifted to God. He wanted God to show him a way to do good deeds. He asked God to

guide him to be a good man. He wanted to reconnect with his family. He decided to

give himself an opportunity on Islam.

Even Hafiz Lim declared Shahada in the neighbouring country; he wanted to convert

officially in Malaysia. However, he had a non-Islamic marriage. The wife ought to

convert within a specific time frame after his conversion. Alternatively, their marriage

would become invalid. Even he took one year and four months to approach the wife;

she could not accept Islam and was reluctant to convert. She gave up her husband and

let him convert alone. She issued a divorce letter to Hafiz Lim; even the husband did

not agree to the divorce. Eventually, their marriage became invalid after the time

frame.
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Hafiz Lim always mentioned that he wants to become a good person and be accepted

by the family. He wanted to rebuild the broken relationship with the family. However,

this is purely Hafiz Lim’s wishful thinking. Learning and converting to Islam did not

help in the relationship. They even had a more profound misunderstanding. When he

wanted to declare his second Shahada in a Malay village, his second brother took an

axe to stop the Shahada ceremony.

Besides the wife, the mother was another reason that made him felt hesitant to declare

the second Shahada. The mother disagreed with his conversion. She did pursue the

son to go back to Catholicism many times. Furthermore, the mother was not in good

health. He worried the mother's health might get worse. He met her more than 50

times to convince her. Finally, the mother desperately agreed with his conversion

because she had no choice but had to agree.

Before taking the second Shahada, Hafiz Lim took about two years to study Islam. He

learned by reading and getting advice from others. He set up a prayer room in his

office so that he could conduct his prayer. His neighbourhood noticed his self-study.

They advised him to get a teacher, and they sent two religious teachers to guide him.

From there, he started his formal Islamic study.

After converting to Islam, Hafiz Lim continued with his conversion journey. He went

to pondok, talikat, Jakim, and Sermon (Tabligh) to learn more about the religion. He

wanted to find a religious sect that was suitable for him. Finally, he found Sermon

(Tabligh). He was attracted to the missionary and freedom of Tabligh. He makes up

his mind to spread the correct message of God to the young Malay Muslims.
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When he has a chance, he also shares his religion with non-Muslims. He brought three

of his relatives to Islam. He helps converts’ daily life. He took care of the sick

converts and accompanied them to go back to their home. He fulfilled his religious

obligation. He also feels that he had accomplished his father's expectation to become

a missionary.

4.1.5.5 Religious conversion process and self-differentiation profile

Table 4.5 is the summary of Hafiz Lim’s religious conversion process and self-

differentiation status. The researcher also evaluates Hafiz Lim’s self-differentiation

status based on his response to significant events. The researcher will further discuss

the phenomena in Chapter Five to Chapter Nine.

Table 4.5

Hafiz Lim's religious conversion process vs self-differentiation status

Stages Explanations Self-Differentiation

Initial
Attraction

Attracted to Islam because:
1. He has a problematic relationship with his

family
2. He felt lonely in the neighbouring country
3. He wanted Islam to guide him to be a good guy

so that his family could accept him.
4. He tried and learned various religions to solve

his family problem.

Low
Problematic family relationships
and loneliness triangulated to
religion
High
1. Wanted guidance to become a

good guy.
2. He was objective in religious

choice.

Absorption

1. Study Islam by self-reading, advice, and
observation.

2. Study Islam in institutions, such as pondok,
Jakim, talikat and Sermon (Tabligh)

3. He learned from religious teachers.
4. He stayed beside a mosque with easy access to

religious knowledge.

High
1. Tried a few institutions to find

out which doctrine is more
suitable for him. Finally, he
chooses Sermon (Tabligh)

2. Learn by reading and getting
advice from others

Adaptation

1. Take time to change after conversion.
2. Set up a prayer room to experience Islamic

prayer.
3. Try on the various sects of Islam teachings.
4. Apply Islamic living habits according to ability.

High
Take time for changes. Only 100%
implement fasting after 20 years of
converting
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Assimilation

1. Stay in a Malay Muslim village.
2. Speak a very fluent Malay language
3. Eat and wear like a Malay Muslim.
4. Maintain a much closer relationship with Malay

Muslims.
5. Speak the Malay language in the family
6. Married with a Malay Muslim lady

High
1. Assimilate into Malay Muslim

living habits to get more respect
and stay comfortable as a
Muslim.

2. The purpose of assimilation is
more to missionaries, especially
to young Malay Muslims.

Integration

1. Connect with peers and compatriot community
2. Emotionally connected with family
3. Attend other religious events without prejudice
4. Integrated Islam teachings with Chinese culture
5. Share his religion with others
6. Appreciated compatriot practices
7. Practices compatriot practices that are not

contradicted with Islam

High
Connect with family members,
peers, Chinese customs, and
traditions with no judgmental.

4.2 Chapter summary

Each participant has their own unique living and religious conversion experience.

Both experiences are inter-influence to form converts’ valuable life experience. This

chapter has discussed participants' unique life experiences. Chapter five to chapter

nine will discuss participants' unique religious conversion experience based on

extraordinary precious personal experience context. Maybe their experiences are

somewhat similar, but they are still different, unique and could not be duplicated.
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CHAPTER FIVE

RELIGIOUS CONVERSION PROCESS AMONGMALAYSIAN

CHINESE MUSLIM CONVERTS

5.0 Introduction

This chapter consists of two parts. In the first part, the researcher will present the

answer to the first research question; namely the religious conversion process among

the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. The researcher will discuss the religious

conversion process based on the participants’ experiences. In the second part, the

researcher will discuss the application of the model and comparison with current

literature, especially Rambo’s Religious Conversion Model.

5.1 Findings

Based on the data collection, the researcher has identified five themes, and sixteen

sub-themes to answer the first research question. Generally, there are five sub-themes

under initial attraction, three sub-themes under absorption, four sub-themes under

assimilation, and two sub-themes under integration.

The conversion process of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts starts with the

initial attraction to Islam, followed by taking action to absorb the religious knowledge.

They adapt and apply the knowledge they have learned in their daily life. In the fourth

stage, the converts might assimilate into the mainstream Malay Muslim community.

Eventually, they will integrate into their compatriot Chinese community with their
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Chinese Muslim identity. Tables 5.1 shows the relationship between the research

question, themes and sub-themes

Table 5.1

The research question, themes and sub-themes of the religious conversion process

Research Question Themes Sub-themes

Conversion process

(1) Initial Attraction

(1) God
(2) Azan

(3) Islam’s characteristic
(4) Muslim acquaintances
(5) Previous religions

(2) Absorption

(6) Formal learning
(7) Informal learning
(8) Other religions

(3) Adaptation
(9) Add-on
(10) Give up

(4) Assimilation

(11) Community
(12) Language

(13) Food culture
(14) Wearing

(5) Integration (15) Visible
(16) Emotional

5.1.1 The initial attraction stage

In the initial attraction stage, some elements and forces might lead the participants to

Islam. The elements might invite the participants to know about Islam. This study has

shown that initial attraction sub-themes are (a) God in Islam, (b) the prayer call or

azan, (c) characteristics of Islam, (d) Muslim acquaintances, and (e) previous

religious experience as shown in Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.1. The sub-themes of initial attraction

5.1.1.1 God in Islam

This study has shown that the description of Allah in Islam has attracted the

participants to Islam. Khairul Wong was reported to be attracted to Islam because

believing in Allah could obtain a sense of security. Azman Low was reported to be

attracted to the characteristics of Allah.

I have read a surah “Whoever follows His path, there will be no sadness and
fear.” You do not need to be scared. You do not need to be sad. After reading
this surah; I have confidence because it is an accessible path. You do not
need to be scared. Just follow the path. (Khairul Wong)

I get converted because I was attracted to a very simple Surah. Surah al-
Ikhlas is a very typical tawhid teaching. It is straightforward. It does not tell
about the angle story. It highlights the characteristic of God, which is
entirely different from God in other religions. It highlights God that humans
should pray. (Azman Low)
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Hafiz Lim was attracted to Islam because he believes that God could guide him to

become a good man

I had done a lot of wrong things. I could sense that God wants me to be the
right person. I have returned to the correct path. I do not want to drink
anymore. I could slowly correct myself.....I knelt in front of the sun. I was
thinking in my heart. God, give me a path. Give me a good path. I do not
want to go on like this anymore. (Hafiz Lim)

God is the major attraction to the converts. By believing in God, converts obtain

guidance, security and confidence. Besides Surah al-Ikhlas describes the concept of

God as different from other religions.

5.1.1.2 Prayer call (azan)

The call for prayer has attracted participants to Islam. Mosque and mass media play

the call every day. Nurul Tan felt calm and comfortable when she was listening to the

prayer call. She could not resist the charm of the prayer call.

Why do I convert in such a hurry? I also do not know. When they pray, I
listened to their azan. After listening to the azan, I felt relatively calm…..such
as when I was upset, after listening to azan, I felt comfortable and very calm.
(Nurul Tan)

Khairul Wong reported a similar experience with Nurul Tan. He liked to listen to the

prayer call at a very young age. He listened to the prayer call every day even he did

not know the meaning. He relates his religious conversion to the preference of

listening to azan.

When I was very young, I always listened to azan by watching TV programs.
I remember 8.30 pm and 7 pm; there were azan, both TV1 and TV2. I could
recite the azan…. I listened to it every day. I did not understand the meaning.
However, I was interested in and used to listen to it. I listened to it every
day…..no matter what program we were watching, when 7.30 had, stop! I
shifted the program to azan. (Khairul Wong)
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The prayer call is one of the elements that attract converts. By listening to the call,

potential converts could feel calm and become the initial religious exposure to the

converts.

5.1.1.3 The characteristics of the religion

Some of the participants were attracted to the religion because of Islam characteristics.

Azman Low was reported willing to know more about Islam because it is a simple

and clear religion. It is easy to practice. Islamic law and teachings are clearly written

in al-Quran.

Islamic law is very clear. God created the law. The law and teachings suit
me very much. There are no contradictions at all. Like I had said, this
religion is suitable for all human beings. I choose Islam because the religion
is suitable for me. The teachings should be the correct teachings. (Azman
Low)

I saw how my colleagues pray. It was very simple, very simple. They only use
water to wuduk. They did not need any oblation to offer to God. (Azman Low)

Jamilah Ang was attracted to Islam’s discipline and equality. In front of religion, there

will be no exception, regardless of wealth and social status. In front of God, a king

and ordinary people are equal. No privilege for a particular kind of people

Before embracing Islam, I went to Christian, Taoism. I went to many places.
They teach us to do good things. However, Islam emphasises discipline.
Islam has five prayers per day. No matter you are a king, you cannot sit in a
high place when you pray. You pray as an ordinary person. You pray five
times a day. You cannot pray more. You cannot pray less. So this is equal. At
this moment, we are equal. At this moment, you are not a king. (Jamilah Ang)

The characteristic of Islam, such as simple, clear law, equality and discipline are the

essential elements to attract potential converts. These characteristics make Islam

unique and could not find in other religions.
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5.1.1.4 The Muslim acquaintances

Khairul Wong was attracted to Islam because of his Muslim friend. He had a Muslim

friend who was much closer to him. The friend and the family took care of him. They

helped him to do homework and brought him to watch movies together. They shared

their religion with him. The close relationship creates a warm, caring and close

atmosphere, which invited Khairul Wong’s willingness to know Islam.

There was a lot of bother and noise in my house. I didn’t go back home for a
long time, but I made friends with nice people, such as I made friends with a
Chinese Muslim. We often chatted. His family also treats me well. I knew
about Islam, so I asked him about Islam. From there, I started to be
interested in Islam. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang was attracted to Islam because of her father’s worker. The father had

employed a Muslim lady to take care of his children. The worker had shown Jamilah

Ang an excellent example of Muslim values. The worker treated them very well.

My father had a worker. She was a lovely Malay old lady. She took care of us
precisely like her children. I saw her performed fasting and prayer. I felt odd
and asked her. She told me, this is what a Muslim should do. She treated us
like her children. To me, Muslims are good. Our people also never treat us
so good. (Jamilah Ang)

The Muslim acquaintances might attract potential converts to know more about Islam.

By showing excellent characteristics, warm and hospitable, indirectly they have

spread the messages of Islam through behaviours.

5.1.1.5 The unfinished previous religious experience

Participants also will attract to Islam if they could relate Islam with their previous

unfinished religious experience. They felt Islam was so familiar with them, and Islam

is capable of answering their previous unfinished religious quest.
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By understanding Islam teachings, Azman Low was capable of linking his previous

unfinished religious experience and filling up his unanswerable doubts. Azman Low

had learned Christianity. In Islam, Azman Low completed his religious learning.

Azman Low integrated Christianity into Islam. Christianity becomes part of Islam. He

found out Islam recognises all the prophets in Christianity. Islam adds in Muhammad

as the final prophet.

Twenty-five prophets started from Adam. I was shocked. Does Islam also
believe in Adam? ....Adam, Idris, Ibrahim and Ismail, are names of prophets.
The eleventh prophet is Jesus? Why did Jesus has become Islam’s prophet?
The last prophet is Muhammad. I study carefully. It is written in the Bible.
The Creator creates the universe. Our ancestors were Adam and Eve. I
started to think and search for it. (Azman Low)

The same experience also happened to Khairul Wong. He had tried to quest and

explore God since his childhood. However, he could not get an answer in Christianity.

He was impressed by the explanation of God in Islam.

The Christian people came to my house to teach me Christianity. They teach
me to be a good human being. Besides being a good human, I also want to
know more about God…..I asked him about God. He told me you no need to
ask. You only need to listen. If I cannot ask, how could I learn? (Khairul
Wong)

I read God's name is Allah. I went to investigate. Why do you believe in Allah?
What is God? It is different from the traditional Chinese God. We can see the
God statues. In Islam, we cannot see God. I went to ask my friend. Why do
you believe in Allah? You cannot see God. He has well answered me. He said
everything you cannot see does not mean did not exist. He took fried chicken
as an example. You eat fried chicken, the taste is good. The smell is good.
Can you see the smell? He is correct. You cannot see the smell, but you
believe. You can feel the wind blows, but you cannot see the wind. You
cannot see does not mean it does not exist. (Khairul Wong)

Potential converts are attracted to Islam because Islam answers their unfinished

previous religious experiences. By exploring Islam, the potential converts may
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complete their unfinished religious learning, especially those who have a Christianity

background. It is a continuous exploration process.

5.1.2 The absorption stage

In the absorption stage, the participants might absorb religious knowledge to a deeper

understanding the religion. This study has found three sub-themes in this stage, which

are (a) formal learning, (b) informal learning and (c) learning other religions as shown

in Figure 5.2

Figure 5.2. The sub-themes of absorption

The participants might understand Islam through formal studies, such as attending

religious classes. Some might absorb the religious knowledge through informal

learning, such as learning from religious groups and self-reading. Participants might

also further learn other religions besides Islam to confirm Islam is suitable to them.
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5.1.2.1 The formal study

Many participants deeper understood Islam through formal study. They attended

formal religious classes. Khairul Wong insisted on attending the Islamic religion class

in his school; even he was not a Muslim yet. It took about two years before his

conversion. After that, he continued his tertiary education in Islamic studies.

I attended an Islamic class at my school. We non-Muslims either attend civic
class or go to canteen…..it was quite bored to stay at the canteen. Never
mind. I stayed in the Islamic class. I stayed and listened. At that moment, I
already have some Islamic knowledge. After attending the class, I have a
deeper understanding. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang’s experience is almost the same as Khairul Wong's. She learned the

religion through formal studies by attending the Islamic religion class in her school.

After converting to Islam, she went to a Muslim convert centre to learn Quran.

I learned a little bit. The school did not teach us much. The school has an
Islamic class. I did not go out. I stayed in the Islamic class and listened.
(Jamilah Ang)

When I was sixteen, seventeen years old, I came here. I went to PERKIM to
study. I took two years to study the Quran in PERKIM. (Jamilah Ang)

The converts or potential converts might attend formal learning classes, such as

Islamic classes that were held in a school and convert centre. They are guided by

religious teachers and religious syllabus.

5.1.2.2 The informal learning

Participants might also absorb Islamic knowledge through informal learning. Usually,

they absorbed the knowledge from people around or by self-study. Sometimes they

would also attend non-formal classes, such as Islamic talk conducted by mosques
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Khairul Wong started to further his quest about the religion by reading and asking. He

began to read books and the Quran. When he could not understand, he would ask his

friends.

Sometimes I would ask others about Islam. I asked about The Quran's
contents. My friend studied at UiTM. He seldom came back…I read by
myself. When there was any religious doubt, I would take notes and get
clarification from him when he came back. (Khairul Wong)

Same as Khairul Wong when Jamilah Ang was doubtful about the religion, she would

refer to others. She asked her mother, Muslim friends and teachers.

I asked my Malay teacher. He was pleased to explain it to me…. I asked my
mother. My mother said she does not know. She asked me to study on my
own…. When I was schooling, I asked my Malay friends. (Jamilah Ang)

Azman Low is an exceptional case. His religious learning experience was mostly

informal self-learning and self-reading. He almost did not have any formal study

experience before converting. He also seldom asks others when he had any doubt

about the religion. He absorbed nearly all of his religious knowledge from library

reading. If he had concerns, he would go back to the book to find the answers. He is

right now actively attending Islamic classes conducted by mosques.

If you say, we have any doubt; we go to refer a religious teacher. However, I
was not…I relied on my own. I did not refer anybody. I did not attend any
class. All are on my own…..The Javanese, my colleagues, when they prayed,
I did not ask them. I just observed them from outside. They prayed in a hall. I
just observed them how to pray. I did not ask them what did they pray. I only
observed them. (Azman Low)

I am only a convert. I read the Quran and listen to Islamic talk. I do not
receive enough formal Islamic education…usually, I will go to Mahgrid
prayer. Generally, after the prayer, they have an Islamic class in the mosque
for about 30-45 minutes. Then we continue Isyak prayer. (Azman Low).

Another particular case is Nurul Tan. Even she also learned Islam in both formal and

informal ways; she was a bit different. She focused on what she can do and what she
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cannot do as a Muslim because she already decided to convert. The purpose of

learning was to adapt to Muslim life after marriage.

After marriage, I started to learn. We know what we can do and what we
cannot do. Whichever is allowed by religion, we will do. Whichever not
allowed, we will not do….After learning, we know that not following
religious teachings is not correct. We must follow. Whichever is allowed by
religion, we follow. We do not need to think much. We only follow the correct
direction…we know, this is allowed by religion and that is not allowed.
Religion has haram and pahala. The conclusion is, we need to know
whichever we can do, and whichever we cannot do, then only we can be a
good Muslim. (Nurul Tan)

The participants have shown that informal learning is more significant to converts. It

is more to a life continuous learning process. They could absorb the knowledge in

their daily activities such as chatting with others, attending mosque talk or even

through mass media.

5.1.2.3 The learning of other religions or sects

Besides Islamic knowledge, almost all of the participants also absorb other religious

knowledge before and after learning Islam knowledge. They searched for a religion

that could answer their quest and aligned with religious thinking.

Khairul Wong, Jamilah Ang, Hafiz Lim and Azman Low learned other religions

before embracing Islam. They had learned Catholicism, Christianity, Buddhism,

Taoism or Hinduism. They tried to find the meaning of life through religions.

When I was small, a Christian came to teach me. He taught me Christianity.
He came once a week. I asked him many questions. He cannot answer me.
Therefore I did not have confidence in Christianity. (Khairul Wong)

When I was a child, I liked to know more about religion. I went to Hindu
temples. I went to the Catholic church. I sang together with them. I went to
Catholic Church every Sunday…. I went to Taoism. They are vegetarian. I
also went to Buddhist temples. (Jamilah Ang)
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Who is the God I search for, and I believe? I searched for the truth. I studied
one by one. I felt that this religion was not suitable for me. I disagreed with
the Creation Theory ...That is why I also got to know about Buddhism,
Hinduism, and Confucianism...Tzu Chi, The teachings of Buddha. I wanted to
compare. (Azman Low)

After converting to Islam, they might also learn various sects of Islamic teachings.

Azman Low got to know other sects to ensure that he is always following the correct

Islamic teachings because he wants to follow the original teachings of Islam. He

wants to be an authentic follower (Ahli Sunnah Wal-Jammah). Hafiz Lim learned to

get a religious sect that aligned with him. Finally, he found Sermon (Tabligh) as a

missionary. Both of them intended to find the correct path that they would like to

follow.

I believe these are heresies. Besides Ahli Sunnah Wal-Jammah, all of the
other sects are already condemned. They are no more Ahli Sunnah Wal-
Jamaah. According to the knowledge I get from the mosque, these are not a
religion, not even Islam’s sect because they are not comparable with Shafi’i,
Maliki, or Hanafi Madhhab, which are real religious sects. They are
condemned from The Quran and Hadith. They are no more Muslim. (Azman
Low)

I went to Perkim, then I went to pondok, followed by talikat, and then
dakwah (missionaries and tabligh). After learning the missionaries…. I
completely understand. Compared with me, too many people are not fortune.
I did not think it was wasteful because I have chosen the correct path. It is
my own choice. (Hafiz Lim)

Participants decided to embrace Islam because Islam could give them the answer and

correct path. They absorbed other religious knowledge to confirm that Islam is the

true religion. After embracing Islam, they might get more information about Islam to

decide which sects and path they should follow.
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5.1.3 The adaptation stage

In the adaptation stage, converts might adapt to the Islamic way of life gradually. This

study has identified two sub-themes in the adaptation stage, which are (a) add on and

(b) give up as shown in Figure 5.3

Figure 5.3. The sub-themes of the adaptation

The adaptation usually happens at the final stage of pre-Shahada and the initial stage

after Shahada. The adaptation consists of “add-on” and “give up”. They might

gradually add on to Islamic living habits. At the same time, they also progressively

give up non-Islamic living habits. Converts try to fit themselves into the religious

rituals, obligations, rules, teachings and living habits.
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5.1.3.1 Add-on

As Muslims, participants will gradually add on Islamic teachings, which they were

capable of applying in their living habits. The most significant Islamic teachings were

fasting and prayer. For female participants, they might also apply Islamic dressing to

cover up their aurat.

In the adaptation process, Azman Low slowly added prayer to his daily life. Hafiz

Lim setup up a prayer room in his office to experience Islamic prayer and slowly

learned to conduct a correct prayer. Jamilah Ang adjusted herself into fasting practice.

All of the above add-on actions were to transform their daily life into Islamic living

habits

The difference after my conversion is I have my prayer. My living habits have
changed from non-Muslim to Muslim living habits. The changes did not
happen before my conversion. Before that, I did not pray. (Azman Low)

Before converting to Islam...I had done my prayer. I set up a prayer room in
my office... I still keep the red kiblah sejadah (praying carpet) with me...God
sent two religious teachers to me, one from Bukit Aman. They said my prayer
must be corrected but they did not force me. (Hafiz Lim)

When I just converted, I learned to perform fasting. I kept on looking at a
clock. My hostel teacher joked with me. Jamilah, the clock is not dead yet. I
never no any fasting before. Muslims learn to fast when they are seven years
old. I kept on looking at the clock. The clock was too slow. I kept on looking.
It was too slow. (Jamilah Ang)

Usually, converts will try to adapt to Islamic living habits gradually. Since they were

not practising the living habits before, it is a trial-and-error adjustment process.
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5.1.3.2 Giving up

Besides adding on Islamic living habits, the participants might also give up their

living habits that are not Islamic in the adaptation process. They gradually abandon

living habits that are non-Islamic to fit themselves into the Islamic way of living.

Khairul Wong had tried to give up some of his Western living habits which are not

Islamic before declaring his Shahada. He had gradually given up alcohol, cigarette

and avoided being too close with female friends.

I continued with my western life, my friends told me, within our friend, I was
a bit special. Firstly, I didn’t smoke. I just played with it. Even free also I
didn’t smoke….Secondly, people give me liqueur, and I didn’t take it. I didn’t
drink. Thirdly, there were many girls there, but I never take advantage of
them. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang and Hafiz Lim also started their adaptation process by gradually giving

up their non-Islamic living habits, such as smoking, nightlife, telling lies, whoredom,

hot-tempered and non-Islamic wearing.

We went to a disco in the big city. We drank coke. They give us cigarettes.
They put cigarettes on the table. They gave us free...After that, I read the
Quran. I know the place is not suitable for me. When I just converted to
Islam, I did not wear a headscarf...I wore short skirts...I wore that. I did not
wear long pants. (Jamilah Ang)

Many teachings I could not fulfil. I have given up much of my living habits,
such as gambling and whoredom. Both are my interest. I am not able to quit
smoking. My tamper is not the same as before. (Hafiz Lim)

In the adaptation process, most of the converts will give up some of their living habits,

which are not Islamic gradually. They would give up eating habits, social habits,

wearing habits and some behaviours to comply with the Islamic teachings.
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5.1.4 The assimilation stage

In the Asian collectivist community, conversion to Islam is not merely a personal

decision. It is also a matter of others. Therefore, participants who had declared

Shahada would assimilate themselves into the mainstream Malay Muslim community.

They would adopt some mainstream Malay Muslim living habits to participate in the

Muslim community. This study has identified four sub-themes in the assimilation

stage, which are (a) community, (b) language, (c) food culture and (d) wearing as

shown in Figure 5.4

Figure 5.4. The sub-themes of the assimilation

5.1.4.1 The community

The most significant assimilation process is to assimilate into the mainstream Malay

Muslim community. The converts might move from their growing places to the
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majority Malay Muslim community. This phenomenon is significant because Chinese

Muslim converts might receive a massive rejection from family and compatriot

communities after embracing Islam.

Nurul Tan, Azman Low, Jamilah Ang and Hafiz Lim live in the Malay Muslim

community after embracing Islam. They interacted with Malay Muslims and

participated in their activities. They have a good relationship and live harmonies in

the community because the Malay Muslims are very willing to help the new converts.

Take Nurul Tan as an example; she even says that she likes to mix around with Malay

Muslims. She feels comfortable getting along with them. Based on the interview, she

was welcomed by the community when she moved into the village. They helped her

to become a Muslim. At the same time, she teaches the villagers Mandarin and

English.

Once I have converted, the Malay Muslim neighbourhoods came to my house.
They came to visit us. They blessed us. They taught me to be a Muslim, they
sent their kids to learn mandarin from me… In the ten years, I seldom went
out from the village. Compared with my own race, I rather prefer to be
friends with them. I feel more comfortable with them (Nurul Tan)

The same thing also happened to Jamilah Ang. The villages welcome her. She was too

famous until villagers across a few villages knew her.

My mother says I am now the daughter of XXX (the state name)...The people
here are very good to me. They are not my parents, not my brothers and
sister. They respect me...All the villagers know me. If you say my name, from
XXX (town name) to XXX (another town) everybody knows Jamilah.
(Jamilah Ang)

Hafiz Lim also has a very close relationship with the villagers, especially with the

young generation.
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I live in a Malay Muslim community. Since I have converted, I have changed
a lot. I changed because I want to do missionaries. I want to pass the
goodwill to the young generation…..It is my responsibility to the young
Malay generation. You see, I wear a kopiah (white skull cap). It is easier to
get in touch with them. …Wherever I go, the Malay Muslims like me. Even
some of them take alcohol, they might not follow Islamic teachings, they still
respect me. (Hafiz Lim)

After moving out from their growing communities to the majority Malay Muslim

community, most of the participants are capable of living harmonies in the new

community. They are rejected by their compatriot community but welcomed by their

religious community. They take efforts to build a good relationship with their

religious neighbourhood.

5.1.4.2 The language

The Chinese converts might assimilate into the Malay Muslim community by

speaking a very fluent Malay language. They have to learn the language to join the

group.

Nurul Tan, Jamilah Ang, Hafiz Lim and Khairul Wong could speak a very fluent

Malay language with an original accent precisely as the Malays. Even the main

language that was used in the interview was Mandarin, sometimes they had to use the

Malay language to fully express themselves. The most obvious was Khairul Wong.

However, Azman Low’s Malay language was not less fluent but still more fluent

compared with most of the Malaysian Chinese.

Some of my husband’s friends did not know I am Chinese. They thought I am
a Malay lady…..Maybe I could speak a very fluent Malay language. My
Malay language is a bit different from ordinary Chinese. People could not
recognise I am Chinese. Sometimes they cannot get what I say. What are you
talking about? Why do you speak so fast? (Nurul Tan)
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The researcher is very certain that Azman Low only speaks the Malay language with

his family members. It is the reason his children could not speak his father’s mother

tongue. Hafiz Lim might speak some Mandarin and some Chinese dialects, but the

Malay language is still the primary language in the family. His children only

understood a bit of the father’s mother tongue. The researcher also had observed that

both of them speak the Malay language naturally and fluently with their family

members.

I want my children to receive a complete Islamic education. I send my
children to the National school. Maybe I am wrong, maybe not. If I say, I
have never spoken Chinese with them since their childhood, maybe is my
fault, maybe not. My next generation could not speak Chinese; to me, it is
only a fly in the ointment. Not a big deal. (Azman Low）

My three sons could not speak Mandarin well. The eldest can speak
mandarin. He cannot speak Hokkien. He understands what we speak. I speak
Chinese with my youngest child. (Hafiz Lim)

Khairul Wong, Azman Low and Jamilah Ang grew up in a typical Chinese

community. They seldom mixed around with the Malays. However, after converting

to Islam, they lived in a majority Malay Muslim community, especially Jamilah Ang

and Azman Low. They lived in the community for more than 20 years and interacted

with the community by using the Malay language. It has been their daily

communication language. They master the language precisely like the native Malays.

5.1.4.3 The food culture

Participants also assimilate into the mainstream Malay Muslim community through

their diet. They serve the researcher with typical Malay Muslim food, such as Malay

curry puff (karipap), Malay shrimp fritters (cucur udang), Malay dumplings (ketupat)
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and rose syrup. The main reason is that Malay Muslim food is halal and easily found

in Malaysia. Another reason is they married the Malays.

Azman Low follows strict Islamic teachings in his diet. He entirely follows Islamic

halal rules. Even he did mention he eats whatever the wife cooks. The researcher has

observed the wife prepared chilli paste (sambal) and fish curry, which are typical

Malays dishes.

I follow Islamic teachings in my diet. It is entirely different from the regular
Chinses diet. Even some Chinese do not take pork, my diet is still different
from them…..I let my wife decides on the family diet. I eat whatever she
cooks. (Azman Low)

When the participants attend gatherings, the host will prepare Malay food for them.

For example, they prepare Jamilah Ang with some Malay snacks. They prepared

either halal food or Malay food for Khairul Wong.

My old friends have accepted me. We have a gathering every year. This year
11th November we will have a gathering in my alma mater. If I go back, they
will give me shrimp crackers (keropok), dried shrimp, and salted fish as
snacks. (Jamilah Ang)

Non-Muslim invites me to go to their wedding ceremony. Before the
ceremony, the host will ask me whether I can come. If I go, they will prepare
special dishes for me. If I confirm I will come, they will prepare all the dishes
that I could take. If not, they will ask Malays to cook for me, Muslim halal
food. (Khairul Wong)

The main characteristic of Muslim food culture is halal. In Malaysia, the majority of

Muslims are Malay Muslims. Most of the converts are married to Malay Muslims. It

is more accessible for converts to get Malay halal food.
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5.1.4.4 The wearing

Wearing is another sign of assimilation. The participants apply Malay and Muslim

wearing in their daily life to cover up their aurat. However, from the researcher’s

informal observation, some participants might transform into the Malay Muslim

wearing entirely. Some might add on the Malay Muslim wearing to their regular

wearing.

In the interviews, the researcher observed that Nurul Tan and Jamilah Ang are

assimilated entirely into the wearing of mainstream Malay Muslims. Nurul Tan and

Jamilah Ang wore the traditional Malay lady wearing (baju kurung) with Muslim

headscarf. Hafiz Lim wore a white skullcap (kopiah) with a goatee and Pakistani

baggy long pants. It was Sermon’s (Tabligh) wearing. From their appearance, they

could easily be recognised as Muslims. In the interview, Khairul Wong wore regular

Western clothes with a Malay black skullcap (songkok).

Four of them maintained the same wearing for all the interview sessions. Nurul Tan

and Jamilah Ang mentioned they might wear other clothes besides baju kurung in

their daily life. Khairul Wong mentioned he would not wear the songkok when he is

not carrying out his official duty. Hafiz Lim maintained the same appearance all the

while in the interview sessions.

Female participants, such as Nurul Tan and Jamilah Ang wear baju kurung because

they can easily get those wearing that fulfil Islamic teachings. Khairul Wong admitted
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that he has more or less assimilated into Malay Muslim living habits. He mentioned

that the purpose of doing so is to get acceptance in the Malay Muslim community.

If I tell you I have not gone through Melanisation, it is impossible because
we interact with the Malays….Some of the stuff we must follow them. Malays
will be pleased if we follow their culture. ….if we do not follow their culture;
we cannot mix with them. (Khairul Wong)

I only wear songkok in my office to gain people's respect. Other than this, I
will not wear it. I will wear a songkok if I give talks. It gives people a good
impression. The songkok facilitates my work. Other than that, I seldom wear
it in my daily life (Khairul Wong)

Hafiz Lim had the same intention as Khairul Wong. The wearing made Malay

Muslims accept him so that he could spread the correct Islamic teachings to the young

Malay Muslims.

My wearing made me Islamic. My appearance allows me to go into the
Malay Muslim community. It allows me to do missionaries work in the
community. (Hafiz Lim)

Islam applies wearing rules to Muslims. Muslims modify their ordinary wearing to fit

Islamic rules. The Islamic and Malays elements have influenced the Malaysian

Muslim wearing culture. When Chinese Muslims assimilated into mainstream Muslim

culture, they might apply and modify the Malay Muslims' mainstream wearing culture.

5.1.5 The integration stage

After the Chinese Converts have assimilated themselves into new Islamic life and

community, they might move one step further to integrate both Islamic and

compatriot culture, community and living habits. They might learn and practice

Islamic teachings; at the same time, they will also practice their compatriot living

habits, which are not contradicted with Islam teachings. At the integration stage,

Chinese Converts might adjust themselves to become Chinese Muslims.
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In this study, the researcher has identified two themes in the integration stage, which

are (a) visible integration and (b) emotional integration, as shown in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5. The sub-themes of integration

5.1.5.1 The visible integration process

In the visible integration process, participants might physically go back to their

compatriot community and integrate into the community with their Muslim identity.

Khairul Wong integrates the Islamic and Chinese way of life in terms of thinking,

teachings, values and living habits. Besides celebrating Islamic festivals, Khairul

Wong also celebrates the Chinese traditional festival. He visited traditional Chinese

temples to share and interact with people who have a different religion from him. He

opens the window of Islam to non-Muslims so that they could understand the religion;

he opens the window of Chinese culture to the Muslim community. He facilitates the

interaction between Islamic teachings and Chinese culture. Besides, he also opens

himself to understand others’ religions.
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We, as Chinese Muslims, could prove that we only follow the religion. We
still could practice our compatriot practices, which are not contradicted with
Islam. When we go back to compatriot practices, we are more open. We are
free and comfortable to practice traditional practices. We only follow the
religion, but we are still who we are. (Khairul Wong)

I still celebrate the dragon boat festival. We still can eat dumplings. The
difference is we cook the halal dumplings. We still could celebrate Chinese
New Year. We still can give and take red pockets. The difference is we do not
pray to the statues. On the Chinese New Year, we all go back to our
hometown. Going back is compulsory. On Chinese New Year eve, we sit
together to take our reunion dinner. It is a Chinese traditional practice. I will
go back. We, family members, sit together to take our reunion dinner.
(Khairul Wong)

I went to a Chinese temple. People there pray to traditional Chinese God. I
am a Muslim. He is a non-Muslim. After chatting and eating….I felt OK. I
can learn many things from them. Oh, I can see how they think and how they
act. I mixed with the monks… They are OK. We do not have any barriers. We
can learn something from them. We can gain some experience. (Khairul
Wong)

Khairul Wong managed the mother’s funeral with a mixture of the Chinese, Buddhist

and Christian ritual elements. He was doing so because the mother did not officially

convert to Islam. At the funeral, he never forgets his Muslim identity and obligation.

He did not participate in any ritual activities which were contradicted the Islamic

teachings.

When my grandmother and mother passed away, I was the one who managed
their funeral...Other relatives dare not intervene. Even I am a Muslim; it
should not be any problem. My mother passed away; she did not convert to
Islam. I followed the Chinese tradition to manage her funeral. Nothing is
wrong. I followed them. Because my mother was a Christian, I follow the
Christian way. Requested by relatives, the funeral also mixed with some
Buddhist elements. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang is another participant who had gone through the integration process.

Even she lives in a Malay village; she goes back to her compatriot community to

service them. For example, she participated in a Chinese school fundraising activity.
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She broke the barriers between Muslims and non-Muslims in creating a consensus and

understanding between the two communities.

Two-three years ago, I brought an imam from China to a China Town. We
sold ramen to fundraise a Chinese School. One night we could gain a few
thousand Ringgit. A lot of Chinese came to buy from us. I told them I am
Malaysian Chinese. He comes from China. We are Muslims. We are one
family. The Chinese gave great warm applauses. You are right. We are
Chinese. We are one family. (Jamilah Ang)

After Jamilah Ang had gone through the religious conversion process, she comes out

to help other Muslim converts in terms of material and moral support. If she knows

somebody who is interested in Islam, she will visit them. She will explain Islam

teachings and share her religious conversion experience with them. If converts are too

weak to go through the religious conversion process, she will accompany them by

giving moral, financial and material support.

A lot of Chinese come to see me. Recently a Chinese girl came to see me. She
said she wants to convert to Islam. Right now, she has stopped taking the
food cooked by the family. She takes outside food. Her sister has suspected
her. I want to ask Kak Zah where the Chinese girl stays. I want to talk to her
sister. Let your sister converts. You will not lose your sister. (Jamilah Ang)

Participants who went through visible integration might be physically involved in the

integration process. With their Muslim identity, we went back to their compatriot

community to integrate the two different living habits and values. They recognised

both their Muslim and Chinese identities.

5.1.5.2 The emotional integration process

This study also found out that some of the participants intended to go back to their

compatriot community after their assimilation process. However, they might not allow

doing so because they are not yet accepted by the family and community, especially
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those who are still facing family relationship conflict. They are not allowed to go back

to physically participating in their compatriot activities. Under these circumstances,

participants are reported could be integrated emotionally. They took efforts and

chances to integrate their compatriot values and living habits in their daily life without

physically connecting with their compatriot community.

The above phenomena were happening to Hafiz Lim. He is not allowed to connect

with the family because of a dilemma and conflicted relationship. His family does not

accept him. However, he never denies and ignores his need to rebuild the relationship.

He tries his best to reconnect with his family. For example, he was not allowed to

connect with his brother and sisters physically, but he encourages his children to do so.

He wants his children to know; they are brother and sister from the same root.

My family members take care of my children. My brother sometimes will
secretly ask about my children. They will send some stuff to my children. My
daughter refused to accept his stuff. I told my daughter, I hope you
understand. I only have one brother. He understands me. He will understand
me. One day he will know me. I told my Malay friends he is my brother.
Please do not make trouble with him. If you fight with him, I will beat you. I
will not beat him. We are brothers in religion, but my brother and I are
brothers of the same root. (Hafiz Lim)

I value my family relationship. I would be pleased if we can contact and
greet each other. I hope one day we can do that...No matter how; I am your
youngest brother. You are my elder brother. I understand our relationship is
like water. It will not tear even cut by a knife. ...it is already twenty-four
years. I shed my tear every day. I pray to God. I hope they will understand
one day. (Hafiz Lim)

Even Hafiz Lim is not allowed to go back to his family and compatriot community; he

integrates his religious and compatriot living habits in his daily life. Wearing a white

skullcap which represents Muslim identity, he brought his Muslim family to visit his
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father's grave in a Catholic cemetery. He follows some of his compatriot practices

because of Sunnah.

I go to my father's Catholic grave every one or two years. I take my children
together with me. Starting from the year 1993, I had promised myself; I want
to practice this until the end of my life. Some Chinese could not understand.
They saw a Muslim with a white skullcap. I need to be careful. However, one
time, I met my brother in the cemetery. I brought my children together. He
dare not say anything. I told him, even I had embraced Islam; they are still
my father, my mother and my grandfather. They are always in my heart. I
have only changed my religion. (Hafiz Lim)

My living habits are still Chinese. The way I eat, the way I decorate my
house is the Chinese way. I use a chopstick. I learn it is Sunnah. If people
come to my house, they know I am Chinese, because of the red colour. I
decorate my home with red colour and Chinese characters, such as忠 (loyal)
character. My house must have a red couplet and a Chinese red ribbon.
(Hafiz Lim)

Emotional integration could happen if converts do not give up their compatriot

community and integration process, but they are not allowed to go back. They take

every single effort to go back to their family and compatriot community, even they

still have unsolved relationship issues in the compatriot community. Therefore, they

only could apply their compatriot practices without physically connecting with their

family and compatriot community.

5.2 The Malaysian Chinese Muslim religious conversion process

The researcher has identified and named the Malaysian Chinese Muslim conversion

process into five stages: (1) initial attraction stage, (2) absorption stage, (3) adaptation

stage, (4) assimilation stage and (5) integration stage. The process is shown in Figure

5.6. The researcher identified and categorized the religious conversion process based

on maturity in the context of interpersonal and intrapsychic. Converts who are at a
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higher stage are more opportunities in dealing with more complex interpersonal and

intrapsychic relationships compared with those who are at a lower stage.

Figure 5.6. The religious conversion process among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim

converts

Among five participants, Khairul Wong, Jamilah Ang and Hafiz Lim had gone

through the five stages of the religious conversion process. Nurul Tan is in the process

of reaching the integration stage. Azman Low is in the adaptation stage. Khairul

Wong, Jamilah Ang and Hafiz Lim have more opportunities in self-differentiation

compared with Nurul Tan and Azman Low. At the same time, Nurul Tan has more

opportunities compared to Azman Low in the context of intrapersonal and

interpersonal relationships.
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To most people, religious conversion is related to an event (Jensen, 2006). In

Malaysia, Islamic conversion is interpreted as declaring Shahada and registration with

the religious department. However, researchers have suggested that religious

conversion is a process (Smith & Stewart, 2011; Steigenga, 2010). This study defines

it as a growth and psychological development process that consists of several stages.

Besides religious maturity, they are trained in dealing with intrapersonal and

interpersonal relationships along the process. This training is more significant to the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts because they live in a collectivistic community.

Any decision and action in the community might not treat as a personal choice

(Gorodnichemko & Roland, 2011; Hofstede, 2011; Oyserman et al., 2002)

This study has identified the first phase of the religious conversion process as the

initial attraction stage. The finding is aligned with Lofland & Skonovd (1981)

suggestion. In the Islamic perspective, the famous attraction to converts is the concept

of God. Believing in God provides a secure base (Kumari & Pirta, 2009; Majerus,

2010; Miner, 2007; Robu, 2006) as a compensation relationship or solution

(Kirkpatrick, 1997) to the believers. Another famous attraction is the religious

acquaintances (Bowen, 2009; Kahn & Greene, 2004; Smith & Stewart, 2011).

Converts are interested in the religions because they are treated well and impressed by

the characteristics of their acquaintances.

After the initial attraction stage, converts might enter into the absorption and

adaptation stage. They might further absorb religious knowledge and transform to be

a believer (Drønen, 2006; Nuraisyah Chua Abdullah, 2004; Paloutzian et al., 1999).

They learn religious knowledge and gradually change their living habits to fit their
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religious identity (Drønen, 2006; Nuraisyah Chua Abdullah, 2004; Paloutzian et al.,

1999). In the Islamic conversion perspective, it is the changing process of becoming a

Muslim (Gooren, 2002; Iyadurai, 2010; Ng & Shek, 2001). They are in the process of

practicing more effective, responsible and realistic acts to align with their religious

teachings. It might involve changing the meaning system, the purpose of life, value,

goal and self-definition, which are categorized as the self-actualisation in Maslow’

theory (Buxant et al., 2009). It is an important process of developing their

intrapersonal self because they learn to act, change and behave to be I-position and

self-sense with their religious choice.

The assimilation and integration stages are more on developing the converts’

interpersonal self. In the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts, they

assimilate into the mainstream Malay Muslim community with their Chinese identity.

They also integrate into their compatriot Chinese community with their Muslim

identity. It is a complicated interpersonal adjustment because their act of embracing

Islam has transformed them to become the minority group in both the religious and

compatriot community (Hew, 2004; Jacobsen, 2005; Shaharuddin et al., 2016). The

situation becomes more complicated as they are categorized as the modern

collectivistic group (Lam, 1997) which values family loyalty, belonging, harmonious

relationship, “we” consciousness and “group” feeling (Gorodnichemko & Roland,

2011; Hofstede, 2011).

The previous model, such as Rambo’s Religious Conversion Process Model (Rambo,

2010) explains religious conversion in the context of religious maturity. This study

has proposed that the religious conversion process could be explained in the context
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of self-differentiation. The researcher recognises the religious conversion process

based on the self-differentiation framework. The initial attraction stage and absorption

stage are more on the intrapsychic context; the assimilation stage and integration stage

are more on the interpersonal context, and the adaptation stage is a combination of the

intrapsychic and interpersonal contexts.

Self-differentiation is the balancing between intimacy and individuality (Bartle-

Haring & Gregory, 2003; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004; Regina, 2000; Skowron,

2005; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron et al., 2004), self-autonomous and

relatedness with others (Chung & Gale, 2006). The researcher suggests that the

religious conversion process is the self-differentiation development process. In the

religious conversion process, converts learn in balancing their intrapersonal and

interpersonal relationship. Converts learn to adhere to their religious choice to be a

Muslim without much influence from others. Meanwhile, they assimilate and

integrate into the community to relate and connect with others.

The researcher also suggests that once converts delay with intrapersonal and

interpersonal development, their religious conversion development will be stagnated.

Converts might have difficulties progressing in their religious conversion process to a

higher stage. They have to turn back to the learning process and structural effort on

their self-differentiation development. When they are more self-differentiated, in

terms of being more capable of handling the complicated intrapsychic and

interpersonal relationship, then only their religious conversion process will be carried

on.
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Very seldom literature combines both self-differentiation and religious conversion

process into their study (Inaba, 2004; Rambo, 2010; Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli,

2003; Skowron, 2004). These two disciplines are treated as different dimensions.

However, this study has shown that self-differentiation and religious conversion are

parallel processes. The researcher recognizes that the religious conversion process

follows the maturity of self-differentiation. If individuals’ self-differentiation has

developed to a higher level, they will be more mature intrapersonally and

interpersonally. They might have more opportunities in their religious conversion

process to progress to another higher level. They might have more capability to

handle more complex intrapersonal and interpersonal hardships in their conversion

process. It is more significant to the collectivist converts, such as the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts.

The religious conversion experience is a very personal human experience ( Lee, 2008).

This study suggests that the religious conversion process and religious conversion

experience are two different dimensions. The process might be the same, but the

experience is unique, special and could not duplicate to each convert. Converts might

have different feelings, expectations, emotions and behaviours in the same process.

For example, some of the converts might go through the learning process by

connecting with others, some might cut off their significant relationship.

5.3 Comparison with current literature

The researcher has divided the religious conversion process into five stages. Still,

Rambo has identified seven stages in his model. The researcher and Rambo identified

the religious conversion process based on the passage of time length, experience,
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process and growth. However, they use different dimensions and contexts to explain

the phenomena and to measure the growth.

The researcher explains the process based on self-differentiation and measures the

growth based on individuals’ maturity. Individuals who are at a higher stage of the

conversion process are more mature from the interpersonal and intrapsychic

perspectives. They are more capable of handling the complexity of interpersonal and

interpersonal relationships compared with those who are in the lower stage. Such as,

they are more capable of adhering to their convictions while staying harmonious in

the family and community.

Rambo used religious involvement and religious maturity contexts to identify his

model (Bowen, 2009; Farley, 2011). The model explains the process of taking

commitment and maturity in a religion, such as taking part in religious activities and

being committed to gaining religious knowledge. The individuals who are at the

higher stage might have more religious involvement compared with those who are at

the lower stage.

The researcher explains the religious conversion process to a religion that not only the

way of ritual, such as Islam (Bo, 2003; Sparrow, 2008). The researcher explains the

conversion phenomena in the context of a believer's daily life. Religion expands,

impacts, and changes every aspect of the converts’ life. They have to adjust their

living habits to align with their religious choice. By converting to this type of religion,

converts might more or less separate from their origin of life, such as the way of

wearing and eating habits.
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Rambo’s model is general to all communities (Bowen, 2009; Kahn & Greene, 2004).

It used to explain most of the religious conversion phenomena. The researcher

explains the process from the perspective of the collectivistic community, such as the

Chinese community. It takes the complication of the collectivistic and dilemma

relationship into consideration. This community requests similarity of every single

aspect, and reject every single variance (Yang, 1971; Yeh & Yang, 1997). By

embracing a new religion, converts are treated as traitors to the community. The force

of individualism and interpersonal are taken into consideration, which has been

ignored by Rambo.

5.4 Chapter summary

From the above discussion, the researcher concludes that Islamic conversion is not

merely a declaration of Shahada. It is also a psychological transformation process that

involved a few stages of psychological change. From the self-differentiation

perspective, converts might transform to be more self-differentiated, more adaptive,

mature and integrated in dealing with a more complicated interpersonal and

intrapersonal relationship.
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CHAPTER SIX

MANIFESTATION OF SELF-DIFFERENTIATION IN THE

RELIGIOUS CONVERSION PROCESS

6.0 Introduction

Self-differentiation and religious conversion are two main topics in this study because

these two phenomena have not been merged to study. The application of self-

differentiation is claimed to be universally applicable (Bowen, 1978; Fraser et al.,

2010; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000; Yousefi et al., 2009). Therefore describing the

conversion phenomenon based on the self-differentiation perspective is practical

because once a person converts to a new religion, his self-differentiation should

manifest along their conversion process.

6.1 Findings

Based on the data collection, the researcher has identified two themes, and 26 sub-

themes to answer the second research question, namely the manifestation of self-

differentiation into the religious conversion process among the Malaysian Chinese

Muslim converts. The two themes are (a) high self-differentiation and (b) low self-

differentiation. Each of the sub-theme has 13 sub-themes. Tables 6.1 shows the

relationship between the research question, themes and sub-themes of the

manifestation of self-differentiation in the religious conversion process.
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Table 6.1

The research question, themes and sub-themes of the self-differentiation manifestation

in the religious conversion process

Research
Question

Themes Sub-themes

Self-
differentiation
Manifestation

(1) High self-
differentiation

(1) Respond to Crisis-Guidance and Solution
(2) Searching God-God Teaching
(3) Taking Shahada-Long Time Shahada
(4) Learning Focus-Flexible
(5) Hiding-Connection
(6) Coming Out-Prepared
(7) Change-Ability and Rhythm
(8) Acceptance-Genuine
(9) Unpleasant Religious Behaviours-Action

but no Intervene
(10) Sharing Religion-Peacefully and

Moderately
(11) Coping with Religious Dilemma-

Comfortable
(12) Reconnection-Go Back
(13) Approaching- Direct

(2) Low self-
differentiation

(1) Response to Crisis-Denial and Fusion
(2) Searching God-Consolation and Comfort
(3) Taking Shahada-Immediate Shahada
(4) Learning Focus-Rigid
(5) Hiding-Cutoff
(6) Coming Out-Driven by Emotion
(7) Change-forceful
(8) Acceptance- Surface
(9) Unpleasant Religious Behaviours- Intervene

but Cutoff
(10) Sharing Religion-Not Able to Share
(11) Coping with Religious Dilemma-

Emotional Reactivity and Cutoff
(12) Reconnecting-Deny and Ignore
(13) Approaching-Avoiding

The researcher concludes that self-differentiation is manifested into the religious

conversion process among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. This study has

found out that converts might show different patterns of behaviours, thinking, feelings
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and responses to the same religious conversion challenges based on their self-

differentiation level.

As discussed in chapter five, the religious conversion process consists of five stages

(1) initial attraction, (2) absorption, (3) adaptation (4) assimilation and (5) integration.

Most of the characteristics of the religious conversion process are manifested across

many stages. For example, a convert could be underground from the initial attraction,

absorption, adaptation stage, finally come out at the integration stage. However,

another convert may come out with his Muslim or potential Muslim identity at the

initial attraction stage or absorption stage. In this chapter, the researcher has appointed

certain religious conversion characteristics to certain significant religious conversion

stages. It is only as a reference for reasonable and straightforward discussion. It does

not mean those specific characteristics are limited to the particular stages.

6.1.1 Manifestation of self-differentiation in the initial attraction stage

This study has found out that, potential converts with different levels of self-

differentiation will manifest their behaviours in their initial attraction stage. It would

manifest in their crisis responding patterns and God searching patterns. Higher self-

differentiated participants would attract to the religion with more I-position, less

emotional cutoff, less emotional reactivity and less fusion and vice versa.

6.1.1.1 Patterns of responding to a crisis

Potential converts might attract to religion for many reasons and motives (Lofland &

Skonovd, 1981) and one of the common factors is crisis (Kahn & Greene, 2004). This
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study has identified that participants’ responses to the crisis are related to their self-

differentiation level. Even their crisis might be the same; the patterns of their

responses toward the crisis might be different.

The high self-differentiated participants have shown that, in front of a crisis, they are

independent and autonomous. They identify self-needs and get help from God to

solve the crisis (Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009). Islam provides guidance and

procedures to live well (Sipon & Hassan, 2015). Besides the rational side, they still

sense intimate relationships with others (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron &

Dendy, 2004; Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli, 2003). In front of many intimate

relationships, they might find a new relationship with God (Kirkpatrick, 1997).

The above statement happened to Hafiz Lim. He had a crisis relationship with his

family members. He felt God in a sunset. In front of God, he could sense that God

could help him toward the change. He wanted God to show him a way to become a

good man so that he could change his life. He did not want to continue with his

indulgent life so that his family members could re-accept him.

I was in a Temple. There was a status. I prayed to the statue. It was an
evening. The sunset was beautiful. I missed my mother. I missed my family. I
did a lot of bad things. I could sense that God wants me to be a good person.
God told me, you know how to do it. At that moment, I changed... I knelt. I
knelt in front of the sunset. I prayed to God. God, please give me a way. Give
me a good path. I do not want to continue my life like this. I hope I will not
continue with it… After the kneeling, I slowly changed. Two months later, I
came back to Malaysia to rebuild my family relationship. (Hafiz Lim)

Hafiz Lim has shown a high self-differentiated response to the crisis. He was low

emotional cutoff because he still connected with his family relationship, which he had

ignored for years. He was I-position because he recognised and admitted his need for
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the family relationship. He sought help from God. He was confident that God would

accompany him toward the rebuilding process, no matter how the family will react to

his effort. He started to take initiatives to reduce his triangulation to indulgent life and

went back to his own country to deal with his family relationship gradually.

Passive conversion is associated with crisis (Kahn & Greene, 2004) because the low

self-differentiated individuals might triangulate their crisis anxiety to fuse with third

parties (Reiner, 2010). The more they are triangulated and fusion, the more they could

temporarily release from a stressful event (Chung & Gale, 2006; Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998). They might avoid and cutoff the crisis relationship to prevent

conflict and disappointment (Wei et al., 2005). In this study, the researcher had

observed that low self-differentiated converts would triangulate their crisis and

anxiety to religions or religious groups.

Khairul Wong, as an example, had a problematic relationship with his mother. The

mother was divorced because her husband had an extramarital affair. She projected

her hate and dissatisfaction toward her husband to the son. Before attracting to Islam,

Khairul Wong had a conflicted mother-son relationship. He triangulated the

problematic relationship to problematic behaviours such as car racing, disco, drunk,

smoking and rogue.

I was a breakdancer. My group ever won the champion of the state. When I
was fifteen years old, I always went to a disco. I went to the disco every day,
every night. At about sixteen years old, I started car racing. I drove my
mother’s car to race. I used her car to take my friends to the disco to enjoy
ourselves. We went to the disco and car racing. The XXX was very famous
for its car race location. It was special for the car race. A group of
Singaporeans went there. After car racing, we went to a disco. It was very
popular. The afternoon disco was special for breakdancers. (Khairul Wong)
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When Khairul Wong met a religious group, he began to triangulate his problematic

mother-son relationship with them. The triangulation process started with a Muslim

friendship who treated him very good. Khairul Wong always went to his friend’s

house because his whole family members liked Khairul Wong very much. The friends’

mother taught him to do his homework. They cooked good food for him. They

brought him to watch movies as well. Of course, they share their religion with him.

My mother liked to nag. She made a lot of noise. I did not want to go home.
After a long time not going back, I made friends with good people. We are
from the same primary school. Sometimes I went to his house. His mother
treated me very good. His mother taught him schoolwork. She taught me also.
She treated me well. That is why when I had a problem, she would help
me…You know, when I was young, I like to watch movies, their family would
bring me along. (Khairul Wong)

He triangulated his problematic mother-son relationship to fuse with the indulgent life,

religion and religion group. After he was attracted to Islam, he changed the

problematic mother-son relationship from emotional reactivity quarrel relationship to

distancing cold war relationship to prevent conflict and disagreement.

After coming out to my mother, I stayed with her for a short period. We
started up a cold war. She kept silent; she kept silent. When we took lunch, I
greet her. She would say, eat. As her son, we need to greet her. We had
nothing to chat about. What to chat about? She did not like it. She did not
respond to my coming out. I know she did not like it. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong had shown a typical low self-differentiated response to a crisis

relationship. In front of the crisis, his response was emotional reactivity, followed by

triangulation, fusion and emotional cutoff. In a religious relationship, he sensed

warmth, security and sincere feeling. He had good feelings about triangulation and

fusion. He was temporarily released from the anxious problematic mother-son

relationship.
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In front of the crisis, high and low self-differentiated converts might have a different

response. High self-differentiated converts connect with significant others. They are I-

position to seek solutions and guidance in religion. Instead of dealing with the

relationship crisis, low self-differentiated converts tend to ignore and deny the crisis

with flooding emotion. To prevent direct conflict and disagreement, they might

distance from significant relationships to fuse with another relationship, such as

religion and religious groups.

6.1.1.2 Patterns of God searching

This study has revealed that converts’ self-differentiation also manifested into the

God searching patterns. This study has found out that Fusion with God is always

associated with low self-differentiation. However, the act of searching to know more

about God always comes from those who are high self-differentiated. Even both

fusion and searching intends to eliminate psychological fear, stress and anxiety, but

the process might be different.

High self-differentiated God searching process might appear to be more I-position and

less emotional reactivity. The purpose of searching is to know more about God or to

meet the existence of God. It is to eliminate their doubt and get help from God

(Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009). Even their searching process is full of pressure; they

still remind thoughtful and autonomous. They always conceive and experience God in

the positive term (Proctor et al., 2009).
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The high self-differentiated God searching happened to Hafiz Lim. He took many

years searching for God in Catholicism, Taoism, and Buddhism before converting to

Islam. He was sent to a Catholic school to study Catholic theology. However, he

knows that to become a priest is not what he wanted to be, especially to stay celibate.

He admired the living habits of Buddhism. He decided to become a monk. He

resumed his secular life because he found out that a monk life is not suitable for him

too. He could not stand for abstinence life.

When my third brother passes away, I was very sad, but it was a good
opportunity for me to go back to my home town. I no more need to become a
priest. I can get married. If I become a priest, I could not get married. I
could not get a wife. (Hafiz Lim)

I went to the neighbouring country to become a novice monk. I was there for
four months. I shaved my head. I had been married. I had sexual experiences.
I couldn't meditate. I saw something that I shouldn’t see. Buddhism is not
suitable for me. It doesn’t mean that Buddhism is no good. I was cheating
myself. So I quit Buddhism. (Hafiz Lim)

To Hafiz Lim, the process of God searching was full of I-position. It was a process of

finding a better self from Catholicism, Taoism to Buddhism. He chooses Islam and

God as his ultimate religion and dependence. God could guide him to become a better

human being. He knew other religions are good. He chooses Islam because Islam is

more suitable for him. He is confident with Islam.

I had done a lot of wrong things. I could sense God wants me to be a good
person I have returned to the correct path. I do not want to drink anymore. I
could slowly correct myself...I knelt in front of the sun. I was thinking in my
heart. God, give me a way. Give me a good way. I do not want to go on like
this anymore. (Hafiz Lim)

The low self-differentiated God searching process is always associated with fusion

and emotional reactivity. Converts fuse with God to eliminate their anxiety and fear.

They seek comfort through fusion with God (Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009; Mahoney
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& Pargament, 2004). They could feel God console their wound. They transpose their

anxiety from the real world to religion (Kirkpatrick, 1997; Smith & Stewart, 2011).

At the initial stage, Khairul Wong's God searching pattern was low self-differentiated.

The process was driven by anxiety and fear. At a young age, he was scared of hell and

ghosts. He felt anxiety about his wrongdoings. He worried that he would be sent to

hell one day. Fusion with God played a medical role in curing his anxiety and fear. He

fused with God to eliminate his anxiety and fear. He felt calm and relieved when he

knew God's promises in the Quran, “whoever follows His path, there will be no

sadness and fear”. From there, he knows that God is always by his side to show him

the correct path and safe way.

Sometimes we went to watch movies. The movies had hell stories. Sometimes
Chinese movies are scary. I was not sure it was true or not. I started to
think……I could feel something. I was not sure what I was doing was correct
or not. There was no direction for you to follow, you know. I started to get
messes. I started to get messes. I watched the movies; I was not sure it is true
or false. If hell and heaven exist, it would be too terrible. (Khairul Wong)

I have read a surah “Whoever follows His path, there will be no sadness and
fear.” You do not need to be scared. You do not need to be sad. After reading
this surah, I have confidence. It is an accessible path. You do not need to be
scared. Just follow the path. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong has triangulated his anxiety and fear of the afterlife to his God

searching process. The purpose of the search was to get comfort from God. Fusion

with God has eliminated his fear and anxiety. Even Khairul Wong's God searching

process was low self-differentiated, after fusion with God; he had regained some of

his functionalities to go through his religious conversion process.
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In the God searching process, high self-differentiated converts are I-position. They

intend to know more about God. They know what they need and what they do not

need. They go through God searching process to achieve their needs. However, for

those who are low self-differentiated, their emotions are always flooded and hard to

remain calm. They fused with God to obtain calm and comfort.

6.1.2 Manifestation of self-differentiation in the absorption stage

In the self-differentiation framework, learning and studying are categorised as high

self-differentiated behaviours (Kerr & Bowen, 1988) because it promotes self-

differentiation development. However, the participants of this study have shown that

the above statement is not always true. This study shows that participants with

different levels of self-differentiation would manifest different patterns in declaring

Shahada and learning contents.

6.1.2.1 Patterns of declaring Shahada

Converts attest to the Oneness of God and Prophet Muhammad as His messenger to

convert to Islam (Khalfaoui, 2011). This study has shown that participants might face

dilemmas and challenges before declaring Shahada. High and low self-differentiated

converts might have different patterns of Shahada declaration. High self-

differentiated converts declare I-position Shahada; low self-differentiated converts

declare fusion Shahada.

In front of threatening and fear, high self-differentiated individuals will be more I-

position. They still adhere to their convictions, beliefs and opinions (Suzanne Bartle-
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Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003). They cope

with the threatening and fear events with more objective, thoughtful (Murdock &

Gore, 2004), flexible and adaptable (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998). This study has

found out that high self-differentiated converts might declare their Shahada with their

conviction even under threatening and fear. With the high secure attachment, converts

are willing to take a longer time to convert (Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004)

Take Khairul Wong as an example; he started to learn Islam from his friend and

religious groups. After attracting to Islam, Khairul Wong wanted to know more about

the religion. He always discussed with his friend. He noted down his doubts and

waited for a suitable time to consult his friend. The learning process was slow, but

still on the right track. Besides learning from friends, he also attended school Islamic

class; even he was not converted to Islam yet.

I attended an Islamic class at my school. We non-Muslims either attend civic
class or go to canteen…..it was quite bored to stay at the canteen. Never
mind. I stayed in the Islamic class. I stayed and listened. At that moment, I
already have some Islamic knowledge. After attending the class, I have a
deeper understanding. (Khairul Wong)

Sometimes I would ask others about Islam. I asked about The Quran's
contents. My friend studied at UiTM. He seldom came back…I read by
myself. When there was a doubt, I would take notes and get clarification
from him when he came back. (Khairul Wong)

At that moment, I study religion first. I was not converting to Islam
immediately. I had studied for a long time. After studying for two years, then
only I converted to Islam. (Khairul Wong)

After two years of studying, Khairul Wong declared his Shahada. He was willing to

take a longer time to understand the religion. After understanding Islam is the true
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religion, he declared his I-position Shahada even he expected massive rejection from

family and compatriot community.

In front of fear and threatening events, low self-differentiated individuals might not be

so flexible and adaptable (Murdock & Gore, 2004). Because of insecure attachment,

they want a quick conversion (Granqvist & Kirkpatrick, 2004). However, when they

sense of threatening and fear, they might cut off their relationship to defend

themselves against the fear and threaten (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron &

Dendy, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003).

After getting to know Islam for a very short time, Nurul Tan insisted on declaring her

Shahada. Besides stopping taking pork, she had not learned and practised Islam. She

did not have any idea about Islam. She declared her Shahada urgently because she

wanted to marry a Malay Muslim young man. Her Shahada was much related to

fusion to the husband. Her Muslim life started from zero after her Shahada declared.

My family asked me. I replied to them. I want to convert to Islam. They
disagreed. They wanted me to think about it… I told them I wanted to convert.
They disagreed. I had no way as I already made my decision. I had no way to
turn back. Finally, I converted to Islam. (Nurul Tan)

Once we have converted to Islam, there are many things we need to do. Pray
and fasting we need to learn. We need to learn the Quran…..No, before
converting, I did not learn anything. I did not learn anything yet. Everything
was after converting, then only I learned the religion (Nurul Tan)

After converting to Islam, I seldom see my friends. I quit my job. I have no
friends around me. I also do not know….maybe some of them cannot accept
me and my religion. Nobody was around me, except my husband. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan Shahada declaration was full of fusion but lack of I-position. Her Shahada

was not related to the knowledge and understanding of Islam. She insisted on her

Shahada because she wanted to marry. She fused with her husband by declaring an
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immediate Shahada. Finally, she had to cut off her family and compatriot

relationships to defend herself from the rejection.

High self-differentiated converts are willing to take a longer time to learn and know

the religion before Shahada declares. They have a sense of security, and they are I-

position with their choice. They learn and absorb the religious knowledge to ensure

that religious teachings are aligned with them. However, low self-differentiated

converts might apply immediate Shahada. Their decisions are driven by insure

attachment rather than rational thinking. Their conversion decisions are full of fusion.

6.1.2.2 Patterns of learning focus

One of the central themes of religious conversion is change (Bockian et al., 2005;

Hester, 1998; Vokes, 2007) that involves all dimensions of the learning process

(Iyadurai, 2010; Mohd Azmi Mat Sah & Maimunah Ismail, 2003; Zaid et al., 2011).

This study has found out that high and low self-differentiated converts might have

different interests in the learning focus. High self-differentiated converts might be

attracted to high I-position learning contents, but low self-differentiated converts

might attract inflexible religious rules.

High self-differentiated converts might attract to I-position learning contents, such as

knowing more about religion and God. They are more enduring to the religious quest

and readiness to existential questions (Meteyard et al., 2011) because they are more I-

position to their religious values but less perceived influences (Sandage & Jankowski,
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2010). They are more willing to expose to various religious content to be more

independent, autonomous, less fusion and emotional reactivity in religion.

The above phenomena happened on Hafiz Lim. He went to many places to learn

about religions before and after his conversion. Before converting to Islam, he went to

Catholic churches and boarding schools to get to know God in Christianity. He also

went to a Buddhist temple to experience a monk's life. After converting to Islam, he

went to PERKIM, pondok, talikat and Sermon (Tabligh). Finally, he found out that

Sermon (Tabligh) is the most suitable for him.

I went to Perkim. Then I went to pondok, followed by talikat, and then
dakwah (missionaries and tabligh). After learning about the missionaries…I
understand entirely too many people are not fortune than me. I did not think
it was wasteful because I choose the correct path. It is my own choice. (Hafiz
Lim)

I am a tabligh. I followed tabligh seventeen years…. Because I become
tabligh, I do missionaries. I learn missionaries. Tabligh is sharing. I share it
with you. (Hafiz Lim)

Hafiz Lim was willing to expose various religious learning contents. The process of

learning is to find a correct religion that aligned with him. Even after converting to

Islam, he was still searching among the religious sects that aligned with his

convictions. The process of learning and exposing to various religious learning

contents was to train him to be more I-position and self-differentiated, such as to be I-

position in decision making.

Instead of independence and autonomy, low self-differentiated converts are attracted

to the rigid religious rules and regulations (Kimball & Knudson-Martin, 2002), but

ignore their personal needs. They are less able to deal with religious quests and
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existential questions (Meteyard et al., 2011). Individuals who experience

disorientation in the family, societal and cultural realm might need clear teachings and

rules (Jindra, 2008).

The above phenomena had happened to Nurul Tan. She concentrates on studying

halal and haram in her whole religious learning process. She started with this learning

topic ten years ago. Until the present, she continues with the same topic. She shares

the same topic with new converts. Besides applying to herself, she is also concerned

about how well other Muslims comply with their religious precepts.

After learning, we know what is allowed and what is not allowed in Islam.
We do whichever is allowed by religion. Whichever is not allowed we would
not do it. I put much attention on which is allowed and which is not allowed
in religion. We need to know. We need to know. The Malay Muslims also do
not know that. I tightly hold to halal, haram and makruah. (Nurul Tan)

After converting to Islam, the new converts might not know much. They do
not know which are allowed and which are not allowed. They will call me
and ask me. If I can answer, I will answer them. If I cannot answer, I will say,
please give me more time, I will call you back. I will call my teacher to get
the answer to them. We must have religious knowledge. (Nurul Tan)

We need to fast. We also have optional fasting. New converts do not do the
optional fasting. Traditional Muslims also do not perform optional fasting….
They are so surprised that I perform optional fasting. They said they are also
not capable of doing the optional fasting, but I can do it. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan fused with religious precepts. She even explains religious knowledge as

religious precepts. She cares about her “can do” and “cannot do” behaviours. Once

she could fulfil her “can do” behaviours, she would feel better and vice versa. She

feels not comfortable with incompliance religious behaviours. She feels proud

because as a convert, she could do better compared with most Muslims.
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High self-differentiated converts are attracted to I-position learning contents, such as

to know more about the religion from different perspectives. They are flexible to

different learning contents, such as different religions and sects. They learn the

knowledge to be flexible in their religious choice. However, low self-differentiated

converts are attracted to rigid religious precepts, rules and regulations. They learn to

fit themselves into the precepts and judge others based on religious precepts. Their

inferior and superior feelings are also highly related to how compliance they have fit

themselves into religious precepts.

6.1.3 Manifestation of self-differentiation in the adaptation stage

Participants’ self-differentiation might also manifest in their adaptation stage. In the

adaptation stage, some converts might hide their Muslim identities; some might come

out of their Muslim identity, and some might change their living habits to fit into

Islamic teachings. Whether hiding, coming out or changing, the patterns are still

influenced by their self-differentiation level.

6.1.3.1 Patterns of hiding

The Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts might hide their Muslim identity from their

compatriot community and significant others. They perceived rejection when they

practice Islamic living habits (Ahmad Yousif, 2004; Ali Muhamud, 2007; Jacobsen,

2005; Jensen, 2008; Lam, 2005; Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009; Yip, 2008).

However, this study has revealed that the patterns of hiding are affected by

participants’ self-differentiation levels.
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High self-differentiated participants might pretend that they are not applying any

Islamic teachings in front of others. They are capable of managing direct conflict and

rejection under Chinese cohesion value (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; ) and family

rules (Tuason & Friedlander, 2000) in maintaining their family harmonies and good

peers’ relationship (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010). They pursue individuals’ desires

privately (Hwang, 1997) to maintain their autonomy and good relationship with others.

This study has found out that high self-differentiated Chinese Converts are capable of

maintaining a harmonious relationship in pursuing their major goal, or at least they

will not worsen the relationship. They are capable of not entangling with the messy

situation. Instead of falling into a complicated messy relationship, they might expand

and explore their resources deeper such as obtaining more religious networks,

religious knowledge, support and acceptance.

The above phenomenon has happened to Khairul Wong. He kept his conversion from

being known by his family members and peers for seven years until he was ready to

come out. This does not mean that he gives up his religion. He did not publicly

announce he was fasting and not taking pork. He practised it with a low profile.

Within the time frame, no huge family conflict has stopped him from adapting to

Islamic living habits. He was successfully maintaining a non-conflict mother-son

relationship in his religious conversion process

My family members suspected me. They saw me very choosy in taking food.
They asked why you did not take pork. Many people suspected me. My
friends even used pork to test me. They wanted to see how I react if I
accidentally eat pork. (Khairul Wong)
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My mother suspected I had converted to Islam. She saw my changes. She told
my grandmother I might have been converted to Islam, and my grandmother
told me my mother’s suspicion. My grandmother would tell me everything.
My grandmother asked me whether I mixed closely with the Malays because
my mother told her she suspected I have converted to Islam. My grandmother
told me, she would not bother it was true or not. I was the person who knows
the best of myself. She advised me if possible, do not to mix closely with the
Malays. (Khairul Wong)

Many people suspected me, but I did not come out. I was waiting for my
mother to ask me. She did not ask me…... I suspect she had known. I did not
want to ask her. She also did not want to ask me. (Khairul Wong)

I continued with my western life, my friends told me, within our friend, I was
a bit special. Firstly, I didn’t smoke. I just played with it. Even free also I
didn’t smoke….Secondly, people give me liqueur, and I didn’t take it. I didn’t
drink. Thirdly, there were many girls there, but I never take advantage of
them. (Khairul Wong)

Hiding does not mean that Khairul Wong has forgotten his Muslim identity. When he

was not allowed to disclose his Muslim identity publicly, he maintained his status-quo

relationship but fulfiled his Muslim obligations privately. He only exposed his

identity to the trusted religious group. He allowed himself to gradually transform to

become a Muslim and at the same time maintained a relatively good relationship with

his significant others.

Low self-differentiated participants’ hiding patterns are slightly different. They would

cut off the overwhelmed significant relationship and compensate it by triangulating to

religions or religious groups. Low self-differentiated individuals could not deal with

threats, fear (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron et

al., 2003), overwhelmed and overburdened relationships ( Skowron & Friedlander,

1998). They might deny and ignore the relationship by an emotional cutoff

(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004).
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The above phenomena happened on Azman Low. He hid his Muslim identity by

staying in a purely Malays Muslim community for 25 years. He lives as a Malay

Muslim and never contacted any of his compatriot community and family. He is a

very faithful Muslim. He wants to be a faithful and true Muslim by going to the

mosque almost every day.

Do you mean non-Muslim friends or non-Muslim relatives? I seldom get in
touch with them. Most of the people I am getting in touch with are Muslims.
(Azman Low)

Every evening, after Maghreb and Isaak, most of the time I will be in the
mosque unless I have some important things to do. (Azman Low）

I ever took my son, my wife, and my mother to visit my second sister. So we
ever visit her one time. On my eldest sister's side, I never visit her. Never
visit her. We are entirely lost contact. (Azman Low)

In the hiding period, Azman Low had a cutoff relationship with his family and

compatriot community. He was not capable of maintaining the status quo relationship

to practice his religion. He could not deal with disagreement and complicated

interpersonal relationships. He has to distance himself from his significant

relationship and compatriot community to continue with his religious conversion

process.

Both high and low self-differentiated converts might hide their Muslim identity in

front of rejection and threats. High self-differentiated converts are capable of

maintaining the status-quo relationship to continue with their religious conversion

process. Low self-differentiated converts are not able to maintain the status quo

relationship. They might cut off their significant relationship and compensate the

relationship with religion or religious group.
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6.1.3.2 Patterns of coming out

In the adaptation stage, converts might announce their Muslim identity to family or

peers. Some converts might come out with voluntary conditions, whereby they feel

that they are ready to do so. Another group of converts, their coming out is not ready

and forced.

Autonomy, own beliefs, decision-making approaches, and problem-solving are related

to high self-differentiated characteristics (Murdock & Gore, 2004). However, too I-

position individuals might not be comfortable in a collectivistic community (Chung &

Gale, 2009). It might create self-loneliness and rejection. Other high self-

differentiation indications, such as a healthy coping strategy and self-control

(Skowron et al., 2004) are more applicable in an inter-related community that values

harmonious relationships (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010).

This study has found out that delayed and prepared coming out is a high self-

differentiated behaviour. It provides a relative comfortable conversion environment

and facilitates the continuation of the conversion process. It gives space and time to

the converts to prepare themselves. The prepared coming out provides strengths to the

converts to deal with the consequences of coming out.

The mother, grandmother and friends had suspected Khairul Wong had converted to

Islam. However, he did not bother about their suspicions. He knew he might not able

to deal with the massive opposition and rejection at a young age. He continued with

his conversion journey and delayed his coming out. As per the prediction, his later
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coming out was invited family and peer rejection. They left him and took back

everything from him. However, he was successfully going through the alienation

period because the delayed coming out had prepared him to deal with those

alienations.

When I converted to Islam, it was exhausting. It was a challenge. Everybody
left me. My relatives attacked me. They said I was foolish. I followed Malays
for not taking pork. There were a lot of things that happened….My friends
also attacked me. They came to my school to beat me. My family opposed my
conversion. They attacked me. They took back everything from me (Khairul
Wong)

After I finished my study, my mother asked me. I do not have any idea you
have converted to Islam or not, but I give you a way. If you choose to convert,
you will have nothing. You will have no house, no car, no money. I will not
give you even a cent. If you do not choose Islam, you will have everything in
the house. I just finished my study. I told my mother. I give you my only
answer. I choose Islam. but I will take care of you until you get old. This is
my responsibility as a son. It is Islam teachings. I do not need your things; I
can earn by myself. I just finished my five years of college study. (Khairul
Wong)

Before coming out, I had a gathering with my non-Muslim friends. We
cooked the dishes. When we wanted to eat, one of my friends told me you
could take the chicken because we bought it from Malay. He was the only
friend who knew my conversion because I told him I have converted to Islam.
He was not a Muslim, but we are close. We always played together. He told
me all the other dishes are cooked with pork. I could not take pork. I only
could take the chicken. They wanted to test me. They wanted to know whether
I had converted to Islam. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong was capable of managing his coming out based on his rhythm. To

delay his coming out, he left his hometown to continue with his Islamic tertiary

education. He was capable of continuing his religious conversion process and

delaying his coming out under suspicion. He only disclosed his Muslim identity to

trusted people. Although he had a good relationship with the grandmother; he never

admitted or denied his conversion when she asked him whether he had converted to

Islam. He came out to the mother after five years after his conversion when he was
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ready. He was not rushing to announce his religious identity. He did it when he was

confident in dealing with the consequences of his coming out.

Even though coming out is an I-position behaviour, too autonomous and self-

differentiated might not necessarily be a good sign in a collectivistic community (Yeh

et al., 2007). In some circumstances, a high I-position might not be needed (Chung &

Gale, 2006). This study suggests that instead of a high self-differentiation level,

converts coming out might be driven by emotional needs. The coming out decision

might be a fusion of the emotional system and thinking system; dominated by the

emotional system which is not rational. Because the coming out is not supported by

high self-differentiation, they might not capable of dealing with the consequences of

coming out. After the coming out, converts might show low self-differentiation

behaviours, such as long-term emotional cutoff. They are not capable of long term

self-differentiated.

The above phenomena had happened to Azman Low. He came out to deal with his

anger and loathing toward his father and compatriot community. He felt angry with

his family and compatriot practices. He wrote a letter from overseas to his family in

Malaysia to come out as a Muslim.

After embracing Islam, before coming back to Malaysia, I wrote a letter to
my family. My family members could guess that I have converted to Islam.
After coming back to Malaysia. I told them, religion is my own business. I
will not interfere with you. You still can believe and practice your religion. I
do not oppose your religion. I choose Islam; you have no right to oppose me.
I like this religion. It is my own business. You have no right to interfere with
me. I will not get involved with your religious practices. (Azman Low).

Azman Low was not satisfied with his father because he saw the father was not taking

care of the family well. He took into his heart that the father did not live together with
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them. The father rented a room for his family. He was hurt because the father refused

an offer from his boss to start his own business. To his interpretation, the father

refused to earn a better living for the family. He relates his poor and unfortunate

childhood to his father's irresponsible behaviours.

As a father, I will say he did not take up his responsibility. I cannot blame
him because he was illiterate. If I still have the same thinking as him, my
situation will be terrible. We will suffer. He was a failure. Supposed to be a
loser. It is why; I promise to myself, I cannot have the same thinking as him.
I definitely cannot have the same thinking as him. (Azman Low)

His employer gave him an offer. Sunday was a holiday; the employer offered
him to go to a nearby market to do his own business. The employer was a
wholesaler. My father could take the commodities, sell in the market, earn
money, and then pay back the cost to the employer. However, my father
rejected the offer. He did not want to do his own business. He said Sunday
was a holiday. Sunday was his birthday. (Azman Low)

Azman Low relates his father's failed life to his low education and incorrect religious

background. He does not want to repeat what the father had done. He emotionally

needs to come out to prove that he was capable of changing and not repeating the

father and his compatriot community practices.

My father did not have the correct concept of life because he did not have the
correct religion to teach him to become a capable person, a capable father.
If he has a correct religion, he could do better in his life. (Azman Low)

He was illiterate. He was not capable of thinking for a better future. He also
never took care of his children's future. He muddles along. He did not have
planning for the future. So he rented a room for his wife and children. He did
not have a plan. He always thought that one day; he wanted to die in China,
his hometown. His thinking was outdated. (Azman Low)

To traditional religious practices, Azman Low has much disagreement. To him, the

practices were too complicated, wasteful and illogical, such as paper money and joss

stick burning. He does also not agree with the Chinese tradition that embraces many

festivals.
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One year has twelve months. If we pray too much, it is wasteful. It wastes a
lot of money... In traditional’s practices, they pray everything. They pray in
the seventh month. They pray in the ninth month. They pray for everything. It
is over. They pray too much. They are perverted. (Azman Low)

I take an example. Chinese traditional practice uses three joss sticks to pray.
Every morning, they take three joss sticks to pray. They pray, they kneel, and
they place the joss stick in an incense burner. This practice does not tell us
anything. It does not tell us who the Gods are. Why do we need to pray to
this kind of God? Where did humans come from? After that, where will they
go? This kind of God does not tell us anything. What is the meaning of life?
We just pray. We only place the joss stick in the incense burner. To them, if
there is praying; there will be a blessing. It does not have teachings. It is a
traditional practice. We do not need to follow it. It is unnecessary to follow.
(Azman Low)

Azman Low’ non-ready coming out was highly related to his anger and dissatisfaction

with his father and compatriot community. He emotionally does not want to repeat the

father and traditional practices. He wanted to prove that he is different from them.

After coming out, he cut off with his family members and compatriot community for

twenty years. He only visited his second sister once; even the second sister had grown

up and taken care of him since his childhood.

The high self-differentiated coming out is a ready and prepared behaviour. It

considers the correct time and place. Converts might delay the coming out if they are

not ready, even they are suspected and tested. They know they might not capable of

dealing with the consequences of coming out. However, the low self-differentiated

coming out is not a ready behaviour because it might be driven by emotion. They

emotionally need the high self-differentiated behaviour because of their low high self-

differentiation. Their pseudo high self-differentiation level does not support high self-

differentiation behaviours. The pseudo high self-differentiated behaviours might not

be long term sustained. It will collapse once they have fulfilled their emotional need
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and finally come out with low self-differentiation behaviours, such as cutoff

significant relationship.

6.1.3.3 Patterns of changing

The adaptation stage is the initial stage of change. Converts will add Islamic teachings

to their living habit and remove non-Islamic elements. This study has found out that

high self-differentiated converts might apply changes according to their path and

ability, but low self-differentiated converts apply an immediate change.

High self-differentiated individuals are capable of reacting according to different

situations and lesser dominated by emotion (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). In

front of a change or conflict, they are more objective, approach-oriented, thoughtful,

problem-solving (Murdock & Gore, 2004) flexible, adjustable, adaptable (Jenkins et

al., 2005; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron et al., 2004) and I-position (Liu,

2004; Nadler et al., 1982). In other words, they are capable of adjusting themselves to

a relatively comfortable position. They are willing to change slowly, gradually,

according to their ability but adhere to their major convictions.

The above phenomena happened on Khairul Wong and Hafiz Lim. In the process of

changing, Khairul Wong still maintained his Western style of living. He changed

slowly. He set a boundary for not participating in those activities which are prohibited

in Islam. For example, he still went to the disco and car racing but started to change

from minor living habits, such as did not take alcohol and pork.
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When I got in touch with Islam, I study the religion. I slowly changed, but I
still went to the disco. I followed my friend to the disco. The only difference
was my friends enjoyed the disco, I less enjoyed it… They probed me. They
challenged me by giving me one hundred Ringgit if I was willing to drink a
glass of beer. I refused to drink; even they offered me one hundred Ringgit
for the beer. One hundred Ringgit was for a small glass of Anchor beer. I
declined to drink (Khairul Wong)

Hafiz Lim did not hurry to apply the essential Islamic obligations. He took time to

adjust himself to the fasting and praying obligation. Some of the living habits that he

is not able to quit; he gives himself space and time, such as smoking and fasting.

A lot of things I am not able to do. A lot of old habits I really cannot quit. I
have quite gambling and whore; even it was my interest. I am not able to quit
smoking. (Hafiz Lim)

People are not perfect. I am only interested in praying recently. I was only
entirely performed fasting three years ago. Previously I did not fast. I did not
understand the meaning of fasting. Now only I am entirely fast. I cannot do it
previously. I felt hungry. I did not know the trick of fasting. I did not know to
take the correct food. Allah tested me. I worked as a welder. It was very hot.
Therefore, fasting also needs to learn. (Hafiz Lim)

Both Khairul Wong and Hafiz Lim adjusted their living habits gradually. They

followed their rhythm toward the changes. Their changes were flexible, adaptable and

adjustable. They were willing to improve themselves slowly. It does not mean that

they give up their religion. They still adhere to their belief, but temporary abandon

some teachings which they were not capable of following.

Low self-differentiated individuals are not flexible and adaptable. Their emotional

system dominates their thinking system (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). They are

less self-control (Liu, 2004; Skowron & Dendy, 2004) because of perceiving higher

anxiety (Hoogestraat & Trammel, 2003; Nikbakht et al., 2011) and stress (Murray et

al., 2006, 2007). In front of the changes, they are not capable of flexible reacting.

Their emotional system profoundly influences their needs and behaviours. Instead of
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following ability and rhythm, they change forcefully to fit themselves into religious

obligations and fulfilling their emotional needs.

The above phenomena happened to Nurul Tan. With almost zero religious

background, she worked very hard to learn the religion after conversion. She

forcefully fit herself into the religion. She wanted her life as Islamic as she could.

I started working and getting in touch with Islam when I was 20 years old.
After that, I converted to Islam. I only got in touch with Islam for a short time.
(Nurul Tan)

After marriage, I started to learn. We learn what we can do and what we
cannot do. Whichever is allowed by religion, we will do. Whichever not
allowed, we will not do….after learning, we know that not following
religious teachings is not correct. We must follow. Whichever is allowed by
religion, we follow. We do not need to think much, follow the correct
direction…we know, this is allowed by religion and that is not allowed.
Religion has haram and pahala. The conclusion is, we need to know
whichever we can do, and whichever we cannot do, then only we can be a
good Muslim. (Nurul Tan)

Azman Low intends to become an orthodox Islamic follower. He works very hard to

fulfil the orthodox religious requirement so that he will not go astray, condemned and

out from Islam. He wants God’s acceptance. He wants to go the heaven, not to hell.

The prophet said, at the end of the time, Muslims will be divided into 73
groups. However, the prophet and Allah will only accept Ahli Sunnah al-
Jammah. This is orthodox. Other groups will be rejected and condemned. It
is very important because it relates to the issue of life and death. We cannot
do anything wrong. We must be cautious. Otherwise, when we die, we have
gone astray. If we have gone astray, we become non-Muslims. The non-
believers have no place to go. They only will go to hell. I do not want to go to
hell. I want to go to heaven. (Azman Low).

Azman Low and Nurul Tan have shown low self-differentiation changes. They

urgently and forcefully fit themselves into Islamic life because of their anxiety and
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fear, such as the anxiety of falling into hell. Their emotion drives their needs. They

were not self-differentiated to change in their context and rhythm.

High and low self-differentiated converts would have different patterns of changing

processes. High self-differentiated converts would change according to their ability,

rhythm, context and path. They could patiently and gradually transform themselves to

be Muslim. However, low self-differentiated converts would not consider their ability,

rhythm and context. They forcefully work hard to fit themselves into religious

teachings. “Muslim” cure their anxiety.

6.1.4 Manifestation of self-differentiation in the assimilation stage

Converts’ self-differentiation might influence the patterns of the assimilation process.

This study has shown that participants with different levels of self-differentiation

would show different patterns in acceptance and assimilation.

6.1.4.1 Patterns of acceptance

High self-differentiated individuals might show genuine acceptance (Bartle-Haring &

Gregory, 2003). It is more significant to Muslims because believing in God might

activate individuals’ prosocial behaviours (Shariff & Norenzayan, 2007). Furthermore,

high self-differentiated individuals show effortful control (Liu, 2004; Skowron &

Dendy, 2004) and are less influenced by the environment (Nadler et al., 1982). They

do not delude and judge others by surface behaviours.
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The above phenomena happened to Jamilah Ang. After coming back from a religious

institution, she started her assimilation process in a Malay Muslim village. She took

action to accept herself and her neighbourhood. She began to earn her living by doing

hard work in the village. She accepted the villagers’ arrangement to marry a Malay

Muslim young man to fulfil her Muslim obligation. Her assimilation is very

successful. She earns an excellent relationship with the villagers.

If I tell you, you may laugh at me. I used to be a worker in the tobacco
factory. The work was hard. I planted corn and rice. Whoever hired me, I
would work with them. (Jamilah Ang)

After converting to Islam, I ever worked for everything. When I lived with my
parents, I never did any work. My parents would not let me do any work. I
had a maid in my house. When I came to stay here, I did anything and
everything. I worked in paddy fields. I worked as a rubber tapper. Rubber
tree knows me, but I did not know them. I need to live. I did it willingly.
(Jamilah Ang)

After coming back from the study, the villagers came to propose marriage. I
accepted the marriage proposal. I got married. After that, my husband
passed away……According to al-Quran, as healthy human beings, we should
marry. We as healthy people have no physical defect, we should marry.
(Jamilah Ang)

The villagers are my family. I live happily here. If you live here, you will be
influenced by us. You will be happy…The villagers love me very much. I stay
at home; people will on and off send something to me. Sometimes they send
this; sometimes they send that. They send me fruits that they plant on their
own. (Jamilah Ang)

Jamilah Ang assimilated into the religious community with acceptance toward herself

and the Malay Muslim neighbourhood. She plays her role as a Muslim and a

community member. She takes up her Muslim obligations and assimilates into the

Muslim community.
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Low self-differentiated individuals show low ability in accepting differences

(Hoogestraat & Trammel, 2003). They are less self-adjustment (Jenkins et al., 2005;

Skowron et al., 2004). They embrace avoidance, deny and ignore emotional coping

strategies (Murdock & Gore, 2004). This study has shown that low self-differentiated

converts seem to have deep assimilation into their religious community. However,

they are only able to perform surface acceptance with denial and avoidance.

The above phenomenon has happened to Azman Low. He looked like assimilating

into the Malay Muslim community, but the actions are more on denial and avoidance.

He goes to the mosque almost every day to interact with the Malay Muslims, but the

focal points are on the religion. He participates in community activities, such as

attending wedding parties and releasing goodwill to his neighbourhoods.

My relationship with my neighbourhoods is quite good. We stay quite
harmonious with all my friends here. I will go to the mosque after Maghreb
and Isaak unless I have some stuff to do. Then only I chat with the Muslims. I
put much effort into religious activities. If my neighbours have any activities
such as wedding parties, I will join them. Besides that, we seldom mixed
around. We are busy. (Azman Low)

He looked like precisely a Malay Muslim because he only speaks the Malay language

even with his children. He only celebrates Islam festivals, such as Hari Raya Aidilfitri.

The winter solstice, dragon boat festival, mid-autumn festival, I seldom
celebrate….Whenever the Chinese New Year, I went back to my wife's
hometown in XXX XXX. I went there to have a rest. I do not celebrate
Chinese New Year. (Azman Low）

My children could not speak the Chinese language. We speak the Malays
language at home. I sent them to the mosque kindergarten. Therefore they
did not learn to speak Chinese…. I sent them to the national school because I
want them to accept complete Islamic education. I didn’t teach and speak the
Chinese language with them at home. I am a little bit of regret. (Azman Low)
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Azman Low tries his best to assimilate into the Muslim community, but the good

relationship only sounds on the surface. He has many judgmental and despised words

to describe the Muslim community.

The traditional Muslim community is frog under a well. They are frogs under
a well. They live in Malaysia, which they have seen only in Malaysia. They
think Islam is belonged or to become Malay. They did not study Islam...
People who understand religion will not have these kinds of thinking. They
are frogs under a well. They do not study religion. (Azman Low)

Traditional Muslims are arrogant. They think that people convert to Islam
with agenda. This type of Muslim is not knowledgeable. They are born
Muslims, and they think that they are perfect. The converts are not perfect.
Of course, some are converted with purposes, which might be marriage. I
never care about how other people look at me. I take care of my own. If I go
to a mosque to pray, I never think about how the other Muslims think about
me. Do you come to pray? Do you convert to Islam? Why do you convert to
Islam? Anything in their mind is their business, not mine. I do not care. If I
overthink. I made myself a headache. These are superfluous. (Azman Low)

Azman Low has difficulty sincere assimilating into the mainstream Muslim

community because he is not inclusive enough. His acceptance is not supported by

high self-differentiation. He would come out with judgmental words to describe the

mainstream Muslim community even they live interdependence. He has a surface

good relationship with them and treats them with courtesy. He avoids and denies the

relationship but triangulates the surface acceptance to religion.

High and low self-differentiated converts might have different patterns of acceptance.

High self-differentiated converts adjust themselves to genuine acceptance. They

accept themselves and assimilate into the mainstream Muslim community; even most

of the religious members are not the same ethnic group as them. They deal with

complicated cross-cultural relationships. However, low self-differentiated converts

are accepting themselves and others on the surface. They are hard on handling the
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cross-cultural relationship. They are hard to accept differences and adjust themselves;

even they treat the differences with courtesy. They deny and ignore the differences by

triangulating to emotional cutoff and emotional reactivity.

6.1.4.2 Pattern of dealing with unpleasant religious behaviours

This study has shown that high and low self-differentiated converts might show

different patterns in dealing with unpleasant religious behaviours. High self-

differentiated converts might use differentiated methods to deal with the behaviours,

but low self-differentiated converts might show cutoff, ignore and helpless strategies.

The high self-differentiated individuals might have higher emotional intelligence (Hill

et al., 2011), respecting and cooperating with others (Tu et al., 2008). They are I-

position (Skowron et al., 2009) and capable of taking clear positions (Bitter, 2009). In

front of the unpleasant behaviours, high self-differentiated converts are still capable of

reacting rationally. They always choose a suitable method to deal with unpleasant

behaviours. They are differentiated but care for the behaviours.

When a wife complained about his husband for not praying, Khairul Wong advised

the wife to handle the situation but not intervene in their relationship. He advised the

wife to use a moderate and acceptable stance to remind the husband of praying.

Instead of threatening words, he provided an alternative to the wife.

We need strategies to let them change slowly. It is impossible for immediate
change. We need time. For example, if a husband refuses to pray, how does
the wife invite the husband to pray? She supposes not to threaten the
husband. If you do not pray, you will go the hell. Instead of calling the
husband to pray, she can prepare a prayer mat for the husband. She can
pray in front of him. Let the husband witness how the wife prays. Slowly the
husband will follow the wife. (Khairul Wong)
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We can do it slowly. A lot of things, no matter it is Islam or not Islam; even
we do not like it, we can change it slowly. We need time. If we are too
aggressive, it might come out with a negative effect. If we do it slowly, the
effect might be positive. We do it step by step. (Khairul Wong)

When Jamilah Ang knew his adoptive father went to a casino. She used herself as an

instrument to invite the father to go back home with her. She used gentle and

inclusive words to touch the father’s heart. The process of calling back did not give

any harmful impact and unpleasant feelings on their relationship. Conversely, it

consolidates their relationship.

When I came back from the Islamic institution, my adoptive mother told me,
my adopted father was not at home. I asked her where he was. She told me he
went to the neighbouring country. I followed her to the neighbouring country
to find him. He was in a casino. He gambled with the people there. Do you
know what did I say? I did not say a word. I stood behind him. He played
mahjong. I know how to play mahjong. I stood behind him and taught him.
He was shocked. His friends were also shocked. The young lady who wore
the Muslim headscarf also knows mahjong. Finally, I held his hand and said,
let’s go back. He came back and slept there….when azan, I said, go to take a
bath. You become my prayer leader. He said I do not want to be the
leader….After one month, he apologised to me. He explained to me; he was
drunk. He was not allowed to pray for forty-four days. (Jamilah Ang)

Khairul Wong and Jamilah Ang took differentiated actions to deal with the unpleasant

religious behaviours. Instead of intervening with others, they cooperate and respect

others to deal with unpleasant behaviours. They use gentle and soft strategies to deal

with it. They are willing to give each other a little time and space to change.

Low self-differentiated individuals might use emotional reactivity and emotional

cutoff to deal with stressful events (Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron et al.,

2003; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998). Self-differentiation is associated with social

anxiety (Peleg-Popko, 2002) and social problem-solving skills (Skowron, 2004). The
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unpleasant religious behaviours might activate their high emotional reactivity;

followed by ignoring problem-solving strategies and sick feeling

Nurul Tan feels anger toward Muslims because they often show unpleasant religious

behaviours, especially pork-taking and not wearing the Muslim headscarf. She

complains that Muslims for not showing a good example to non-Muslims. Azman

Low shows anger at the Muslim youths’ behaviours that are not in compliance with

Islamic teachings. However, both of them never take action to deal with the

unpleasant behaviours. To them, it is a sensitive issue.

Muslims could not eat pork, but we give a terrible impression to non-
Muslims. We are too pressured because we need to explain to non-Muslims.
My aunt has a friend. Her daughter in law is Muslim. When the daughter in
law comes to her house, she eats pork together with the non-Muslim family
members. She told me, I was shocked. It gives an impression to the Chinese,
Muslims also eat pork. We are stressed because Muslims do not do the right
things…. I do not know how to explain it. Even I explain, they will not believe
it. What can I do? I am in the dilemma of explaining. (Nurul Tan)

I am not convinced and do not understand. Muslims do not show good
examples. People will misunderstand because the Muslims do not show good
examples. I cannot accept their behaviours because they are Muslims. They
should know what they can do and cannot do in Islam. It is impossible they
don’t know…They do not need to learn. Their parents teach them since their
childhood. For example, we must wear a headscarf. They didn’t wear it.
Some converts follow them not wearing the scarf. We want to talk to them. I
cannot talk to them. I cannot. It is too sensitive. People said you are a lady;
it is easier for you to talk to them. I agree it is easier, but it is too sensitive. I
dare not. I do not have experience. I dare not. Other people may have
experience. They can do it. I dare not. I can not (Nurul Tan)

We need to know we might be scolded. We might be beaten if we share with
the young Muslims. We do not have any relationship with them. I am not an
ustaz. God gives everybody a brain to think. You need to take up your own
responsibility. I do not need to share with you. We no need to speak so much
to people end of the world. You have your own parents. Your family didn’t
teach you? Their parents know how to advise them (Azman Low)
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Both Nurul Tan and Azman Low complain about the unpleasant religious behaviours,

but they never take any action to deal with it. They avoid themselves from the

behaviours. They are not capable of differentiating themselves from the relationship

or behaviours. Sometimes, they will speak out judgmental words and non-dealing

reasons from religious scripture.

Both high and low self-differentiated converts might have unpleasant feelings toward

unpleasant religious behaviours. However, their responses and reaction toward the

behaviours might be different. High self-differentiated converts might use

interpersonal, differentiated, non-intervened, suitable and strategic methods to deal

with it. Low self-differentiated converts might use intervened and non-differentiated

methods to deal with the behaviours. As a result, they are in the situation of always

complaining and ignoring because the interfering method might not be welcomed.

6.1.5 Manifestation of self-differentiation in the integration stage

In the integration stage, converts will integrate their previous experience with the

Islamic teachings. The integration process transforms them to be “real Chinese

Muslims”. However, this study has found out that high self-differentiated converts

might appear to be more inclusive, but the low self-differentiated converts seem to be

more exclusive in the integration process.

6.1.5.1 Patterns of sharing the religious view

Converts will share their religious teachings and self-growth experiences with others

to go through their continuous conversion process (Vokes, 2007). However, high and
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low self-differentiated converts might have different patterns of sharing. High self-

differentiated converts might share with I-position, low emotional reactivity and

inclusiveness. Low self-differentiated converts will share with emotional cutoff,

emotional reactivity and exclusiveness.

The high self-differentiated Muslims follow God’s wish and share God’s teaching

(Howe, 1998). They are more open to the religious quest (Meteyard et al., 2011) and

capable of dealing with conflicts and respecting others (Tu et al., 2008). They have

lower anxiety (Hoogestraat & Trammel, 2003; Nikbakht et al., 2011) and higher

emotional intelligence (Hill et al., 2011) in the dealing process. With the above

characteristics, this study has found out that, high self-differentiated converts are

capable of sharing their religion peacefully and effectively.

Take Jamilah Ang could share her religion with anybody through her inclusive heart.

When she had limited religious knowledge, she shared it with her parents. She shares

the beauty of Islam with her sister when she has enough religious knowledge. She

shares with her family members but never persuades them to embrace Besides

knowledge sharing, the sharing process also nourish a good family relationship.

I ask them. How are you? How is your life? How are your children under
Islam? Are they obedient or disobedient? They will get closer to us. I will
talk to them slowly. I will bring them to the religious classes. I will bring
them there. It is simple. Many people follow me to go there. (Jamilah Ang)

I share the religion with my family. They do not want to convert. My mother
said she is too old to read. The teacher will scold her. I told them I was
afraid it will too late. But my mother told me she is too old. She is not
capable of learning the religion. But I pray to God to forgive my parents’ sin,
my siblings’ sin. I pray to God five times a day request for forgiveness
(Jamilah Ang)
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My eighth sister could read the Quran. However, she does not want to
convert. She only learns Islam. I believe she has her thought. She knows
Islam is good. We can discuss Islam together. My father and mother also say
Islam is good. (Jamilah Ang)

Jamilah Ang has a whole heart to share her religion. She might disagree but respect

others’ religious practices. For example, she agreed to join the family’s “kong teik”

prayer to her late grandfather. The purpose of the prayer was to send some wealth and

assets to her late grandfather. Before the prayer, she helped her father in ways that did

not contradict her religion. During the prayer, she stayed beside her father to observe

the prayer. She did not stop or despise the prayer, but she took the opportunity to

share the Islamic perspective of the afterlife with the father.

I went back. My mother called me to go back. We can go back to witness the
prayer. We can help at the prayer...I asked my father, do you think is it
wasteful? He also felt it is wasteful, but my relatives said he was unfilial. He
is the only son. They forced him to do the kong teik….My father had exhorted
us. He does not want us to conduct the prayer for him when he passed away.
I also explained to him. It does not mean I disrespect you. I know you have
difficulties. (Jamilah Ang)

Jamilah Ang could share her religion with others peacefully and moderately. She

never persuades her family member to her religion because she knows they have no

intention to convert. However, it does not stop her from sharing. She takes every

single opportunity to share with them.

Low self-differentiated individuals are less open to the religious quest (Meteyard et al.,

2011). They are always perceived as not being supported and rejected (Buehler et al.,

2009). They are low autonomous, high emotional reactivity, unable to take a clear

position (Bitter, 2009) and a clear boundary with others (Suzanne Bartle-Haring &

Gregory, 2003). With the above characteristic, it is a challenge for them to share their
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religion and religious experience. They might take the initiative to share. However,

the sharing process might end up with conflict because the process is not inclusive.

Nurul Tan shows the difficulty in sharing her religious view. She seldom shares her

religion with others, especially with her family members because she could not take

disagreement. She assumes that non-Muslims, especially her family members, firmly

hold on to their beliefs, and will not agree with her. The sharing purpose is to

convince them to Islam.

I ever think to share my religion with others, especially my family members,
but how to say? I want to pull them to Islam, but they are holding firm on
their beliefs. They firmly hold on to their beliefs. It is a bit hard to pull them,
therefore I never do anything. I know they firmly hold on to their beliefs. It is
tough to pull them to Islam. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan did have an unpleasant sharing experience with her family. When 2013

Maya doomsday rumours, she tried to explain the doomsday from an Islamic

perspective to her family members. Instead of sharing, she criticised their response to

the doomsday. The sharing process tensed up the family atmosphere. From that, she

dares not share her religion with her family. She was scared that the sharing might

repeat the tense atmosphere.

I want to share my religion with them, but they believe more in the
newspaper articles. When 2013 Maya doomsday rumour, my aunt showed me
a newspaper. The article reported it would be an earthquake, floods. Every
time I went to visit them, they would ask me whether I have kept rice and dry
food. I asked them, why should we keep that? If doomsday, we do not have
time to eat. To them, doomsday is the sky becomes dark. I tell them that if the
doomsday comes, it is useless to keep those foods. All these foods are useless.
Keeping those foods is useless. Finally, we just kept quiet. I could not share
the religion with them; if I share, our conversion will stop immediately. We
cannot force them if not our relationship breaks. (Nurul Tan).
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Low self-differentiated converts expect their sharing will be accepted. Alternatively,

they even hope people will embrace their religion through their sharing. Take Azman

Low as an example; he always shares his religion with his mother. He tries to

convince his mother to embrace Islam. He teaches his mother to recite Shahada. He

wants his mother to recite it before she leaves this world.

I ever told my mother. If possible, if you are still capable, before you passed
away, I want you to declare the Shahada. If possible, I want you to do that. I
teach you how to declare the Shahada. I ever told her to practice reciting the
Shahada. I requested her to repeat the Shahada. She followed me. She
followed what I have tough her. (Azman Low)

I want her to declare the Shahada before she passed away. I don’t think it is
too much. She is my mother. She practices other religions for so many years.
I never oppose her. This is my only little request. This is my family affairs.
Those outsiders should not interfere. This is my right to request her to do so.
(Azman Low)

Nurul Tan and Azman Low are tough to share their religion with others. Sometimes

they might take the initiative to share, but it would end up with a mess. Nurul Tan

wants her family to accept her religious view, and Azman Low wants his mother to

accept Islam. They are not capable of purely sharing their religion.

By the way, it does not mean that Nurul Tan and Azman Low are not capable of

sharing their religion and conversion experience. Nurul Tan always shares that

experience with the Chinese converts and also potential converts. She is willing to

share and guide them if she does not perceive rejection.

After converting to Islam, the new converts might not know much. They do
not know which are allowed and which are not allowed. They will call me
and ask me. If I can answer, I will answer them. If I cannot answer, I will say,
please give me more time, I will call you back. I will call my teacher to get
the answer to them. (Nurul Tan)
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Azman Low also ever had the experience of sharing. He was invited by a religious

teacher to share his conversion experience with a potential Chinese convert. He

visited the potential convert. They had a pleasant sharing experience.

An ustaz ever gave me an address. He told me the wife already converted to
Islam, but the husband has not converted yet. If possible, you go to talk with
the husband. You go to tell him about Islam. It was the only sharing
experience I have had. I went to see him….I explained Islam to him. I told
him about Islam. Maybe the wife already converted, with a small discussion,
he had understood Islam. Maybe he had entirely understood Islam; finally,
he converted to Islam. (Azman Low).

High self-differentiated converts could share their religion peacefully, moderately and

without despising other religions because they intend to have good interaction and

mutual understanding. The sharing process is to get others to understand the beauty of

their religion. Low self-differentiated converts perceived the tense of sharing

atmosphere. They are not inclusive enough to accept comments and criticism. They

want others to accept their religious view or to convert to their religion. However, if

they perceived less rejection; they still can share their experience, such that they

might be willing to share with the potential converts.

6.1.5.2 Patterns of coping with the dilemma between religious and traditional

practices

In the process of integration, Converts might expose to both religious and traditional

practices which are not aligned or contradicted each other, such as their compatriot

identity and religious identity (Phinney, 1996). This study suggests that the

effectiveness and readiness of adjusting in the dilemma environment are highly

dependent on how well they are self-differentiated.
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In front of dilemmas, high self-differentiated individuals might respond to be equality,

mutuality (Gray, 2004), rational (Papero, 1990), accepting differences (Hoogestraat &

Trammel, 2003) open, acceptance and respecting others (Tu et al., 2008). This study

suggests that high self-differentiated converts will remain I-position low emotional

reactivity and inclusiveness in dealing with religious dilemmas. They stay

comfortable in between compatriot and religious practices.

The above phenomena have happened to Hafiz Lim. Even he is a very faithful

Muslim, come to religious dilemmas, he is very inclusive in presenting the real

Islamic teaching. He has a converted brother in religion. The brother’s mother

converted to Islam secretly. When the mother passed away, the family members

disagreed with the mother's conversion. They insisted on the mother’s Hinduism

funeral. Hafiz Lim and the Sermon group visited the brother. They consoled and

convinced the brother to accept the mother's Hinduism funeral because no matter how

the funeral was conducted if the mother is already converted to Islam, the mother is

already a Muslim. The funeral will not significant to the mother's Muslim identity.

I have an Indian brother in religion. His mother passed away. He took care
of the mother for two years. The mother already recited Shahada and
converted to Islam secretly. However, his brothers and sister did not know
the mother's conversion. It happened in a hospital. His brothers wanted to
grad the mother's dead body…. We understood we could not burn a
Muslim’s body. We did not know how to talk to him. We got help from
experience Muslims. We advised him for one hour. It is okay; we give your
mother’s body to them. No matter how the funeral is conducted, your mother
is already a Muslim. She is also their mother. Your mother has passed away,
but she is sinless. This dispute not only involved you, but it also impacts the
impression of the whole Indian community toward Muslims. (Hafiz Lim)

Besides, Hafiz Lim also visits the father's grave and other Chinese traditional rituals

without much self-conflict.
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I go to my father's Catholic grave every one or two years. I take my children
together with me. Starting from the year 1993, I had promised myself; I want
to practice this until the end of my life. Some Chinese could not understand.
They saw a Muslim with a white skullcap. I need to be careful. However, one
time, I met my brother in the cemetery. I brought my children together. He
dare not say anything. I told him, even I had embraced Islam; they are still
my father, my mother and my grandfather. They are always in my heart. I
have only changed my religion. (Hafiz Lim)

I went to a non-Muslim funeral. They are Catholic. I went to my relatives’
funeral. Most of the time, I went there without any problem. Sometimes they
felt odd. I send the body to the grave. They felt odd. They asked, is it ok?
(Hafiz Lim)

Jamilah Ang breaks the myth of embracing Islam equals to become Malay (masuk

Melayu). She lives in a Malay Muslim village for almost thirty years as a Chinese.

She remains her Chinese identity in front of others. Thirty years ago, when people still

assumed that converting to Islam is equal to being Malay, she had already sold

Chinese chicken rice in the Malay village to earn her living expenses.

I stayed in a Malay village. I sold chicken rice. The Malays passed by; they
were shocked. They shouted. What is she doing? She hangs up the chicken.
They called other Malays to come to see me selling chicken rice in the village.
I bought the chicken from a market that was slaughtered by Malay Muslims.
Now a lot of Malays sell chicken rice by hanging their chicken. (Jamilah Ang)

Jamilah Ang also participated in a fundraising activity for the Chinese school. She

invited a cook from China to sell China Muslim food. She shouted the “We are one

family” slogan. She tried to let people know, even she has converted to Islam; she is

still Chinese.

Two-three years ago, I brought an imam from China to a China Town. We
sold ramen to fundraise a Chinese School. One night we could gain a few
thousand Ringgit. A lot of Chinese came to buy from us. I told them I am
Malaysian Chinese. He comes from China. We are Muslims. We are one
family. The Chinese gave great warm applauses. You are right. We are
Chinese. We are one family. (Jamilah Ang)
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In front of tradition and religious dilemma, Hafiz Lim and Jamilah Ang remain I-

position. They are neither fused to religion nor tradition. They are capable of

adjusting themselves in between both areas according to their needs of the moment.

They remain low emotional reactivity and low emotional cutoff in the dilemma.

Low self-differentiated individuals could not deal with the dilemmas peacefully.

When they perceived stress and challenge, they will appear to be emotional reactivity

(Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli, 2003; Skowron et al.,

2009; Skowron & Dendy, 2004) and emotional cutoff (Wei et al., 2005). This study

has found out that, if the converts are challenged, especially their religious core value,

their low self-differentiated symptoms will appear significantly

Khairul Wong would be emotional reactive if his religious core values were

challenged. The emotional intensity would become more significant if he were asked

to pray to others besides God, or people queried him about God in Islam.

At that moment, they wanted me to pray for the traditional Chinese God. I
refused. After that, we quarrelled. Why can’t you pray to him for the last time?
They said nobody, will know. It is your grandfather’s final journey. Why
can’t you pray for him? Why do I need to pray? You know I already
embraced Islam. I cannot pray. Let’s say; you are non-Muslim, I want you to
pray as Muslim, will you do that? You cannot accept it. I also cannot accept.
They continued to force me. I said, if you continue to force me, I will take
your altar down and throw it into the dustbin. I will go to take down your
altar and throw it into the dustbin. Do you believe it or not? I am not afraid
of you; even I am alone. (Khairul Wong)

She is a Christian; I am a Muslim. I refused to go to church. She said I need
to respect Christian. He is not God. Why do I need to respect Him?….The
cross is not God. It is only Christian across. Not God. If it is God, you knock
Him; He will knock you back. It is only a puppet… if He is God, who will
take care of Him? You take care of Him. You clean Him. He is not God. He is
only a puppet. Why are you not believe it? I throw Him into the dustbin to
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see whether He has feelings….Because I was angry, I threw the cross into a
dustbin. (Khairul Wong)

High self-differentiated converts could stay comfortable in between religious and

traditional practices. They might involve in traditional practices which are not

contradicted with Islamic teachings. They are also capable of differentiating

themselves from the traditional practices which are contradicted their religious

teaching. They remain I-position and inclusive in between religious teachings and

compatriot practices. However, low self-differentiated converts might have

difficulties in dealing with the dilemmas because they are less self-adjustment. They

are fused with religious teaching. They might use emotional reactivity and emotional

cutoff strategies to deal with those dilemmas because they treat their religious

teaching as exclusive.

6.1.5.3 Patterns of reconnecting

The Chinese have some very popular idioms to describe their family relationship. The

blood is thicker than water (血濃於水 ), the debt toward parents is as deep as the

ocean depth (父母之情深似海）(Shek, 2010), flesh and blood（骨肉）hand and feet

（手足） are used to describe father-son and brotherhood relationships (Hwang,

1997). Familyism is the most significant Chinese culture characteristic (Chen & You,

2001; Sheh, 2001; Shek, 2010; Yeh & Yang, 1997). They emphasise the family

relationship and cohesion. They are trained and educated to be tolerant and flexible in

managing the family relationship (Hwang, 1997; Yeh & Yang, 1997).

Chinese converts might reconnect with their family when the conversion conflict has

reduced. They will go back to their family to rebuild their broken relationship that had
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broken after their conversion. This study has shown that high and low self-

differentiated participants show different patterns of reconnection. High self-

differentiation participants take action toward the reconnection when the time is ready.

However, low self-differentiated participants cut off the relationship by giving various

reasons to ignore the need for reconnection.

When Khairul Wong’s mother knew about the son’s conversion, she was entirely

disagreed and launched a cold war toward the son. Khairul Wong had to move out of

his mother’s house. However, when he was ready for reconnection, he took the

initiative to reconnect with the mother. He always mentioned that they are still mother

and son even they have different religions.

It is Ok. How you treat me, I am still ok. I still take care of you. I will
continue to do it. I only take up my responsibility as a son. Finally, my
mother understands me. She told me she was a bit of regret… I told my
mother, you cannot blame XXX to lead me to Islam. You cannot say Islam is
Malay’s religion and it is no good. What I am doing today are good deeds.
(Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong moved to a place that was very near to his mother’s house because he

still could visit and take care of the mother. He brought his wife back to his mother’s

home immediately after getting married; even he knew his mother did not like her. He

took his mother for vacations and bought daily necessities for her. He helped his

mother in daily life, even though the relationship is not good. He maintained the

mother-son relationship and continued with his effort of reconnection. He never

requests the mother and himself to accept each other, including his religion. They

were allowed to accept what they could, and temporary abandon what they could not

accept.
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I came back together with my wife to let my mother see my wife. I let her
know I only stay near to her. I knew she did not like her. (Khairul Wong)

We took my mother together wherever we went, she liked it very much. She
said she wanted to go to KL. Okay, we went to KL. We went to have a
vacation, shopping. When I was not married, I accompanied her shopping.
After married, I brought my wife together, even though my mother did not
like her. Never mind we can do it slowly. It is ok. She will like my wife one
day. Finally, she accepted my wife. (Khairul Wong)

With high self-differentiation; Khairul Wong was willing to accept the goodwill

released from the mother. It made the reconnection twice the result with half effort.

The mother was welcomed to visit her grandchildren; even the mother could not fully

accept his wife. Khairul Wong mentioned he did not want anything from the mother.

However, when the mother insisted on giving him a house, he accepted her goodwill.

When I was just married, I have no money. We slept on a tiny mattress...My
mother asked me: “you have no bed?” I said “No, I am just employed to
earn money. No money to buy.” She said, “Go to my house to get some
mattresses and get some pillows” I accept my mother's offer. I went to her
house to take the mattresses and pillows. (Khairul Wong)

After married, my mother-son relationship slightly improved, even we were
not so close at the initial stage. After we had children, the situation slightly
changed. My mother loves my children. She often came to visit us. We stayed
very near. She always came to visit her grandchildren. Therefore, we had a
chance to chat. The more we chat, the closer we are. (Khairul Wong)

My mother wanted to give properties to us. She had two houses. I told her I
do not want her house. She and the lawyer forced me to sign the ownership
transfer documents. She stopped me from talking. She wanted me to sign the
document only. I told her, I choose Islam. I do not want your properties. She
told me to stop talking. She only wanted me to sign the document. Finally, I
signed the documents. One property was for me; another was for my sister.
(Khairul Wong)

In some particular situations, participants are not allowed to reconnect with family.

However, high self-differentiated participants would not deny and ignore the

relationship. They admit they have the needs toward the relationship, but they have

limitations. Hafiz Lim has a very complicated and conflicted relationship with the
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family. The family did not recognise him when he came back from the neighbouring

country. He is not capable of rescuing the broken relationship until today. However,

he never denies or ignores the relationship. He recognises the brother-sister

relationship and hopes one day they could reconnect.

Hafiz Lim knows that it is not the correct time to go back to his family because of the

unresolved family conflict. Even they have much misunderstanding, he takes the

initiative to repair the relationship when he has a chance. He greets his brothers and

sisters when he meets them. He encourages his children to interact with their cousins,

uncles and aunts. He tells about the good characteristics of his family to his children

to remind them they are from the same root.

Recently, when I missed my family members, I will try my best to see my
brother. I go to his shop to buy something and greet them. (Hafiz Lim)

I meet my second sister in the market. I always greet her. Sometimes I will
follow her. I am happy to see her. She is my sister. (Hafiz Lim)

I have an aunty. She is a Christian Catholic. If I met her in the market, I
greet her; give seats to her. She likes to chat with me. I have a few aunties
who are about fifty and sixty years old. They told me a lot of their sad stories.
(Hafiz Lim)

I told my daughter, no matter how they are, they are your uncle, your aunties
and your grandfather. We cannot change the fact. As Muslims, we need to be
more aware of this. Islam is your father's final religion. I shifted from
Catholic to Taoism, to Buddhism and finally to Islam. I have learned about
many religions. Islam will be the final. You must do your best. Whoever is
still willing to maintain the relationship, we must contact them. (Hafiz Lim)

At the initial stage, Khairul Wong and Hafiz Lim took action to reconnect with their

family; even they were not welcomed. Now, Khairul Wong is successfully

reconnected with his family, but Hafiz Lim is still working toward the reconnection.
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Even Hafiz Lim is not able to physically connect with family; he connects

emotionally.

Low self-differentiated individuals sense threatening, and defence in a relationship

(Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron et al., 2003) and

they might cope with emotional cutoff (Skowron & Friedlander, 1998). They manage

their excessive intimacy anxiety by interpersonal distancing that involves ignoring,

denial and distancing.

This study has shown that low self-differentiated converts might not take any

initiative toward reconnection in a broken relationship. Even they have the desires and

needs; they deny and ignore them. They always sense the threat and fear in an

intimate relationship. They perceive that they will not be accepted, even they could

feel the rejection has over or much reduced.

After converting to Islam, Azman Low moved to a totally Malay Muslim community

for 25 years. He never contacts both of his sisters; even they stay very near to him. He

never visits his eldest sister because she opposed his conversion when he came out

from his Muslim identity.

My eldest sister is a bit fanatic. She was not satisfied with my conversion to
Islam. Maybe this is the reason she seldom comes to see me. I always have
this feeling. I always feel like that…her attitude toward my conversion
suppose to remain the same. I always can feel she does not agree with my
conversion, but this is my right, my freedom. I have no way if she disagrees.
(Azman Low)

Azman Low only met his second sister once after his conversion. Azman Low always

missed her because they grew up together and she took care of him when he was a
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child. She did not actively oppose his conversion. She is gentler and more tolerant

compared with her eldest sister. Azman Low keeps on saying he is too busy to visit

her. He keeps on giving the excuse that he will visit her one day.

My mother told me “your second sister was always taken care of you when
you were a kid...She took care of you when you were sleeping”. (Azman Low)

I do not close to my eldest sister. If I have time, I also missed my second
sister. I want to see her, chat with her, if I have time. Right now, both of us
are busy...Compared with our eldest sister, the person I want to find is my
second sister (Azman Low).

My second sister’s reaction to my conversion was not intense. She did not
much react to my conversion. When she knew I came back overseas, she
didn’t say anything. Maybe she is educated, she respects me. She respects my
choice… but I can feel that she didn’t agree with my conversion in her heart.
She didn’t express her disagreement. As I said, disagreement with my
conversion is her business, nothing related to me. (Azman Low)

Azman Low also cut off his peers’ relationships. After converting to Islam, he never

contacts his old friends. He never goes back to his hometown; even the place is only

100KM away. He never brings his family to visit the place; even it is a famous tourist

spot. However, it does not mean that he has forgotten his old friends and his

hometown. He mentioned he would visit his old friends and home town one day.

I seldom go back to my hometown. I direct move here after converting to
Islam. I find my job here. I seldom visit my hometown. I seldom visit my
hometown. I have lost contact with my schoolmates….One day if I have time,
I will visit them. Insha’Allah, if I have time, I want to visit my hometown.
However, I am too busy right now. I have no time to have a tour of my
hometown or to visit them. I have no time. (Azman Low)

He has very little to do with his compatriot community after converting to Islam. He

does not have any Chinese friends, never attends a Chinese festival or ceremony, such

as a funeral or marriage ceremony. However, in the interview, he mentioned he would

attend the ceremonies if he has a chance.
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Non-Muslim friend? I seldom mix with non-Muslims. All are Muslim friends.
All are Muslim friends. I am always in contact with Muslims… The nature of
my job wants me to be in contact with Muslims. I chat with Muslims. I go to
pray with Muslims. I go to visit Muslim villagers. I seldom mix with non-
Muslims……When I go to market, I chat with the non-Muslim hawkers. I chat
a bit. We are just regular friends. (Azman Low)

If I have a chance to attend their funeral ceremony, if I have a chance to
attend, I can attend. I can attend by myself. I can go without my family…..If
their children get married, they will contact my mother. My mother will
attend. I never attend. I never attend. Maybe my mother is more important.
(Azman Low)

High self-differentiated converts are capable and willing to go back to their family to

deal with their cutoff relationship. In some conditions, they are not allowed to connect

physically; but they could reconnect emotionally. They admit the needs and desires of

the relationship. They take action to repair the relationship. However, low self-

differentiated converts might ignore, deny and distance the relationship by giving

many excuses. They are not I-position and self-differentiated to their wish and

conviction of the reconnection. They are not able and not willing to deal with it.

6.1.5.4 Patterns of approaching

In the process of integration, converts might approach others to witness their religious

growth experience. However, high and low self-differentiated converts might have

different approaching patterns. High self-differentiated converts might approach

others directly. Low self-differentiated converts might approach others in avoiding

patterns.

High self-differentiated individuals are more capable of dealing with conflicts,

rejections and criticism (Tu et al., 2008). They could remain calm in the interpersonal

relationship (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004) and less influenced by others (Shih et
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al., 2010; Skowron et al., 2003). They are autonomous and have a clearer position in

their interacting process (Bitter, 2009). With the above characteristics, they could

directly approach others because they are capable of managing interpersonal and

intrapersonal relationships.

Jamilah Ang has shown an excellent example of the high self-differentiated direct

approaching pattern. When she had limited religious knowledge, she direct

approached her parents on religious knowledge. When she wanted to convert, she

approached the parents for approval. She discusses the beauty of Islam with her sister

when she has enough religious knowledge. She conducts religious classes to provide

religious knowledge and guidance to converts. She takes the initiative to meet people

who are interested in Islam.

I ask them. How are you? How is your life? How are your children under
Islam? Are they obedient or disobedient? They will get closer to us. I will
talk to them slowly. I will bring them to the religious classes. I will bring
them there. It is simple. Many people follow me to go there. (Jamilah Ang)

I brought a lot of new converts to Perkim and Pusba. I help them because of
God. If you give me money, you insult me. I do not want your money. I have a
religious class. We meet up four times per month. I bear all the expenses. I
pay for the food. Where does the money come from? My sister gives me the
money. (Jamilah Ang)

We have a religious class in this hall. I am the leader. We learn al-Quran.
There are fourteen people following me. They are Siamese, not Chinese. I am
the only Chinese participant. We read the Arabic version of Al-Quran. We
read the pledge (ikrar) to al-Quran. (Jamilah Ang)

Many Chinese come to see me. There was a Chinese lady. I do not know
where she stays. She came to see me. She told me she wanted to convert to
Islam. She did not take the family food. Her sister already suspected her…. I
want to ask Sister Zah. I want to see her sister. I want to tell the sister; by
converting Islam, she will not lose her sister…She told me wanted to convert
to Islam. She wanted to study Islam. She did not know what she can do. I told
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her to be patient, no hurry. I did not want the bad things that happen to her.
She can do it slowly. One day, she will know what to do. (Jamilah Ang)

Low self-differentiated individuals might create problematic behaviours when

interacting with others (Buehler et al., 2009). They might apply emotional cutoff and

fusion (Skowron & Schmitt, 2003) because they are worried about losing their

autonomy and position (Bitter, 2009; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004) in the

interacting process. This study has identified that low self-differentiated converts

might have difficulties in approaching others. They might apply cutoff and avoidance

strategies.

Azman Low has shown an example of low self-differentiated approaching. In the 25

years, he seldom takes any initiative to share his conversion experience. To fulfil his

religious obligation, Azman Low comes out with a cutoff and avoidance approach

strategy. He wants to secretly deliver the Islamic articles to the non-Muslim Chinese

houses at midnight. By using this strategy, he does not need to approach them directly.

I have an intention. I want to share my religion with my style, but I have a
financial problem. I have shown you the photocopy of Islamic material. I
guess there are about 30-40 pages. Each set is about RM3-RM4. Hopefully,
somebody wants to sponsor me, maybe a Muslim friend or Islamic
organisation. However, I never tell anybody about my intention because I
have many things to do. I want to make some photocopies, like supermarkets
make promotion. Throw, throw and throw the photocopied material into the
non-Muslims’ residential areas. Tomorrow morning, they will see the
photocopy materials, the Islamic journals. They will read by themselves.
(Azman Low)

Even though the idea had come out many years ago, no action has been taken. Azman

Low wants to find a sponsor because of his financial problem, but he has no effort in

finding sponsorship. He even could deliver a few copies each time according to his
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financial ability. He avoids taking action to his plan. The mid-night distribution

proposal is also to escape from the difficulties of direct approaching.

High self-differentiated converts could directly approach others. They won’t worry

about losing themselves in the approaching process because of their autonomous and

clear position. They are also capable of managing interpersonal and intrapersonal

conflict in the approaching process. Even low self-differentiated converts intend to

approach others; they are not capable of direct approaching. They use indirect and

avoidance strategies. They avoid and delay the approaches by giving excuses.

6.2 Discussion

This study has concluded that self-differentiation is manifested in the religious

conversion process. High and low self-differentiated converts might have different

patterns of responses, behaviours and coping strategies to the same setting. Generally,

high self-differentiated converts are more flexible, adaptive and reflective. They are

more capable of identifying and managing comfortable stances to smoother their

religious conversion process, and vice versa.

This study has illustrated the differences between high and low self-differentiated

individuals in the context of the religious conversion process. High self-differentiated

people might have different worldviews compared with low self-differentiated people

(Bitter, 2009; Bowen, 1978; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). They might interpret

the same event differently. The same event brings a different meaning to them. Their

reactions to the same event might be different (Murdock & Gore, 2004; Skowron &

Dendy, 2004).
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High self-differentiated individuals are more capable of dealing with the intrapersonal

relationship (Bitter, 2009; Brown, 1999; Demidenko et al., 2010). This study shows

that high and low self-differentiated converts might have different patterns in dealing

with their intrapersonal relationship. For example, they might have higher self-

acceptance to accept their Chinese Muslim identities. Low self-differentiated converts,

their self-acceptance are relatively low. Instead of self-differentiation, they rather

fulfil their emotional needs.

High self-differentiated individuals are more capable of dealing with interpersonal

relationships (Bitter, 2009; Brown, 1999; Demidenko et al., 2010). The researcher

suggests that high self-differentiated converts are more capable of having a genuine

and connected relationship with others. They assimilate and integrate into both

religious and compatriot communities. However, low self-differentiated converts

might have a surface and disconnected relationship with others. They need more

effort toward assimilation and integration.

Individuals who are high self-differentiated are more adaptive, flexible and reflective

(Murdock & Gore, 2004; Skowron et al., 2009). This study has shown that high self-

differentiated converts are more willing and capable of dealing with the difficulties

and struggles in the religious conversion process, such as they might take structural

efforts to deal with family rejection. Low self-differentiated converts are not willing

and not able to deal with those difficulties and struggles. They might deal with the

rejection, denial, ignoring and emotional cutoff strategies.
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Self-differentiation might influence individuals’ intention (Majerus, 2010), openness,

readiness (Meteyard et al., 2011) and prayer behaviours (Jankowski & Vaughn, 2009).

This study also has shown that high and low self-differentiated converts might have

different patterns of religious behaviours and intentions. High self-differentiated

religious behaviours are more open, flexible and sincere. Such as, they might have the

intention to learn other religious sects with an open heart. However, low self-

differentiated converts, their religious behaviours are more rigid and surface. For

example, they adhere to particular inflexible religious teachings and precepts.

Self-differentiation might affect individuals’ psychological wellness (Hoogestraat &

Trammel, 2003; Hooper & Doehler, 2011; Jenkins et al., 2005; Nikbakht et al., 2011).

In the religious conversion process, high self-differentiated converts will show less

fear and anxiety. Instead of triangulation and fusion, they might comfortably connect

with others, such as family and peers. Low self-differentiated converts might show

higher fear and anxiety. They might triangulate their fear and anxiety towards religion.

Such as, they fuse to particular religious teaching and triangulate the fear and anxiety

to heaven and hell.

Self-differentiation is associated with adaptability (Jenkins et al., 2005; Skowron &

Friedlander, 1998) psychological adjustment (Skowron et al., 2004) and effortful

control (Liu, 2004; Skowron & Dendy, 2004). This study had shown that high self-

differentiated converts are capable of following their abilities, path and rhythm in

their conversion process. They allowed their conversion process to be flexible to the

different situations. For example, they can stay in the closet and slowly come out

according to their ability to manage the consequences of coming out. For low self-
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differentiated converts, they are less flexible in the conversion process. Emotional and

religious needs might become their primary needs. For example, they might disclose

their religious identity to fulfil their emotional need as an opposition to their

traditional practices. Their coming out might not be well prepared and ready.

The researcher suggests that high self-differentiated converts use their already

developed self-differentiation to overcome the difficulties and struggles in the

religious conversion process. They might have a smoother religious conversion

process because they are more adaptable, flexible and reflective to deal with the

conversion environment. They are more willing and capable of dealing with those

difficulties and struggles. Such as they might be more inclined to learn the religion

with open-mindedness to break their prejudice.

Instead of using the developed self-differentiation to deal with hardships and

difficulties, the researcher also suggests that low self-differentiated converts use the

difficulties and hardships to develop their self-differentiation to become more

reflective, flexible and adaptive. The hardships expose converts to the learning

process and structural effort to be more flexible and adaptive. After their self-

differentiation is developed, then only they could use their developed high self-

differentiation to deal with those hardships and difficulties. They need more steps,

processes, times and efforts. The adulthood self-differentiation development will be

further discussed in Chapters Eight and Nine

This study also suggests that the religious conversion process will be stagnant for an

extended period if no effort has been taken for self-differentiation development.
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Religious conversion is considered a new experience and new hardship to converts.

Their old dealing strategies might not be workable on the new challenges. If converts

use the old non-self-differentiated patterns to deal with the new difficulties and

hardships, they might have less opportunity in the religious conversion process. For

example, if they continuously use avoidance and delayed strategies in dealing with

their sharing needs, they might not able to share their religion with an extended

population.

The researcher also suggests that religious conversion move parallels with self-

differentiation. Those converts who are at the higher stage of the religious conversion

process might have more opportunities for self-differentiation. They have gone

through difficulties and hardships to achieve a higher self-differentiation level. Those

converts who are at a lower stage of the religious conversion process are less

opportunity for self-differentiation. They are in the process of dealing with the

difficulties and struggle to be more self-differentiated.

Self-differentiation constructs were developed in the Western country and claimed to

be universally applicable (Bowen, 1978; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000). This study has

shown that self-differentiation constructs can be used in explaining the religious

conversion process in the Asian collectivistic context. However, in some

circumstances, it needs to consider the societal and cultural background. Such as, in

the Asian collectivistic community, handling complicated interpersonal relationships

and adhering to the major conviction should be taken into consideration. Chapter

Seven will further discuss the exceptional cases.
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6.3 Chapter summary

Self-differentiation manifested in the religious conversion process. Converts who are

higher self-differentiated, their emotions, behaviours and thoughts will be more

adaptive, flexible and I-position. They are more comfortable going through their

religious conversion process. Low self-differentiated converts will show emotional

cutoff, emotional reactivity and fusion with others. They are less comfortable and

need more effort in the religious conversion process.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

INTERPRETATION OF SELF-DIFFERENTIATION IN THE

CHINESE AND MUSLIM CONTEXTS

7.0 Introduction

Multiculturalism is part of the focal topics in this study. Bowen’s theory claimed to be

universally applicable. However, the constructs were found and developed in Western

culture. Most of the studies and researches are from the West. When the researcher

tried to apply Western constructs to explain psychological phenomena to Asian

minorities, it needs further explanations or some modifications. This chapter will

further point out and explain the exceptional cases.

7.1 Findings

Based on the data collection, the researcher has identified two themes, four sub-

themes, and six categories to answer the third research question, namely the special

characteristics of self-differentiation in the context of Malaysian Chinese Muslim

converts. The two themes are (a) the Chinese self-differentiation and (b) the Muslim

self-differentiation. The four sub-themes are (a) emotional cutoff, (b) emotional

reactivity, (c) fusion and I-position and (d) human God. Each of the Chinese self-

differentiation sub-theme has two categories. Table 7.1 shows the relationship

between the research question, themes, sub-themes and categories of the self-

differentiation in the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.
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Table 7.1

The research question, themes, sub-themes and categories of the self-differentiation

special characteristic among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts

Research
Question

Themes Sub-themes Categories

(1) Chinese Self-
differentiation

(1) Emotional
Cutoff

(1) Coping Strategy

Special
Case

(2) Distancing Relationship
and Support System

(2) Emotional
Reactivity

(3) Rescue System
(4) Taboo

(3) Fusion and I-
position

(5) Pseudo I-position
(6) Chinese I-position

(2) Muslim Self-
differentiation (4) Human God N/A

7.1.1 Emotional cutoff

This study has identified that the Chinese might apply interpersonal distancing as a

coping strategy to deal with hardships and difficulties. On the other hand, the coping

strategy might invite surrounding people to intervene in the system to form a new

encapsulation support system. The new system might support the alienated individual

to go through their difficulty in the distancing system.

7.1.1.1 Interpersonal distancing as a coping strategy to the distressed family

atmosphere

Khairul Wong was using an interpersonal distancing strategy to cope with the messes

and conflicts in his conversion process. He kept a distance from the mother to prevent

direct conflict. Before conversion, Khairul Wong ran away from his home to gain

friendship from outside as compensation for the mother-son conflicted relationship.
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After conversion, he continued his study in another town to run away from the

mother’s suspicion.

There was a lot of bother and noise in my house. I didn’t go back home for a
long time, but I made friends with nice people, such as I made friends with a
Chinese Muslim. We often chatted. His family also treats me well. I knew
about Islam, so I asked him about Islam. From there, I started to be
interested in Islam. (Khairul Wong)

After taking my Shahada, I went to continue my stud. I continued Islamic
study in tertiary education. My mother did not know it. I did not tell her it
was an Islamic study. I told her I study psychology. (Khairul Wong)

Even the mother had suspected Khairul Wong had converted to Islam; he ignored the

mother’s suspicion. He never took any initiative neither to improve the relationship

nor to tell the mother about his conversion.

I guessed my mother knew I have converted, but she didn’t ask. She did many
things for me. She prepared food for me in the fasting month to break my
fasting. I woke up at 5 am, and everything was ready. I could take my food.
She did it every day in the fasting month. She even told me not to worry; she
bought the chicken from Malays. I was waiting for her to ask about my
Muslim identity, but she did not. (Khairul Wong）

After coming out, he seldom had interaction with the mother even they stayed under

one roof. He never expressed he took the relationship in his heart.

After coming out to my mother, I stayed with her for a short period. We
started up a cold war. She kept silent; she kept silent. When we took lunch, I
greet her. She would say, eat. As her son, we need to greet her. We had
nothing to chat about. What to chat about? She did not like it. She did not
respond to my coming out. I know she did not like it. (Khairul Wong)

When I woke up in the morning, I wished her good morning. Same as when I
wanted to go to bed at night. If I went to bed earlier than her, I would wish
her goodnight. (Khairul Wong)

In the collectivistic cultural background, even Khairul Wong used a distancing

strategy to deal with the conflicted relationship; the mother-son still could feel the
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care from each other. They still hold on to the Chinese moral principle 父慈子孝

(mercy parents, filial son). After settling down, Khairul Wong immediately informed

the mother where he stayed. The mother immediately visited the son after informing

by the son.

After moving out of the house, I got married. I took my wife back to visit her.
Let her see my wife. Let her know where we lived. We lived very near to her.
She did not like I took my wife back. She said to her, “sit” with blackface.
We just stayed for a while. After that, she came to visit us after we went back
to our house. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong had used interpersonal distancing to cope with the family conflict and

messes to go through his religious conversion process. The interpersonal distancing

strategy transformed the conflicted relationship into a less conflicted and relatively

supportive atmosphere. Instead of dealing with the conflicted relationship, he

distanced the relationship and concentrated on his religious conversion process; such

as obtaining religious knowledge and expanding his religious network. The cutoff

period was the transition period toward reconnection to have a better relationship in

the future.

7.1.1.2 Emotional cutoff to create dual interpersonal distancing system and

encapsulation support system

This study has found out that emotional cutoff might create a dual emotional system

in the collectivistic community. It would form an interpersonal distancing system that

might involve ignoring, denial and distancing. The interpersonal distancing system

protects the distancing individuals from the disturbance of the peripheral interpersonal

relationship. However, in the collectivistic culture that acknowledges interdependency,

the loneliness and alienation in the distancing system might invite surrounding people
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to provide support to the alienated individuals. The helping hand would form an

encapsulation support system to ensure the alienated individuals are continuously

supported and functional.

In the Chinese Muslim context, the encapsulation support system is vital in their

conversion process, especially support from the religious group. The people in the

support system would accompany the Chinese Muslim converts to go through their

religious conversion process. The system dilutes the intensity of the conflicted and

distancing relationship. It compensates for the loneliness and alienation feelings in the

distancing system.

After converting to Islam, Nurul Tan distanced herself from her family and

compatriot community for about ten years. However, the distancing relationship has

invited the Malay Muslims to provide her with care and support to form an

encapsulation support system. She lived isolated but harmonious in the village. She

built an excellent relationship with the neighbourhoods. The support system diluted

her loneliness, alienated feelings and facilitated her conversion process.

Once I have converted, the Malay Muslim neighbourhoods came to my house.
They came to visit us. They blessed us. They taught us to be Muslim….Once I
had converted; I had a lot to learn. Prayer and fasting I had to learn. I also
learned to read al-Quran…All happened after taking my Shahada. I did not
learn anything before that. (Nurul Tan)

My neighbours send their four-five year's old children to Chinese
kindergarten. Sometimes they will come and ask me. Based on my
observation, they are capable of writing Chinese characters. However, their
sequences of writings are not correct. For example, the character我 （me）,
has its sequences of writing. Which stroke comes first, and is followed by the
second stroke. They do not have this concept. They draw the character. As
they could draw out the character, they feel satisfied. (Nurul Tan)
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Besides the Malay Muslims, Nurul Tan’s interpersonal distancing also invited the

family’s sympathy, consolation, and helping hand. The mother and aunt helped in

melting the father's heart to re-accept the daughter.

My father could not accept my conversion, but my aunt advised him. And
then, I contacted my mother without my father's notification. They advised
my father. They said she had converted to Islam for so long. It is useless to
torture her. She has converted to Islam, but she is still your daughter. No
matter how you torture her, it will not change anything. (Nurul Tan)

Besides the Malay Muslims and family members, the China Muslims also provided

another form of religious supporting system to Nurul Tan.

The China Muslim was the first batch of people I got connected with. From
them, I slowly connect with the outside world and started to speak Mandarin.
Because they are Muslim. They are supposed to accept me. They could
accept me. I could not speak Mandarin with other Chinese before that.
(Nurul Tan)

In the collectivistic culture, an interpersonal distancing system might invite an

encapsulation support system. The distanced parties appeared to be the weak,

alienated, rejected, and lonely victims to attract sympathy in a relationship. The

surrounding people might intervene in the distancing system by providing care,

support and acceptance to form another new support system. Besides supporting the

distancing individuals, the support system might even help to repair the distancing

system. It enables the converts to go through the discontent of the distancing period.

7.1.2 Emotional reactivity

This study has identified that the Chinese might use emotional reactivity to start up a

rescue system to escape from intense atmospheres. After escaping from the chaos,

they might transform the emotional reactivity topic to be taboo to consolidate the

family structure.
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7.1.2.1 Emotional reactivity to startup a rescue mechanism

This study suggests that, in the Chinese collectivistic community, emotional reactivity

would startup up a rescue mechanism by shifting the focal point from individuals’

emotion to collective emotion. Instead of dealing with the emotional reactivity of

individuals, the surrounding people might automatically take actions to fix and restore

the collective emotional system because the Chinese are interdependent. Their

functionalities highly depend on the stability of the collective emotional system. The

act of fixing the collective emotion system and ignoring individuals’ emotional

reactivity would temporally release the emotional reactivity individuals from the

intense atmosphere.

When Khairul Wong’s grandfather passed away, Khairul Wong was requested to

perform a praying ritual, which is contradicted with his religion. He insisted on

rejecting the request no matter how he was forced. He was outraged. A quarrel was

likely to break out. However, his emotional reactivity had startup a rescue system.

The deadlock had invited the grandmother to intervene in the unstable emotional

system. Finally, Khairul Wong was released from the forcing scenario, the unstable

family emotional system was restored, and the funeral was continued.

At that moment, they wanted me to pray for the traditional Chinese God. I
refused. After that, we quarrelled. Why can’t you pray to him for the last time?
They said nobody, will know. It is your grandfather’s final journey. Why
can’t you pray? Why do I need to pray? You know I already embraced Islam.
I cannot pray. Let’s say; you are non-Muslim, I want you to pray as Muslim,
will you do that? You cannot accept it. I also cannot accept. They continued
to force me. I said, if you continue to force me, I will take your altar down
and throw it into the dustbin. I will go to take down your altar and throw it
into the dustbin. Do you believe it or not? I am not afraid of you. I am not
afraid even I am alone. Finally, my grandmother came. She said, let it go.
Let it go. We do not need to quarrel. If you do not want to pray, then no need
to pray. Your grandfather passed away; you are quarrelling here. Be quiet.
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Be quiet. No need to pray. No need to pray. My grandmother came to a stop
me. She did not want us to quarrel. My grandmother told me why not you go
back first. Never mind you go back now. Don’t quarrel. If not we really
would quarrel, you know, when my grandfather passed away. Tomorrow
morning, you come again to accompany your grandfather's final journey.
That is why I went back. If not we really will quarrel. (Khairul Wong)

Another scenario was the quarrel with his sister. Khairul Wong and his sister had

different opinions on faith. When they sensed the tense atmosphere, they immediately

stop the quarrel to rescue themselves from the disharmonious family system and to

restore their functional family emotional system.

She is a Christian; I am a Muslim. I refused to go to church. She said I need
to respect Christian. He is not God, why I need to respect Him…. The cross
is not God. He is only a cross. Not God. If it is God, you knock Him; He will
knock you back. It is only a puppet… if He is God, who will take care of Him?
You take care of Him. You clean Him. He is not God. He is only a puppet. Do
you not believe it? I throw Him into the dustbin to see whether He has
feelings….Because I was angry, I threw the cross into the dustbin. It just
happened one time only. After that, the tense atmosphere slowly passed off.
Both of us never raise the issue again. She never talks wrong about me. She
praises me as a good guy. (Khairul Wong)

Emotional reactivity is an emotional strategy to start up a rescue system among the

Chinese. People in the emotional reactivity system might feel uncomfortable with the

chaos. They are invited to respond and intervene in the system but ignore the

emotional reactivity individuals. They resolve the chaos and restore the system

because emotional reactivity has shifted the focal point from individuals’ emotional to

collective emotional system. Finally, the emotional reactivity individuals might rescue

from the stressful and forceful atmosphere. The individuals in the system also gain

back their functionalities
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7.1.2.2 Emotional reactivity topics transform to be a taboo to consolidate the

family structure and social network

This study has found out that the Chinese would transform emotional reactivity topics

to be taboo to consolidate their family structure. Once a Chinese experiences

emotional reactivity, the observing topics might become taboo to the family system. It

becomes a time boom that might erupt anytime to mess up their family's emotional

system. To consolidate the family structure, the Chinese monitor each other to prevent

the taboo topics from destroying the family harmonies, functionality and structure.

Despite the avoided taboo topics, the individuals and families remain most of their

functionality.

Nurul Tan might be emotional reactive if she witnesses the Muslim and non-Muslim

practice religious practices which are not aligned with her religious teachings. For

example, she felt angry when she saw the way her family members responded to the

2013 Maya doomsdays rumours. She also felt upset with the way her family members

interpreted the doomsday. She also could not see Muslims not following Islamic

teachings. She was angry with them because they did not show a good example and

confused the non-Muslims.

I want to share my religion with them, but they believe more in the
newspaper articles. When 2013 Maya doomsday rumour, my aunt showed me
a newspaper. The article reported it would be an earthquake, floods. Every
time I went to visit them, they would ask me whether I have kept rice and dry
food. I asked them, why should we keep that? If doomsday, we do not have
time to eat. To them, doomsday is the sky becomes dark. I tell them that if the
doomsday comes, it is useless to keep those foods. All these foods are useless.
Keeping those foods is useless. Finally, we just kept quiet. I could not share
the religion with them; if I share, our conversion will stop immediately. We
cannot force them if not our relationship breaks. (Nurul Tan).
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Muslims could not eat pork, but we give a terrible impression to non-
Muslims. We are too pressured because we need to explain to non-Muslims
about the behaviour. My aunt has a friend. Her daughter in law is Muslim.
When the daughter in law comes to her house, she eats pork together with
the non-Muslim family members. She told me, I was shocked. It gives an
impression to the Chinese, Muslims also eat pork. We are stressed because
Muslims do not do the right things…. I do not know how to explain it. Even I
explain, they will not believe it. What can I do? I am in the dilemma of
explaining. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan and family members had transformed their emotional reactivity topic to

become a taboo topic to consolidate their family structure. They avoid having any

religious discussion in their family. They do not want to repeat the mess they had

experienced. If they accidentally mention the taboo topic, they automatically have a

mutual consensus to immediate stop the discussion. The termination will regain the

family harmonies, functionalities and structure.

The taboo topic has also extended from family to community. Nurul Tan also treats

religious sharing as taboo in the Muslim community. She has a much closer

relationship with the Muslim community, but she is not willing to do any sharing even

she feels needed, despite expressing her dissatisfaction to third parties. The taboo

topic plays the role of maintaining a harmonious relationship with her social network.

However, it doesn’t mean that she could not share her thoughts with others. Despite

the religious topic, she still could share her life experience.

Nevertheless, she remains some of her capability of religious sharing with the Chinese

Muslims and new converts because she experienced a good feeling with them. From

their acceptance, she came out from the closet to reconnect with her family and

compatriot community. She is willing to share her religious view and experience in a

safe atmosphere, whereby no time bomb will erupt. The taboo topic only limits some
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of her functionality. It also plays a role in consolidating her family structure and

social network.

7.1.3 Fusion with others and I-position

This study has identified that, the Chinese might emotionally need I-position

behaviours, even the behaviours are not supported by their high self-differentiation

level. The researcher names this phenomenon as pseudo I-position. When applying I-

position into the Chinese collectivistic culture, it needs some modification because the

Chinese emphasize a different aspect of the I-position compared with the Western

culture.

7.1.3.1 Pseudo I-position

This study has found out that emotional needs might drive the Chinese pseudo I-

position behaviours. The researcher suggests that the pseudo independent and self-

assertion behaviours might limit the Chinese functionalities because it breaks the

family interdependent status quo and places the Chinese into severe condemnation

and rejection. Because pseudo I-position is not supported by the self-differentiation

level, the Chinese might not be capable of dealing with the consequence of the I-

position behaviours.

Azman Low’s Islam learning and Shahada taking were full of independence and self-

assertion. He took the initiative to learn and obtain Islamic knowledge through his

reading and searching. He learned religious rituals such as prayer without referring to

others. When he made his mind to embrace Islam, he went to a religious teacher to
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declare his Shahada. After declaring the Shahada, he wrote a letter from overseas to

inform his family. He explained his conversion to his family one more time after

coming back to the country. He always said that religious choice and conversion are

his own decision. It is not related to anybody. They have no right to oppose his choice.

Discuss? How to discuss? Discuss am I going to convert? It is my own
business. Discuss religion? No discuss religion. Whatever I want to know
about religion, I can find it in books. I can find the information in books and
magazines….If there is anything I did not understand, we can go to get
advice from religious teachers. However, I did not do that….I did not refer to
anybody. I did not go to any religious class. I learn the religion by myself….
My Indonesian co-worker prayed in a hall. I observed them outside the wall.
I observed how they conduct prayer. I did not ask them anything. I just
observed. (Azman Low)

After embracing Islam, before coming back to Malaysia, I wrote a letter to
my family. My family members could guess that I have converted to Islam.
After coming back to Malaysia. I told them, religion is my own business. I
will not interfere with you. You still can believe and practice your religion. I
do not oppose your religion. I choose Islam; you have no right to oppose me.
I like this religion. It is my own business. You have no right to interfere with
me. I will not get involved with your religious practices too. (Azman Low).

Nurul Tan’s religious conversion was looked like an I-position decision. It appeared

to be psychological independence and self-assertion. She insisted on her conversion in

such a short time with massive rejections. When she converted to Islam, no family

members or peers were beside her. She insisted on her decision under such

tremendous pressure.

My family asked me. I replied to them. I want to convert to Islam. They
disagreed. They wanted me to think about it… I told them I wanted to convert.
They disagreed. I had no way as I already made my decision. I had no way to
turn back. Finally, I converted to Islam. (Nurul Tan)

Azman Low and Nurul Tan made their conversion decision based on their judgement

without seeking much approval or acceptance from others. Azman Low even never

discuss with anybody in his learning process because he was independent of obtaining
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all the religious resources. They bravely came out with their Muslim identities to their

family. They appeared to remain their autonomy and independence successfully.

However, followed by their so-called independent decision, they lost their support.

Azman Low was alienated in an entire Malay community for 25 years, Nurul Tan was

ten years. They were not ready and not capable of dealing with the disagreement

before conversion and the consequences after conversion, especially family rejection.

They had to distance themselves from their family and compatriot community for an

extended period to develop their self-differentiation, then only they are capable of

reconnection.

In traditional self-differentiation constructs, the more the individuals are independent

and self-assertion, the more functional they are. However, in the Chinese collectivistic

community, it is not always the truth. It might be a pseudo-I-position that is driven by

emotional needs. Nurul Tan's religious conversion was driven by fusion with a

Muslim young man. As a result, she rushed to convert in such a short period without

much Islamic knowledge. Rejection and dissatisfaction with father and compatriot

practices pushed Azman Low toward the new religion.

7.1.3.2 Chinese style of I-position

The researcher suggests that the unique Chinese family and community structure have

provided another eye on I-position. In some circumstances, the Chinese behaviours

might look like low I-position, but the truth might be the opposite. The Chinese are

interdependent to please others and to fulfil the societal requirement, but the
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mainstream self-differentiation framework seldom takes the complicated

interdependent relationship in the collectivist culture into consideration.

Different from Azman Low, Khairul Wong’s conversion decision was a bit low I-

position in the traditional self-differentiation context. Khairul Wong expected his

mother might disagree with his conversion; he kept his Islamic learning and Shahada

as secrets. In front of the mother and family members, he appeared to be a non-

Muslim. He secretly went to an Islamic class and further his tertiary education in

Islamic study, he took his secret Shahada, practised Islam rituals underground,

expanded his religious network, and built up a relationship with a Muslim lady. He

tried his best to maintain the status quo in continuing his religious conversion.

After taking my Shahada, I went to continue my study. I continued Islamic
study in tertiary education. My mother did not know it. I did not tell her it
was an Islamic study. I told her I study psychology. If I tell her Islamic study,
she would get shocked….. After seven years, she asked me. I told her the
truth. (Khairul Wong)

After finishing my study, I married. I moved out of my mother’s house. My
mother could not accept my wife because she is a Muslim. She asked me why
I didn’t choose Chinese. She is mixed Chinese and aboriginal. She looked
like Malay. She is also a convert. We were schoolmates. My mother could
not accept it, so I had to move out. I told her where I live, and she is welcome
to visit me anytime. I let her know my responsibility as a son. (Khairul Wong)

I continued with my western life, my friends told me, within our friend, I was
a bit special. Firstly, I didn’t smoke. I just played with it. Even free also I
didn’t smoke….Secondly, people give me liqueur, and I didn’t take it. I didn’t
drink. Thirdly, there were many girls there, but I never take advantage of
them. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong’s behaviours seem to be low I-position because he dared not disclose

his real identity. In front of others, he pretended he has no relationship with Islam. He

continued with his secular Western life, which is not contradicted with Islam. He only
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disclosed his religious identity to the person he trusted. He came out to his mother

five years after taking Shahada.

In the traditional self-differentiation context, cover-up the real identity is the sign of

low I-position because of not capable of adhering to own belief. However, in the

Chinese collectivistic context, Khairul Wong accepts his conviction deep in his heart.

He knows he is a Muslim. High I-position Chinese Muslims would not merely

disclose their unique identity to prevent disagreement from others. They are capable

of staying under a complicated and interdependent relationship until they are allowed

to come out. They are capable of disclosing their identity step by step according to

their ability to deal with the consequences of coming out.

Another important case is Nurul Tan. When she wanted to go back to reconnect with

the family, she surrendered to her father's harsh conditions. She had to remove her

headscarf before entering the house. After entering the house, Nurul Tan had to serve

her father a cup of tea by kneeling in front of him. She had to admit her fault for not

listening to the father’s advice. She accepted all the conditions so that she could go

back to reunion with the family.

After entering the fence, I took off my headscarf. It was one of my father's
conditions. Before going back, I had asked more knowledgeable people…..
They said it is ok. You can take it off. My father said, if you want to come
back, you are not allowed to wear a headscarf… I kneel in front of him. I
offered him a cup of tea. He said you are disobedience. It is the result. (Nurul
Tan)

Nurul Tan was looked like fusion with her father and not I-position with her

conviction. She was looked like taking up the father's values and expectations.

However, from the collectivistic perspective, she was purposely giving up herself to
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earn the connection and relationship. She chose to accept the conditions temporally.

Removing the headscarf does not mean she denies her Muslim identity. Kneeling to

serve the tea does not mean she admits she embraced a wrong religion. She

temporally gives up a little bit of herself to gain back acceptance and reconnection.

Western culture praises individualistic decisions. From the untrained eyes, Khairul

Wong’s and Nurul Tan’s behaviours might be recognised as high fusion and low I-

position. However, from the collectivistic cultural dimension, they had applied a

typical Chinese style I-position. They had demonstrated good interpersonal skills,

shown highly adaptable and flexible behaviours. They also successfully gained more

survival resources to continue with their religious conversion process. They dealt with

the complicated collectivistic interpersonal relationship, maintained their major

convictions and values by scarifying their external surface behaviours.

7.1.4 Fusion with God

Traditional self-differentiation constructs emphasise the human interpersonal and

intrapersonal relationship, but very few human-God relationships are specifically

mentioned. In this study, the researcher has observed that most of the participants

show the characteristic of fusion with God. Most of them are reported to have

regained parts of their calm and functionalities after the fusion.

Khairul Wong had studied Islam for almost two years. He wanted to embrace Islam.

He did not dare to make the conversion decision but after reading The Quran verses

“Whoever follows His path, there will be no sadness and fear”, he seemed to have the

courage to deal with his mother, girlfriend and the consequences of embracing a new
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religion. It seemed to have God stays by his side to show him the right path. He felt

secure to make the conversion decision. Currently, he does a lot of welfare and

missionaries in the name of God.

Will my family accept my conversion? After converting, will they expel me
from the house? What to do with it? What to do with my friend? What to do
with my girlfriend? I also had a girlfriend. How to deal with it? Finally, I
found a surah “Whoever follows His path, there will be no sadness and fear.”
You do not need to be scared. You do not need to be sad. After reading this
surah, I have confidence. It is an accessible path. You do not need to be
scared. Just follow the path. (Khairul Wong)

When I can feel God, I feel calm because God guides me. We do not know
what we are doing now is correct or not. God shows me the path, the secure
path. This is why I always say, if we believe in God, we have the path shown
by God. My heart will be calmer than rich people. By God’s guidance,
whatever we do, there will not be fear. We already know the path from A to Z.
I have confidence in the path. I will not fear. I will steady follow the path.
(Khairul Wong)

I do welfare; I never think that I will get something. God asks me to help you.
I never ask you to pay back to me. I do the welfare under the name of God. I
do my best. God will help me to help you. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang is another notable example. In her mind, everything is happened

according to God's will. She prays to God. She reports her daily life to God and

requests everything from God. She could feel God is in front of her, and God uses His

way to respond to her prayers. With those feelings, she is actively leading a

missionary agency, approaching people who are interested in Islam. She opens a new

convert religious classes and conducts converts welfare.

If we are sad, we can go to find a friend. They will advise us. If we talk to
God, God will help us. That is why, whenever I feel disappointed, I will pray
and worship God. I will tell God. God is only in front of me. God will help
me. I have a motor riding; somebody comes to help me. My problem settled.
Somebody has settled for me. God sent him. He has no intention to see me.
He was sleeping. He feels that he wants to see me. He wants to give alms to
me. God gives the alms. He was sent by God to give me the alms. (Jamilah
Ang)
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We Chinese have God of Mercy, Guan Gong. In Islam, we have Allah, but we
could see and touch Allah. We believe, if we face any difficulty, we talk to
Allah. Insha’Allah He will send an angel to help us. He sends a person; we
treat him as an angel because he comes to help us. (Jamilah Ang)

Hafiz Lim embraced Islam because he believes that God would help him to improve

his family relationship. After embracing Islam, the family relationship has become

more conflicted, but he still prays to God every day. He asks for empathy, support,

guidance and acceptance. Hafiz Lim is confident he might be accepted one day. He

takes every single effort to reconnect with his family. For example, he goes to visit his

brother and mother; even he knows he might not be welcomed.

Sometimes, I also ask myself. I also pray. God, why do I have such an
unfortunate life? I remember the Prophet’s care. Care is not that easy. God
ever says that, once a person embraces Islam if he wants to repent, he needs
to care about the Prophet. You care about Prophet one time; God will pay
you back ten times. The ten times payback, you will not see with your eyes.
(Hafiz Lim)

Every day, I take up my palm. I talk to God. Ya Allah, You are the softest.
You can soften their (family members) hearts. I have no way to improve
myself. You give me good behaviours. You show me good behaviours. You
clear my slander. Slowly, thanks to God. God shows me not to dispute with
them. Previously I always disputed with them. This is not Islamic teachings. I
learn the Sunnah. I already understood. (Hafiz Lim)

By fusion with God, the believers would perceive ultimate calm, security, acceptance

and company that could not provide by humans. They also perceived continuous

monitoring from God to better function as God's servants. Participants were reported

to gain back some of their functionalities and self-differentiation after fusion with

God. Through God’s guidance and company, Khairul Wong bravely took his Shahada,

rebuilt the relationship with his mother and finally did missionary and welfares under

God’s name. It provides Jamilah Ang courage and support to continue with her

voluntary missionary works; even she faces a lot of disappointments and obstacles
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along with her missionary. By fusion with God, Hafiz Lim never gives up his effort to

reconnect with his family; even his effort might not adequately be rewarded.

7.2 Discussion

This study has found out that Chinese self-differentiation is slightly different from the

traditional self-differentiation which emphasises surface behaviours. When applying

Western approaches to Asian, local culture and tradition should take into

consideration (Sipon & Hassan, 2015). The Chinese have a very complicated

interpersonal relationship. They engaged with the harmonious and interdependent

atmosphere (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010; Yeh & Yang, 1997). The complicated

interpersonal relationship has (a) restricted their high self-differentiated behaviours (b)

or emerged their pseudo high self-differentiated practices.

The emotional cutoff individuals are associated with fear of abandonment (Skowron

& Schmitt, 2003) and attachment anxiety (Skowron & Dendy, 2004). They tend to

have difficulty in interpersonal and intrapersonal relationships (Bitter, 2009; Brown,

1999). It might create another distress such as loneliness and alienation (Kerr, 1988).

However, in the collectivistic community, a degree of emotional cutoff might not be

able to predict psychological symptoms (Tuason & Friedlander, 2000). This study

suggests that under familyism, interdependent relationships, obsessing to social order

and harmony, and the close interpersonal relationship, the Chinese have their precise

interpretation of emotional cutoff.

The emotional cutoff is the primary indicator of low self-differentiation (Bitter, 2009).

It is related to the fear of intimacy, ignoring, denial, unhealthy coping stances and
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responses (Brown, 1999; Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 2004). However, it is the norm

in the collectivistic culture (Murphy, 1999; Tuason & Friedlander, 2000) and is not

always presented in dramatic ways. Emotional expression and conflict are not allowed

(Yeh & Yang, 1997). They value endurance and suppressive behaviours (Yang, 1971).

The researcher has verified that emotional cutoff does not necessarily amplify

dysfunctionalities among the Chinese. In some situations, it might provide room and

time for personal growth among the Chinese

In the religious conversion process, the Chinese Muslim converts have to face messes

and conflicts (Ahmad Yousif, 2004; Jacobsen, 2005; Lam, 2005; Ma, 2005). This

study has shown that instead of directly dealing with those hardships and difficulties,

interpersonal distancing becomes an effective coping strategy for them to go through

the process, especially for those who are not yet ready to deal with those challenges.

They could temporarily avoid those challenges, but concentrate on their conversion

process. They might come back to reconnect with the distancing relationship when

they are prepared.

This study suggests that, the emotional cutoff has become the Chinese coping stance

to deal with distressed family relationships and attract a support system. When they

are not capable of dealing with complicated interpersonal relationships, they might

distance from the relationship to release from the stress. Meanwhile, third parties will

come into the distancing emotional system to provide support and help. They will

accompany the distancing individuals to go through their alienated and lonely period.

When the distancing individuals have settled down, they will slowly reconnect with

the significant relationship according to their ability.
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Emotional reactivity is another low self-differentiation indicator (Bartle-Haring &

Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron et

al., 2003). It might limit individuals’ functionalities because individuals tend to

behave and respond according to their emotional system instead of their thinking

system (Hwang, 1997). However, come to the Chinese cultural perspective, the

researcher suggests that the above prediction needs some modifications. The Chinese

value family more than individual (Chen & You, 2001). They might ignore and deny

dealing with the negative impact of individuals’ emotional issues (Hwang, 1997; Yeh

& Yang, 1997). They might switch the focal point from the emotional individuals to

the family emotional system.

The researcher suggests that from the Chinese perspective, the impact of emotional

reactivity might not be severe in the collectivistic culture. Instead of individual issues,

the Chinese treat an emotional issue as a collective issue. The acts of maintaining

family harmony and functioning would obscure the impact of the emotional reactivity

to the individuals in the system. Instead of interfering with individuals’ emotional

issues, the Chinese might take action to stabilize the collective emotional system

because once the family system has recovered from its instability, then only the

family members will gain back their functionality (Sheh, 2001). The above family

phenomena applied to the Chinese community because the Chinese copies the family

emotional system into a big scale societal (Sheh, 2001; Yang, 1971). It is consistent

with Asian collectivism community values which embraced emotional suppressive,

family harmonies, cohesion relationship, (Chen & You, 2001; Shek, 2010; Yang,

1971) security and connection (Gushue & Constantine, 2003).
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The researcher suggests that the Chinese might apply emotional strategy to start up a

rescue system to escape from the distressing atmosphere. Emotional reactivity might

create an unstable collective emotional system and invite the surrounding people to

intervene in the system. It might shift the focal point from the emotional reactivity

individuals to the unstable collective emotional system. When the surrounding people

intervene in the unstable emotional system, the emotional reactivity individuals might

escape from the distressing atmosphere. At the same time, the distressing atmosphere

might become taboo topics in the family's emotional system. They might monitor

each other to avoid the taboo topics in maintaining family harmony and consolidating

the family structure.

This study has also found out that too I-position individuals might not be comfy in the

Chinese collectivistic community. Too I-position behaviours might invite self-

loneliness and rejection. Other high self-differentiation indications, such as a healthy

coping strategy and self-control are more applicable in explaining the I-position in

this collectivistic culture. Even autonomy, self-belief and decision-making approaches

are high self-differentiated characteristics the Chinese live in an inter-related

community that values harmonious relationships. Surface I-position behaviours are

inadequate to represent the Chinese self-differentiation.

The researcher also suggests that from the perspective of the Chinese collectivistic

culture, the balance between connectivity and self-differentiation is essential in self-

functioning. Despite being self-differentiated, the Chinese have to maintain a

harmonious relationship with others. Too independent to conviction is slightly

contradicted with the collectivistic practice. Family connectivity, interdependent
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harmonious relationship (Sheh, 2001; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998), accommodate

to social structure (Yang, 1971; Yeh & Yang, 1997) and psychological interdependent

(Chung & Gale, 2009) is essential to individuals’ development and functionality. The

Chinese are taught to be mutuality and likenesses (Yeh & Yang, 1997) but not to be

individualistic and competitive (Chung & Gale, 2006).

Traditional self-differentiation construct promotes independent and self-assertion

(Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron & Dendy, 2004; Skowron & Friedlander,

1998; Skowron et al., 2003). However, under the collectivistic culture, it might not

always win praises (Chung & Gale, 2006). The Chinese apply family structure,

conformity co-operation and cohesion (Chen & You, 2001; Hwang, 1997; Murphy,

1999; Yeh & Yang, 1997). They obtain recognition and support from the close

relationship (Shih et al., 2010), and they are responsible for balancing the family

system (Hwang, 1997). This study has shown that they merge themselves into the

family. They might abandon their convictions to consolidate the family structure

because their functionalities highly depend on their family emotional system.

Individuals in collectivistic culture might counterwork with the complicated

interpersonal relationship to form pseudo high self-differentiated behaviours. The

behaviours are driven by emotional needs of not capable of handling the relationship,

such as coming out from the closet at a not suitable time. They need high self-

differentiated behaviours emotionally. However, they are not self-differentiated

intrapersonally and interpersonally to undertake the consequences of the high self-

differentiated behaviours to be long term independent and autonomous. Once they
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have fulfiled their emotional needs, the pseudo high self-differentiated behaviour will

be collapsed.

This study suggests that pseudo I-position would hinder the development of self-

differentiation. It might come out with impaired self-differentiation behaviours, such

as long-term cutoff a significant relationship. Individuals might pretend to behave

high self-differentiated in dealing with their low self-differentiation. They

behaviorally high self-differentiated to get rid of the distressed and non-manageable

relationship. They emerge their pseudo high self-differentiation to set a rigid boundary

with the relationship for not interfering with their daily life. They deny and ignore the

need for personal growth.

According to researchers, high fusion with others is associated with low functionality

(Bartle-Haring & Gregory, 2003; Skowron, Holmes, & Sabatelli, 2003; Skowron &

Dendy, 2004; Skowron & Friedlander, 1998; Skowron & Schmitt, 2003). However,

this study has found out that fusion with God might promote human functionalities. It

places humans in secure and calm conditions. Humans might not feel alone (Majerus,

2010) by gaining an ultimate secure base (Kumari & Pirta, 2009). The therapeutic

atmosphere is the essential nutrient in promoting high self-differentiation.

This study also suggests that fusion with God is an effective coping strategy to cope

with stress and hardships. From the Islamic perspective, human has to surrender to

God (Sparrow, 2008). Wholeheartedly faithful to God is the most fundamental

religious belief (Bo, 2003). Humans would benefit from religious values and

relationships with God (Sumari et al., 2019, 2018). This suggestion is aligned with
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Radzi, Ramly, Sipon, & Othman (2014) findings which mentioned Taqwa, God-

consciousness, and God-fearing are effective coping strategies to deal with anxiety.

In the theology context, self-differentiation is referred to the capability of following

God's wish and caring for the earth on behalf of God (Howe, 1998). This study

further explains the above statement. By fusion with God, humans would more or less

regain some of their functionalities because they act according to good deeds and are

kind-hearted under God's teachings. Furthermore, under Islamic principles, human

still has the autonomous and independent to fulfil their obligations to God. For

example, under the missionary obligation, a believer could choose to spread God’s

messages either by showing good behaviours, conducting reverts classes or

distributing articles.

The researcher suggests another indication in measuring self-differentiation level in

the collectivistic context. The capability of adhering to the major convictions should

be put into priority. Their self-differentiation should not be measured merely on

surface behaviours because the Chinese might cover up their high self-differentiation

behaviours to ensure their pursuing process might not disturb by the interpersonal

relationship. For example, instead of merely looking into emotional cutoff and

emotional reactivity, the capability of proceeding with the conversion process should

be emphasised.

Besides running major convictions, the researcher also suggests the capability of

managing complicated interpersonal relationships should be more relevant in the

collectivist context. Instead of high self-differentiated surface behaviours, the Chinese
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collectivistic culture values the interpersonal relationship, which profoundly

influences the Chinese behaviours, emotions and functionalities

7.3 Chapter summary

Emotional reactivity, emotional cutoff, fusion with others and I-position have been

used to access individuals’ self-differentiation level and functionalities. However,

self-differentiation developed in the Western individualistic community. When it is

applied to the Malaysian Chinese Muslim collectivistic community, it needs further

interpretation and modification. For example, fusion with God should include in the

fusion context.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

THE RELIGIOUS CONVERSION PROCESS AS A CATALYST IN

THE ADULTHOOD SELF-DIFFERENTIATION DEVELOPMENT

8.0 Introduction

This chapter will discuss how the religious conversion process plays the role of a

catalyst in adulthood self-differentiation development. It explores the role of religious

conversion as an unusual life experience to facilitate the learning process, structural

effort, and catalyse the adulthood self-differentiation development

8.1 Findings

This study has found two perspectives to answer the fourth research question, namely

adulthood self-differentiation development. This chapter will discuss this issue from

the catalyzation perspective, and Chapter Nine will discuss it from the perspective of

significant challenges.

Based on the data collection, the researcher will discuss the findings of the

catalyzation into two sections. In the first section, the researcher will explore the

religious conversion process as an unusual life experience. It consists of three themes,

five sub-themes and three categories. The three themes are (a) marginalized, (b)

deviation (b) association. And the second section will explore the self-differentiation

increment. It consists of one theme and three sub-themes. The theme is the (a) self-

differentiation increment, and three sub-themes are (a) emotional reactivity, (b)

emotional cutoff and (c) I-position. Table 8.1 shows the relationship between the
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research question, themes, sub-themes and categories of adulthood self-differentiation

development from the perspective of catalyzation

Table 8.1

The research question, themes, sub-themes and categories in the adulthood self-

differentiation development from the perspective of catalyzation

Research
Question Themes Sub-themes Categories

Adulthood
self-
differentiation
Development

(1) Marginalized (1) Majority to Minority N/A

(2) Deviation

(2) Parental and Compatriot
Religion N/A

(3) Parental and Compatriot
Relationship

(1) Family
(2) Peer
(3) Self Deviated

(3) Association
(4) Malay Muslim

Community
N/A

(5) Chinese Compatriot
Community N/A

(4) Self-
differentiation
Increment

(6) Emotional Cutoff N/A
(7) Emotional Reactivity N/A
(8) I-position N/A

8.1.1 The religious conversion process as an unusual life experience

This study has identified religious conversion process as an unusual life experience

because it has (1) marginalized the converts from majority to minority, (2) deviated

them from compatriot religion and norm, and (3) associated them into religion and

compatriot community.
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8.1.1.1 Shifted from a majority group to be in a minority group

Islamic conversion is considered an unusual life experience to the Malaysian Chinese

because very few of the Chinese have the experience, notable conversion to Islam.

Based on the interview, besides Khairul Wong’s mother had the intention to covert,

and Hafiz Lim’s three cater-cousins are converted, none of the participants’ family

members has converted to Islam.

My mother had accepted my religion. I ask her if she feels that Islam is good,
why not she convert to Islam. She said she wanted to invite my sister to
convert together. She wanted my whole family to convert to Islam. Finally,
they made the decision not to convert. (Khairul Wong)

I have two nieces, and one of my cousins have converted to Islam. (Hafiz Lim)

The religious conversion has shifted the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts to be a

minority group. They are shifted from the mainstream Chinese community to be the

minority Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. In the ethnic context, they are the

religious minority in the mainstream Chinese community as ninety per cent of the

Chinese practice traditional religious practices. In the religious and cultural context,

they are the ethnic minority in the mainstream Muslim community which is

dominated by the Malays. They have to learn and taking efforts to live as a minority

in both the mainstream Chinese and Muslim communities.

8.1.1.2 Deviated from the parental and compatriot norm

From the perspective of norm deviation, the converts might deviate from (1) the

parental and compatriot religion, (2) the family and compatriot relationship. In the

collectivistic culture, they have become an unfavourable group of people.
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8.1.1.2.1 Deviated from the parental and compatriot religion.

Religious conversion has deviated the Chinese converts from parental and societal

mainstream religions. All the participants in this study practiced Chinese traditional

religions before converting to Islam, including Khairul Wong and Hafiz Lim who

were Christians. After converting to Islam, they have deviated from the compatriot

mainstream religious practices. They had to deal with many unfavourable reactions

from their compatriot community.

Khairul Wong had extreme resistance from his family, especially on the ritual issue.

Azman Low had to draw a clear cut with his compatriot and family on religious

practices.

They wanted me to pray to their God. I refused. They made many noises.
Why this is the last prayer you can do for him, but you still refuse to do?
They said nobody would know if I pray for my grandfather. This is your
grandfather's final time why you cannot pray for him. I said why I need to
pray. (Khairul Wong).

After coming back to Malaysia, my parents stayed with me for a while. I did
not allow them to conduct their traditional prayer in my house. I only
allowed my mother to place an image. It is prohibited, but I respect her. She
had not burned any joss stick. She only recited the scriptures. (Azman Low)

I came back to Malaysia. I told them, religion is my own business. I will not
bother you. You still can believe and practice your own religion. I do not
oppose your religion. I choose this religion; you have no right to oppose
me…. I like this religion is my own business. You have no right to interfere
with me. I will not get involved with your religious practices. (Azman Low)

Jamilah Ang is inclusive of her religious practices. She accepts but is not involved in

compatriot religious practices.
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I went back to witness the kong teik prayer to my late grandfather. My
mother called me to go back. We can go back to witness the prayer. We can
help at the prayer...I asked my father, do you think is it wasteful? He also felt
it is wasteful, but my relatives said he was unfilial. He is the only son. They
forced him to do the kong teik….My father had exhorted us. He does not
want us to conduct the prayer for him when he passed away. I also explained
to him. It does not mean I disrespect you. I know you have difficulties.
(Jamilah Ang)

Khairul Wong, Azman Low and Jamilah Ang had deviated from their parental and

compatriot religion. They have a separate religious identity from their parents. They

are Muslim; their parents are non-Muslim. Their religious life is different from their

parents'. They have to learn and take efforts to deal with the deviation.

8.1.1.2.2 Deviated to the family and compatriot relationship

This study has identified that once Malaysian Chinese converted to Islam, they might

deviate from the (1) family relationship, (2) peer relationship and (3) self-deviated.

The relationship deviation has formed a unique experience for them.

8.1.1.2.2.1 Deviated from the family relationship

After converting to Islam, the Chinese Converts might deviate from their family

relationship. After Nurul Tan expressed her intention to embrace Islam, she had to

leave her family. Her family could not accept her Muslim identity. She only secretly

contacted her mother five years after her conversion and came back to her family after

ten years. Until today, her sister still could not fully accept her.

My family asked me. I replied to them. I want to convert to Islam. They
disagreed. They wanted me to think about it… I told them I wanted to convert.
They disagreed. I had no way as I already made my decision. I had no way to
turn back. Finally, I converted to Islam…..For ten years, I never speak to my
father, even one word. I only spoke to my mother on the phone. It was
already ten years. (Nurul Tan)
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Before embracing Islam, Khairul Wong had already expected the deviation. He hid

his Muslim identity for many years before coming out his Muslim identity to his

family, especially his mother.

Will my family accept my conversion? After converting, will they expel me
from the house? What to do with it? What to do with my friend? What to do
with my girlfriend? I also had a girlfriend. I had negative thinking. Convert
or not to convert? ….. How to deal with those dilemmas? (Khairul Wong)

Once he disclosed his Muslim identity, he immediately faced massive rejection from

the family. Both the mother and son had a cold war for many years. Finally, he had to

move out of the family.

After I finished my study, my mother asked me. I do not have any idea you
have converted to Islam or not, but I give you a way. If you choose to convert,
you will have nothing. You will have no house, no car, no money. I will not
give you even a cent. If you do not choose Islam, you will have everything in
the house. I just finished my study. I told my mother. I give you my only
answer. I choose Islam. but I will take care of you until you get old. This is
my responsibility as a son. It is Islam teachings. I do not need your things; I
can earn by myself. I just finished my five years of college study. (Khairul
Wong)

My relatives did not like my Muslim identity. They satirised me. You choose
not to eat pork. You are stupid to follow Malays. I just kept quiet. I only
responded when I could not stand on it. (Khairul Wong)

I went to the lawyer's office. My mother wanted to rename the house for me.
My aunt told me to sign the documents. My mother said, “Give your
identification card to her.” Suddenly “What kind of Malay name?” came out
from her mouth. (Khairul Wong)

The Islamic name separates them from their family and compatriot relationship.

Traditional Chinese names are totally different from Islamic names. To the Chinese, it

is odd. Khairul Wong’s mother had expressed her discomfort in this issue.
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8.1.1.2.2.2 Deviated from the peers’ relationship

Despite family relationships, converts also deviated from peers’ relationships. Usually,

Chinese converts will not expose their Muslim identity to peers for self-protection.

However, after coming out, they have to deal with the deviation, such as rejection.

Peers could not accept Khairul Wong’s Muslim identity. They had been playing

together for many years, such as they went to the disco and car racing. They have a

very close brotherhood relationship. After knowing Khairul Wong’s conversion, they

went to his college to pull him out. They caught him and threatened him to leave

Islam. Some of them even beat him and chose not to connect with him for years.

My friends went to find me in college. They caught me, beat me. They all beat
me. I said I didn’t do anything wrong. I didn’t do anything wrong. Why
should I cancel my religion?... Now we have rebuilt our relationship. Some
old friends who have strongly disagreed with my conversion, we have
already lost connection. The one angriest with me already re-contacted me.
He told me, you have your path, I have my path. I said I am ok if you like it.
If you want to break the relationship, I am still ok. (Khairul Wong)

Jamilah Ang was boycotted by some of her peers when she was just wanted to convert.

They did not like her. They refused to sit together with her.

I had a few Chinese friends; they did not want to make friends with me. They
were not understood. Islam is Islam; Malays are Malays. They are different.
They boycotted me. They did not want to make friends with me. They refused
to take food on the same table with me in the canteen. (Jamilah Ang)

My uncle is anti-Islam. He could not accept that I had converted to Islam. He
made a police report. The police called my adoptive father, the village head.
He told people to take me away. You quickly take him away, because the
Chinese will come and bring her back. (Jamilah Ang)

The deviation has separated converts from the original social circle. Most of the

participants were not in contact with peers for many years, especially Nurul Tan and

Azman Low.
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8.1.1.2.2.3 Self-deviated

Besides deviating from others, being self-deviated is another issue. Some converts

could not accept their own Muslim identity. In some situations, only a small number

of people do not accept them; they have to stay away from all people. They move to a

place they are not familiar with and cut off the relationships they used to be. They

might think of not deserving to be accepted.

Azman Low’s family did not oppose his conversion aggressively after his coming out.

The only person who relatively had an opinion was his eldest sister. However, after

disclosing his Muslim identity, he directly moved from his compatriot community to a

typical Malay Muslim community for more than 25 years. He cut off his relationship

with his family members and his compatriot community.

I seldom go back to my hometown. I direct move here after converting to
Islam. I find my job here. I seldom visit my hometown. I seldom visit my
hometown. I have lost contact with my schoolmates…One day if I have time,
I will visit them. Insha’Allah, if I have time, I want to go. However, I am too
busy right now. I have no time to have a tour of my hometown or to visit them.
I have no time. (Azman Low)

Do you mean non-Muslim friends or non-Muslim relatives? I seldom get in
touch with them. Most of the people I am getting in touch with are Muslims.
(Azman Low)

I do not close to my eldest sister. If I have time, I also missed my second
sister. I want to see her, chat with her, if I have time. Right now, both of us
are busy...Compared with our eldest sister, the person I want to find is my
second sister. (Azman Low)

My eldest sister is a bit fanatic. She was not satisfied with my conversion to
Islam. Maybe this is the reason she seldom comes to see me. I always have
this feeling. I always feel like that…her attitude toward my conversion
suppose to remain the same. I always can feel she does not agree with my
conversion, but this is my right, my freedom. I have no way if she disagrees.
(Azman Low)
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Nurul Tan begins to reconnect with her old friends. In the process of reconnection,

she worried that her Muslim identity might not be accepted. She is concerned about

how others look at her; especially with her hijab. She feels not comfortable with their

eye expressions. She always thinks that she is not deserved to be accepted.

After I had converted, I seldom see them. At that time, I had resigned from
my work. I resigned from my work. No friend was around me….. I seldom
spoke the Hokkien dialect and Mandarin. Nobody noticed I am Chinese.
They could not recognise my Chinese Muslim identity. I spoke the Malay
language with them. I was totally isolated. I do not know. I spontaneously
spoke the Malay language with them. Maybe, maybe I feel not very secure. I
wanted to protect myself. I worried that they have different thoughts. I
worried about how they looked at me. (Nurul Tan)

There are still a few old friends who still cannot accept me. Frankly speaking,
not everybody can accept me. My worries of cannot be accepted lesser
compared previously…. Not everybody can accept me, you know. I can go to
the ceremony. I was scared of how they looked at me. The ways they look at
you are very odd. They look at you from head to toe. You are Chinese, but
you are not Chinese. Am I looking so odd? I am still a human being. I have a
hand. I have eyes. I have everything. The ways they look at me seem like I am
not a human being. I am still a human being. The difference is I am
Muslim….Chinese New Year; they come back. They invite me to go to a
gathering. I can go, but do you have any problem or not?..... This is because
they might bring their friends together. I am afraid of their friends might
have a problem with me. I do not want them to feel not comfortable with me.
Suddenly come out with a headscarf lady. I do not want this to happen.
(Nurul Tan)

Recently I have reconnected with one of my friends. When she knows I
converted to Islam, she has no response. Previously she did not know. She
was not expecting me to convert to Islam. She said it is ok. I have no problem
with your conversion. We can be friends. It is ok. Until now, we are still
friends. (Nurul Tan)

With the Muslim identity, some converts have self-deviation issues. They always

suspect that people will not accept their Muslim identity. They feel that they do not

deserve to be accepted.
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8.1.1 3 Associates into a new norm

Despite deviation, the Chinese Muslim Converts might also have the issue of

association into a new norm. They might need to (1) assimilate into the mainstream

Muslim community and (2) integrate into the compatriot Chinese community with

their new Chinese Muslim Converts identity. The researcher names the assimilation

and integration process as “association”. It is a process of becoming a unique group of

people, so-called Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. They are neither merely

become a Malay Muslim, nor maintain as a Chinese.

8.1.1.3.1 Associates into the mainstream Muslim community.

With the Chinese identity, the Chinese Muslim might find hardships to assimilate into

the mainstream Muslim community. Hafiz Lim’s conversion motive was suspicious

by a group of Muslim villagers. They did not totally believe him. After a long time,

they began to suspect him. When he stayed in a mosque, they went to the mosque to

peep at him. They wanted to find out if he had any wrongdoing.

I stayed in the mosque for forty days…. Muslims in the village treated me
differently. They suspect I was mafia. They suspect I was drug-addicted.
When I was sleeping, they came to peep at me. A lot of them peeped at me
when I was taking my bath. They suspected I was drug abused. They started
to hate me. (Hafiz Lim)

Jamilah Ang did not receive any rejection from Muslim villagers because she worked

very hard to eliminate the suspicion. She did not get too close to the Chinese. She did

not dare to take any food from Chinese, no matter is halal or not. She worked very

hard to earn her halal living. From another perspective, she worked very hard to live

as a Malay Muslim lady to earn the Muslim villagers’ trust and confidence.
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There we some Muslims not believe me. They suspected my faith. They
thought I was playing with religion. I was not sincere to Islam. They beware
of me…I stayed here; I followed Islam. I never followed the Chinese
traditional practices…I wore clothes that covered up my aurat. I only bought
food from Malay stalls. I never take food from the Chinese stall. (Jamilah
Ang)

Islamic conversion has exposed the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts to assimilate

into the mainstream Muslim community. The assimilation process has formed a

unique experience that involves challenges, difficulties and hardships to the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

8.1.1.3.2 Integrate into the compatriot Chinese community

Besides assimilation, the Chinese Muslims also have to deal with the hardship of

going back to integrate into the compatriot Chinese community. Hafiz Lim did not

mention much about the compatriot rejection, but he did say he did not feel

comfortable mixing with his Chinese friends. His Chinese friends did not accept him

because they assume he has become a Malay. They began to alienate him, and

distance him.

At the initial stage, I felt ashamed if I met Chinese…. They asked me why I
want to do such things. Why do you wear a white skull? Why were you
circumcised? Why do you keep a beard? Do I do that to please the Malays?
(Hafiz Lim)

When I came back from a neighbouring country, I was very scared. I was
scared my mother could not accept me… My friends do not like Muslims. We
need to circumcise. It is troublesome. (Hafiz Lim)

After coming back from a neighbouring country, I was entirely alienated. I
changed a few batches of friends. I started to find Malay friends. I know it
was very hard to find Chinese friends. They could not accept me. (Hafiz Lim)

Azman Low had a different experience with his compatriot community. He entirely

kept a distance from his compatriot community. The distancing came from his
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rejection and criticism of his traditional compatriot practices, such as he despises his

compatriot rituals. He even does not like Chinese festivals.

Do you mean non-Muslim friends or non-Muslim relatives? I seldom get in
touch with them. Most of the people I am getting in touch with are Muslims.
(Azman Low)

At this moment, I rarely have any connection with non-Muslims. I only
connect to them when I go to market….I seldom mix up with them. (Azman
Low)

One year has twelve months. If we pray too much, it is wasteful. It wastes a
lot of money... In traditional’s practices, they pray everything. They pray in
the seventh month. They pray in the ninth month. They pray for everything. It
is over. They pray too much. They are perverted. (Azman Low)

When the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts integrate into their compatriot

community, they have to deal with many challenges and hardships. Besides

interpersonal factors, such as rejection from others; they also have to deal with

intrapersonal factors, such as their belief system.

8.1.1.4 Summary

In the Western context, religious conversion is merely a personal choice. This is the

reason Holmes & Rahe (1967) in The Holmes-Rahe Life Stress Inventory does not

include religious conversion. However, in the Chinese collectivistic context, religious

conversion is considered an unusual life experience. It places the Chinese Muslim

converts into the minority, marginalised, deviation and association status. It pushes

the converts into the new norms and places them into unavoidable self and social-

readjustment plight. The researcher suggests that religious conversion or mainly

Islamic conversion could be ranked as one of the most stressful events in the Chinese

collectivistic context.
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8.1.2 Religious conversion as a catalyst to the structural effort and learning
process

Religious conversion as an unusual life experience had discussed in section 8.1.1.

Religious conversion leads to intrapsychic and interpersonal development had

addressed in Chapter 5.

In this section, the researcher will further illustrate religious conversion as an unusual

life experience that facilitates the learning process and structural effort. As an unusual

life experience, the religious conversion process catalyses self-differentiation

development in the context of (1) emotional cutoff, (2) emotional reactivity, (3) I-

position and fusion with others.

8.1.2.1 The emotional cutoff context

This study has shown that, through the learning process and structural effort along the

religious conversion process, the Chinese converts learn to be less emotional cutoff.

Instead of interpersonal distancing, they are more capable of handling the

interpersonal relationship and managing the sense of threatening, fear, overwhelmed

and overburdened in the relationship

The religious conversion has facilitated converts to learn and take structural efforts to

break the fence of emotional cutoff. To rebuild the cutoff relationship, Hafiz Lim and

Nurul Tan learned and initiated structural efforts toward the reconnection. They had

cut off their significant relationship for years but they were willing to learn, take

effort and prepare themselves to gradually reconnect with their family.
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I called my mother; I told my mother I want to go back in the coming
Chinese New Year…. My father was around when I called my mother. I told
my mother I wanted to speak to my father. (Nurul Tan)

After converting to Islam, I always went back to visit my mother. I went back
to take care of her every day….I missed my parents. I keep their photos. I
keep my mother’s photo and my father’s photo in my wallet. Since we have
good sharing; I want to show you my father’s photo. (Hafiz Lim took out his
father’s photo to show the researcher). (Hafiz Lim)

Khairul Wong learned and took structural efforts to break his emotional cutoff with

the mother. Finally, he could freely express his doubt, emotion and thinking to his

mother. He even could ask the mother why he was mistreated in his childhood.

I asked my mother why she disliked me. My mother said she had not disliked
me. When she saw me, she remembered my father. This is because my
appearance is exactly similar to my father's…..This is psycho. However, I am
different. I am educated. I understand her. (Khairul Wong)

As an unusual life experience, religious conversion process might push converts

toward a cutoff relationship. They might learn and take structural efforts to overcome

the hardships and difficulties to reconnect with the cutoff relationship.

8.1.2.2 The emotional reactivity context

Through the learning process and structural effort in the religious conversion process,

converts might learn to be less emotional reactivity. Instead of automatic responding

to emotional flooding, stimuli environment or hypersensitivity, they tend to remain

calm and think clearly under stressful events. They tend to behave and make a

decision according to their thinking system.

In front of hardships and difficulties, converts learn to be less emotionally reactive. If

the humiliation is bearable, Khairul Wong learned to accept. Nurul Tan and Jamilah
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Ang learned to be calm and manage their emotion religiously. Nurul Tan focused on

religious obligation and ritual.

My relatives did not like my Muslim identity. They satirised me. You choose
not to eat pork. You are stupid to follow Malays. I just kept quiet. I only
responded when I could not stand on it. (Khairul Wong)

When they pray, I listened to their azan. After listening to the azan, I felt
relatively calm…..such as when I was upset, after listening to azan, I felt
comfortable and very calm. (Nurul Tan)

On the 13th, 14th, and 15th of each month, I practice puasa sunat (optional
fasting). I will do whatever I could do to fulfil my religious obligation. It is
only fasting. The more I do, the calmer my heart. My heart will be very calm.
(Nurul Tan)

Jamilah Ang manages her emotion by building a religious relationship with God and

expressing her hardships to people who are trusted.

As a Muslim, if people dislike us, it is ok. We istighfar, God will soften their
hearts…People humiliate us; we can recite Subḥānahu wa ta'alā. It is very
useful. It has its meaning….if we have any problem, we can pray to God. Our
concern will be solved soon. (Jamilah Ang)

When I am sad, I keep the sadness alone. I won’t simply express my sadness
to people around me. I do not want my sadness to influence them. If I met a
person that can accept my sadness, I would express my sadness to her, such
as my mentor or religious teacher. They will enlighten me. I can express all
of my sadness and problem to them. If we keep on expressing our sadness to
people around us, they will be influenced by our sadness. (Jamilah Ang)

The religious conversion process facilitates converts to learn and take structural

efforts to manage their emotion. Instead of being influenced by emotional flooding

and hypersensitivity environment, converts learn to manage their emotion to stay

comfortable in the difficulties and hardship. They learn to be less emotional-focused,

less hypersensitive, higher self-control to deal with negative emotions, such as

rejection and loss. They stay calm under stressful events and relationships.
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8.1.2.3 The I-position and fusion with others context

As an unusual life experience, the religious conversion process facilitates the learning

process and structural efforts to be more I-position and less fusion. Instead of being

over-involved, over-identification and over-reliance with others, converts learn to

remain independent, autonomous in adhering to their conviction. Instead of seeking

acceptance and approval, they learn to screen others’ beliefs, values and expectations.

They learn to have a close but not fused relationship.

The decision of embracing a new religion that is different from parental tradition is

considered a high I-position and low fusion behaviour. They make the conversion

decision based on their conviction without fusion with family norms and values.

Khairul Wong insisted on his religious choice no matter how his family and peers

treated him. Jamilah Ang expressed her decision to embrace the new religion directly

to the parents. They learned and took the effort to the break to fusion with family and

societal practices, and adhere to their conviction

My friends went to find me in college. They caught me, beat me. They all beat
me. I said I didn’t do anything wrong. I didn’t do anything wrong. Why
should I cancel my religion?... Now we have rebuilt our relationship. Some
old friends who have strongly disagreed with my conversion, we have
already lost connection. The one angriest with me already re-contacted me.
He told me, you have your path, I have my path. I said I am ok if you like it.
If you want to break the relationship, I am still ok. (Khairul Wong)

When my mother wanted me to choose between Islam and family, I told her I
choose Islam. I promise to you. I choose Islam, but I will take care of you. I
will take care of you until you get old because these are Islamic teachings. I
do not want your stuff. I can earn my living. (Khairul Wong)
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When I wanted to embrace Islam, the three of us sat together. I told my
parents, I said, dad, mum, I have thought about it. I want to embrace Islam.
Do you agree or not… I said, you want your daughter or not?.... If you do
not want your daughter, I will not come back, because I want to embrace
Islam. (Jamilah Ang)

Azman Low made a clear cut between his religious choice and his compatriot

religious practices

If we feel that our previous generation practices are not suitable, especially
religion, we should not follow. We ought to have the courage to change. We
must stop the not suitable practices. We have the right to choose our life. It is
my personal life. Nobody forces me. My previous generation may like their
way of life, but I do not want to follow. I made my own decision. This is what
I should do. (Azman Low)

To be high I-position and low fusion is vital in the conversion process. Without these

two characteristics, a religious conversion will not happen. They firmly stand on their

religious decision. They learned to adhere to their convictions and took action to be

autonomous and independent in their religious choice, which is different from their

parents and community.

8.2 Discussion

The religious conversion process is an unusual experience for the Malaysian Chinese

Muslim converts. The conversion process shifts the Chinese converts from the

majority religious and ethnic group to a minority group. Only about 1% of the

Chinese population are Muslim (Wan Kamal Mujani et al., 2012), and the official

statistic population is approximately 42,000 (Department of Statistics, 2011).

Converts are the marginalised group that are humiliated by the majority (LaMothe,

2011). They face tremendous pressure to assimilate into mainstream society because

of their religion and cultural identity (Frankel, 2008).
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Once a Malaysian Chinese converted to Islam, they might experience an unusual life

experience. They deviate from compatriot religion. They have to deal with the

hardships of the deviation because their new religious identity might not be accepted.

Chinese traditional religion is the mainstream among them (Lee, 2004; Tan, 2003).

The Chinese firmly hold on to Chinese values and culture (Ying et al., 1999). They

have resistance to accept both Islam and Chinese Muslim converts because they are

very proud of their culture (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). The Chinese

Muslims are treated as degraded Muslims (Ali Muhamud, 2007; Ma, 2005). They

would become orphans and isolated from their family and compatriot with their new

religious identity.

The Chinese Converts might experience a deviation from their compatriot relationship.

They might be treated as becoming Malays and betrayals to their ethnic (Lam, 2005).

Instead of religious conversion, it is more ethno-apostasy (Phillips & Kelner, 2006).

They are treated as “not Chinese” and boycotted (Ali Muhamud, 2007). They take up

the risk and term to be less favoured in the community (Shaharuddin et al., 2016). The

process of dealing with the relationship deviation might form an unusual life

experience for the converts. The hard feeling of rejection and alienation might give a

significant impact on the Chinese who are used to living collectively.

Besides the deviation, the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts might also experience

the hardships of the association process. They have to deal with the difficulties of

assimilation into the mainstream Malay Muslim community, such as suspicion and

distrust. Their behaviours, motives, and sincerity are suspected. Unless they

internalised the Malay Muslim living habits, they will be treated as new Muslim
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brothers (saudara baru) and not entirely accepted (Lam, 2005). Their ethnic

backgrounds are different from mainstream Malays Muslims (Jacobsen, 2005).

Converts are treated as the wrong kind of Muslims and bizarre human beings (Jensen,

2008, p.401).

Besides the hardships of assimilation, the Malaysian Chinese converts also have to

associate with the mainstream compatriot Chinese community. With the Muslim

identity, they are very hard to be accepted (Mohd Ridhuan Tee Abdullah, 2009). They

are treated as Malays because of their Islamic living habits (Hew, 2004), such as the

Islamic name and Islamic wearing. They might not readily be accepted. They are

always considered to be “others” in the compatriot community.

From the self-differentiation framework, the self-differentiation level is usually

constant and fixed after reaching adulthood. However, the framework also has

mentioned that individuals’ self-differentiation might develop to a higher level if the

individuals experience an unusual life experience and structural effort (Kerr, 2003;

Kerr & Bowen, 1988; Willimson, 1991). This study has identified that religious

conversion is one of the unusual life experiences in the self-differentiation framework

context. It could play the role of catalyzing the adulthood self-differentiation

development among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

The religious conversion experience is proven an unusual life experience because it

exposes the converts to a series of hardships and challenges. (a) It exposes converts to

an experience that not many people experienced. (b) It deviates converts from

parental and societal mainstream values. (c) religious conversion also associates
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converts with new values and societies. The challenges facilitate the converts to the

learning and structural effort status to deal with the above hardships and challenges.

They will learn to be intrapsychic self-differentiated as a Muslim and a Chinese, and

interpersonal self-differentiated to live comfy in the mainstream religious and

compatriot community.

Bowen did not explain how self-differentiation is developed. Studies have proved that

self-differentiation development could happen in psychological training (Griffin &

Apostal, 1993), psychological therapy (Vancea, 2013), migration (Roytburd &

Friedlander, 2008), and study abroad (Issenmann, 2008). The above findings are

aligned with Bowen’s claims that self-differentiation development could happen

through unusual life experience and structural effort. However, the researcher

suggests that the unusual life experience is only a setting that exposes the converts to

the hardships, difficulties and challenges. It facilitates the learning and structural

effort mechanism to catalyse adulthood self-differentiation development.

The learning process and structural effort catalyse adulthood self-differentiation

development. In the context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim conversion experience,

converts learn and take structural efforts to become more self-differentiated to deal

with the hardships and difficulties. Instead of emotional cutoff, they connect with

others. Instead of emotional reactivity, they stay calm in the difficulties and hardships;

instead of fusion, they have a connected but not fused relationship with others. They

escalate I-position and convictions in their decision-making process. They developed

their self-differentiation to stay comfy along with their conversion process.
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Long term well-functioning is capable of pulling up individuals’ base and total self-

differentiation level (Davis, 2011). The researcher further suggests that the high self-

differentiated behaviours provide a comfier status in the hardships and difficulties,

such as recognition and praises. Individuals might be willing to repeat and maintain

the behaviours to be comfy and advantageous. The acts of continually, maintaining

and repeating the high self-differentiated behaviours might pull self-differentiation to

another higher level. The researcher's suggestion is consistent with Parrott's (2003)

and Amir Awang's (1987) proposal. Individuals are in the changing process if they

choose and act with a series of more effective, responsible and realistic behaviours.

The researcher also suggests that the religious conversion process is a Rite of Passage

to adulthood self-differentiation development. Individuals experience a ritual of

transformation from one period of life to another (Khalfaoui, 2011). It consists of

three rites, separation, transition and incorporation (Beames, 2004; Blumenkrantz &

Goldstein, 2010; Kasomo, 2009).

As shown in Table 8.2, the religious conversion process as an unusual life experience

has separated converts from their compatriot non-Muslim social pattern into Muslim

social patterns. In the transition stage, they learn and take structural efforts to absorb

the religious knowledge, adapt themselves to the religious rules, living habits,

religious rituals, assimilate into the Muslim social community and integrate with their

compatriot community. From the learning and structural effort of overcoming the

hardships and difficulties of absorption, adaptation, assimilation and integration,

converts might achieve maturity and self-differentiation development. They will go
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back to their original social structure to incorporate with their new Muslim identity,

values and norm.

Table 8.2

The religious conversion as a Rite of Passage to the adulthood self-differentiation

development

Self-
differentiation
development

Religious conversion
process

Rite of
Passage Explanation

Unusual life
experience

Religious conversion
starts from their
attraction to the religion.

Separation

The religious conversion process
separates converts from a non-
Muslim social pattern to another
Muslim social pattern. For example,
from the Buddhist social pattern to
the Muslim social pattern

Learning
process and
structural
effort

1. The absorption stage
2. The adaptation stage
3. The assimilation stage
4. The integration stage

Transition

This is the stage of stress and anxiety.
Converts learn, train and take
structural efforts to overcome the
hardship in the religious conversion
process

Self-
differentiation
developed

The final stage of
integration or the
religious conversion
process is completed.

Incorporation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
development and maturity by the
lesson learned from the transition
stage. They go back to incorporate
with original social structure with
new status and functionality.

8.3 Chapter summary

The religious conversion process is an unusual life experience that plays the role of a

catalyst to adulthood self-differentiation development. This unique human experience

deviated converts from their original social pattern and associate them with a new

social pattern. The deviation facilitates the learning process and structural effort to

achieve adulthood self-differentiation development. The impact of the unusual life

experience is significant to the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. They used to live

in a collectivistic community with interdependent human relationships.
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CHAPTER NINE

SIGNIFICANT CHALLENGES IN THE RELIGIOUS

CONVERSION PROCESS TO EXPLAIN ADULTHOOD SELF-

DIFFERENTIATION DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

9.0 Introduction

The religious conversion process as an unusual life experience had been discussed in

Chapter One and Chapter Two. The religious conversion process plays the role of a

catalyst to adulthood self-differentiation development had was discussed in Chapter

Eight. This chapter will further illustrate the adulthood self-differentiation

development process from the perspective of significant challenges.

9.1 Findings

The researcher has identified one theme and nine sub-themes to answer the research

question of adulthood self-differentiation development in the perspective of

significant challenges. The researcher names and explorers the significant challenges

that might contribute to adulthood self-differentiation development. It includes but is

not limited to (a) learning to accept care, (b) hatching period, (c) learning to enhance a

relationship, (d) learning to genuine self-expressing, (e) learning to know other beliefs

objectively, (f) going back to home, (g) taking connected Shahada, (h) sharing with

others and (i) integration. This study will explore the significant challenges in the

religious conversion process to further demonstrate the adulthood self-differentiation

development process. Table 8.1 shows the relationship between the research question,
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themes, sub-themes of adulthood self-differentiation development in the perspective

of significant challenges.

Table 9.1

The research question, themes, sub-themes of the adulthood self-differentiation

development in the perspective of significant challenges

Research Question Themes Sub-themes

Adulthood Self-
differentiation
Development

1. Significant Challenges

1. Accept Care
2. Hatching
3. Enhance Relationship
4. Self-expressing
5. Know Other Beliefs
6. Connected Shahada
7. Going Back Home
8. Sharing with others
9. Integration

Inspired by Bowen, the researcher identified the adulthood self-differentiation

development process. The researcher named the model as Unusual Life Experience

Model (ULEM). It consists of three stages, (1) unusual life experience, (2) learning

process and structural effort, (3) self-differentiated improvement. The religious

conversion experience exposes converts to hardships, difficulties and challenges.

Converts will go through the learning process and structural effort to deal with the

hardships and difficulties to be more mature and self-differentiated.

Besides the Unusual Life Experience Model, another two models of Unifying

Experiential Psychotherapy developed by Mitrofan (2012) and Vancea (2013) will

also be used in the discussion to give a clearer picture of adulthood self-differentiation

development process. The researcher names the two models as Mitrafon’s Model and

Vancea’s Model.
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9.1.1 Learning of accepting care

Adulthood self-differentiation development could start with accepting care. When

individuals learn to accept care from others, they might have stable emotions to

escalate self-differentiation to a higher level. The effectiveness will be much more

significant if the care comes from God. From the self-differentiation framework,

individuals’ self-differentiation might develop to a higher level if they are long term

exposure to a less emotional fluctuated environment

Anxiety and insecurity had happened to Khairul Wong before touching with God. He

always felt the fear of death, the world of the afterlife and his wrongdoings. He even

felt scared of remembering the ghost and scary movies he had ever watched.

Sometimes we went to watch movies. The movies had hell stories. Sometimes
Chinese movies are scary. I was not sure it was true or not. I started to
think……I could feel something. I was not sure what I was doing was correct
or not. There was no direction for you to follow, you know. I started to get
messes. I started to get messes. I watched the movies; I was not sure it is true
or false. If hell and heaven exist, it would be too terrible…..At that time, I
could feel that I was in a dilemma; my direction is ok or not ok. I was in a
messy situation. Does heaven exist? My direction is correct or not? (Khairul
Wong)

Khairul Wong could stay calm, brave, decisions making and action taking when he

learned to accept care from God. By accepting God’s care, he always feels God stays

beside him. He feels that God always guides him and shows him a clear path.

When I can feel God, I feel calm because God guides me. We do not know
what we are doing now is correct or not. God shows me the path, the secure
path. This is why I always say, if we believe in God, we have the path shown
by God. My heart will be calm. By God’s guidance, whatever we do, there
will not be fear. We already know the path from A to Z. I have confidence in
the path. I will not fear. I will steady follow the path. (Khairul Wong)
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With emotional calm and stable condition, Khairul Wong made his conversion

decision. He knew that his family might not agree with his conversion. He decided to

convert based on his conviction, belief and wish. He knew that the religious

conversion journey would not be easy, but he was willing and capable of facing the

consequences.

Will my family accept my conversion? After converting, will they expel me
from the house? What to do with it? What to do with my friend? What to do
with my girlfriend? I also had a girlfriend. I had negative thinking. Convert
or not to convert? ….. How to deal with those dilemmas? It was my thought.
Finally, I saw a Surah, “Whoever follows His path, there will be no sadness
and fear”. You do not need to be scared and worried. It is ok. After reading
the Surah, I had confidence because it is an accessible path. You do not need
to be scared. You need to follow. I told myself, “never mind. You convert. Do
not bother either girlfriend, or friends, or grandfather, or anybody. No need
to bother about them.” (Khairul Wong)

Besides learning to accept care from God, learning to accept care from humans also

could provide a sense of security. Also, take Khairul Wong as an example. He could

not perceive any care and love from his mother. They always quarrelled. He

triangulated his anger through his living habits, such as disco and car racing.

Sometimes the dog’s food was better compared with the son’s food. You
already knew the differences. Previously my mother had a dog at home. She
kept the dog very well. Sometimes she fed the dog with egg and drumstick.
The son had no drumstick to eat. I understood. The dog was just an animal;
you care so much. It was important to you. I am your son; you did not care
about me. From there, we had a problematic relationship. We always
quarrelled. (Khairul Wong)

I was a breakdancer. My group ever won the champion of the state. When I
was fifteen years old, I always went to a disco. I went to a disco every day,
every night. At about sixteen years old, I started car racing. I drove my
mother’s car to race. I used her car to take my friends to the disco to enjoy
ourselves. We went to the disco and car racing. The XXX was very famous
for a car race. It was special for the car race. A group of Singaporeans went
there. After car racing, we went to a disco. It was very popular. The
afternoon disco was special for breakdancers. (Khairul Wong)
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Khairul Wong still could obtain care from other sources, such as the grandmother. He

always went back to his grandmother's house because the grandmother listened to him.

My mother came back to live in her hometown, but she did not stay together
with my grandmother. My mother stayed nearby my grandmother. I followed
my mother. Anything happens; I would go back to my grandmother's house.
It is normal because we had an excellent relationship. If I quarrelled with my
mother, I would go back. (Khairul Wong)

Besides the grandmothers’ house, racing field and disco, Khairul Wong also went to a

friend’s house. The friend’s family treated him very well. According to Khairul Wong,

the first time he went to a cinema with them was an unforgettable experience.

We studied in the same primary school. Sometimes I went to a friend’s house.
His mother treated me very good. His mother helped him to do homework.
Sometimes she also helped me. His mother treated me very good. If I had any
problem, she would help me….. You know when we were very young; we
enjoyed watching movies very much. They brought me together. “Let’s go to
a movie” I was also very easygoing…I followed them. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong learned to accept love and care from the grandmother and the friend.

The more he could feel the care and love, the less he was emotional cutoff and

emotional reactivity toward the mother. He started to build a mother-son relationship

by greeting the mother and having fewer quarrels with her. At the same time, the need

to fuse with disco, car racing, cigarette and also females had gradually reduced.

As shown in Table 9.2, learning to accept care is considered an unusual life

experience to Khairul Wong in the context of the Unusual Life Experience Model.

The experience shifted him from a non-care relationship to a care relationship. He

learned and took efforts to deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges to enter

into the care relationship. He learned to perceive God’s and human care. He gradually

reduced the triangulation to unhealthy social activities such as smoking and alcohol
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taking. He also started to build a non-conflict relationship, especially with the mother.

Finally, he achieved a higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned from the

hardships. He entered into the new relationship and incorporated it with the previous

significant relationship, especially the mother-son relationship.

Table 9.2 also shows that, in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life

experience rebuilt (1) Khairul Wong’s real self to accept care from others. (2) He

achieved and fulfilled himself by accepting the care. (3) Through self-rebuilding and

self-achieving of accepting care, he achieved self-differentiation development. In the

context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Khairul Wong was exposed and experienced the

challenge of accepting care from others. (2) He activated his resources toward

accepting others’ care. (3) By the learning and structural effort, he became an

autonomous person in the new care relationship.

Table 9.2

Self-differentiation development through the learning of accepting care

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Learning of Accepting

CareVancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Learned to accept care as an unusual life
experience and challenge because converts
are in the process of shifting from a non-care
relationship into a care relationship

Experience
challenges

The learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to enter into
the care relationship and to overcome the
hardship in re-accepting the previous
significant relationship.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
go back to incorporate the significant
relationship with new functionality, such as
playing the role of a Muslim and a son
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Learning to accept care from God and humans had lessened Khairul Wong’s

emotional cutoff, emotional reactivity and fusion with others to be more I-position. It

had escalated his adulthood self-differentiated development and functionalities, such

as building a non-conflicted mother-son relationship and declared the Shahada

bravely.

9.1.2 Hatching period

In the traditional self-differentiation framework, behaviour and intention of hiding are

fulfilling low self-differentiation and low I-position characteristics because it

disapproved of self-beliefs and self-values. The act of hiding Muslim identity is a sign

of losing independence and autonomy to others. However, this study has identified

that hiding might provide a relatively peaceful and harmonious interpersonal

relationship in nurturing converts’ self-differentiation. It avoids direct conflict and

messes. It also plays the preparation role for future I-position.

In front of predictable mess, conflict and opposition, Chinese converts might choose

not to disclose their Muslim identity. It could analogise as the pupa stage in the

insects’ metamorphosis process. The hiding converts could be analogised as the pupae

which appeared to be inactive and defenceless. However, it could be a process of

accumulating resources and nourishing them to be stronger. They learn and take

structural efforts to nurture their self-differentiation. They work to be less emotional

reactivity, maintaining a harmonious relationship or at least a non-conflict

relationship. They gradually adapt to the religious conversion process and invest their

time and energy to explore other important resources, such as religious networks and
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religious knowledge. When the pupae are prepared, they will break the pupae cage, to

come out with their Muslim identities.

Khairul Wong had a conflicted relationship with his mother. He was not allowed to

reveal his Muslim or potential Muslim identity to worsen the mother-son relationship.

The hatching period lasted for seven years. He continued with his nightlife but refused

cigarettes, females and alcohol because of religious obligation.

Everybody suspected me, but I cannot come out. I was waiting for my mother
to ask me. She did not ask me…... I suspect she had known. I did not want to
ask her. She also did not want to ask me. (Khairul Wong)

When I got in touch with Islam, I study the religion. I slowly changed, but I
still went to the disco. I followed my friend to the disco. The only difference
was my friends really enjoyed the disco, I less enjoyed it. (Khairul Wong)

In the hatching period, Khairul Wong learned to maintain the status quo relationship

with the mother. Instead of conflict, he used his resources to learn Islamic knowledge

and explore his religious network. He learned and practised his religion beyond his

mother's notice. Such as he went to further his religious education in a college, but he

told the mother he studied psychology.

My mother was supposed to know my Muslim identity, but she dare not ask
me. My mother did many things for me. We have to break the fast every
morning in the fasting month. She prepared the food for me...I guessed she
should not have any problem with my conversion because she already
prepared everything for me. I guessed she knew, but she did not want to ask
me... I observed her behaviour; she should not have any problem. If not, why
did she prepare everything for me? She also never asked where I studied.
(Khairul Wong)

After taking my Shahada, I went to continue my study in another town. I
continued Islamic study in tertiary education. My mother did not know it. I
did not tell her it was an Islamic study. I told her I study psychology. If I tell
her it is an Islamic study, she would get shocked….. After seven years, she
asked me. I told her the truth. (Khairul Wong)
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After he had finished his study, he was forced to come out in a very tough situation.

He had to deal with his mother's disagreement. His mother, relatives and peers

boycotted him. Some of them even beat him. He had to move out of his mother’s

house. However, he could pass by the tough situation peacefully. He was capable of

dealing with the messes of coming out because his self-differentiation level had been

nurtured to a higher level in the hatching period

After I finished my study, my mother asked me. I do not have any idea you
have converted to Islam or not, but I give you a way. If you choose to convert,
you will have nothing. You will have no house, no car, no money. I will not
give you even a cent. If you do not choose Islam, you will have everything in
the house. I just finished my study. I told my mother. I give you my only
answer. I choose Islam. but I will take care of you until you get old. This is
my responsibility as a son. It is Islam teachings. I do not need your things; I
can earn by myself. I just finished my five years of college study. (Khairul
Wong)

My relatives did not like my Muslim identity. They satirised me. You choose
not to eat pork. You are stupid to follow Malays. I just kept quiet. I only
responded when I could not stand on it. (Khairul Wong)

My friends went to find me in college. They caught me, beat me. They all beat
me. I said I didn’t do anything wrong. I didn’t do anything wrong. Why
should I cancel my religion?... Now we have rebuilt our relationship. Some
old friends who have strongly disagreed with my conversion, we have
already lost connection. The one angriest with me already re-contacted me.
He told me, you have your path, I have my path. I said I am ok if you like it.
If you want to break the relationship, I am still ok. (Khairul Wong)

The hatching period had nurtured Khairul Wong’s self-differentiation. The non-

conflicted and accepting atmosphere catalysed his self-differentiation development.

He learned not to disclose his Muslim identity publicly. He practiced and gathered

resources underground by lesser interpersonal disturbance, such as he could practice

fasting in a peaceful environment.
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Khairul Wong did not allow to disclose his Muslim identity, especially to his mother.

He learned to hide his Muslim identity by learning the religion and performing

religious rituals secretly. However, this does not mean that he could not get any

support. He learned to disclose his Muslim identity in proper timing and place. He

invested his effort to explore the underground religious network. He developed his

“hiding I-position”.He gradually came out of his Muslim identity according to his

ability to handle the coming out consequences.

As shown in Table 9.3, the hiding period is considered as an unusual life experience

to Khairul Wong in the context of the Unusual Life Experience Model. The

experience was preparing him to come out from the closet. He learned and took

structural efforts to deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges of staying in the

closet when he was not allowed to come out. He maintained the status-quo

relationship, but accumulated resources to gradually come out. Finally, he achieved a

higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned from the hardships in the hiding

period and came out to deal with the messes of the conversion.

Table 9.3 shows that in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Khairul Wong’s real self to stay in the hiding period for future coming out.

(2) He learned and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil himself in remaining

the status-quo relationship and accumulating resources. (3) Through self-rebuilding

and self-achieving in the hatching period, he achieved self-differentiation

development. In the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Khairul Wong was exposed and

experienced the challenge of remaining status-quo and accumulating resources for

future coming out. (2) He activated his resources to work toward the status-quo
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relationship and resources for the future coming out. (3) By the learning and structural

effort, he became an autonomous person and came out as a Muslim to deal with the

mess.

Table 9.3

Self-differentiation development through the hatching period

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Hatching PeriodVancea’s

Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

The hiding period is an unusual life
experience and challenge because converts
in the hiding period do not allow exposing
their Muslim identity. They hide their
Muslim identities for further coming out.

Experience
challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to hide
their Muslim identities and gain more
resources for future coming out, such as
religious knowledge and religious network.
They learn, train and take structural efforts
to hide but gradually come out as Muslims.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
come out as autonomous Muslims to deal
with the mess.

In the hatching period, Chinese Muslim converts learn to be “hiding I-position”. They

learn to do what they are allowed. Whichever they are not allowed, they do it

underground. They learn to tolerate their external self to fulfil others’ needs. They act

as non-Muslim in public by not showing any Islamic characteristics. However, they

learn to be internally I-position. They learn to practice and learn their religion secretly.

They learn to disclose their identity when they feel safe and needed.
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9.1.3 Learning of enhancing a relationship with others.

Adulthood self-differentiation will be developed if individuals are willing to enhance

a relationship with others. They might stay calm and have low emotional reactivity

under a close relationship. The need for fusion and cutoff might be lessened. They

learn to maintain an intimate relationship, at the same time take care of their self-need.

After declaring the Shahada and coming out to her family, Nurul Tan immediately hid

her Chinese Muslim identity and religious practices from the public. She lived in a

Malay village and cut off with her compatriot community for almost ten years. She

hid her Muslim identity successfully. People treated her as a Malay Muslim.

After I had converted, I seldom see them. At that time, I had resigned from
my work. I resigned from my work. No friend was around me….. I seldom
spoke the Hokkien dialect and Mandarin. Nobody noticed I am Chinese.
They could not recognise my Chinese Muslim identity. I spoke the Malay
language with them. I was totally isolated. I do not know. I spontaneously
spoke the Malay language with them. Maybe, maybe I feel not very secure. I
wanted to protect myself. I worried that they have different thoughts. I
worried about how they looked at me. (Nurul Tan)

Even Nurul Tan had cut off with family and compatriot community, but she had built

an excellent relationship with her Malay Muslim neighbourhoods. The neighbourhood

relationship provided her with another kindness besides the absence of the family

relationship, which she had cut off and ignored. The safe, accepting, and secure

environment encouraged her in breaking the fence of emotional cutoff later.

My neighbours send their four-five year's old children to Chinese
kindergarten. Sometimes they will come and ask me. Based on my
observation, they are capable of writing Chinese characters. However, their
sequences of writings are not correct. For example, the character我 （me）,
has its sequences of writing. Which stroke comes first, and is followed by the
second stroke. They do not have this concept. They draw the character. As
they could draw out the character, they feel satisfied. (Nurul Tan)
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The villagers accepted me. They blessed me. They welcomed me to be a
Muslim….Once I converted to Islam; they came to my house to visit me. They
blessed me and taught me to be a Muslim. (Nurul Tan)

With a safe, accepted and secured feeling; she started to break the cutoff fences

gradually. She took an initiative to work in a Muslim NGO. She began to get in touch

with the outside world by building a good relationship with the China Muslims and

potential Chinese converts. She helped the potential Chinese converts by guiding

them and sharing her conversion experiences with them.

The China Muslim was the first batch of people I got connected with. From
them, I slowly connect with the outside world and started to speak Mandarin.
Because they are Muslim. They are supposed to accept me. They could
accept me. I could not speak Mandarin with other Chinese before that.
(Nurul Tan)

After converting to Islam, the new converts might not know much. They do
not know which are allowed and which are not allowed. They will call me
and ask me. If I can answer, I will answer them. If I cannot answer, I will say,
please give me more time, I will call you back. I will call my teacher to get
the answer to them. We must have religious knowledge. (Nurul Tan)

After building good relationships with the Malay Muslims, Chinese Muslims and

China Muslims; she took one more step by going back to her family of origin ten

years after converting to Islam. She called her parents to express her wish. Instead of

rejecting the father’s awkward conditions, she communicated with them and searched

for solutions. After coming back home, she started to build a relationship with her

youngest sister, who was conflicted with her since their childhood.

For ten years, I never speak to my father, even one word. I only spoke to my
mother on the phone. It was already ten years. I guessed he already accepted
me. I called my mother; I told my mother I wanted to go back in the coming
Chinese New Year. My mother said, ok. I could go back. I said, if I went back,
would my father accept me? I worried he might scold me. My father was
around when I called my mother. I told my mother I wanted to speak to my
father. In the beginning, he refused to talk to me. I told my mother if he
refused to talk with me, how could I go home? Finally, he was willing to talk
to me on the phone. I told him I wanted to go back. Chinese New Year was
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very near. I wanted to go back. He said, ok. I could go back, but I was not
allowed to wear a headscarf. I was not allowed. (Nurul Tan)

Previous, when I went back, my sister did not want to talk to me. Now she
accepts me slowly… it was very awkward. When we met, we did not know
how to start a communication…This is God’s present. We are now OK. We
start to chat. We can chat now. She starts to chat with me. This Chinese New
Year, I met her. I took the initiative to chat with her (Nurul Tan)

After enhancing the relationship with Malay Muslim neighbourhoods, China Muslims,

Chinese Muslims and family members; she is right now in the process of breaking the

cutoff compatriot relationship, especially with her peers.

Recently I have reconnected with one of my friends. When she knows I was
converted to Islam, she has no response. Previously she did not know I was
converted. She was not expecting me to convert to Islam, but she said it is ok.
She has no problem with my conversion. We can be friends. It is ok. Until
now, we are still friends. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan has become more I-position and less emotional cutoff in a pleasant

relationship atmosphere which was created from her willingness of learning to

enhance a good relationship with others. She began with the Malay Muslim

neighbourhood, China Muslims, Chinese converts, family members and compatriot

community.

As shown in Table 9.4, the learning of enhancing a relationship is considered as an

unusual life experience to Nurul Tan in the context of the Unusual Life Experience

Model. The experience shifted her from an unsecured relationship to a secure

relationship. She learned and took structural efforts to deal with the dilemma,

hardships and challenges to enter into a secure relationship gradually. She gradually

extends her secure relationship from the Malays Muslim, China Muslim, Malaysian

Chinese Muslim, potential converts, family members and finally peers. She achieved
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a higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned and the hardships of entering

into the extended secure relationship.

Table 9.4 shows that in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Nurul Tan’s real self to enhance a relationship with others and extend her

secure relationships. (2) She learned and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil

herself of enhancing the relationship. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving

of enhancing a relationship, she achieved self-differentiation development. In the

context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Nurul Tan was exposed and experienced the

challenge of enhancing a relationship and extending the secure relationships. (2) She

activated her resources toward enhancing the relationship. (3) By the learning and

structural effort, he became an autonomous person in the process of extending the

secure relationship.

Table 9.4

Self-differentiation development through the learning of enhancing relationships

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Learning of Enhancing

a RelationshipVancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Learned to enhance relationship as an
unusual life experience and challenge
because converts are in the process of
shifting from unsecured relationship to
secure relationship

Experience
challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to enter into
the secure relationship gradually. They
gradually extend their secure relationship

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
extend and stay comfortable in the secure
relationship, to deal with the interpersonal
relationship.
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Once converts are willing to learn and enhance a better relationship with others, their

self-differentiation will be developed because they work toward their self-needs. They

adjust themselves to be autonomous and stay harmonious in an interpersonal

relationship. The learning process and structural effort promote I-position and high

self-differentiation, reducing emotional cutoff, emotional reactivity and fusion with

others.

9.1.4 Learning of genuine self-expressing

Self-differentiation will develop if individuals learn to express themselves according

to their convictions. Genuine self-expressing is capable of increasing I-position,

breaking the fence of emotional cutoff, building an intimate relationship with others,

and promoting independence and autonomy. It escalates self-differentiation

development, low emotional reactivity, low emotional cutoff, and high I-position.

Jamilah Ang learned to express her conviction to communicate with others. When she

started to get in touch with Islam, she rose up to her doubts and discussed them with

others, especially with her mother, her father workers and her teachers, even some of

them did not answer her doubts, especially the mother. However, her primary purpose

was to discuss, not to get the ultimate answers.

I asked my Malay teacher. He was pleased to explain it to me…. I asked my
mother. My mother said she doesn’t know. You go to study on your own….
When I was schooling, I asked my Malay friends. (Jamilah Ang)

I saw my father's worker pray. I was shocked. I asked her, she explained to
me… She further explained to me, what is allowed by Islam, and what is
prohibited in Islam. I asked her about the five-time prayer. She explained to
me that prayer is Muslims’ obligation. (Jamilah Ang)
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When Jamilah Ang wanted to convert, she directly told her parents her wish. She

appeased the parents. She ensured that they would not lose their daughter by letting

her convert to Islam. Even she had made her decision; she gave time to the parents to

accept her decision.

When I decided to convert, the three of us sat together. I told my parents, I
said, dad, mum, I have thought about it. I want to embrace Islam. Do you
agree or not… I said, you want your daughter or not?.... If you do not want
your daughter, I will not come back, because I want to embrace Islam. My
father said he wants his daughter. Why did I give up her? I have taken care
of her for sixteen years. If you want your daughter, you need to accept me to
embrace Islam. I directly told them. My parents thought about it one night.
You go. I better agree with you to embrace Islam. I do not want to lose my
daughter. (Jamilah Ang)

After converting to Islam, she practiced genuine self-expressing in the adoptive

family. For example, she accompanied the adoptive mother to find the adoptive father

in an underground casino. She waited and observed the father’s behaviour. When the

time was suitable, she invited the father to go home with her gently. After coming

back home, she invited him to be the leader of their prayer.

When I came back from the Islamic institution, my adoptive mother told me,
my adopted father was not at home. I asked her where he was. She told me he
went to the neighbouring country. I followed her to the neighbouring country
to find him. He was in a casino. He gambled with the people there. Do you
know what did I say? I did not say a word. I stood behind him. He played
mahjong. I know how to play mahjong. I stood behind him and taught him.
He was shocked. His friends were also shocked. The young lady who wore
the Muslim headscarf also knows mahjong. Finally, I held his hand and said,
let’s go back. He came back and slept there….when azan, I said, go to take a
bath. You become my prayer leader. He said I do not want to be the
leader….After one month, he apologised to me. He explained to me; he was
drunk. He was not allowed to pray for forty-four days. (Jamilah Ang)

In the peers’ relationship, she also practiced genuine self-expressing. For example,

when she decided to help a friend, she told the friend the reason with her sincere heart.

She also reminded the friend of her promises.
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Today a Muslim convert called me. She wants me to help her. She needs
RM1000. She will return the amount to me after two days. I must help her
because I worried something terrible would happen to her… I told her I
would go to the bank to take the money for her. I help her because of Allah
because we are under the same religion. I also remind the two days promise
(Jamilah Ang)

Jamilah Ang has developed her self-differentiation and love feeling through genuine

self-expressing. She practices high I-position, low emotional cutoff and stable

emotion to express her needs. Jamilah Ang always mentions that she is fortunate

because her conversion was blessed by many people. She also has a good relationship

with the family and villagers with a loving feeling and well treated. The researcher

suggests that she deserved to have a blessed conversion journey and a good

relationship because of her genuine self-expressing.

As shown in Table 9.5, the learning and practising of genuine self-expressing are

considered as an unusual life experience to Jamilah Ang in the context of the Unusual

Life Experience Model. The religious conversion process facilitates her to be more

genuine and I-position in expressing herself. She learned and took structural efforts to

deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges of expressing her conviction

genuinely. She extended the genuine expressing subjects from her family members to

outsiders. She achieved a higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned from

the hardships to be more I-position, less emotional cutoff and less emotional reactivity

in genuine self-expressing.

Table 9.5 shows that, in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Jamilah Ang's real self to be genuine self-expressing based on her

conviction. (2) She learned and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil herself in
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improving her genuine self-expressing. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving

of genuine self-expressing, she achieved self-differentiation development. In the

context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Jamilah Ang was exposed and experienced the

challenges of genuine self-expressing. (2) She activated her resources in improving

her genuine self-expressing. (3) By the learning and structural effort, she became an

autonomous person and I-position in expressing herself genuinely.

Table 9.5

Self-differentiation development through the learning of genuine self-expressing

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Learning of Genuine

self-expressingVancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Learned to practise genuine self-expressing
is an unusual life experience and challenge
because converts are in the process of
becoming more genuine and I-position in
expressing themselves

Experience
challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to be less
emotional cutoff and more I-position. They
learn to express their convictions based on
their needs genuinely. They also learned to
extend their genuine expressing subjects.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
become more I-position and less emotional
cutoff in expressing themselves.

Genuine self-expressing promotes self-differentiation development. It breaks the

fence of emotional cutoff and cultivates individuals to be less emotional reactivity and

functional in expressing self-needs. It also accelerates I-position in expressing

individuals’ needs and emotions without fusion with others.
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9.1.5 Learning of knowing other beliefs objectively.

The willingness to know other beliefs objectively might develop individuals’ self-

differentiation. It promotes seeking, investigating, participating and opening

individuals’ hearts to be I-position, low emotional cutoff, low emotional reactivity to

religious practices and knowledge gaining. Instead of a single belief, they are willing

to give space to different beliefs. They break the religious fence and fusion by

learning other religions that might be contradicted with their faith. They become less

obsessed, flexible and open in religious practicing and questing.

Jamilah Ang grew up in a traditional Chinese family. The Muslim kindness had

initiated her willingness to know about Islam.

My father had a worker. She was a lovely Malay old lady. She took care of us
precisely like her children. I saw her performed fasting and prayer. I felt odd
and asked her. She told me, this is what a Muslim should do. She treated us
like her children. To me, Muslims are good. Our people also never treat us
so good. …She told me, What a Muslim should do and should not do….she
told me, no matter you are a king, a prince, you need to perform five times
prayer. The prayer applies to all Muslims in the world. I felt odd, so I went to
study. (Jamilah Ang)

She was willing to know about the religion which was entirely different and new to

her. She started her journey by asking others about Islam, such as her mother, the

worker and her teacher. She also attended Islamic classes in her school.

I learned a little bit. The school did not teach us much. The school has an
Islamic class. I did not go out. I stayed in the class and listened. (Jamilah
Ang)

I asked my Malay teacher. He was pleased to explain it to me…. I asked my
mother. My mother said she doesn’t know. You go to study on your own….
When I was schooling, I asked my Malay friends. (Jamilah Ang)
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Besides Islam, Jamilah Ang also opened her heart to know about other religions. She

went to churches and temples to know, experience and compare the religions. She

chose Islam because Islam is more suitable for her. She was impressed by the Islamic

values, especially the prayer that emphasises equality.

Before embracing Islam, I went to Christian, Taoism. I went to many places.
They teach us to do good things. However, Islam emphasises discipline
because Islam has five prayers per day. No matter you are a king, you cannot
sit in a high place when you pray. You pray as a normal person. You pray
five times a day. You cannot pray more. You cannot pray less. So this is
equal. At this moment, we are equal. At this moment, you are not a king.
(Jamilah Ang)

The more Jamilah Ang knows about other religions objectively, the more inputs she

had processed and the more experiences she had gained. The process of learning other

religions has trained Jamilah Ang to be objective in her religious choice. It trained her

to be I-position, low emotional reactivity, low emotional cutoff and low fusion in

choosing and practising her religion.

Khairul Wong is another example. He rejected Muslims and did not like Islam,

especially Islamic rituals. Most of his schoolmates were Malay Muslims, but he never

played with his Malay Muslims schoolmates.

When I was a kid, I did not like Islam. I did not like Islam. I did not like
Muslims. I did not like them washing hands and feet before praying. I did not
like it….. I did not mix around with the Malays. I had a group of friends. All
of them were Chinese. I did not mix around with the Malays. I only mixed
around with Chinese, even though I studied in a national Malay school.
(Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong’s bias toward Muslims and Islam started to reduce when he was

willing to know more about Islam. He was gradually I-position to the religion by
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attending Islamic classes and discussing with his friends. His bias toward Islam and

Muslims started to collapse, and his self-differentiation developed gradually.

As shown in Table 9.6, learning to know other beliefs objectively are considered an

unusual life experience to Jamilah Ang and Khairul Wong in the context of the

Unusual Life Experience Model. The experience withdrew their fusion to old beliefs

and social networks to explore new religions and social networks. They learn to know

other religions and explore new social networks with open hearts. They learned and

took structural efforts to deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges in exploring

a new religion and network. Finally, they achieved a higher self-differentiation level

by the lesson learned and the hardships to be I-position and objective in religious

choice.

Table 9.6 shows that, in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Jamilah Ang and Khairul Wong's real self to explore other religions

objectively. (2) They learned and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil

themselves to know other religions. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving in

knowing other religions objectively, they achieved self-differentiation development.

In the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Jamilah Ang and Khairul Wong were exposed

and experienced the challenge of exploring other religions objectively. (2) They

activated their resources to know and experience different religions and social

networks. (3) By the learning and structural effort, they were more self-differentiated

in religious choice.
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Table 9.6

Self-differentiation development through the learning of knowing other religions

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Learning of Knowing

Other ReligionsVancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

The learning of knowing other religions is
an unusual life experience and challenge
because converts are in the process of
breaking the fence of fusion to a particular
religion. They even explore other religions
which are contradicted their belief.

Experience
challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to know
other religions objectively. They learn and
take structural efforts to open their heart and
abolish their bias.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
become self-differentiated and objective to
their religious choice.

Most of the participants had shown significant self-differentiation improvement when

they started to learn about other religions. The improvement was significant to those

who are willing to let down their existing bias. They learn to be I-position to know

other religions. They also learn to be low less emotional reactivity and emotional

cutoff toward a new religion and social network. The objective learning process will

improve their self-differentiation.

9.1.6 Taking connected Shahada

Taking connected Shahada is another significant challenge that could accelerate

adulthood self-differentiation development. Converts might learn to declare their

beliefs and convictions under immense pressure but still connect with their family,

compatriot and self. They adjust themselves between the three aspects to be more

functional, adaptable and self-differentiated.
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The above phenomena had happened to Hafiz Lim. Before embracing Islam, he

stayed in a big family. His life and emotion were heavily fused with his family. When

he had a problematic family relationship, his emotion always fluctuated.

I wanted to get married very fast because my wife had pregnant, but my
family could not accept her. My sister could not accept. She said my wife is a
troublemaker...Chaos! My family started to get chaos. It started from there. I
brought my wife back to my house to recuperate. It started to get chaos. It
started to get chaos.... my father passed away, my family started to get chaos.
My mother did not want to stay with me. She moved to Penang. I was very
sad. I love my mother so much. (Hafiz Lim)

He took his Shahada because he knows that Islam is the religion he was searching for.

He was confident Islam would help him to become a good man. He did not want to

continue his life, which was full of bad habits.

I had done a lot of wrong things. I could sense God wants me to be a good
person. I have returned to the correct path. I do not want to drink anymore. I
could slowly correct myself...I knelt in front of the sun. I was thinking in my
heart. God, give me a path. Give me a good way. I do not want to continue
my life like this anymore. (Hafiz Lim)

After taking the Shahada in the neighbouring country, he immediately corrected

himself and went back to Malaysia to fix the broken marriage relationship.

The first problem was my ex-wife. It gave me considerable pressure. How to
solve the problem? She is a good lady. Should we divorce? It bothered me….
I prayed to God every day. Is she my wife? What should I do? If she does not
want to follow me, am I doing wrong? The situation has lasted for one year
and four months. I converted to Islam first. She said you convert first, I will
follow…… I had waited for her one year and four months; she did not want
to convert. At that time, we did not understand hidayah. I went there seven or
eight times to see her. Finally, they give me a lawyer's letter…. I worked in
Perkim; I gave her RM200 for living expenses every month. After one year,
she refused to accept the money. I know she already gave me up. (Hafiz Lim)

Besides the wife, Hafiz Lim worked very hard to rebuild his family relationship. He

goes to visit his brother when he missed him, and regularly visited his mother before
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she passed away. He greets his relatives when he meets them. Besides, he also

encourages his children to connect with his brother and his first marriage’s children.

When I missed my family, I will try my best to visit my brother. I will go to
the shop. I go there to greet them. (Hafiz Lim)

After converting to Islam, I always went back to visit my mother. I went back
to take care of her every day….I missed my parents. I keep their photos. I
keep my mother’s photo and my father’s photo in my wallet. Since we have
good sharing; I want to show you my father’s photo (Hafiz Lim took out his
father’s photo to show the researcher)…. After marriage, my wife and I went
back to visit her. She was paralysed, but she was pleased with our visit.
(Hafiz Lim)

I have a few aunties; God has changed them. Previously they would say why
this person wants to believe this Malays’ religion. After many years, what
people said and what I have done are not the same. I have an aunt; she is a
Christian. If we meet in the market, she will give way to me. She wishes that I
could say something kind to her. I have a few aunties; they are about sixty
years old. They always tell me about their sad stories. (Hafiz Lim)

Their relationship is not fully recovered, but he does not give up. To him, the family

has not fully understood him. He tries every single effort to improve the relationship.

He always shares his family stories with his children.

They take care of my children. My brother sometimes will secretly ask about
my children. They will send some stuff to my children. My daughter refused
to accept his stuff. I told my daughter, I hope you understand. I only have one
brother. He will understand me. He will understand me. One day he will
know me. I told my Malay friends he is my brother. Please do not make
trouble with him. If you fight with him, I will beat you. I will not beat him.
We are brothers in religion, but my brother and I are brothers of the same
root. (Hafiz Lim)

You know our lineage. You know your grandfather. He was a successful
businessman. He had four business lots in the town. People know he is your
grandfather. He started his business here. My child is fifteen years old. I
teach her to do small and simple business. (Hafiz Lim)
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Hafiz Lim also connected with his compatriot culture. He takes his children to visit

his father's Catholic grave. He goes to the non-Islamic funeral to pay his respect to the

deceased; even his acts are a bit odd in the eyes of the Chinese.

I go to my father's Catholic grave every one or two years. I take my children
together with me. Starting from the year 1993, I had promised myself; I want
to practice this until the end of my life. Some Chinese could not understand.
They saw a Muslim with a white skullcap. I need to be careful. However, one
time, I met my brother in the cemetery. I brought my children together. He
dare not say anything. I told him, even I had embraced Islam; they are still
my father, my mother and my grandfather. They are always in my heart. I
have only changed my religion. (Hafiz Lim)

I had another experience. I went to the funeral ceremony. The Chinese felt
too odd about me. I saw off an old lady to her grave. I just did what I was
supposed to do. The Chinese felt odd. I touched a dog. They felt odd. Is it ok
for you?...they put a roasted pig in front of us. The Taoist priest was stopping
them immediately…. I go there bravely. A lot of Chinese Muslims does not
brave enough to go. (Hafiz Lim)

The connected Shahada has made Hafiz Lim becomes a Muslim, a Chinese and a

family member. He balances and links the three identities; connected but not fused.

He learns to stay comfortable with his current Chinese Muslim identity.

As shown in Table 9.7, taking connected Shahada is considered as an unusual life

experience to Hafiz Lim in the context of the Unusual Life Experience Model. The

experience escalated him to connect with family, compatriot culture and himself to be

a Chinese Muslim. He learned and took structural efforts to deal with the dilemma,

hardships and challenges to connect but not fuse with family, compatriot and self. He

achieved a higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned from the hardships to

be a Muslim, a Chinese and a family member.
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Table 9.7 also shows that in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life

experience rebuilt (1) Hafiz Lim’s real self to be a Muslim, a Chinese and a family

member. (2) He learned and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil himself by

balancing and linking the three identities. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-

achieving in the connected Shahada, he achieved self-differentiation development. In

the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Hafiz Lim was exposed and experienced the

challenge of becoming a Chinese, a Muslim and a family member. (2) He activated

his resources in rebuilding and accepting the three identities. (3) By the learning and

structural effort, he was autonomous as a Muslim, a Chinese and a family member.

Table 9.7

Self-differentiation development through the taking of connected Shahada

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Taking Connected

ShahadaVancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Taking connected Shahada is an unusual life
experience and challenge because converts
are in the process of rebuilding a new
identity as a Muslim, a Chinese and a family
member.

Experience
challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to rebuild
their identity. They learn and take structural
efforts to be a Muslim, a Chinese and a
family member.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages They
accept and rebuild the three identities

Taking connected Shahada would accelerate self-differentiation development. Once

converts declare their beliefs according to their values and convictions, they learn and

practice to be I-position. At the same time, they are still emotionally connected with
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their significant others and compatriot community and culture. They bravely adjust

themselves between Muslim, Chinese and compatriot identities.

9.1.7 Going back to home

Going back home is another significant challenge that might impact converts’ self-

differentiation. Some converts might cut off their relationship or be away from home

for years after embracing Islam. This initiative of going back home will start up their

mechanism to deal with the overwhelming relationship with I-position, low emotional

cutoff and emotional reactivity. They learn to separate their emotional system to deal

with the threatening and rejection in relationships. The initiative is precious for the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts because they live in a collectivistic community.

Their functionalities are high related to family relationship

The above phenomena have happened to Khairul Wong. He had to move out of his

mother's house because the mother could not accept his religion and his wife. He left

the house without a cent because the mother took away everything from him.

After coming out to my mother, I stayed with her for a short period. We
started up a cold war. She kept silent; she kept silent. When we took lunch, I
greet her. She would say, eat. As her son, we need to greet her. We had
nothing to chat about. What to chat about? She did not like it. She did not
respond to my coming out. I know she did not like it. However, I know she
will like it one day because she had many misunderstandings. She needed
time. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong took the initiative to go back home. He took his wife together to visit

the mother; even the mother was still not ready to accept them. His “go back to home”

had become the turning point to his self-differentiation. Instead of emotional cutoff,

he emotionally connected with the mother and build a healthy mother-son relationship.
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After moving out of the house, I got married. I took my wife back to visit her.
Let her see my wife. Let her know where we lived. We lived very near to her.
She did not like I took my wife back. She said to her, “sit” with blackface.
We just stayed for a while. After that, she came to visit us after we went back
to our house. (Khairul Wong)

We took my mother together wherever we went, she liked it very much. She
said she wants to go to KL. Ok, we go to KL to have a vacation,
shopping. …I brought my wife together, even though she did not like her.
Never mind we can do it slowly. It is ok. She will like my wife one day.
Finally, she accepted my wife. Initially, they seldom speak. Slowly they
started to chat. After having children, they even spoke more. (Khairul Wong)

I asked my mother why she disliked me. My mother said she had not disliked
me. When she saw me, she remembered my father. This is because my
appearance is exactly similar to my father's…..This is psycho. However, I am
different. I am educated. I understand her. (Khairul Wong)

To go back home, Khairul Wong learned to differentiate the mother's emotional

system and rejection from him. Khairul Wong learned not too influenced by the

mother's anger and rejection. He always said even the mother did not like him; he will

treat the mother well. He learned to differentiate himself from the overwhelming

mother-son relationship.

Nurul Tan was cut off from her family and compatriot community. In ten years, she

never contacted her family, except her mother. She covered up her identity to her

compatriot community by acting as a Malay Muslim because she worried about being

known as a Chinese Muslim. After ten years, she overcame her fear and anxiety. She

called her mother to express her desire to go back home. After coming back home,

she reconciled with her father and her youngest sister.

At the initial stage, I never think that my family will not accept me forever.
After that, I think they might do so. They might not accept me forever. I
contacted my mother. I told her, I choose Islam, but I am still her daughter.
Our relationship will not break. I choose Islam. I choose Islam. Our
relationship is not going to break. (Nurul Tan)
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She also overcomes her anxiety and fear of connecting with her compatriot

community and peers. She reuses her mother tongue to communicate in her

compatriot community, which she left for many years. She learned to interact with her

old friends.

Right now, I can speak mandarin in the Chinese community. When they see
me speak mandarin, some of them can accept, some still cannot accept. They
feel odd. Why does she speak mandarin? Why does she speak the Hokkien
dialect? Why does the lady that wears a Muslim headscarf speak Mandarin
and Hokkien dialects? I did not bother them. I did not bother how they look
at me. I want to speak Mandarin. I always speak the Hokkien dialect. (Nurul
Tan)

Recently I have reconnected with one of my friends. When she knows I was
converted to Islam, she has no response. Previously she did not know I was
converted. She was not expecting me to convert to Islam. She said it is ok. I
have no problem with you converting to Islam. We can be friends. It is ok.
Until now, we are still friends. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan’s self-differentiation was gradually developed when she took the initiative

to go back home. She learned to separate her thinking system from her emotional

system; even she was fearful and anxious about the relationship

Going back home is a symbol of connection. It could be a physical connection or an

emotional connection. In some circumstances, converts might not allow to physically

go back home, but they could go back “emotionally”. They do not ignore and deny

their significant relationship. They still feel they are loved and could love.

Take Hafiz Lim as an example. His family members have many misunderstandings

with him. In the short term, he might not get an understanding from them, and he is

not allowed to physically go back. However, he still could “go back home”

emotionally to go through the connection process. He could clarify the
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misunderstanding, eliminate the hate, and replace it with love and care. He always

mentions that his family members still love him, but they could not understand him.

I am very concerned about my family relationship. If we could have
interactions and greet each other, I will be pleased. I hope one day, it will
come true...No matter what situation we are brothers. To my understanding,
it is like water. We cannot cut the water apart. It is a test. In these twenty-
four years, I shed my tears every day. I pray to God. I wish they will
understand. Slowly, our relationship is much improved now. (Hafiz Lim)

Even Hafiz Lim is not allowed to go back home; he always takes the initiative to

greed and converse with his family members. He never gives up any opportunity to

rebuild the broken relationship. He has confidence; one day they will accept him.

Right now, he already has some physical interactions with them.

I told my daughter, no matter how they are, they are your uncle, your aunties
and your grandfather. We cannot change the fact. As Muslims, we need to be
more aware of this. Islam is your father's final religion. I shifted from
Catholic to Taoism, to Buddhism and finally to Islam. I have learned about
many religions. Islam will be the final. You must do your best. Whoever is
still willing to maintain the relationship, we must contact them. (Hafiz Lim)

We can take efforts into others, but to my family, it is a bit hard. We still have
many misunderstandings. If we have the opportunity, I am willing to give
time to both parties. The more they see me, the more they will understand me.
(Hafiz Lim)

Once Hafiz Lim has taken action to rebuild the relationship, he has already ‘gone

back to home” emotionally. The fences of emotional cutoff have gradually collapsed.

As shown in Table 9.8, going back home is considered an unusual life experience to

Hafiz Lim, Nurul Tan and Khairul Wong in the context of the Unusual Life

Experience Model. The experience facilitates them to deal with the conflicted and

cutoff significant relationships. They learned and took structural efforts of going back

home to deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges in the conflicted significant
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relationship. They achieved a higher self-differentiation level by the lesson learned

from the hardships of dealing with the conflicted significant relationship.

Table 9.8 also shows that in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life

experience rebuilt (1) Hafiz Lim’s, Khairul Wong’s and Nurul Tan’s real self to deal

with the conflicted significant relationship. (2) They learned and took structural

efforts to achieve and fulfil themselves by going back home to deal with the

relationship. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving, they achieved self-

differentiation development. In the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Hafiz Lim, Nurul

Tan and Khairul Wong were exposed and experienced the challenge of dealing with

the conflicted significant relationship. (2) They activated their resources by going

back home to deal with the relationship. (3) By the learning process and structural

effort, they became an autonomous person. They break the fence of emotional cutoff

to connect with their significant relationships

Table 9.8

Self-differentiation development through going back to home

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of Going Back to Home

Vancea’s
Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic
experiential
challenge

Going back to home is an unusual life experience
and challenge because converts are in the process
of dealing with the conflicted and cutoff
significant relationshipExperience

challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self

Resources
activation

Converts activate their resources to learn, train
and take structural efforts to deal with the
conflicted significant relationship. They go back
home to rebuild the significant relationship that
they were not capable of dealing with before.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation increment
and maturity improvement by the lesson learned
from previous stages. They break the fence of
emotional reactivity and emotional cutoff to have
a harmonious relationship with significant others.
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Going back home is a turning point to eliminate emotional cutoff. Besides dealing

with the anxiety of togetherness, individuals also have to deal with the family

interpersonal conflict that they could not handle before. They overcome their anxiety

of rejection before stepping into the house. They learn to screen out family beliefs,

emotions or expectations which have not belonged to them. They gradually unfolded

their fusion and cutoff with their family in improving their self-differentiation.

9.1.8 Sharing with others

This study has shown that converts’ self-differentiation level will be significantly

increased to a higher level if they learn and take structural efforts to share their

religion with others. In the sharing process, they practice being high I-position, low

emotional cutoff and low emotional reactivity. They learn and adjust themselves to

share religions in a gentle, peaceful and moderate way. They learn to be more tolerant,

compassionate, inclusive and objective in expressing their thoughts and feelings. They

also learn to deal with conflict and rejection during the sharing process.

The above self-differentiation increment phenomena have happened to Khairul Wong.

In the beginning, he had a barrier to sharing his religious thoughts.

In the beginning, I really could feel the barrier of sharing. Why? At that time,
my knowledge was limited. I refused to mix around with people…..We did not
know. In the beginning, I did not know many things. We felt that many things
we are not allowed to do. That is why we had a barrier. For example, we
misunderstood after converting to Islam, we are not allowed to go home.
Many people said you could not go home. When I went back, I had a barrier
in my heart. (Khairul Wong)
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To share effectively, Khairul Wong was willing to learn and adjust himself. He

learned to use different methods and strategies. His sharing is not aggressive and

threatening. He is ready to give time and space to the subjects.

We can do it slowly. A lot of things, no matter it is Islam or not Islam; even
we do not like it, we can change it slowly. We need time. If we are too
aggressive, it might come out with a negative effect. If we do it slowly, the
effect might be positive. We do it step by step. (Khairul Wong)

In the sharing process, we need to give in but that doesn’t mean that we
follow the non-religious teachings. This is because they do not understand.
They need time.... We need strategies to let them change slowly. It is
impossible for immediate change. We need time. For example, if a husband
refuses to pray, how does the wife invite the husband to pray? She supposes
not to threaten the husband. If you do not pray, you will go the hell. Instead
of calling the husband to pray, she can prepare the husband a prayer mat
and pray in front of him. Let the husband witness how the wife prays. Slowly
the husband will follow the wife. (Khairul Wong)

He also shares by conducting a series of good Islamic behaviours, especially with his

relatives. He uses suitable methods for sharing his religious thoughts.

I never preach to my family. I never talk to them about God because there
are many ways of preaching. I preach them through my behaviours. I do
what I suppose to do. There are many things we do not need to speak it out.
Preaching does not mean lecturing. For example, they ask me; China also
has Muslims. Is it? Even I know the answer. I still ask them, it is? How do
you know? They will explain it to me. If they can explain, then I have already
shared the messages with them. I no more need to talk much. (Khairul Wong)

Religion sharing does not mean conversion. Khairul Wong learned to share his

religion with others to reach a mutual understanding and build a good relationship

between religions. For example, he goes to temples to share his religion with monks.

I went to a Chinese temple. I could feel the barrier. I am a Muslim; he is a
non-Muslim. However, after chatting and eating, I no more feel any barrier.
I can learn many things from them…. I can get some experience from them.
We can interact to gain experience…. we are only different opinions on God.
On other parts, we are the same. You pray for traditional Chinese God. I
believe in God. (Khairul Wong)
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I shared my religion with my grandfather, but he did not accept my religion.
Accept or not is another story. I told him, after learning the religion, I am
confident with it. I wanted to share with him, but how he thinks about
religion is up to him. I never force him. I only shared with my grandfather
once. I also shared it with my grandmother. Let her thinks clearly. We cannot
force her. If she is ok with the religion, she can choose the religion. If she
doesn’t want it, then it is also ok. At least I shared with them. (Khairul Wong)

The above sharing process is more evident in how he treated and shared his religion

with his mother. The mother had many times expressed her intention to convert to

Islam. She publicly declared she was a Muslim. She invited her daughter to convert

together with her. However, Khairul Wong gave his mother time and space. He was

not able to confirm her Muslim identity after she passed away because she did not

take an official Shahada. He leaves her Muslim to God.

My mother followed all of my programs. People asked her. Why do you wear
a Muslim headscarf? She said I follow my son. I already converted to Islam,
but I know she did not convert officially… My friends asked me. Does your
mother already convert? She told us. She said she prays to God. She
followed all of my programs... She invited my sister to convert. She said why
not we convert together with your brother? Our whole family converts to
Islam. (Khairul Wong)

My mother did not explicitly tell me. I know she likes Islam. However, I
cannot confirm she had converted. I could not fully understand her thoughts.
She had admitted she is a Muslim, but not black and white. So I used the
Christian way to conduct her funeral….My thought is, let her. It is between
her and God. I did my duty. I let her know, but we cannot force her.”
(Khairul Wong)

As shown in Table 9.9, sharing with others is considered an unusual life experience to

Khairul Wong in the context of the Unusual Life Experience Model. The experience

facilitates him to share his religion peacefully and moderately with others. He learned

and took structural efforts to deal with the dilemma, hardships and challenges in the

sharing process, such as he learned and take structural efforts to be flexible,
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knowledgeable and strategic in the sharing process. He achieved a higher self-

differentiation level by the lesson learned from the hardships to share his religion.

Table 9.9 shows that in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Khairul Wong’s real self to share his religion with others. (2) He learned

and took structural efforts to achieve and fulfil himself by sharing peacefully and

moderately. (3) Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving in the sharing process, he

achieved self-differentiation development. In the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1)

Khairul Wong was exposed and experienced the challenge of sharing his religious

with others. (2) He activated his resources to overcome the hardships of sharing with

others, such as rejection. (3) By the learning process and structural effort, he became

an autonomous person. He could share his religion with anybody he wants.

Table 9.9

Self-differentiation development process through sharing with others

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the Sharing with OthersVancea’s

Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Sharing with others is an unusual life
experience and challenge because converts
are in the process of shifting from non-share
individuals to share individuals.Experience

challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to share their
religion with others effectively. They
overcome the difficulties of sharing with
others peacefully and moderately

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
become an autonomous person to share their
religion with anybody they wish.
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This study had also observed some of the participants; their self-differentiation is only

capable of sharing their thoughts with a particular group of people, especially people

who are identical to them. They tend to ignore, deny and avoid some critical issue that

they are not able to cope with. They worried about rejection and abandonment if they

did not share correctly. Their self-differentiation still has room for improvement if

they are willing to extend the varieties of the sharing subjects.

The above phenomena happened to Nurul Tan. Her sharing process was started with

China Muslims who have the same religious background as her. She extended her

sharing subjects to new Chinese converts and potential converts. When she wanted to

share her religion with her family members, she was stuck. She expected the family

members agree with her. The family members expected moderate sharing. When

contradiction occurred, both parties stopped the sharing session.

If they are Chinese Muslims, they converted to Islam; I still can share with
them because they are a newbie. They do not know. Sometimes they will call
me and ask. (Nurul Tan)

I want to share my religion with them, but they believe more in the
newspaper articles. When 2013 Maya doomsday rumour, my aunt showed me
a newspaper. The article reported it would be an earthquake, floods. Every
time I went to visit them, they would ask me whether I have kept rice and dry
food. I asked them, why should we keep that? If doomsday, we do not have
time to eat. To them, doomsday is the sky becomes dark. I tell them that if the
doomsday comes, it is useless to keep those foods. All these foods are useless.
Keeping those foods is useless. Finally, we just kept quiet. I could not share
the religion with them; if I share, our conversion will stop immediately. We
cannot force them if not our relationship breaks. (Nurul Tan).

Nurul Tan avoids repeating the cutoff relationship. To prevent conflict, she keeps

silent or does not share; even she wants to do so. Nurul Tan has not learned to share

her religion with her family members and peers yet.
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We cannot force them. Our relationship is already improved. I do not want to
repeat the scenario. I do not want to make our relationship a mess because
my family members believe what they had believed. From then on they
showed me the newspapers. I did not say anything. I just read. I told them I
already knew what happened. (Nurul Tan)

Nurul Tan’s self-differentiation had developed to a higher level when she learned and

took action to share with the China Muslim, Chinese Muslim converts and potential

converts. However, she tends to ignore and avoid sharing her thoughts or beliefs with

whom their religious stand is unclear. For more severe cases, she feels that she might

be abandoned if she shares with them. Convert’s self-differentiation will develop if

they learn and take action to share their religion. It opens out their emotional cutoff, to

be less emotional reactivity and fusion, but more I-position in the sharing process. If

they are not capable of sharing, or only share with a particular group of people, or

demand others to be identical in the sharing process, they still have room to improve

their self-differentiation through the learning process and structural effort.

9.1.9 Integration

Integration is another essential process that accelerates converts’ self-differentiation.

Converts learn and take efforts to be high self-differentiated when they integrate their

pre-and post-conversion experiences, such as values, cultures, religious teachings and

interpersonal relationships. They differentiate, integrate, adapt and maintain the

boundary of two experiences without much conflict.

As we can see Khairul Wong works hard to live as a Chinese Muslim. He lives as a

Muslim and never forgets his Chinese identity. As long as his previous experiences

are good and do not contradict Islamic teachings, he integrates the experiences into
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Islam teachings. For example, he emphasises filial piety and brotherhood relationship,

which are universal values in Islam and Chinese culture. He firmly holds the values to

rebuild the mother-son relationship.

I am not following the Malays. I follow Islam. My relatives said I convert to
Islam because I wanted to follow the Malays. I told them, Malay is a race;
Islam is a religion. I follow Islam; not follow the Malays. Just all the Malays
are Islam. If I follow the Malays, my appearance will change to become the
Malays. (Khairul Wong)

When my mother wanted me to choose between Islam and family, I told her I
choose Islam. I promise to you. I choose Islam, but I will take care of you. I
will take care of you until you get old because these are Islamic teachings. I
do not want your stuff. I can earn my living. (Khairul Wong)

Khairul Wong integrates his current Islamic social network with his pre-conversion

compatriot social network. He invites his non-Muslim Chinese friends to attend his

traditional compatriot events. He also brings his family to attend traditional Chinese

ceremonies, such as the Chinese wedding ceremony.

I still practice Chinese culture. I still celebrate Chinese New Year. We
celebrate here. When we started to celebrate the festivals many years ago,
they thought something wrong with me, but I insisted on doing it. Now all of
them accept. Malays also accept because it is cultural practices, not
religious practices. I can celebrate. I also celebrate the dragon boat
festival...It proves that we follow the religious teachings, but we still practice
traditional culture, which is not contradicted with Islamic teachings. After
going back to traditional culture, we become more open. (Khairul Wong)

I mix up with many kinds of people. I have a lot of good ideas that come from
non-Muslims. Their idea is not necessary no good. Why after converting to
Islam, we cannot mix with them? It is ok to mix with them. (Khairul Wong)

Non-Muslim invites me to go to their wedding ceremony. They will ask me
whether I can come. If I come, they will prepare special dishes for me. If I
confirm I will come, they will prepare all the dishes that I could take. If not,
they will ask the Malays to cook for me, Muslim halal food. (Khairul Wong)

Acceptance facilitates integration and self-differentiation development. Khairul Wong

accepts his Chinese Muslim identity and is capable of dealing with the conflict and
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similarity of his Muslim and Chinese identity. He learned to feel glad if people could

accept his identity; if people could not accept, he will respect them. As a result, he

does not lose contact with his old friends and compatriot community and conversely

has a good relationship with them.

My friends went to find me in college. They caught me, beat me. They all beat
me. I said I didn’t do anything wrong. I didn’t do anything wrong. Why
should I cancel my religion?... Now we have rebuilt our relationship. Some
old friends who have strongly disagreed with my conversion, we have
already lost connection. The one angriest with me already re-contacted me.
He told me, you have your path, I have my path. I said I am ok if you like it.
If you want to break the relationship, I am still ok. (Khairul Wong)

Converts’ self-differentiation will accelerate if they learn to integrate their compatriot

custom with their religion. They differentiate but not fuse to both customs. They

practice compatriot customs that are not contradicted their religion. They will modify

the contradicted compatriot customs to align with their religious teachings. For

example, they could modify the non-halal food to halal food. They also could sit

aside to witness but not participate in the compatriot customs that are contradicted

with their religion. They learn to differentiate between their religion and others’

religions.

Jamilah Ang integrates her religious teachings with her compatriot customs. She

joined a Chinese Muslim association to promote the integration of Chinese customs

and Islamic teachings. For example, she promoted Chinese-Islam food culture by

organising a Chinese halal restaurant. She named the restaurant with a fusion between

Islam and Chinese culture. She went back to her compatriot community to serve them.

She fundraised for a Chinese primary school.
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I ever went to XXX and XXX to open cafés. The cafés own by a Chinese
Muslim NGO. We named the cafés XXX XXX XXX (a fusion name of Chinese
and Muslim). Our cafés were very famous. We employed China Imams to
work with us. I went there for two years. After that, I came back to take care
of my adoptive father because he was sick. (Jamilah Ang)

Two-three years ago, I brought an imam from China to a China Town. We
sold ramen to fundraise a Chinese School. One night we could gain a few
thousand Ringgit. A lot of Chinese came to buy from us. I told them I am
Malaysian Chinese. He comes from China. We are Muslims. We are one
family. The Chinese gave great warm applauses. You are right. We are
Chinese. We are one family. (Jamilah Ang)

For compatriot practices which are contradicted Islamic teachings, instead of

despising, Jamilah Ang learned to respect. A notable example was her late

grandfather's “gong teik” prayer. The purpose of the prayer was to send some wealth

to her late grandfather in another world. The “gong teik” is contradicted with Islam

teachings. However, she respects her father and the prayer. She agreed to go back

when the mother invited her. She helped her father in preparing the prayer and

witnessed the prayer carried on.

When my father did Kong Tiek for my grandfather, I was there. My mother
invited me to go back. I can witness the prayer, but we cannot follow them to
pray. We can go back to watch. We can help. We cannot kneel and pray…. I
asked my father. Do you feel a bit wasting? My father also felt wasted. He
did that because my relatives scold him. They said he is unfilial. He is the
only male for four generations in his family. He was forced to do the Kong
Teik. (Jamilah Ang)

Integration breaks the fusion. Instead of “either one”, it integrates both the religious

teachings and compatriot practices. Jamilah Ang is capable of seeing other people's

practices that are contradicted with her religious teachings. She learned to accept and

differentiate herself from those practices
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As shown in Table 9.10, integration is considered an unusual life experience to

Khairul Wong and Jamilah Ang in the context of the Unusual Life Experience Model.

The experience facilitates them to integrate their pre-and post-conversion experiences.

They learned and took structural efforts to deal with the dilemma, hardships and

challenges in accepting differences, especially which are contradicted their religious

teachings, such as rituals and eating habits. They achieved a higher self-differentiation

level by the lesson learned from the hardships of integrating the two different

experiences.

Table 9.10 shows that, in the context of Vancea’s Model, the unusual life experience

rebuilt (1) Khairul Wong’s and Jamilah Ang’s real self to integrate their pre-and post-

conversion experiences. (2) They learned and took structural efforts to achieve and

fulfil themselves by accepting the differences between their two experiences. (3)

Through self-rebuilding and self-achieving in the integration process, they achieved

self-differentiation development. In the context of Mitrafon’s Model, (1) Khairul

Wonga and Jamilah Ang were exposed and experienced the challenge of integrating

their pre-and post-conversion experiences. (2) They activated their resources to

overcome the hardships of accepting and integrating both experiences. (3) By the

learning process and effort structural effort, they became an autonomous person. They

are neither fused with one experience but integrate and own both experiences, even

sometimes the two experiences might be contradicted each other.
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Table 9.10

Self-differentiation development through integration

Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential
Psychotherapy Explanation of the IntegrationVancea’s

Model Mitrafon’s Model

Unusual life
experience

Rebuilding
self

Symbolic experiential
challenge

Integration is an unusual life experience and
challenge because converts are in the process
of integrating their pre-and post-conversion
experiences.Experience

challenges

Learning
process and
structural
effort

Achieving
self Resources activation

Converts activate their resources to learn,
train and take structural efforts to integrate
their experience. They overcome and take
action by accepting differences such as
rituals and eating habits.

Self-
differentiation
improvement

Maturity or
unified Implementation

Converts achieve self-differentiation
increment and maturity improvement by the
lesson learned from previous stages. They
become an autonomous person in both pre-
post conversion experiences by accepting
and integrating both experiences.

Converts who value and appreciate their pre-conversion experience might accelerate

self-differentiation development. They find and apply the similarity of both

experiences. They modify and adapt to the differences. For those experiences which

are contradicted, they modify the practices to comply with their religious teachings.

They will not despise the pre-conversion experiences which are contradicted, not

allowed, not willing or have no value in their religion.

9.2 Discussion

This study has found out that religious conversion process consists of a series of life

challenges that might develop converts’ self-differentiation. The challenges play the

role of unusual life experience to facilitate the learning process and structural effort in

dealing with the hardships and difficulties in the religious conversion process. The
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finding validates Kerr & Bowen (1988) assumption on adulthood self-differentiation

development. It also supports Parrott's (2003) suggestion. Individuals are in a

changing process if they choose and act with a series of more effective, responsible

and realistic behaviours.

This study has found out that the complicated religious conversion experience

consists of a series of small significant challenges which play the role of a series of

small unusual life experiences to catalyse adulthood self-differentiation development.

The series of small significant challenges might expose converts to a series of

learning processes and structural efforts to deal with hardships and difficulties. It

might include but is not limited to learning, adaptation assimilation and integration

that could establish converts to be matured Muslims and higher self-differentiated

individuals.

This study also suggests that the more challenges individuals have gone through, the

more opportunity the individuals for self-differentiation development. The more

resources they have activated to deal with the hardships and difficulties; the more they

have to be self-adjusted, self-screened and adapted to deal with the hardships and

difficulties. In the context of the religious conversion process, the more they have

experienced and dealt with the hardships of the conversion process, they might have

more opportunities in the self-differentiation development and conversion process.

The researcher suggests that the challenges consist of passive challenges and active

challenges. The passive challenges are initiated by third parties, individuals will act as

a receiver. They respond and adapt passively to the challenges to be more self
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differentiated. For example, individuals respond and adapt to the love and support

provided by third parties. In the context of active challenges, individuals act as an

initiator. They take the initiative to achieve goals and convictions to be more self-

differentiated. For example, an individual takes the initiative to share their religions

with others or takes action to reconnect with others.

The nine significant challenges listed in this chapter are not universal because the

same life event might bring different impacts to different people. One particular event

might be significant and challenging to one person but not necessary to another. The

same life event might not necessarily trigger everybody into difficulties and hardships

because different people might have different needs and complex. For example,

“Going back to home” is significant to Nurul Tan because she had cutoff her family

relationship for ten years, but is it less meaningful to Jamilah Ang because she was

connected with the family since she converted to Islam.

Bowen suggested that self-differentiation could be developed in adulthood through

unusual life experience and structural effort (Kerr, 2003; Kerr & Bowen, 1988).

However, Bowen did not further illustrate the adulthood self-differentiation

development process. From Bowen's suggestion, the researcher proposes and names

the model as the Unusual Life Experience Model (ULEM) to explain the process. The

first stage of the model is the unusual life experience. Individuals are exposed to

hardships and challenges that unusual to them. The second stage is the learning

process and structural effort. At this stage, the unusual life experience will facilitate

individuals’ learning process and structural effort to deal with the hardships and

difficulties. They adjust and improve themselves to be comfy in the hardships. The
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third stage is the self-differentiation improvement stage. At this stage, the individuals

will achieve self-differentiation improvement and maturity from the learning and

effort that had invested in the second stage

Besides the Unusual Life Experience Model (ULEM) that was proposed by the

researcher, Vancea’s Model and Mitrafon’s Model in Unifying Experiential

Psychotherapy, and Rite of Passages Model also could explain the adulthood self-

differentiation development process. This study will further explain the relationships

between the four models are shown in Table 9.11.

At the first stage, individuals are exposed to unusual life experience. They are

separated from the original social pattern. They experience challenges and self-

rebuilding of the separation. The second stage is the transition stage. It is a self-

achieving stage. They activate their resources to learn and take structural efforts to

deal with the hardships and difficulties of the separation and challenges. The final

stage is the self-differentiation improvement stage. At this stage, the individuals will

achieve a higher self-differentiation level, better autonomy and maturity from the

learning and effort to deal with the hardships and difficulties in the second stage. In

this stage, they will implement what they have learned in the second stage. They also

will go back to incorporate the original social structure with their higher self-

differentiation and maturity.
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Table 9.11

Relationship between four models in explaining the adulthood self-differentiation

development

Stages
Unusual Life
Experience
Model

Unifying Experiential Psychotherapy
Rite of Passage

Vancea’s Model Mitrafon’s Model

1 Unusual life
experience Rebuilding self

Symbolic
experiential
challenge Separation
Experience
challenges

2
The learning
process and

structural effort
Achieving self Resources

activation Transition

3
Self-

differentiation
improvement

Maturity or unified Implementation Incorporation

From Chapter Eight and Chapter Nine, the researcher suggests that (1) self-

differentiation development is moved parallel with another growing process. In this

study, it is the religious conversion process. (2) The growing process plays the role of

a setting that provides an unusual life experience to converts. (3) The unusual life

experience facilitates the learning process and structural effort to catalyse the

adulthood self-differentiation development process. (4) The whole unusual life

experience consists of a series of small life challenges. (5) A series of small life

challenges mean a series of hardships and difficulties to catalyse self-differentiation

development to increase the self-differentiation level gradually. (6) The Unusual Life

Experience Model (ULEM) explains the adulthood self-differentiation development

process.
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9.3 Chapter summary

The religious conversion process catalyses adulthood self-differentiation development.

Along with the religious conversion process; there are a series of significant

challenges that contribute to the hardships and difficulties. It facilitates the learning

process and structural effort to deal with the challenges to become more self-

differentiated. Once the self-differentiation has developed to a higher level, converts

will come out with new identities and functionalities, such as they might become

caregivers, preachers, Chinese Muslims and moderators.
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CHAPTER TEN

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

10.0 Introduction

This chapter presents an overview of the thesis findings. It discusses the implication

of the study to the body of knowledge from the perspective of self-differentiation,

religious conversion process and multi-cultural. This chapter also provides

suggestions to counsellors to help Muslim converts to go through their religious

conversion process. Along with the limitations and strengths of the study, the

researcher also makes some suggestions for future study.

10.1 Overview

This study has successfully answered the research questions. It has explored the

Islamic religious conversion process among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts.

It has plotted out the development process into five stages which consist of the (1)

initial attraction stage, (2) absorption stage, (3) adaptation stage, (4) assimilation stage

and (5) integration stage.

This study had illustrated the manifestation of self-differentiation in the religious

conversion process among the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. The high and low

self-differentiated converts have shown different patterns of behaviours, emotions and

thinking in their religious conversion process. Generally, the high self-differentiated

converts would have better adaption, reflective and flexible responses to deal with the

hardships and difficulties. It has shown the universalities of the self-differentiation
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constructs in the contexts of cross-discipline and culture. It uses the individualistic

psychological constructs to explain religious conversion phenomena in the

marginalised collectivism context.

This study has identified some special self-differentiation characteristics in the

context of the Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. Surface behaviours are not

sufficient to measure the self-differentiation level of the collectivistic groups,

especially the Chinese. They might use high self-differentiation behaviours to cover

up their low self-differentiation. They might also use low self-differentiation

behaviours as coping stances. When applying the individualistic constructs to the

collectivistic community, it needs another angle of interpretation to prevent

misjudgments.

In addition to the exploration of adulthood self-differentiation development, this study

has identified the religious conversion process as an unusual life experience that

facilitates the learning process and structural effort. From Bowen’s suggestion, the

researcher has proposed and named a model to explain the adulthood self-

differentiation development process. The Unusual Life Experience Model (ULEM)

divides the development process into three stages (1) unusual life experience stage, (2)

learning process and structural effort stage and (2) self-differentiation improvement.

This study has identified another interesting finding which has been ignored by the

mainstream self-differentiation researchers. The researcher suggests that fusion with

God is a different context from fusion with a human. Fusion with the human is a low

self-differentiation indication. By fusion with God, human beings could regain some
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of their functionalities because it is a supernatural relationship. From God, humans

perceive unconditional and ultimate calm, security and guidance which have been

recognised as the essential nutrients of human functionalities.

10.2 Implication to the self-differentiation study

Bowen suggests that self-differentiation development in adulthood could be achieved

by unusual life experience and structural effort. However, the researcher suggests that

unusual experience as a setting facilitates the learning process and structural effort to

catalyse adulthood self-differentiation development. Unusual life experience exposes

individuals to anxiety, stress difficulties, hardship and challenges. Activation of the

learning process and structural effort to overcome the hardship and difficulties of the

unusual life experience catalyses self-differentiation development.

The researcher suggests the Unusual Life Experience Model (ULEM) to explain the

adulthood self-differentiation development process. The model is as shown in Figure

10.1. The unusual life experiences such as religious conversion, recovering from

severe illness and migration might expose the individuals to hardships and difficulties.

In the second stage, the individuals activate their resources to learn and take structural

efforts to deal with the difficulties and hardships. They learn to be self-differentiated,

flexible and adaptive in the hardships. At the final stage, they achieve self-

differentiation improvement and maturity.
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Figure 10.1. Unusual Life Experience Model.

The researcher has observed that an unusual life experience consists of a series of

significant challenges. Every single significant challenge involves minor difficulties

and hardships to start up the learning process and structural effort mechanism. The

accumulative process of overcoming and lesson learning from the hardships and

difficulties in an unusual life experience might gradually bring the individuals toward

maturity and self-differentiation improvement.

This study suggests that high self-differentiated behaviours would facilitate adulthood

self-differentiation development. Under high self-differentiated behaviours,

individuals might be more adaptive, rational and functional. They might gain self-

satisfaction, respect, comfiest, praise and recognition from the behaviours. They are

more willing to repeat the high self-differentiated behaviours to become norms to
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continue benefiting from the behaviours. Under this circumstance, their functional

self-differentiation might long term maintained at a higher level to achieve overall

self-differentiation improvement.

The researcher suggests that self-differentiation development is attached parallel with

another growing process. In this study, it is the religious conversion process.

Religious conversion facilitates the learning process and structural effort. Different

stages in the religious conversion process would provide different settings of unusual

life experience, facilitate different learning processes and structural efforts. For

example, the initial attraction might trigger an intrapersonal dilemma, but assimilation

might attract interpersonal conflict. Converts will go through each of the conversion

stages to gradually achieve self-differentiation maturity.

The researcher also suggests that high self-differentiated individuals are comfier to go

through their unusual life experience. High self-differentiated individuals use their

developed self-differentiation to overcome the hardships and difficulties in the

unusual life experience. However, low self-differentiated individuals use the

hardships and difficulties to develop their self-differentiation. Once their self-

differentiation has developed, then only their developed self-differentiation could

overcome the hardships and difficulties to go through their unusual life experience.

The low self-differentiated individuals need one more step or procedure to go through

the hardship.

Previous studies never relate the religious conversion process with the self-

differentiation framework. The researcher had added the religious conversion process
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into the self-differentiation framework. This study builds the religious conversion

model in the context of self-differentiation. From the intrapsychic and intrapersonal

perspectives, self-differentiation is manifested in the religious conversion process. It

adds the religious conversion process into the body of knowledge of adulthood self-

differentiation development.

Principal self-differentiation researchers such as Kerr & Bowen (1988), Bartle-Haring

& Gregory (2003), Skowron & Dendy (2004), Skowron & Friedlander (1998) and

Skowron et al. (2003) never particular include the human-God relationship in their

studies and literature. The researcher has added the human-God relationship into self-

differentiation constructs. Participants in this study have reported being more

functional and self-differentiated after building a relationship with God. They regain

their functionality and self-differentiation. Believing in God, human beings could

obtain ultimate calm, support, and security. It is crucial to converts because most of

the time, they are alienated and rejected. This finding is contradicted with the

traditional fusion relationship in self-differentiation constructs, which claimed fusion

to be low self-differentiated and low functional.

10.3 Implication to the religious conversion study

This study adds the self-differentiation framework into the religious conversion study.

The previous study described the religious conversion process based on religious

maturity. However, this study plots the religious conversion process into five stages

based on the self-differentiation development framework in the contexts of

intrapersonal and interpersonal maturity. Converts who are at the higher stages of the

religious conversion process will have more opportunities in the contexts of
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intrapersonal and interpersonal compared with those who are at lower stages.

Converts who are at the lower stage need more learning processes and structural effort

to be more self-differentiated.

This study has added Islamic conversion into the literature of religious conversion.

Previous religious conversion researches and models are mostly general to all

religions. However, this study is specific to Islamic conversion because. Islamic

conversion is an extraordinary process that should not generalise with other religious

conversion processes. Islam is not merely a religion of ritual. It is a religion of life

that penetrates every aspect of the believers’ life, such as sexual life, political aspect,

and the banking system. This phenomenon seldom happens to other religions.

This study has added collectivist values into religious conversion studies. It is crucial

because it discusses the conversion process based on the modern collectivistic

community context. It considers the complicated interpersonal relationship in the

religious conversion phenomena. Previously, most of the religious conversion

research and models are done in Western countries. They mostly focus on religious

maturity and seldom consider collectivist values.

This study has added the minority Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts context into

the literature of the religious conversion process. The unique Malaysian social

structure among and between Muslims and non-Muslims has nurtured a unique

conversion atmosphere. It forms an extraordinary religious conversion experience to

the minority Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts that could not duplicate in other
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regions and communities. Previous religious conversion models are deficient in

explaining these extraordinary phenomena.

10.4 Implication to the multi-cultural study

Many researchers have argued that self-differentiation was developed in Western

countries. The application and suitability to the collectivistic culture is still a doubt.

This study has shown that self-differentiation constructs could be used to explain the

religious conversion process in the collectivistic context. High and low self-

differentiated converts might show different behaviours, emotions and thoughts in the

religious conversion process.

This study has considered the complicated interpersonal relationship into both self-

differentiation and religious conversion studies. Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts

stay in a modern collectivistic community. Both self-differentiation and religious

conversion development might have more opportunity if converts could gradually

handle those complicated interpersonal relationships in the collectivistic culture. To

accomplish the religious conversion process, assimilation and integration into both

Muslim and compatriot communities are essential. The learning to be flexible and

reflective interpersonally is more relevant compared with merely religious maturity.

Besides the interpersonal relationship, this study suggests adding the capability of

running major convictions in measuring the self-differentiation level. In the

collectivistic context, the complicated interpersonal relationship has restricted high

self-differentiated behaviours or emerged pseudo high self-differentiated behaviours.

Surface high self-differentiated behaviours might be needed to cover up the low self-
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differentiated survival stances, or surface low self-differentiated behaviours are

required for pursuing major convictions.

This study has further explained the forming of pseudo high self-differentiation in the

collectivism context. Low self-differentiated individuals need pseudo high self-

differentiated behaviours emotionally because they lack of self-differentiation. The

pseudo high self-differentiated behaviours might not long sustain because it is not

supported by a high self-differentiation level and is driven by emotional needs. After

emerging pseudo high self-differentiated behaviours, they might need long-term

repairing and recovering. In the Malaysian Chinese Muslim context, they might long-

term cut off significant relationships or fusion with a religion.

This study has redefined self-differentiation from the perspective of the collectivistic

community, especially in the Malaysian Chinese Muslim convert’s context. From the

perspective of untrained eyes, some of the phenomena that happen in a collectivistic

community might mistreat as low self-differentiated behaviours. However, if we treat

the whole phenomena in the complex interpersonal background, it might be

understood in another way, such as underground behaviour. They abandon external

behaviours to be in line with the societal norm to pursue the major internal

convictions.

This study has defined the religious conversion process that specifies to the Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts. Instead of measuring religious maturity, which has been

done by the mainstream Western researchers, the researcher considers both

intrapersonal and interpersonal aspects which are more relevant to the collectivistic
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context. The initial attraction and absorption stages are more on the intrapsychic

aspect; the assimilation and integration processes are more on the interpersonal aspect.

The adaptation stage is a balance between intrapsychic and interpersonal aspects.

10.5 Suggestion to counsellors in helping converts.

This study suggests counsellors apply self-differentiation constructs in their practices

to help converts because this study has shown that self-differentiation is manifested in

the religious conversion process. It could provide another perspective and reference to

counsellors to understand converts’ needs, and proceed with a more relevant practical

counselling process. For example, instead of directly dealing with the burden and

difficulties of the religious conversion process, counsellors could focus on nurturing

converts’ flexibility and adaptability.

The researcher suggests counsellors help converts in developing their self-

differentiation so that they will be more adaptive, flexible and reflective to go through

their religious conversion process. It is essential because converts might not be

capable of direct dealing with those struggles and difficulties in the low self-

differentiated condition. Once their self-differentiation has developed, they might

regain their functionalities, strength and ability in dealing with the hardships and

difficulties in the religious conversion process. For example, the converts who are

cutoff from significant others; counsellors could help in nurturing their self-

differentiation. Once they are more self-differentiated, they would automatically take

action toward reconnection.
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Counsellors should consider the cultural aspect when applying self-differentiation and

religious conversion process knowledge to prevent misjudgment. Those studies and

literature are mainly developed in Western countries and seldom take collectivism and

Asian values as considerations. Counsellors have to interpret and apply those models

in the cultural context. For example, experience counsellors will not encourage

converts to come out if converts are not ready; even hiding appeared to be low self-

differentiation. This strategy is to prevent over-conflicts and struggles that are not

manageable.

Counsellors should always consider interpersonal relationships in helping Malaysian

Chinese Muslim converts. The capability in handling complicated interpersonal

relationship is one of the high self-differentiated indicators in Chinese collectivistic

culture. They live in an interdependent community, flexibility and adaptability in the

relationship are the fundamental survival skills. They obtain support, recognitions

resources and praises in a harmonious or non-conflicted interpersonal relationship.

Counsellors could help converts by encouraging them to build a closer human-God

relationship, especially to those who convert to a religion that places God in the

central point. Counsellors should encourage converts to pray to God and worship God.

This study had shown that converts would gain back some of their functionality and

more self-differentiated in a human-God relationship. They could obtain the ultimate

calm and security which are not capable of being provided by humans. They become

more flexible and adaptive to their new religious environment.
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Instead of purely focusing on religious knowledge, religious counsellors could

encourage and monitor converts to take up appropriate challenges to catalyse their

self-differentiation development, such as the hatching period and learn to know other

religions. Those strategies looked like not relevant, indirect, and not practical.

However, this study had shown that those strategies had successfully developed

converts’ self-differentiation and indirectly helped them to go through their religious

conversion process. For example, by knowing and respecting others’ religions, they

interpersonally perceive less rejection, and also intrapersonally intensify their

confidence in the embraced religion.

Counsellors could help their converts by encouraging them to reconnect with others.

This study has shown that Chinese Muslim converts are more functional after

connecting with others. They are encouraged to begin with people they feel

comfortable and secure with. They learn to build healthy interpersonal relationships in

a safe and secure environment. They might expose themselves to connect with people

in a small and secure group and gradually expand to a more prominent family and

community. For example, it could start with setting up a convert support group

10.6 Suggestion for future study

The researcher suggests a more significant number and diversity of participants

replicate the study. Future participants might consider diversity but not limited to

genders, religious conversion experiences, original origins, education levels and ages.

It is needed to enhance the credibility of this study, so that it could consolidate the

body of the knowledge, especially to the religious conversion process, human God

relationship and self-differentiation development.
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The researcher suggests mixed approaches to future researchers. It is for triangulation

and generalisation purposes. Different data collection and dimensional analysing

methods would provide different perspectives to the body of knowledge. It would

provide a relatively better understanding of the whole phenomenon. Furthermore, the

quantitative method in the mixed approach could provide a generalisation to the

findings

This study has found out that self-differentiation is manifested and developed along

with the religious conversion process among Chinese Muslim Converts. The

researcher suggests extending the study to different collectivistic ethnic groups which

have been ignored in mainstream studies to provide a holistic understanding of self-

differentiation and religious conversion studies. The collectivistic ethnic groups could

include but are not limited to Malaysian India and Siamese.

To consolidate the assumption of adulthood self-differentiation development in the

context of unusual life experience, the researcher suggests extending more studies to

other life change stressful events, such as recovering from severe sickness, study

abroad, divorce, and migration.

The researcher suggests future studies could extend to adulthood self-differentiation

development module that specific to Chinese Muslim converts. By developing those

modules, religious convert counsellors could refer to the guidance in helping the

Chinese Muslim converts to go through their religious conversion process and explore

self-differentiation development.
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Besides converts, future research could explore experiences of the related profession,

such as religious converts counsellors, missionaries and social workers. The above

exploration would deepen the understanding of the phenomena and enrich the

knowledge body. Such as, it might develop techniques and mechanisms specific to

religious converts and missionaries.

This study has preliminarily found out that fusion with God alone could restore

individuals’ functionalities. The researcher suggests that further study should focus on

to what extent the restoration and the maximisation self-differentiation in the context

of fusion with God. It is an interesting proposal because the human-God relationship

has been neglected in the traditional self-differentiation framework.

10.7 Strengths and limitations of the study

The multicultural study is the primary strength of this study. It takes the marginalised

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts as the subject. It explores the self-differentiation

and religious conversion process of the minority group which had been ignored by

mainstream researchers. It describes the manifestation of self-differentiation, self-

differentiation development, self-differentiation reinterpretation and religious

conversion process among the marginalised minority community.

The semi-structured interview method has produced abundant and in-depth data of

self-differentiation and religious conversion process experiences. This method had

provided an opportunity for the researcher to explore participants’ further experience.

It also gives the flexibility to participants to express their perspectives, feelings and

experiences but still in the research scope.
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Data creditability is also the strength of the study. The participants were

recommended by converts’ institutions that worked with the converts. The

participants also recommended participants by using the snowball method.

Furthermore, a pre-interview was conducted to ensure participants have fulfilled the

participant’s criteria. The above participants’ selection procedure could ensure the

researcher recruited the appropriate participants.

The researcher has the same ethnic background as the participants. They speak the

same language and have the same cultural background. It could avoid the language

barrier, and a misunderstanding arose from the cross-cultural interview. It provides

intact, rich and deep experience data. Besides, the cultural and ethnic background also

helps the researcher to comprehensively understand and analyse the research data.

Instead of generalisation, this study tends to offer preliminary exploration for further

study comparatively. This study only involves a small number of participants. The

findings could not extend to the broader population. Future studies that suggest larger

numbers of the population is needed to give an overall explanation of the phenomena.

The accuracy and reliability of the data collected depend on the participants’

memories. In the interview process, the participants are required to recall their

memory and experience. It might be their 20 years, even 30 years memory. Whether

their memories are accurate or reliable is unknown.
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10.8 Chapter summary

This study has shown that religious conversion is a growth process, and self-

differentiation is manifested along the religious conversion process among the

Malaysian Chinese Muslim converts. Self-differentiation is applicable to explain the

religious conversion in the multicultural setting, although in some circumstances, it

has exceptional cases that might need further explanation. This study has given an

illustration of adulthood self-differentiation development through the religious

conversion process, specific to the Islamic religion. This study also revealed that

fusion with God could restore converts’ functionalities.
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Appendix A

Informed Consent

BORANG PERSETUJUAN TEMUBUAL

PERSETUJUAN TERLIBAT SEBAGAI SUBJEK DALAM PENYELIDIKAN
(SELF-DIFFERENTIATION AND RELIGIOUS CONVERSION PROCESS
AMONG THE MALAYSIAN CHINESE MUSLIM CONVERTS)

Saya bersetuju untuk terlibat, serta memberi kerjasama dalam penyelidikan yang

dijalankan dibawah seliaan Dr Nadiyah Elias, Dr Mariny Abdul Ghani , dan Loo Tuck

Yee (calon siswazah ijazah Doktor Falsafah) dari Pusat Pengajian Pembanguan

Sosial-CAS, Universiti Utara Malaysia.

Saya juga bersetuju ditemubual dengan menggunakan alat perakam suara. Saya

memahami kegunaan alat perakam suara tersebut dalam kajian ini.

Lokasi:____________________________

Nama: ____________________________

Tarikh:____________________________

T.tangan: ____________________________

T. Tangan: ____________________________

(Penyelidik)
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Appendix B

Interview protocol

Section 1: Participant’s Background

Age__________ Gender__________ Marital status__________

Spoken language___________________ Highest education_________________

1. Could you describe your primary /secondary /tertiary education background?

2. Could you describe your living community during your childhood/ before

conversion/ after conversion?

3. Could you provide some details about your family of origin? (Parents and

siblings)

4. Could you provide some details about your current family? (Spouse and

children)

5. Could you describe the religion of your family of origin?

6. Could you provide your current/ previous occupation details?

7. Do you participate in any Islamic organisation? If yes, could you provide the

name of the organisations and your roles?

Section 2: Self Differentiation Development

 Impression about family

 Inheritance

 Triangulations, fusion, I-position

Question

1. How is your relationship with other family members, and relationships among

family members? Positives (closed, supportive, accepting), conflict (stormy,
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turbulent, hostile), normal (low conflict, normal accepting), negative (distant,

indifferent)

2. How do you describe your family /parents/brothers/sisters? Why?

3. Does your family have any covert or overt family rules/ values that you are

expected to follow? How do you feel/ family’s reaction when you are not

following them? How about now?

4. Do you pass your family’s rules to others? If yes, how? If No, why?

5. Do you ever change your family’s rules/ values? If yes, which and how do you

change? If not, why?

6. What did you inherit from your family? Qualities/ characteristics/ beliefs/

mannerisms/ speech patterns/ likes and dislikes? Strengths and weaknesses?

7. In your memory, did your parents ever have any conflict? If yes, what was the

conflict factor? How did your parents react to the conflict? How did you/ your

brothers/ sisters react to the conflict?

8. Does the conflict between parents influence you? How?

9. What did your parents/ brothers/ sisters/ expect from you when there is family

conflict?

10. Did your parents or family members have any expectations on you? If yes,

does the expectation still influence you? If not, why?

11. Have you already moved out from your family? If yes/no, when and why?

Section 3: Family and Peer Relationship

 Family origin, ethnicity and religion

 Relationship before and after conversion

Question

1. What is the ethnicity of your spouse/ father/ mother/ closest friends?

2. What is the religion of your spouse/ father/ mother/ brothers/ sisters/ closest

friend?
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3. Before your conversion? How was your relationship with your father/ mother/

brothers/ sisters/ closest friends? Does any relationship improvement/ worsen

from childhood to conversion with these 4 groups of people?

4. What were their (these 4 groups of people) reactions toward your conversion?

How did you react to their reactions? Why?

5. How do you describe your relationships with these 4 groups of people before

your conversion, after conversion, and right now? What have you done toward

the relationship?

6. Did you have any expectations on how they react to your conversion/ your

current relationship? What have you done toward your expectation? If they are

not able to meet your expectation, how do you respond?

7. Until today, do they have any change in behaviour or stand toward your

conversion? If yes/no, why do you think so? What do you plan to do for the

next?

8. Do Islamic teachings help you to improve your relationship with these 4

groups of people? If yes, how? And how effective? What will you do for the

next?

9. Does Islam/ religion become a topic when you meet these 4 groups of people?

If yes/no, why? If yes, please describe how was the discussion.

Section 4: Ethnicity and Identity

 How do you describe your identity?

 Experience of discrimination

 The conflict between religion and ethnicity

Question

1. How do you describe your ethnicity? Why?

2. Do you consider ethnicity significant to you? If yes/no, why?

3. How far do you wear/ eat / speak (not wear/ eat/ speak) in Malay/ Chinese

style? Why?

4. How far do you open/ close your Chinese Muslim identity to others? Why?
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5. Do you have any experience of discrimination or rejection by your ethnic or

religious community? If yes, could you describe more? What is your response

to those unpleasant experiences?

6. How do you feel when your family members or your closest friends practice

Chinese customs/ culture/festivals that you cannot participate in? What will

you do in such situations?

7. Do you have any experience that you feel lonely and alienated when you can’t

follow the Chinese community culture/ customs/ ritual/ festival? Such as

funeral rite? If yes/no, why? What will you do in such situations?

8. How do you feel when there is a conflict issue between Islam and the Chinese

community? Such as Ridhuan Tee issue, hudud, Islamic country, valentine day,

dead body disputes, etc.? How do you respond to those conflicts?

Section 5: Religion before Conversion

 The understanding of previous religion

 The practice of previous religion

Question

1. What was your religion before conversion?

2. If you had a religion before conversion,

a) How did you practice your religion before conversion?

b) How far did you follow your previous religious rules and regulations?

c) How far do you understand your previous religion?

d) How far do you believe or not to believe your previous religion?

e) Now, how do you treat or view your previous religion?

3. Before conversion, how far did you believe in the existence of God? Why?

4. Does the previous religion or belief practices bring you to Islamic conversion?

If yes/no, why do you say so?

5. How far do you understand other Chinese religions, such as Buddhism,

Taoism, or Christianity?
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Section 6: Conversion

 Environment before conversion

 What decides on conversion?

Question

1. Before you understand Islam, what was your impression of Islam? Why?

2. When did you get in touch with Islam?

3. When did you convert to Islam?

4. What made you convert to Islam?

5. How in-depth was your Islamic knowledge before converting to Islam?

6. When and where did you learn about Islam knowledge before your conversion?

7. Did you practice Islam teachings or rituals before Shahada? If yes, could you

explain more?

8. What was the main characteristic of Islam that attracts you to convert?

9. What is your feeling before or after your conversion?

10. What is your meaningful change after your conversion?

11. What was the most challenging experience in your conversion?

Section 7: Islamic Practice

 Level of Islamic practice

 Participants’ view on Islamic Issue

Question

1. To what level do you practice Islam? (Fasting, prayer, zakat, Haji).

2. If you are not able to practice Islam because of specific reasons, what will you

feel and react to?

3. To which level do you believe the teachings of Islam? Why?

4. To which level do you believe Islam is the only true religion for all humans?

Why?

5. Which verses in the Quran or Hadith most impresses you? Why?
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6. Did you ever face any hindrance of practising Islam from your religious or

ethnic community? If yes/no, why? How do you react?

7. Do you have any plans to improve your Islamic practice? If yes, how? If not,

why？
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Appendix C

Full work-out themes

Research
Question

Themes Sub-themes Category

Conversion
Process

1. Initial Attraction

1. God in Islam N/A
2. Prayer N/A
3. Characteristic of Islam N/A
4. Muslim Acquaintances N/A
5. Unfinished Religious
Experiences

N/A

2. Absorption
6. Formal N/A
7. Informal N/A
8. Others Religions or Sects N/A

3. Adaptation 9. Add-on N/A
10. Give up N/A

4. Assimilation

11. Community N/A
12. Language N/A
13. Food N/A
14. Wearing N/A

5. Integration 15. Visible N/A
16. Emotional N/A

Self-
differentiation
Manifestation

6. High self-
differentiation

17. Respond to Crisis-Guidance
and Solution

N/A

18. Searching God-God
Teaching

N/A

19. Taking Shahada-Long Time
Shahada

N/A

20. Learning Focus-Flexible N/A
21. Hiding-Connection N/A
22. Coming Out-Prepared N/A
23. Change-Ability and Rhythm N/A
24. Acceptance-Genuine N/A
25. Unpleasant Religious

Behaviours-Action but no
Intervene

N/A

26. Sharing Religion-Peacefully
and Moderately

N/A

27. Coping with Religious
Dilemma-Comfortable

N/A

28. Reconnection-Go Back N/A
29. Approaching- Direct N/A

7. Low self-
differentiation

30. Response to Crisis-Denial
and Fusion

N/A

31. Searching God-Consolation
and Comfort

N/A

32. Taking Shahada-Immediate
Shahada

N/A

33. Learning Focus-Rigid N/A
34. Hiding-Cutoff N/A
35. Coming Out-Driven by
Emotion

N/A

36. Change-forceful N/A
37. Acceptance- Surface N/A
38. Unpleasant Religious

Behaviours- Intervene but
Cutoff

N/A

39. Sharing Religion-Not Able to
Share

N/A

40. Coping with Religious
Dilemma-Emotional

N/A
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Reactivity and Cutoff
41. Reconnecting-Deny and

Ignore
N/A

42. Approaching-Avoiding N/A

Special Case

8. Chinese Self-
differentiation

43. Emotional Cutoff Coping Strategy
Distancing Relationship
and Support System

44. Emotional Reactivity Rescue System
Taboo

45. Fusion and I-position Pseudo I-position
Chinese I-position

9. Muslim Self-
differentiation

46. Human God N/A

Adulthood
Self-
differentiation
Development

10. Marginalized 47. Majority to Minority N/A

11. Deviation

48. Parents and Compatriot
Religion N/A

49. Parents and Compatriot
Norm

Family
Peers
Self-deviated

12. Association 50. Malay Muslim Community N/A
51. Chinese Compatriot

Community N/A

13. Self-
differentiation
Increment

52. Emotional Cutoff N/A
53. Emotional Reactivity N/A
54. I-position N/A

14. Significant
Challenges

55. Accept Care N/A
56. Hatching N/A
57. Enhance Relationship N/A
58. Self-expressing N/A
59. Know Other Beliefs N/A
60. Connected Shahada N/A
61. Going Back Home N/A
62. Sharing with others N/A
63. Integration N/A
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